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Thermal sources, an opportunity for developement of wellness tourism in 
Kosovo

PhD (C.) Ardian Ramadani
European University of Tirana, Albania

Abstract

Tourism impacts are greatly noticeable in education, culture, science, employment and above 
all in health. Other than providing variety treatments that address specifi c health concerns 
or support lifestyle improvements it also promotes and at the same time increases level of 
regional tourism development.
Tourism sector since the existence of human society has been and to this day is extremely 
important sector of socio-economic and essential part of society. Seeing it from the economical 
aspect, it is now an identifi able niche market in many countries and continues to turn into 
carrier sector of economic development; impact and its importance for today's contemporary 
society are also refl ected in other segments of people`s life both, domestic and international.
Touristic Ana Morava region with its tourist available resources off ers numerous opportunities 
for development of wellness tourism. Tourism resources of the region above mentioned are 
the main object of this scientifi c work and are primarily focused on good opportunities for a 
diversifi ed off er on health and wellness tourism development off ers in Kosovo. Thanks to its 
rich and healthy thermal waters located throughout Kosovo including Ana Morava region, 
Kosovo off ers a great opportunity   in the fi eld of tourism resources for development of 
wellness’s. In particularly, Ana Morava region besides being domestically and regionally well-
liked has recently become popular internationally. This popularity resulted in necessitates to 
further   increase the numbers of spas and wellness centres due to number of demands that is 
growing in numbers lately. Some of the destinations that off er wellness services in Kosovo are 
Nena Naile Spa,Kllokot Spa,Peja Spa and thermal resources of Ugljare.

Keywords: touristic region, tourism resources, health tourism, thermal centres,  Kosovo, 
wellness.

Introduction

Kosovo with its natural heritage as well as cultural heritage tourism is a perfect place 
which can off er the market a diversifi ed tourist in a certain types of tourism. Among 
many other possibilities the health tourism is more than possible thanks to natural 
recourses located through the country.
Seen in terms of tourist regions, Kosovo tourism resources are divided into fi ve 
tourist regions among which also ranked the Ana Morava tourist region, which is 
known not only in the local tourism market but also beyond.
Thanks to its many thermal resources the above mentioned region has a great 
opportunity to develop wellness tourism. Ana Morava has become known not only 
nationally but also internationally based on number of visitors that frequent this 
area.  Trends of increasing number of visitors is currently  demanding that necessary 
investments need to be made on this specifi c region in order to fulfi l the needs and 
improve services in this fi eld. Despite the number of several  touristic and health 
centres through country such as: thermal resources of Kllokot Spa, Nana Naile Spa, 
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Peja  and thermal resources of Ugljare further investments are highly recommended 
to att ract and develop wellness tourism in Kosovo.
In order to fully succeed and develop health tourism a lot of activities and coordination 
need to take place between ministry of trade and industry – tourism department and 
potential investors including municipalities. Based on opportunities that Anamorava 
can and will off er litt le was done in this fi eld.  Relevant institutions need to increase 
interest in investment on this region accordingly and meet the standards required to 
advance health tourism to another level so all these natural recourses are not wasted.

1.1. Purpose of the paperwork
The purpose of this paper is to study and expose the tourism resources of the tourist 
region of Ana Morava that enable development of health tourism in this region in 
particular, and in Kosovo in general.
The work will enable to bett er recognize the tourist resources of this 
region and introduction with them in order to develop health tourism in 
particular the tourism sector in general, through thermal springs known 
as the Kllokot spa,Banja e Pejes spa, Dobërçan spa, Ugljare spa etc. and 
introduction with the elements of tourism products for this kind of tourism.
In function and purpose of the paperwork there will be given assumptions about 
thermal springs which are and will be in the future for the development of health 
tourism, which would ensure health spas cited above through the questionnaire and 
the conclusions drawn will enable the realization of the purpose of this paper.

1.2. Objectives of the paper
In order to fulfi ll the purpose of the study, there have been compiled targets which 
aim to fulfi ll the purpose of this study, which are:
• Introduction of theoretical aspects regarding the management and development of 
thermal springs in this resort region;
• Defi ning the methodology of the study;
• Analysis of the questionnaires, of the tourist resources in this tourist region;
• Drawing the conclusions;
• The study will be carried out specifi cally through the analysis and identifi cation 
of strengths and weaknesses, of tourism resources that will be in the function of the 
development of health tourism.

1.3. Research questionnaires
The study aims to analyse and to familiarize the formulation and implementation of 
human resource management in health tourism with particular emphasis in Kllokot 
Spa. In order to achieve this goal, the study will provide a response in the following 
research questions:

1. Who determinants for the development of health tourism?
1. Policy has an impact on the development of health tourism for the use of thermal 

waters?
2. Is there cooperation between the private and public sector in the development of  

health tourism?
3. Are enough to explore the thermal tourism capacities of Kosovo's health tourism?
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1.4. Hypothesis
H1. The thermal springs are closely related to the development of health tourism.

II. Review of Literature

Producing a literature review may also be part of  preparatioon of the scientifi c work,
review of literature poses quite an important component in the preparation of the 
scientifi c work, because, besides providing new interpretations of the opposing view 
there is also observed by various thinkers on certain issues. Literature review will 
increase the knowledge on the topic, identify gaps in literature and will continue the 
path of the construction of new theories on existing data.1

2.1. History of health tourism
Health tourism traditionally consists in the use of water with healing properties in 
diff erent ways. This is corroborated by archaeological exploration, literary evidence, 
scientifi c and many epigraphs.2 Health care has been one of the basic motives for trips 
that were realized by the old Greeks and Romans. In Ancient Greece existed,, public  
bathhouses "and private ones. Public baths were built in the open, near buildings, 
while off ering services to users who paid reasonable prices.3

Not coincidentally near thermal springs were built important temples as the Olympus 
and Apollo at Delphi. Hippocrates himself in his work "USO dei liquidi" encouraged 
the protection of mineral resources/springs.
In ancient times, the use of thermal waters was an element of lifestyle and customs 
of the Romans. In Rome began to be used in Greek term "therma- thermos", which 
means "hot". This term indicated mineral thermal waters with healing properties of 
rehabilitation in almost all kinds of spas. Public baths appeared in Rome during the 
second century BC, but began to be used to cure the body in III century BC. Romans 
replaced the Greek model,, simple baths "with a complex system of services.4

The healing properties of thermal waters in the 1300s began to be reassessed due to 
the achievements in the development of medicine since then begin to highlight the 
importance of their healing values. In this period it was also determined the role of 
"medical advisers" in health spas services.5 

2.2. Theoretical aspects and application in tourism
In today's global economy, tourism is quite complex both in the theoretical and 
in the practical aspect, which is considered a catalyst for sustainable economic 
development.
Tourism Defi nition: Tourism relates to the movement of people from their permanent 
residence to temporary residence in another country where they stay at least one 
night, to spend their free time or work.
This is one of the defi nitions for modern tourism, which includes all its elements: 
motivation, place of departure, relocation, duration of stay, return etc.
With health tourism we understand a journey whose purpose is to heal or treat any 
1  Bourner .T, The Reearch Process 1996 Londer, Greenfi eld.T & Arnold
2  Federterme, Federazione Italiana delle industrie termali e delle acque curative termali, Itali 2009
3  Ucomo E., Il turismo termale in Campagna tra ott ocento e novecento, Itali 2004, page 427
4  Ucomo E., Il turismo termale in Campagna tra ott ocento e novecento, Itali 2004, page 428
5  Batt ilani P., Vacanze di pochi, vacanze di tutt i, Bologna 2009, page 56,61,183
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illness, improve various amalgam, with a word for improving the health.
Health tourism has to do with a category of people who realize tours with the aim of 
healing of any disease, improving various anomalies, namely for medical purposes 
in general.
Europeans have long believed in health benefi ts derived from mineral baths, saunas 
and other natural and water-based treatments. It is estimated that Europe is the 
second largest wellness tourism market, with 173.4 billion annually (per 2016 record) 
and continues to grow considerably each year.

2.3. Thermal springs History
Socially owned enterprise "Kllokot Spa" in Klokot was founded in February 1953. 
Magma is closer to the earth's surface which releases heat and hot water. Mineral 
waters in Kllokot Spa exits the Earth's surface in the range from 31-37 Celsius degree. 
Kllokot spas lays in a good geographical position of the Upper Morava extends from 
the top of the Morava River to Uglar.
Klokot spa, as medical and rehabilitation center works since 1981. It is visited and are 
cured many local and foreigners. At the premises of the center there are inexhaustible 
sources of mineral water with temperature 37 ° C and healing mud known as 
Kllokot Peloida. Within this working center works a team of specialist doctors and 
physiotherapists with years of experience. Besides indoor and outdoor swimming 
pools patients may enjoy physiotherapy service with contemporary treatment.6

This sett lement is now located between two major centers of Kosovo such as Gjilan 
and Ferizaj in almost equal distance 20 Km. Geo-morphological structure and other 
features of the physical and geographical location, namely the relief, we see various 
forms of relief, fl att ened area fi elds that are surrounded by mountains. The altitude 
of this area is 479 meters and at it dominates the Mediterranean clime.7

Besides providing services until now mainly focused on curative tourism, with 
its premises that there are about 10 Ha, in the future the Spa its objective is to 
expand the capacity of accommodation and increasing the range of services 
that will be levied in order to fulfi ll the requests for other forms of tourism 
with special emphasis on tourism for rest and recreation and family tourism.8

In addition of the Klokot Spa operation, its business activities for health tourism also 
exercised by the other entity Nana Naile Spa, which off ers health tourism services 
since aft er the war.
These two (thermal centers) have over 2600 beds in order to meet tourism demands 
for health tourism. Besides these two centers that are curative in Klokot in the resort 
of Ana Morava there are well known also other thermal spring spas as the one of 
Uglar and Dobërqani that with their healing virtues have become known to local and 
international tourist clientele.

2.4. Tourism resources  
Tourism development is also supported by human resources. In a given space tourist off er 
is intact, if combined natural and human resources. In Spa tourism it is also important not 
only springs with their health values, but also material and spiritual cultural heritage 
of curative areas. These elements favor longer stay of visitors to curative centers.
6  htt p://www.banjakllokotit.com
7  htt p://www.banjakllokotit.com
8  htt p://www.banjakllokotit.com
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Kosovo has good potential to develop this kind of tourism and to appear 
in the local and regional market, and wider with competitive off er for this 
kind of tourism undoubtedly found in the tourist region of Ana Morava.
In the development of spa tourism it is also important the social, economic (human 
potential) culture, of the community area which welcomes visitors such as:
• Infrastructure, host hotel structures and their history;
• The specialized staff  in customer service;
• The educational level in order to develop spa tourism;
• The impact of the other branches of the economy in the service of spa tourism;
• Level of local interventions to ensure sustainable economic development, of spa 
areas.
At a time when the global economy is in a period full change eff orts for orientation 
for sustainable economic development, have advantages to off er new solutions for 
decision-makers, who conducted research and have prompted debate on sustainable 
development. Economic development which 'off ers citizens a development which 
could meet the needs of the present, but without damaging the capacity to meet 
their needs for future generations. This new economic thinking has its own economic 
priority which puts citizens at the center of att ention for the political decision 
makers. To get to the sustainable development, the carriers of this development are 
undoubtedly human resources human factor, as in any other sector as well as in the 
development of health tourism9

 Exactly, perceived environmental crises and global response in the 1960s and 1970s 
were the origin of the concept of sustainable development. But the cumulative 
eff ects of population growth, combined with the driving force for bett er economic 
conditions added by the global science and technology, they exercise pressure on 
limited resources. In order to correct these problems, it was required a real conception 
of the situation, fundamental change in the style of living.10

III. Metodology

During the draft ing of the paper are used quantitative methods of data collection, 
ie a questionnaire was used for data collection, through which have been made 
comparison of diff erent variables used to test the set hypothesis.
Another method used in this paper is descriptive method through which is described 
health tourism. The data collected are processed through Excel. The survey was 
conducted in February-March 2018.

IV. Results analyses

To collect the data, it was prepared and distributed a questionnaire for 139 
respondents. The answer is taken from questionnaires distributed. The questionnaire 
contained four questions in the system of closed questions. 

9  Halil Bajrami Turizmi ne Kosovë dhe zhvillimi i qëndrueshëm i tĳ , disertacion, Tiranë 2015.
10  Right there , on the same page.
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Realibility test
Case Processing Summary

N %

Cases

Valid 139 100.0

Excludeda 0 .0

Total 139 100.0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the procedure.

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

.902 4

The variables reliability level is at a very high level. By this we say that Cronbach's 
Alpha for the variables I used to validate the hypothesis and answer the research 
questions are at the high level of reliability of .902 Cronbach's Alpha.
Descriptive analyzes

Statistics

Are there enough 
thermal springs 
throughout An-
amorava region  
for tourism devel-
opment?

Is development of 
health tourism in a 
satisfactory level the 
in the tourist region 
of Ana Morava?

Health tourism is an 
important factor for 
the development of 
tourism in Kosovo?

Are you satisfi ed 
with services pro-
vided in health 
tourism?

N
Valid 139 139 139 139

Missing 0 0 0 0

In this section I did the descriptive analysis where we see that we have a total of 
139 respondents and 4 variables, through which i managed to analyze the scientifi c 
work. Below I have presented in detail for each variable.

Are there enough thermal springs throughout Anamorava region  for tourism develop-
ment?

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

Yes 112 80.6 80.6 80.6

No 12 8.6 8.6 89.2

Don't know 15 10.8 10.8 100.0

Total 139 100.0 100.0
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Based on the results of the analysis, we can see that out of the total of 139 respondents, 
112 answered Yes, 12 No and 15 Do not know. From this we realize that 80.6% of 
respondents think there are enough thermal springs in the Anamorava region that 
would have contributed to the development of tourism. Below we also see the graph 
that presents the result in the fi rst question.

Is development of health tourism in a satisfactory level the in the tourist region of Ana Morava?

Frequency Percent Valid Per-
cent

C u m u l a t i v e 
Percent

Valid

Yes 95 68.3 68.3 68.3

No 15 10.8 10.8 79.1

Don't know 29 20.9 20.9 100.0

Total 139 100.0 100.0

Based on the results of the analysis we see that out of 139 respondents, 95 responded 
Yes, 15 No and 29 Do not know. From this we realize that 68.3% of respondents think 
that the development of health tourism is at a satisfactory level. Below we also see 
the chart showing the result of the analysis.
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Health tourism is an important factor for the development of tourism in Kosovo?

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

Yes 109 78.4 78.4 78.4

No 7 5.0 5.0 83.5

Don't know 23 16.5 16.5 100.0

Total 139 100.0 100.0

Based on the results of the analysis we see that 109 respondents answered yes, 7 
answered no and 23 i do not know. From this we see that 78.4% of respondents agree 
that health tourism is an important factor for the development of tourism in Kosovo. 
Below we also see the graph that results in the third question.
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Are you satisfi ed with services provided in health tourism?

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

Yes 129 92.8 92.8 92.8

No 10 7.2 7.2 100.0

Total 139 100.0 100.0

Based on the results of the analysis we see that 129 respondents answered YES, 10 
replied No. From this we understand that 92.8% of the respondents answered that 
they are satisfi ed with the health tourism services in Kosovo. Below we also see the 
chart showing the results in the fourth question.gg qq

Confi rmation of the hypothesis

H1. The thermal springs are closely related to the development of health tourism.

To confi rm the hypothesis that thermal springs are closely related to the development 
of health turism, I have used two variables. Independent variable is In the Anamorava 
region there are enough thermal springs for tourism development, while dependent 
variables is the development of health tourism in Ana Morava's tourist region. To 
accomplish this analysis I used the baryarate correlation method, pearson correlation. 
Below we see the descriptive correlation table of two variables.
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Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N

Are there enough thermal springs 
throughout  Anamorava region  for 

tourism development?
1.30 .656 139

Is development of health tourism in a 
satisfactory level the in the tourist region 

of Ana Morava?
1.53 .819 139

Based on the results of the analysis we see that the correlation or interconnection 
between thermal springs and tourism development lies at a high correlation level 
of .836 ** (two tailed) and the signifi cance level is .000. Based on this result we can 
say that we have a statistically signifi cant correlation between thermal springs and 
tourism development. So, we accept the main hypothesis that thermal springs are 
closely related to the development of health tourism.
By this we realize that the more we have the thermal springs, the more we will have 
opportunities for tourism development.

Correlations

Are there enough 
thermal springs 
throughout  An-
amorava region  
for tourism devel-
opment?

Is development of 
health tourism in a 
satisfactory level 
the in the tour-
ist region of Ana 
Morava?

Are there enough thermal 
springs throughout  An-
amorava region  for tourism 
development?

Pearson Correlation 1 .836**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
Sum of Squares and 
Cross-products 59.309 61.942

Covariance .430 .449

N 139 139

Is development of health tour-
ism in a satisfactory level the 
in the tourist region of Ana 
Morava?

Pearson Correlation .836** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
Sum of Squares and 
Cross-products 61.942 92.662

Covariance .449 .671

N 139 139

**. Correlation is signifi cant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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 Below we have a chart showing the  correlation between thermal  springs and 
tourism development.

V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Aft er reviewing the literature and receiving the information from the interviewees, 
we have managed to come up with some conclusions and recommendations
• In scientifi c and practical terms human resources are very important for the 
development of health tourism
• Research fi ndings indicate that in the Anamoravian region there are suffi  cient 
thermal springs for the development of health tourism for the purpose of resting, 
healing and various medical treatments for the tourist.
• The research made has enabled confi rmation of the hypotheses set out in this 
paper that the management of human resources enables the development of health 
tourism.

Recommendations

• They should focus on building human capacity to promote the product that these 
centres have, which is rare in the world.

• The management of the centres needs to engage in the absorption of donations for 
the expansion and fulfi lment of consumer satisfaction for recreation,

• State institutions must also engage in the development of this type of tourism, 
because in the future it is predicted that there will be even more people in need of 
recovery from this highly productive product. 
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Implication of Rights in the Process of Surrogacy

Left eri Luzi (Lleshi)

Abstract

This paper of the thesis aims to analyze the rights of a surrogate mother with regards to her 
health, her reproductive health and human rights which are to be protected during and aft er 
the surrogacy arrangement. This paper delves into what surrogacy is, the various problems 
a surrogate mother has to go through and various human rights violations against her. Also, 
various international laws prevalent for the protection of her health, reproductive health 
and human rights are given a mention. The researcher has also revisited and discussed the 
reproductive rights of the surrogate mother. It is commonly seen that the rights of surrogate 
mother are paid no heed aft er she delivers the child to the intended parents. It is also to be 
analyzed as to how the rights of surrogate mother are to be protected in the light of ICMR 
Guidelines, 2005 and the proposed legislation.1

1.1   Rights of the Surrogate Mother vis-à-vis Duties of the Intended Parents

Jurisprudentially speaking, the law consists of certain types of rules regulating 
human conduct and the administration of justice is also concerned with enforcing 
the rights and duties created by law. If we talk about ‘rights’, it implies in conformity 
with ‘morality’. The word ‘right’ is equivalent to the Latin term ‘rectus’ from which 
we derive words such as rectify, rectitude etc. ‘Right’ is also used as equivalent of 
the Latin term ‘jus’ from which are derived words such as just, justify etc. therefore, 
in this sense ‘right’ means that which is just, a just law, a just deed. ‘Rights’ are in 
the words of Hobhouse, ‘what we may expect from others and others from us.’2 All 
these words can be understood only in the context of society and social life, without 
which a person can not develop his own personality, nor can he properly discharge 
his social responsibilities.  When a man is said to have a right to do anything or 
to be treated in a particular manner, what is meant is that public opinion would 
see him do the act or make use of the thing or he be treated in a particular manner 
with approbation but he would reprobate the conduct of any one who shall prevent 
him from doing the act or making use of the thing or would fail to treat him in that 
particular way. 
A civilized society is only concerned with such kind of rights as are recognized by 
law and enforced by the power of the State. So, a ‘legal right’ can be explained in its 
strictest sense as a capacity of controlling the actions of others, which resides in one 
man, with the assent and assistance of the State. Thus, every right, whether moral or 
legal, implies the active or passive furtherance by others of the wishes of the party 
having the right. Wherever any one is entitled to such furtherance on the part of 
others, such furtherance on their part is said to be their ‘duty’ and if it is enforced by 
the power of the State to which they are amenable, it is their ‘legal duty’. 
Therefore, in this context, where the surrogate mother has certain rights to be 
1  The legislation proposed by the Indian Parliament is “The Assisted Reproductive Technologies 
(Regulation) Bill, 2010”.
2  Freeman, M.D.A., Llyod’s Introduction to Jurisprudence, 8th ed. 2008, pp.394-395.
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exercised by her against the intended parents, the intended parents also have certain 
duties to be exercised for the benefi t of the surrogate mother. It is also a duty of the 
surrogate mother to carry a child for nine months; it is a right of intended parents 
to have such child. In other words, to assign a right to intended parents is to imply 
that surrogate mother is under a corresponding duty. The rights and duties of the 
parties can be fi xed by entering into a ‘surrogacy agreement’, which would be legally 
enforceable in the courts of law. Here, the legal machinery has the power to compel 
the intended parents to carry out through the performance of their act, the legal 
rights of the surrogate mother.           
On the other hand, a ‘duty’, which is casted on the intended parents, is roughly 
speaking an act which one ought to do, an act the opposite of which would be wrong. 
It consists in positive acts, not in mere abstaining from doing. For example, a duty 
not to reveal the conception through IVF is a negative way of describing a positive 
duty to keep it secret. 
With duties we may contrast obligations. Duties, like wrongs, are of two kinds, being 
either moral or legal. When law on surrogacy will recognize an act as a duty, it will 
commonly enforce the performance of it, or punishes the disregard of it. In strict 
sense, duty is something owed by one person to another. Correspondingly, the latt er 
has a right against the former. If it is a duty of the surrogate mother to carry a child 
for nine months, it is a right of intended parents to have such child. In other words, 
to assign a right to intended parents is to imply that surrogate mother is under a 
corresponding duty. 
Legal rights of one set of parties to the surrogacy in strict sense constitute the 
correlative duties of other set of parties. So far as surrogacy arrangement is concerned, 
we will consider the legal rights in a wider sense. In this generic sense, a legal right 
may be defi ned as any advantage or benefi t conferred upon a person by rule of law. 
Legal rights in a wider sense include:  -

a) Rights (in the strict sense),
b) Liberties, 
c) Powers, and
d) Immunities

 Each of these has its correlative, namely, 
a) Duties,
b) No rights,
c) Liabilities, and
d) Disabilities3

These four pairs of correlatives with reference to parties to the surrogacy arrangement 
may be arranged in the following table. The correlative being obtained by reading 
downwards:
The analysis of the table of legal correlatives shows that the four terms in the fi rst 
rectangle are related to each other in precisely the same way as the other four items 
in the second rectangle. In the above diagrams, vertical arrows connect the jural 
correlatives. 

3  Freeman, M.D.A., Llyod’s Introduction to Jurisprudence, 8th ed. 2008, pp.396-398.
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Thus, right of surrogate mother to have proper medicines, vitamins and diet is the 
presence of duty of intended parents and the liability of intended parents to ensure 
the life of surrogate mother is the presence of power in surrogate mother.
Similarly, the diagonal arrows connect jural contradictions. Thus, no right over the 
child by surrogate mother is the absence of right in her and disability is the absence 
of power in her. The horizontal arrows connect the contradictories of correlatives. 
Thus, liberty (not) of intended parents is the absence of right in surrogate mother. 
Similarly, immunity is the absence of power in another.4    
The rights and obligations of the parties to surrogacy can be classifi ed as under: -

1.1.1   Rights of the Surrogate Mother
This category includes following rights:
1) Right of the husband of Surrogate Mother to give consent for Surrogacy
2) Human Rights of the Surrogate
3) Right of Surrogate to health
4) Right to have legal advice for entering into Surrogacy Arrangement
5) Right to resolve the disputes arising out of Surrogacy Arrangement at Pre-

Litigation Stage
6) Right to resolve the disputes arising out of Surrogacy Arrangement by Arbitration 

and Conciliation
7) Right to companionship/visiting rights of surrogate mother to the child
8) Right to have correct information about the parties to surrogacy arrangement
9) Right to have careful and unemotional decision for entering into surrogacy 

arrangement
10) Right of voluntariness for entering into surrogacy arrangement
11) Right to be explained the content of surrogate agreement in the mother tongue or 

local language of the parties
12) Right to have surrogacy agreement in eff ect during pregnancy 
13) Surrogate mother to retain part payment given to her on failure to conceive inspite 

of three IVF procedures
14) Right of surrogate mother to be aware of the psychological and medical risks 
4  For further details see Salmond, John William and Fitzgerald, Patrick John, Salmond on 
Jurisprudence, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1966 ed., Chapter - 7.
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involved in the surrogacy arrangement 
15) Right of surrogate mother not to refund any funds paid by the intended parents 

in event of miscarriage or abortion at the instance of the intended parents or by 
the att ending expert physician 

16) Right of surrogate mother to fair compensation 

1.1.2    Corresponding Duties of the Intended Parents
 This category includes following obligations:
1) Obligation of intended parents to bear all costs of surrogate mothers’ medical 

examination
2) Obligation of intended parents to undergo medical examination under the 

direction of the expert treating physician so as to determine their satisfactory 
health (HIV+ and AIDS etc.) prior to IVF procedure

3) Duty of intended parents to bear the cost of any miscarriage or abortion
4) Duty of intended parents to pay fair compensation to surrogate mother and to pay 

all expenses of surrogacy arrangement to the concerned doctor or pathological, 
laboratory etc. 

5) Duty of the intended parents to pay forthwith the obstetrical, nursing, hospital 
and maternity care, pharmaceuticals and paediatric care or other medical cost 
and charges

6) Duty of intended parents to remembrance the lost wages of the surrogate mother, 
child care expenses, transportation expenses in accordance with the agreement

7) Duty of intended parents to pay a fi xed sum of money to surrogate mother as a 
support for the unborn child and consideration to compensate her for her pain, 
suff erings and inconveniences suff ered by her and her family 

8) Duty of intended parents to pay the above mentioned compensation to the 
surrogate mother in time bound installments beginning from the time of embryo 
transfer in her womb till the custody of child is given by the surrogate to the 
intended parents

9) Duty of intended parents to confi rm in writing their parentage aft er the pregnancy 
by signing a declaration or affi  davit 

10) Duty of all the parties to facilitate and cooperate in a timely manner with the 
legal proceedings to establish the parental rights of the intended parents and to 
terminate any parental rights of the surrogate to the child                            

11) Duty of each party to facilitate the obtaining of birth certifi cate, citizenship 
certifi cate or any other document requested by the government 

12) Duty of the parties not to intervene in each other’s life aft er delivery of custody 
of the child

13) Duty of the parties not to disclose child’s conception and birth
14) Duty of intending parents not to disclose the fact of surrogate parenting including 

surrogate’s identity
15) Duty of the parties not to provide any information to the public, news media or 

any other individual regarding their involvement in surrogacy arrangement
16) Duty of parties not to violate the agreement and perform it specifi cally
17) Duty of parties to amend or modify their agreement only by a subsequent writt en 

agreement signed by all parties
18) Duty of parties to treat the fi nal agreement as ultimate between them, integrating 
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all previous talks, agreements, covenants, representations (express, implied, 
writt en or oral)

19) Duty of parties to abide by the remaining agreement if any of its clause(s) are 
deemed invalid or unenforceable 

20) Duty of parties that their agreement shall be governed by all laws in force in India
21) Duty of parties to abide by jurisdictional clause  
22) Duty of intended parents to get the life of the surrogate mother insured for a sum 

mentioned in the agreement 

1.1.3      Rights of Intended Parents 
 This category includes the following rights:
1) Right of Intended Parents to have a Child
2) Right to Hire a Sperm
3) Right to Hire an Egg
4) Right to Hire a Womb
5) Right of Unmarried Male to enjoy the facility of Surrogacy
6) Right of Unmarried Female to enjoy the facility of Surrogacy
7) Right of Gay persons to enjoy the facility of Surrogacy 
8) Right of Lesbians to enjoy the facility of Surrogacy 
9) Right to have Visa for enjoying the facility of Surrogacy
10) Right to have Passport for enjoying the facility of Surrogacy
11) Right to have Legal Advice for entering into Surrogacy Arrangement
12) Right to Resolve the Disputes arising out of Surrogacy Arrangement at Pre-

Litigation Stage
13) Right to Resolve the Disputes arising out of Surrogacy Arrangement by Arbitration 

& Conciliation
14) Right of Commissioning Parents to have a Health Surrogate Mother capable of 

carrying and bearing healthy and normal children
15) Right of Intended Parents to conceive a child by IVF into the Surrogate Mother
16) Right of Intended Parents to have the child morally, legally and contractually
17) Intended Parents right to take care and maintain the newly born child
18) Right to have correct information about the parties to surrogacy arrangement
19) Right to have fully informed decision for entering into surrogacy arrangement
20) Right to have careful and unemotional decision for entering into surrogacy 

arrangement
21) Right of voluntariness for entering into surrogacy arrangement
22) Right of intending parents to place reliance on surrogate mother
23) Right to be explained the content of surrogate agreement in the mother tongue or 

local language of the parties
24) Right to have fair mutual promises for surrogacy arrangement
25) Right of parents to the surrogacy arrangement to know the implications and 

issues of conceiving a child through surrogacy
26) Right to have IVF procedure performed by an expert treating physician selected 

by the intending parents and approved by the surrogate
27) Right of the intending parents to receive the immediate and absolute custody of 

the child upon birth irrespective of any congenital or mental abnormality of the 
child
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28) Right of intending parents to take all decisions concerning the child’s health in 
utero and aft er delivery

29) Right of the intending parents to have all testamentary and inheritance rights 
from the child  

30) Right to have surrogacy agreement in eff ect during pregnancy and atleast two 
years aft er the birth of the child

31) Intending fathers’ right to use his sperms
32) Intending mothers’ right to use her egg
33) Intending father’s right to borrow sperms of a third party
34) Intending mother’s right to borrow eggs of a third party
35) Right of intended parents to stop further payments to surrogate mother on failure 

to conceive inspite of three IVF procedures

1.1.4     Corresponding Duties of Surrogate Mother:
 This category includes the following obligations:
1) Surrogate mothers’ obligation not to be lawful parent of the child
2) Duty of surrogate mother not to interfere with the upbringing of the child aft er 

birth
3) Duty of surrogate mother to surrender all her rights upon the surrogate child
4) Obligation of Surrogate Mother to carry the child for full term and give birth to a 

child for Intended Parents
5) Duty of surrogate to sign necessary affi  davits, consents and/or wavers in 

accordance with law applicable and to att end all necessary court proceedings in 
connection with intended parents’ parentage, either prior to or aft er the child’s 
birth

6) Obligation of surrogate mother to relinquish parental rights, custody and/or 
control over the child

7) Obligation of surrogate mother to cooperate in any legal proceedings for the 
purposes of declaration of a parental relationship between child and intended 
parents

8) Obligation of surrogate mother to undergo medical examination under the 
direction of the expert treating physician prior to IVF procedure, so as to determine 
that her health is satisfactory (HIV and AIDS etc.) to conceive and deliver a child

9) Obligation of surrogate mother to undergo minimum three IVF procedures for 
intended pregnancy

10) Obligation of surrogate mother to sign an informed consent regarding the 
possible psychological and medical risks involved in surrogacy arrangement and 
medications to be administered to her

11) Obligation of surrogate mother to comply with all medical instructions given by 
the expert treating physician

12) Duty of surrogate mother to abstain from sexual intercourse from the time of fi rst 
medical examination till the time of delivery of the child or upto certain period as 
advised by the expert treating physician

13) Duty of surrogate mother not to engage in any activity in which there is a 
possibility of semen being introduced into her body so as to avoid possibility of 
any pregnancy other than contemplated by surrogacy arrangement

14)  Duty of surrogate mother not to abstain from any sexual activity including 
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intercourse with any person who has not been tested by the expert treating 
physician so as to avoid transmission of sexually transmitt ed disease

15) Duty of surrogate mother to remain monogamous aft er her fi rst medical 
examination for IVF

16) Duty of surrogate mother to take medicines and vitamins as prescribed by the 
expert treating physician

17) Duty of surrogate mother to submit herself to an medical test or procedure 
deemed necessary aft er confi rmation of pregnancy to detect any potential genetic 
or congenital defects in the foetus

18)   Duty of surrogate mother not to smoke cigarett es, cigars, or not to consume 
marĳ uana or any other drug or psychotropic substance or drink alcoholic 
brewages from the time of commencement of cycle meditations uptil the end of 
pregnancy

19) Duty of surrogate mother to limit her consumption of caff einated brewages upto 
one cup of coff ee a day

20) Duty of surrogate mother to submit herself to drug, alcohol, nicotine testing
21) Duty of surrogate mother to submit herself to testing for sexually transmitt ed 

and infectious diseases including HIV and AIDS as requested by the intending 
parents

22) Duty of the intended parents to pay all costs of all medical examination of the 
surrogate mother

23) Duty of surrogate mother to execute and deliver a writt en consent form to 
administer such testing

24) Duty of surrogate mother not to use any prescription, non-prescription or to 
undergo any medical procedure during and through the end of her pregnancy 
without express consent of the intending parents

25) Duty of surrogate mother to take vitamins and to maintain a healthy diet as 
recommended by her obstetricians

26) Duty of surrogate mother not to participate in dangerous sports or hazardous 
activities, strenuous physical activity

27) Duty of surrogate mother not to allow herself to be exposed to radiation, toxic 
chemicals or communicable diseases during the term of surrogacy agreement

28)  Duty of surrogate mother to allow the intended parents to att end all doctors visit 
including ultra-sound examination with the approval of surrogates’ obstetrician

29) Duty of surrogate mother to inform the intended parents the progress of 
pregnancy atleast once a week

30) Duty of surrogate mother to waive her doctor-patient privileges and to sign any 
release form required to allow intended parents to communicate with all treating 
or att ending medical personnels, and review medical records pertaining to 
surrogates’ pregnancy or health

31) Duty of surrogate mother to notify intended parents the onset of labour pain
32) Duty of surrogate mother to allow intended parents to remain present in the 

delivery during the delivery of the child with due respect for the surrogate’s 
privacy. Surrogate to sign a consent form necessary for this purpose

33) Duty of surrogate mother to use all reasonable eff orts to deliver the child in the 
selected hospital under medical supervision

34) Duty of surrogate mother to deliver the child by a caesarean section, if necessary
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35) Duty of surrogate mother to remain at a particular place as agreed with intended 
parents during the pregnancy and two months aft er the birth of the child

36) Duty of surrogate mother to remain in contact 24 hours a day from the date of 
execution of surrogacy agreement till two months aft er the custody of the child is 
handed over to the intended parents

37) Duty of surrogate mother not to abort the child once conceived
38) Duty of surrogate mother to abide by the decision of expert treating physician 

and intending parents in event of a risk that the child will be physically or 
physiologically abnormal, in a manner that could seriously aff ect the childs’ 
quality of life, the decision to abort or not to abort

39) Duty of surrogate mother to att end on time all scheduled doctors’ appointment
40) Duty of surrogate mother to present to intended parents proper evidence or bills 

about the expenses which the surrogate has incurred during the pregnancy and 
the birth of the child and to recover the same from intended parents

41) Duty of surrogate mother to agree timely to confi rm in writing the parentage 
of intended parents and the lack of surrogates’ maternity aft er verifi cation of 
pregnancy

42) Duty of all the parties to facilitate and cooperate in a timely manner with the 
legal proceedings to establish the parental rights of the intended parents and to 
terminate any parental rights of the surrogate to the child                            

43) Duty of each party to facilitate the obtaining of birth certifi cate, citizenship 
certifi cate or any other document requested by the government 

44) Duty of surrogate mother not to seek contact with the child unless otherwise 
agreed by the intended parents in writing

45) Duty of surrogate mother to submit herself, if requested by intended parents or 
directed by a court to a DNA or any other scientifi c test to confi rm the genetic 
parentage of the child

46) Right of intended parents that there name will be mentioned on all the medical 
tests/bills and not that of surrogate

47) Right of intended parents to name the child so that it may be inserted on the 
child’s birth certifi cate

48) Right of intended parents to choose the nationality of the child
49) Duty of the parties not to intervene in each other’s life aft er delivery of custody 

of the child
50) Duty of the parties not to disclose child’s conception and birth
51) Duty of the parties not to provide any information to the public, news media or 

any other individual regarding their involvement in surrogacy arrangement
52) Death of intended mother prior to the birth of the child, not to alter any terms of 

the agreement and the child to be placed in the custody of intended father
53) Death of intended father prior to the birth of the child, not to alter any terms of the 

agreement and the child to be placed in the custody of intended mother
54) Death of both intended parents prior to the birth of the child, not to alter the terms 

of the agreement. The child shall in such event be placed in the custody of local 
guardian appointed by intended parents

55) Separation or divorce of the intended parents will not give any parental right to 
the surrogate mother upon the child. In case of divorce the custody of the child 
will be decided by the intended parents or by a court of competent jurisdiction 
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56) Duty of parties not to violate the agreement and perform it specifi cally
57) Duty of parties to amend or modify their agreement only by a subsequent writt en 

agreement signed by all parties
58) Duty of parties to treat the fi nal agreement as ultimate between them, integrating 

all previous talks, agreements, covenants, representations (express, implied, 
writt en or oral)

59) The words and expressions surrogate mother, intended parents and surrogate 
child shall be deemed to include their respective heirs, legatees, devisees, 
administrators, executors, successors and assigns who shall abide by this 
agreement to their benefi t

60) Duty of parties to abide by the remaining agreement if any of its clause(s) are 
deemed invalid or unenforceable 

61) Duty of parties that their agreement shall be governed by all laws in force in India
62) Duty of parties to abide by jurisdictional clause.
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Trends and orientations of economic development in Kosovo

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Artan Nimani
Universiteti Ukshin Hoti

Prizren, Kosove
Abstract

 Based on the practices of other countries which have passed the period of transition, the 
key issue in this process was the phenomenon of corruption, poverty and negative eff ects 
of globalization. In this paper we intend to analyze the global strategic orientation in the 
development of Kosovo's economy during the transition period, in order to reduce the 
unemployment rate, poverty and rapid membership of Kosovo in the EU. The purpose of this 
paper will be a small contribution that will fi ll a huge lack of studies addressing economic 
and social aspects in Kosovo. Development of the open market economy and democratic 
structures of the society in Kosovo are considered a necessity for stimulating economic 
activity. The project aims to raise public awareness of internal and external factors to the 
economic aspects of the problem of Kosovo, which are very important, but on the other hand, 
they are oft en marginalized.

Keywords: trends, globalization, economic development, privatization.

Introduction

Economic system in Kosovo is a system that creates the favorable environment for 
economic integration of Kosovo in the region and beyond, and stimulates economic 
cooperation and promotes joint ventures with foreign partners. Regarding this, we 
need a clearly defi ned strategy of transformation of state property (social) to private 
property and the development of entrepreneurship as a development philosophy 
with all needed infrastructure. This enables the creation of a favorable environment 
for the development of competition and autonomy of enterprises, including risk 
category.
Kosovo, as a small and Balkans country, should be directed to the construction of 
the economic system to the requirements of a market economy opened to European 
and world, prudent policy, regulatory and economic liberalization. This requires 
the construction of integral market (market of goods and services, labor market and 
fi nancial market), with all its institutions.
The role of the state should focus on contemporary macroeconomic regulation that 
ensures economic stability and creation of development policy. There is included: 
regulation of economic relations with the world outside, construction of regional 
policy, construction of agricultural policy, environmental and public fi nances. The 
state should take over the functions of the social imperative, in order to overcome 
easily the negative consequences at this stage of transition to a market economy. 
Functioning economic system itself must support the democratic institutions of 
liberal democracy and open society, as well as the internationalization of the economy 
and society of Kosovo.
Transition is a process of deep transformation of the magnitude of a social system 
through which the system switches to a new facility which ensures effi  ciency 
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and higher eff ectiveness. To achieve this performance, changes must be built 
simultaneously in all subsystems of the social system, fi rst of all in the political 
system, economic system and the education system.
The transition process can not be governed from case to case, and even less 
uncontrolled. This means that there is a need of construction of transition strategy, 
which contains clear goals, obstacles which could face the accomplishment of these 
goals and resources of the mechanisms by which these obstacles overcome. This 
means fi nding the optimum, given the political opportunity, economic and social 
advisability. Experience of developing transition in the former socialist countries 
demonstrates that the lack of this strategy strengthens the optimum resistance to 
changes and feeds more powerful inertia of the elements of the old system.

Kosovo’s Economy

 Conventional defi nition of globalization is the process of establishment and 
liberalization of national fi nancial markets and their merging into the global 
capital market. All organized societies are preoccupied with their start into the new 
millennium. They are concerned with the fact that many will be able to engage into 
dramatic changes that post-industrial society is bringing, namely that informative 
one.
Therefore, despite the transitional situation in Kosovo, we do not dare to ask the 
question and try to seek answers about where we are and what awaits us.
Kosovo's economy in the new stage starts aft er a period of sharp decline in 
economic activity, with great technological stagnation of industrial capacity, a lack 
of investment for several years, with the decline of the production of potentials of 
the state public sector. Necessity of rehabilitation program and restructure of the 
economy is very evident. Three important points of the industry, however, will have 
the prospect even under the new conditions: Electrical energy, Feronikeli Trepca, 
aft er the consolidation, will play the role of the forces of economic development. 
Other branches need a complex regeneration technology which should be carried 
along through privatization and joint ventures. Major sources of growth are in 
agriculture, in trade sector and in service activities.
Important economic factor is remitt ance of our people living abroad. Infrastructure 
of energy and traffi  c constitute the initial basis for catching up development, but they 
must be expanded and modernized alongside economic development. Infrastructure 
(IT infrastructure) should be created with priorities.
Available resources such as natural resources, human resources and existing 
capacities are a positive development scenario.
• Some capacities of basic industry, energy, nickel, ferrous metals, in terms of 

independent development may exceed the depressed position in the pricing 
policy in domestic market and barriers to export which were among the most 
serious obstacles to develop them. Further development of these capacities should 
be made in the form of joint ventures.

• Natural resources should be focused particularly on developing agribusiness and 
tourism;

• Fund of human resources - young population could be a very positive factor 
trained to get involved into the courses of computing revolution.
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Strategic projections

Globalization can be argued as a consequence of the development of science, 
modern technology, market economy and democracy. Globalization has enabled free 
movement of capital, goods, communication and people through the expansion and 
opening of borders.
Given the current circumstances and the expected level of development, socio-
economic problems and expected development trends in Europe and the world, the 
strategic goals of Kosovo's development in the next decade could be:
• independent economic development within regional economic integration, 

Europe and beyond;
• maximum economic activation of the working force through dynamic 

development;
• mobilization of the natural development potential, human and fi nancial potential 

of the population through a system of open market economy and entrepreneurship 
development as the basic philosophy;

• involvement in  the courses of technological developments and in the informatics 
and globalization of telecommunications;

Economic independence and integration
Kosovo's economic independence is a prerequisite for the economic development of 
Kosovo. It creates conditions for internal national integration, regional integration 
and beyond. Independence and integration are complementary processes in the light 
of the actual processes taking place in the world. Economic independence of Kosovo 
can rely on human resources, natural resources, infrastructure and values   created 
earlier. Balances made and projections of expected development document that in 
the context of an open economy and a democratic civil society, Kosovo can budget 
for its economic independence.
Competitiveness and employment as a target, can be realized through dozens of 
funds for regional development including: increased competition and employment, 
increasing the att ractiveness of regional economic forecasts and social change 
in particular those relating to the process of globalization and regionalization, 
promoting human resources, environment, knowledge, infrastructure and fl exible 
market.
Kosovo cannot expect to reach a certain stage of development to be involved 
immediately in an information revolution, which is expressed by digitizing 
the economy and other human activities, based on the strong development of 
telecommunications. Human resources, with which Kosovo has a development 
advantage, could be a function of modern development only if they reach computer 
education (computer literacy), training to use information technology and to 
participate in its future development. This requires deep transformations in the 
education system and education in general.

Economic growth and trends

The prerequisites to achieve the strategic goals of development of Kosovo are:
• Development of entrepreneurship and SMEs
• System of open market economy
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• The consolidation, restructuring and continuation of existing privatization of the 
economy

Construction of the open market economy is a prerequisite for joining the fl ows 
of international cooperation and the process of globalization. It is a necessary 
precondition for the development of relations with economic integration with the 
developed economies, international fi nancial institutions and a prerequisite for 
the mobilization of fi nancial resources and the people living abroad. This means 
an effi  cient economic system, protection of property, respect for the rules of the 
market and equality of economic entities - the effi  cient operation of the rule of 
law. Institutional foundations of this system are treated in the previous chapter. 
Development of the open economy in Kosovo is a necessity because any possible 
autarchy would be fatal for the quality of the development of Kosovo. As a small 
and economically undeveloped country, Kosovo has to get oriented toward an open 
economy.
Features of an open economy are:
• liberalization of prices
• liberalization of the fi nancial market (real exchange rate and real interest rates, 

their creation in the market)
• liberalization of the labor market
• liberalism in the foreign trade (exchange rate regimes)
The essence of this economy lies in economic stability which is greatly conditioned by 
the balance of payments which will be a diffi  cult problem for Kosovo, and therefore 
it will be discussed more detailed below. 
SME development strategy needs to create an arsenal of measures and instruments 
to promote the development of small and medium enterprises that are growing fast 
and the off ensive development concept. Also, activities and specifi c measures may 
be taken for certain sectors: agribusiness, information services, soft ware production, 
farm business, consulting, and education services for business.
International and Albanian experts at the moment are analyzing stumbling factors to 
a rapid growth of the Albanian economy and especially the potential factors which 
are at undeveloped levels but they possess huge reserves to increase the principles 
of the growth of the Albanian economy.
This analysis is multidimensional. It is based on the importance that various factors 
have, such as education, energy, telecommunications, and especially governance 
where the ownership, the rule of law, fi ghting corruption and the effi  ciency of 
regulatory and supervising bodies are considered important to feed the high rates 
of growth.
Good governance, reduction of barriers to business, professionalism and 
modernization of the public administration, increase of regional trade, elimination 
of barriers not only of the customs, the creation of the single market and regional free 
movement are considered important to increase the absorption of foreign investment 
to enhance regional and global trade to bett er support the economic growth.
     Increasing the export performance of our economy, or an export-oriented economy, 
are considered mandatory challenges for the sustainability of high economic growth. 
There is a strong positive correlation between att racting foreign investment and 
increasing ability of our exporting economies.
The implementation of the restructuring program of organizational and technological 
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regeneration in the mentioned sectors within a period of 2-3 years (aft er normalization 
of the situation), can aff ect the overall economic consolidation. It can also consolidate 
the export fl ows.
    Consolidation of economic infrastructure has to do with the necessity to rehabilitate 
the road network, to revitalize several of important directions. Electrifi cation of the 
railway is also an important need. Consolidation of two hydro-systems (Iber-Lepenc 
and Radoniq) should ease the problem of water and enable the growth of output and 
agribusiness. 

Conclusions

All of us, the economic experts must not forget that the fi rst macroeconomic results 
aft er the completion of the privatization can be expected only aft er a period of 
5-10 years. Until then, government and non-governmental institutions including 
all stakeholders contributing to economic development should develop plans 
and projects in order to stimulate and support private initiative that is emerging. 
Seen from the perspective of a market economy, most important thing is the rapid 
transformation of the public property into the private. Private initiative remains the 
only undisputed generator of economic development in the modern business world.
It  would be an illusion to say that everything has gone smoothly and there have not 
been mistakes. Surely in such complex processes errors are detected only aft er a time 
through performance and duties. Aft er all, learning takes place when mistakes of 
the past are detected and then measures are taken to improve att itudes or ways of 
accomplishments.
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Abstract

A feature of the last decades is the re-dimensioning of the power of legal persons 
by aff ecting the changing economic, political, social and ecological environment. 
Their growing role, in diff erent circumstances, can bring not only development, but 
also negative consequences for society. So this role, if not well-administered, would 
cause much greater damage than the damge caused by a natural person as a single 
individual.  These and many other factors have been the ones that have dictated 
the need for escalating measures, weighing the balances and reports of a company 
and legal persons leading up to the prosecution of the legal person. The criminal 
prosecution of a legal person because of the above factors is a novelty not only in the 
legislation of our country, but in the world as well. This constitutes a real reform of 
criminal law.
By addressing the topic "Criminal Liability of Legal Persons and the Reorganization of Business 
Oragnizations", I intend to give a general and specifi c view on this concept, with emphasis 
on the relationships that exist between the provisions of the Law "On Criminal Responsibility 
of Legal Persons "And other laws in force in the Republic of Albania. This relationship is one 
of the most important factors infl uencing the eff ectiveness of its implementation in practice. 
In this paper I have addressed the necessity of accepting criminal responsibility of a legal 
person, the role that this concept will play in preventing the criminality of trade companies, 
the conditions in which it developed and the refl ection of Albanian and world news. 

Keywords: criminal liability, legal person, Albania, business organization.

1. Criminal responsibility and reorganization of business organizations

Business Organizations are oft en also used by criminal organizations 1 for committ ing 
criminal off enses, or disguising their criminal activity, for example: a transport 
company is also used for drug traffi  cking or commercial companies used for money 
laundering from sources of criminal activity. In conditions of a fi nancial crisis, there 
have been cases in which companies struggling with criminal organizations, or 
structured criminal groups 2 to fi nd new funding sources at a time when bank credit is 
diffi  cult to obtain. Or a business organization associated with criminal organizations 
joins a society unrelated to the world of organized crime but faces fi nancial 
diffi  culties, so the fi rst one benefi ts from the good name of the latt er, and the latt er 
benefi ts from the fi nances of the fi rst. Diffi  culties for law enforcement bodies are the 
fact that these companies through cross-border mergers create scope for diff erent 
states and jurisdictions.
The criminal liability of a legal person can be derived from Article 3 of Law no. 9754 
1  Article 333. Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania.
2  Article 333 (a), Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania.
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on the criminal responsibility of judicial persons, which says:
The legal person has responsibility for the criminal off enses committ ed:
a) in his name or benefi t, by his or her bodies and representatives;
b) in his name or benefi t, by a person who is under the authority of the person who represents, 
directs and manages the legal person;
c) in his name or benefi t due to lack of control or supervision by the person who manages, 
represents and administrates the legal person 3.
From Article 3 we can understand that in all cases, to have the condition that the 
business organization be criminally liable, the criminal off ense should be in the 
name or benefi t of the company. There are cases where the representatives of the 
company, the administrators, exceed the members of the representation, and act in 
their own interest, in such cases the company is not responsible and they are obliged 
to compensate the company for damages4. So we think that the most important thing 
as a condition for the criminal liability of the business organization is the usefulness 
of the company for the off ense. While it is widely accepted that companies have civil 
responsibility, it would be diffi  cult to explain why they should not be held responsible when 
the violation is even more serious 5.
To camoufl age, avoid, or mislead the law, one might think that with a reorganization 
of the business oraganization, the penal consequences of the new company emerging 
from the reorganization may not come. It should be said that the Lawmaker by Law 
no. 9754 on the criminal responsibility of judicial persons, has paid special att ention to 
all forms of reorganization of business organizations, as far as criminal liability is 
concerned.
The conversion of business organizations, for example from a LLC to a JSC, does not 
mean that this new business organization emerging from the conversion, 'does not 
inherit', criminal off enses committ ed by the old company before it's conversion. In 
the case of changing the legal status, form or conversion of a legal person, at each stage of the 
criminal proceeding, investigations are conducted and sentences are imposed against the new 
legal person for the off enses committ ed before the date of conversion as well6. 
Even in the case of company mergers, the company the society that is absorbed 
even though it turns out to be broken and derecognised at NRC, does not mean that 
with its de-registration, the criminal off ense is lost, as it passes it to the absorbing 
company. In the case of the merger of legal persons even through the absorption, before 
the fi nal judgment on the sentence is given by the court, investigations are conducted and 
sentences are imposed against the new legal person also for criminal off enses committ ed before 
the date of their merger.7.
In the case of separation of legal entities, the off enses committ ed before the separation 
are also inherited to the companies coming from the division. In the case of separation 
of a legal entity before the fi nal judgment of the court is rendered, investigations are conducted 
and penalties are given against legal entities that are created by separation, even for criminal 
off enses committ ed before the date of separation8.

3  Article 3, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
4  Article 98; Article 163, Law No.9901, dated 14.4.2008, On Commercial Traders and Business 
Organizations.
5  Malltezi, A. (2011). Albanian Business Law, Mediaprint. Tirana, p. 320.
6  Article 5, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
7  Article 6, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
8  Article 7, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
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2. Reorganization and Money Laundering
Money laundering or, as stated in the Penal Code in Article 287 "Laundering 
Products of Criminal Off ense or Criminal Activity", is a threat to the merger process 
of companies in cases where one of the companies intends to use this procedure for 
criminal purposes. Money laundering is done through:
• exchange or transfer of wealth in order to conceal or cover its illicit origin, knowing 

that this wealth is a product of criminal off ense or criminal activity;
• concealment or coverage of the true nature, source, location, disposition, 

relocation, ownership or property rights, knowing that this property is a product 
of criminal off ense or criminal activity;

• performing fi nancial transactions or fragmented transactions to avoid reporting, 
according to the legislation on money laundering prevention;

• investing in economic or fi nancial activities of money or property, knowing that 
they are products of criminal off ense or criminal activity9;

For one of the participating companies in the reorganization, to be suspected or 
considered to be laundering money, or for the purpose of merging the companies to 
cover criminal activity, it would suffi  ce for one of the shareholders of the participating 
companies to own 25 per cent of shares10, and be suspected on his source of wealth. 
For the prevention of the phenomenon in this fi eld, second-tier banks, real estate 
registration offi  ces, the tax department, customs and NRC have an important role, 
where with a co-ordination of information with the police, the prosecutor's offi  ce 
or the General Directorate of Money Laundering Prevention can impede money 
laundering.

3. Business organization penallties

Like any criminal off ense proven by the court during a trial where the due process 
is respected and where a fi nal decision on the criminal off ense is given. For business 
organizations as well, PPPJ has been foreseen in their penalties for criminal off enses. 
These sentences are divided into:
• main penalties;
• additional penalties 11.  
• 1.   Main penalties 12 are:
• fi ne;
• termination of a legal person.
2. Additional penalties 13, which together with the main penalty may be awarded one 
or more of these additional penalties:
• closure of one or more activities or structures of a legal person;
• placement of a legal person in controlled administration;
• ban to participate in public procurement procurement procedures;
• waiver of the right to obtain or use licenses, authorizations, concessions or 

subsidies;
9  Article 287, Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania
10  Article 2 (12), Law, No.9917, dated 19.5.2008,On Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing 
Terrorisem, Amended by Law No. 10 391, date 3.3.2011.
11  Article 8, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
12  Article 10, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
13  Article 11, Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
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• ban to publicly seek funding and fi nancial resources;
• waiver of the right to exercise one or more of the activities or operations;
• obligation to publish a court decision.
3.1 Penalty in case of division of a company
Regarding the sentence of the dividing company, lawmakers have devoted a specifi c 
article to this case through the PPPJ.  In the case of division, legal entities that are 
created are jointly liable for the payment of a fi ne imposed against a separate legal entity for 
criminal off enses committ ed before the date of division. Obligation of legal persons is assigned 
depending on the ratio of the eff ective value of the net asset transferred to the separate legal 
entity, the transfer of the activities or structures that have been used and because of which 
the criminal off ense was committ ed14. The PPPJ in Art. 22/1 introduces the concept of 
solidarity obligations that the companies derived from the division have, and the 
fi ne is imposed by respecting the proportion of property transferred by the dissolved 
company. 
Also interesting is the sentence given for the termination of the legal person as well 
as the additional penalties in the case of division. The penalty for termination of a legal 
person and additional penalties shall apply to a person or legal persons who have inherited the 
activity or the structure of a separate legal entity that is used or because of which the criminal 
off ense has been committ ed15. Oft en, the reason for the division of a company is that 
one of the societies deriving from the division inherits the activity and structure by 
which the off ense was committ ed, thus minimizing the damages resulting from the 
criminal proceeding, for the other societies arising from the merger.   

4. Lift ing the veil

Certainly, natural persons are also responsible for the criminal off enses of a legal 
person as the company is a 'legal artifi cer' to organize and regulate in a simpler 
way the relationship between physically co-organized individuals towards third 
parties. The criminal responsibility of a natural and legal person for the same off ense 
is recognized as a double criminal liability16, The criminal responsibility of a natural or 
legal person for the same off ense is recognized as a double criminal liability, where a 
legal person, as well as a natural person both share criminal liability.  
Oft en shareholders / majority partners who are not part of the management or 
supervisory board of a company, use limited liability17, to have protection on issues 
of irregularity or wrongfulness in the administration of a company. Company 
administrators oft en take orders or directives from the company's main shareholders 
/ partners to make improper or illegal decisions. Where with the certifi cation of these 
shareholder’s / partners directives, abolition of limited liability possible would be 
possible. But what's problematic in these cases is the provisionality of orders or 
directives, as they are oft en given informally or verbally. Likewise, the German Federal 
Court has used the legal instrument of lift ing a company's veil in those cases where the 
company's form was used for illicit purposes: for example, when pyramids of single-owner 
companies have been set up, which have been constantly transformed into illicit targets, for 
example to overcome losses and create an image of solvency. Shareholders and administrators 
14  Article 22 (1), Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
15  Article 22 (2), Law, No.9754, dated 14.6.2007, On Criminal Liability of Judicial Persons.
16  Spiro, S. (2007). Lectures, Criminal Law, Tirana, UET. 
17  Article 68 (1); Law No.9901, dated 14.4.2008, On Commercial Traders and Business Organizations.
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responsible for the creation of such companies can bear direct legal responsibility. Another set 
of cases is about assets of the company used by the administrators as their own property; but 
there are also cases of drastic inadequate capitalization (for illegal purposes)18.
 Piercing the corporate veil: (to remove limited liability), as a concept it's also 
introduced in CIS. The individual, who enjoys the quality of the partner, the shareholder 
or the representative of the partner or shareholder, the administrator or member of the 
board of the company's management board, who, by his actions or inactions, provides an 
unfair economic benefi t to himself or to third parties, or causes a third party loss of property 
intentionally, is personally liable to third parties, including public authorities, with his 
property, for the payment of the company's obligations...19 Article 16 of the CIS with its 
list of cases when the limited liability is abolished is one of the articles that was 
amended, and its list was added occasionally, with the changes made to CIS in 2014, 
indicating the dynamics abuses with the form of society and legitimacy of the actions 
of administrators and shareholders have. "Lift ing the veil", Albanian courts are free to 
recognize other cases involving elements of form abuses. Thus, the list of Article 16 (1) is 
interpreted as an open list rather than as a closed one20.
The risks posed by acts or omissions in violation of the law of administrators or 
shareholders of the company are that these off enses are mainly committ ed in 
cooperation. The greater the number of participants and the more organized the criminal 
activity, the greater the harm caused to the society and the higher the risk of the off ense and 
its perpetrators becomes21. And since these criminal off enses are consumed through 
misuse of the legal form of a business organization, it increases the penetration of 
criminal organizations in companies. And in a straightforward or indirect way, we 
have an increase in the level of criminalization in the economy.  

5. Administrators responsibility

Administrators of business organizations are directly responsible for the 
administration and decision-making of the company, in terms of its administration 
issues. For example, if one of the administrators representing one of the merging 
companies, part of the draft  agreement, is held criminally liable, knowing that one of 
the merging companies is connected to criminal organizations, or is used to carry out 
unlawful activities, or is aware later on that the merged company is used for criminal 
activity, and does not report it to the prosecution or the police.
Also the company representative who participates in the draft ing of the merger 
agreement or division of the company, who oft en is the same as the administrator. 
Personally liable for the regularity and authenticity of the accompanying documents 
that lead to the decision of merger or division of companies in the APA.  The misuse of 
powers by the members of the supervisory board or the administrators of the company for the 
purpose of benefi ting or favoring another company where they hold interests, is punishable by 
a fi ne or up to fi ve years of imprisonment22.

18  Dine J & Blecher M, Comment of law no. 9901, For Traders and Business Organizations., p 38
19  Article 16 Law No.9901, dated 14.4.2008, On Commercial Traders and Business Organizations.
20  Dine J & Blecher M, Comment of law no. 9901, For Traders and Business Organizations, p 39.
21  Muçi, Sh. (2012).Criminal law. General part. Publications DUDAJ, Tirana., p 205
22  Article 164, Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania
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Conclusions

The criminal responsibility of a legal person is a novelty in criminal law, not only 
for Albania, but also for many other democratic countries. Accepting this concept 
has been infl uenced by several factors, but the main reason for this development 
was the criminological situation that is almost the same in all industrialist countries. 
The spread of criminality of commercial companies, economic crime and white 
collar crime, highlighted the inadequacy of classical ways in relation to the subjects 
of the criminal off ense and started the process of accepting the penal process also 
for dependant legal persons. Another stimulating factor in accepting the criminal 
liability of legal persons was the great infl uence the legal person has on the economic, 
political, social and ecological environment of each country, turning it into a moving 
lever of society.
The fi rst concrete step undertaken in Albanian legislation is the acceptance of the 
criminal liability of legal persons in the Criminal Code, to be further crowned with 
the adoption of Law no. 9754, dated 14.6.2007 "On criminal liability of legal persons".  
Although this law is in line with the standards of democratic state legislation, it 
refl ects some shortcomings that need to be further regulated by the Criminal Code 
and the Criminal Procedure Code, so that there are no problems in the future 
practice of these provisions. The way in which the Criminal Code and Criminal 
Procedure Code are formulated leave outstanding issues which are characteristic of 
legal entities, so they need further changes in order to comply with the changes in 
legislation, especially when it comes to change of the subject of the off ense, a change 
that shakes the basis of criminal proceedings. 
Reorganization and criminal responsibility of business organizations is caused by the 
use of business organizations to disguise criminal activities by abusing the form of 
a company. By merging companies in fi nancial trouble without criminal association 
with a company used for money laundering, diffi  culties arise for law enforcement 
agencies in intelligence and verifi cation matt ers. As a consequence, a legal entity is 
punished as well as the shareholders / partners by taking away their limited liability 
when found guilty by the court as well as the administrator’s responsibility.  
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Abstract

All banking fi nancial institutions under Law No. 9662, dated 18.12.2006 "On Banks in the 
Republic of Albania", are obliged by the determination made by this law for any off ered 
service or product off ered to sign a writt en agreement with the client, which is otherwise 
called a banking contract. Given that the nature of these contracts is very complex and given 
that as the main mean of subscribing (monetary means) the law requires that the provision of 
pre-contractual information be as complete and comprehensive as possible with the aim that 
the client understands every last detail regarding bank transactions to be carried out. In this 
way, bank contracts of a type contract, formulated in advance unilaterally by banks themselves 
and where the client was in a situation of accepting or rejecting them in the off ered format, are 
being transformed into contracts, the formulation of which is regulated in advance according 
to the Bank of Albania Regulations.
This article will talk about bank contracts. Based on the relevant legislation of the Republic of 
Albania, we will fi rst make a description of the banking contracts and then discuss the main 
forms and their validity. To bett er understand the importance of these contracts it is important 
to carefully analyze each trait of these contracts.

1. Defi nitions of Banking Contracts

The bank or branch of a bank signs an agreement or contract with its client for the service it 
undertakes. Before signing the agreement or contract, the bank or branch of the bank 
submits to its client all terms of said agreement or contract, clarifying the rights and 
obligations of the signing parties of the agreement or contract.1

Banking contracts2 are standard and not personalized, lacking protection for the 
weaker contractor. It should be noted, all loan agreements are contracts that never 
involve the economic peculiarities of the other party, a commercial or individual 
entity, considering their personalization solely to assess the collateral. The content 
of these contracts is never the result of negotiating parties, but simply the expression of the 
dominant parties (bank) terms, which will be used in a signifi cant number of contractors 
(subjects or individuals). The weak contractual party is left  to either accept the terms set by 
the bank or not, but never modify them.3

Banking contracts are asymmetric. Contracts that explicitly disclose a 
1  Article 124, Law 9662, dated 18.12.2006, On Banks in the Republic of Albania.
2  The determination made by Article 124, 9662, dated 18.12.2006 "On Banks in the Republic of 
Albania"
3  Misha, E. (2009). Banking Law: For Legal Sciences. 3rd edition. Tirana: Geer BIS, Department of 
Business Innovation and Skills "Consumer Credit Regulations".
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disproportionate power to contractual parties in sett ing or changing the terms of 
the contract. Asymmetry, as well as standardization, is a phenomenon well known 
in European private law, referring to consumer contracts. Its expression is found in 
the Codifi cation of International Trade Practice, where Article 3.10 is dedicated to 
regulating the so-called Gross Disparity; we also fi nd it in the Principles of European 
Contract Law.
In these contracts the non-negotiable interest rate from the weaker contractor is 
noticed even though it talks about interest rates which have no ceiling. The dominant 
contractor has the right to change these rates depending on his monetary policy, 
while the weak contractor does not have such a privilege.

1.1 Banking Contracts under the Civil Code of the Republic of Albania
The Civil Code of the Republic of Albania, Chapter XVIII on banking contracts, is 
divided as follows: 

A. Bank Deposits 
B. Banking services
C. Opening a Bank Credit Account
D. Bank advances
E. Banking transactions with current accounts
F. Bank discount

Based on this, an analysis of this issue has been conducted with the purpose of 
elaborating detailed legislation on banking contracts.
A. Bank Deposits.
From the Civil Code, we know that when depositing an amount of money at a bank, 
it acquires ownership and is obliged to return it at the same currency, expiration 
of the due date or at the request of the depositor, taking into account the period 
of notice defi ned by the parties or by banker law, this is precisely the fi rst type of 
banking contracts. So in this contract both parties participating in the contract, the 
bank and the depositor decide on the terms of the contract, underlining the relevant 
interest and the time limit of the deposit. If the bank issues a savings deposit book, 
the outfl ow and withdrawal must be writt en in the booklet. The notes on the booklet 
signed by the bank clerk, which is assigned to this service, constitute complete proof 
between the bank and the depositor. Any agreement to the contrary is void. 
The Civil Code also determines, if the Bank receives and accepts depository securities 
under administration, it must retain the securities by taking interest or dividends, 
verifying the sale or repurchase capital, paying att ention to the collection of income 
for the account of the depositor, and in general to take care of the protection of rights 
related to the title. Amounts collected must be credited to the depositor's account. 
If a right of choice needs to be exercised for deposited securities, the bank should 
promptly request the necessary instructions from the depositors and realize them, if it 
has received the necessary funding in case of need. In the absence of these guidelines, 
the right of choice must be sold on behalf of the depositor through exchange agents. 
The Bank shall be entitled to a compensation to the extent determined by the 
agreement of the parties or what is commonly used, except for the payment of the 
costs incurred by it. Any agreement by which the bank is excluded from custody and 
administration of ordinary care is void.
B. Banking service and safe deposit boxes.
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The bank, for the safe deposit box service, is liable to the client in towards solvency, 
storage of the premises and the inviolability of the safe. When the safe is on behalf of 
several entities, each of them are entitled to open it, subject to a contrary agreement.
In the case of death of the single holder or of one of these holders, the bank that 
received the notifi cation may allow the opening of the safe with the agreement of 
all those entitled or in the manner determined by the court. When the term of the 
contract is over, the bank may, aft er giving notice to the holders or over six months 
from the date of completion, request the court to open the safe. The announcement 
can also be made via registered mail.
The opening is carried out in the presence of a notary taking into account the 
measures that the court deems necessary. The court may order the undertaking of 
necessary measures for the preservation of the objects found, including the sale of a 
part thereof, which is necessary to cover the expenses incurred by the bank.
C. Opening of a bank loan
Opening a bank loan is a contract by which the bank is obliged to keep the money 
available to the other party for a certain period of time or indefi nitely.4 Except where 
there is another agreement, unless otherwise agreed, the borrower may use the credit 
several times, according to the forms of use, and may, with further deposits, restore 
its availability.
Deposits and withdrawals are carried out at the bank where this relationship 
commenced, unless otherwise previsioned by the parties.  If a real or personal 
guarantee is provided for the opening of the loan, this does not cease for the fact 
that the borrower ceases to be the debtor of the bank at the time of termination of 
the relationship. When the guarantee becomes insuffi  cient, the bank may request a 
supplementary guarantee or replacement of the guarantee.
When the borrower does not comply with the requirements, the bank reduces the 
loan proportionately with the reduction in value of the guarantee or may renounce 
the contract. The bank can not withdraw from the contract before the expiration of 
the contract term, except for reasonable cases or when there is another agreement. 
Withdrawal immediately interrupts the use of the loan, but the bank must set a term 
of at least fi ft een days for the return of used and additional amounts.5

When the loan is indefi nite, each of the parties may withdraw from the contract by 
notice within the term specifi ed in the contract, usually used or, in their absence, 
within fi ft een days.
D. Banking Advances.
In regard to bank overdraft s on securities or goods, the bank can not dispose of the 
items for which it has been pledged if it has issued a document in which these items 
are individualized.6 The reverse agreement must be proven in writing. The Bank 
shall take care of the provision of pledged goods on the contractor's behalf if, by their 
very nature, their value and location, the insurance corresponds to the ordinary care.
The Bank, in addition to its obligations, has the right to be paid the expenses it has 
incurred for the preservation of goods and securities, except when it has undertaken 
such a thing. The Contractor may, even before the expiration of the term of the 
4  Civil Code, Article 1031, Defi nition of Opening of Bank Credit. 
5  Civil Code, Article 1034. 
6  Civil Code, Article 1035.
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contract, withdraw the securities or the pledged goods, by making a proportional 
payment between the amounts received and the other amounts belonging to the 
Bank under the preceding Article, if the loan surplus results to be unguarenteed 
in a suffi  cient manner. If the value of the guarantee is reduced to at least one-tenth 
compared to its value at the time of entering into the contract, the bank may require 
the debtor an additional guarantee, with the warning that in its absence actions will 
be taken for the sale of these pledged goods or securities. If the debtor does not 
comply with the requirements, the bank may act on their sale under the provisions 
of the pledge. The Bank has the right to promptly pay the balance of the account that 
has not been fully met by the amounts resulting from the sale.
If, with the guarantees of one or more loans, deposits are blocked in cash, goods or 
securities that have not been individualized or left  to the bank, the bank has to refund 
only the amount or part of goods or securities exceeding the amount of guaranteed 
loans. This excess is determined in relation to the value of the goods or securities at 
the time of the loans termination.
E. Current Accounts.
When the deposit, credit facility or other banking transactions are adjusted to the 
current Account, the client may at any time dispose of the amounts resulting in his 
credit, unless the reservation of the term is provided for in the agreement.7 If there are 
several relationships or accounts between the bank and the client, even in diff erent 
currencies, the active and passive surpluses are mutually compensated, unless there 
is an agreement to the contrary. In case the current account is in the name of several 
individuals with the right to perform the action independantly, these individuals are 
called solid debtors of account surpluses. If the transactions in the current account 
are for an indefi nite period, each party may withdraw from the contract by notifying 
the other party within the term specifi ed in the contract or in its absence within 
15 days. The Bank responds to the provisions governing the order contract for the 
execution of obligations received by the depositor or another client.
If this obligation is to be carried out where there are no branches of the bank, it can 
charge for execution to another bank.
F. Bank Discounts
The discount is the contract by which the bank, by applying interest, grants the client 
the value of a loan to third parties, which has not yet expired, by cessation.8 If the 
discount is made through the bill of exchange or bank check, the bank, in case of 
non-payment, is entitled to the advance payment in addition to the rights deriving 
from the title.
The provisions of special laws relating to the check and bill of exchange are preserved. 
The bank that has discounted the documented bills enjoys on the goods the same 
privilege as the orderee, until the title of the representative is in his possession.
The bank or branch of the foreign bank informs the client of the terms of services it 
provides in an appropriate place, within the premises where the banking or fi nancial 
activity is conducted. The bank or branch of the foreign bank announces or informs 
its clients in advance regarding the terms of the loan giving:
a. the current annual percentage of regular loans and non-performing loans;
b. methods of calculating interests;
7  Civil Code, Article 1041
8  Civil Code, Article 1047.
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c. the principal amount and the interest to be paid for the respective loan amount,
d. repayment periods, the number and amount of installments;
e.  terms of cash deposits used as collateral for the granting of credit;
f. the possibilities and conditions for covering the loan obligation with cash deposit 

in cash, set as a guarantee for the loan;
g. types of collateral;
h. other conditions.
5. The bank informs the client of the terms of acceptance of monetary deposits in 
respect of:
a) current interest rates;
b) methods of calculating interests;
c) conditions when interest rates change;
d) the eff ective interest rate, in the event of default before the monetary deposit 

deadline;
e) the basic information on the provision of monetary deposits, according to the 

provisions of the law "On Deposit Insurance".
In this way, the Bank notifi es its clients, in the manner agreed before, but not less 
frequently than once a year, on the status of their rights and obligations towards the 
bank. All in all, the bank notifi es its clients before their application, when the interest 
rates are variable, through mass media bodies.

2. Conditions of Validity of Bank Contracts

Would the contractual legality of the bank go to mandatory execution of the collateral 
of an individual who fails to pay the monthly installment because of the crisis, leaving 
him unemployed? Let us note that Article 59 of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Albania provides for the Social Objectives that: "The state, within the constitutional 
powers and the means it possesses, and in addition to the initiative and the private 
responsibility, aims at:
a)   employment in suitable conditions of all persons capable of work;
b)   meeting the needs of citizens for housing;
So in this fl ow of thought, on the one hand we have the borrower individual whose 
right to work and housing is sanctioned in the Constitution, on the other hand, we 
have a bank, a private subject pursuing socially infl uential politics, which can not be 
aff ected by the diffi  culties of the other contractual party and jeopardize the creditor's 
capital, the engine necessary for the development of the market.
This dilemma, which has aff ected other European areas before us, the study of which 
gives the following data:
In Albania there is not only the inescapacy of a state intermediation between banks 
and individuals or commercial entities, but it is also noticed that banks with their 
policies have blocked the credit market, with lending up to 60%, hardening 40% 
their capital, have excluded effi  cient operators and left  loan sectors undiversifi ed. In 
business loans banks are lacking in risk management, and in providing long-term, 
low-risk projects.
So, situated in a position where individuals and businesses, especially the small 
and medium ones, have remained exclusively dependent on the bank's unilateral 
policies to change the economic terms of the contracts through a nominal interest 
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variation, depending on the monetary policy. Not only that, but there have been 
cases in which banks have proposed changing the interest rate reference, eg. from 
the Euribor to another composite index, without taking into account the borrower's 
initial borrowing profi le (it should be noted that under this profi le, the borrower has 
carried out his analysis in relation to the signing of the contract).
In the case of time banking contracts, where no legitimate motive is to be had to 
justify changing the nominal interest rate (or variable base) over subsequent periods 
from the moment of signing the contract, as the bank has had the management 
capability and information needed to foresee conditions, risk and interest rates.
The moment has come to have a bank-individual awareness on the continuity or 
emergence of new contractual relations as well as the implementation of state policies 
that help to achieve this goal.

3. Transparency of Banking Contracts

Transparency is a broad notion that is generally defi ned as communication, being open 
and responsive.9 In this context, transparency of contractual conditions of banking 
products and services has a particular focus on the daily activity of banks. Clear 
and accurate information on banking products and services, embodied in banking 
contracts, is a requirement to be met by banks, which thus minimizes the degree of 
confl icts with clients and loss of reputation in the market. From the client's point of 
view, transparency enables free choice, comparing diff erent bids in the market that 
are followed by careful selection and within the needs and potential of one or more 
products. While on a general level, transparency ensures not only fair competition 
among banks themselves, the opportunity to prove that the terms published in 
advertising are exactly what they off er, but it also leads to lowering costs of banking 
products. Banks are obliged under Law no. 9662, dated 18.12.2006 "On Banks in the 
Republic of Albania" (Article 124), which for each service or banking product off ered 
to sign a writt en agreement (contract) with the client. Given the complex nature of 
these contracts, the law requires that the provision of pre-contractual information be 
as complete and comprehensive as possible, with the aim for the client to understand 
and capture every detail of the target banking transaction. As a result of interventions 
by the Bank of Albania in the formulation of contractual provisions, the phenomenon 
of "uniformization of banking contracts" has emerged. Thus, bank contracts from 
type contract, the formulation of which was preliminarily unilaterally carried out by 
the banks themselves and where the client was in a situation of their acceptance or 
rejection in the format provided, are being transformed into contracts, the wording 
of which is regulated in advance according to the Bank of Albania's Regulations. 
The question then arises: How free are banks in building a contractual relationship 
with the client? At fi rst glance, it seems that there is a violation of the principle of 
contractual free will principle, but from a comprehensive interpretation we conclude 
that as long as banking activity is of public interest and as such it is "forced" to be 
exercised within a well-defi ned legal framework, it is the duty of lawmakers (in this 
context, the Bank of Albania) to balance the diff erent principles of law that apply, 
such as "free contractual will" as opposed to "consumer protection", and further 
establish a fair and reasonable rapport between them. Among the specifi c elements 
9  Hetemi, M. (1998). “Obligations and contracts”. Tirana. pp 45.
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included in banking contracts, as a consequence of the most recent amendments to 
the Bank of Albania's regulatory acts, are evidenced:
Right of withdrawal of client from consumer loan contract / agreement According 
to Article 11 of Bank of Albania Regulation no. 05, date 11.02.2009 "On Consumer 
Loans and Mortgage Loans for Individuals"10, the client has the right to withdraw 
from the consumer loan contract without giving any reason for this purpose within 
a 14 day calendar period, where such period begins from the date of the conclusion 
of the contract or the receipt of the contractual terms. In such a case, if the principal 
amount has been partially or completely disbursed, the client is obliged to return 
the amount of principal levied and the interest for the respective days as well as 
the bank's possible expenses incurred by third party actions for the eff ect of loan 
disbursement, which should be included in any case in the contractual information. 
The right to repay the loan before maturity of the contract. Another revision of the 
most recent amendments of the Bank of Albania is the sanctioning of the right to 
repay the loan before the maturity of the contractual term. Pursuant to Article 12 
of Bank of Albania Regulation no. 05, dated 11.02.2009 "On Consumer Loans and 
Mortgage Lending for Individuals", provides that the consumer is entitled to perform 
at any time, even before the maturity date, partial or full payment of his obligations 
arising from the contract of consumer loan. At this point, the legislation of diff erent 
countries stipulates that even if such a "right" is known to the borrower, it can only 
be exercised in periodically defi ned terms in the loan contract (for example every 5 
years). This is done not only in order to protect the interests of individual depositors, 
but also of banks, which may have made long-term investments in various market 
instruments. In addition to the repayment right before the maturity date, the above-
mentioned regulation also sets out the maximum remuneration limits that may be 
required by the bank for repayment before the deadline (not more than 2 per cent 
of the amount of the loan paid if the period between repayment before the deadline 
and loan maturity is over 1 year and not more than 1%, if this period does not exceed 
1 year). Conditions of Loan Agreements through the Bank of Albania Regulation 
no. 59, dated 29.08.2008 "On Transparency for Banking and Financial Products and 
Services" sanctions the mandatory conditions that should contain banking contract 
clauses, which signifi cantly improved previous banking practices where these clauses 
were opaque and not easily determinable. In this context, the novelty elements are:
- The interest rate, the purpose of which is to create a clear and comprehensible 
picture of how the contractor has changed over the duration of the contract to the 
client since the pre-contractual stage.
- The eff ective interest rate and the total cost of the loan, where "total cost of the 
loan" means the entirety of all expenses, including interest, commissions or any 
other expenses that the client pays in relation to the loan agreement under its terms 
and with "Eff ective Interest Rate (EIR)" means the total cost of the loan to the client, 
expressed as an annual percentage of the value of the loan granted and calculated 
in accordance with the calculation method set out in the Bank of Albania's Rules 
of Procedure no. 59, dated 29.08.2008 "On Transparency for Banking and Financial 
Products and Services".
A detailed description of the risks associated with the loan, where the client's att ention 
is drawn to the risks he may face in the event of foreign currency borrowing or in 
10  Article 11, Regulation 05 of the Bank of Albania.
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cases where the client's income is in a currency other than the income of the client, 
due to unfavorable exchange rate movements, or the risks associated with variable 
interest rates over the duration of the loan.
Change in contractual terms, through which it was intended to end such practices 
where banks anticipated changes in contractual conditions, largely at their own 
discretion. In the following principle: “The contract has the force of law between 
the parties and can be changed only with the consent of the parties themselves”, it is 
envisaged, that banks should notify the client in writing in advance, prior to changes 
in bank contracts coming into force (pursuant to Article 5, points 4 and 5, of the Bank 
of Albania Regulation No. 59, dated 29.08.2008). However, the correct application of 
this rule requires that the bank has in each case an updated customer database and 
a unifi ed system address, which is not easy in practice. In conclusion, the fruits and 
usefulness of transparency for the public require, among other things, the cultivation 
of a culture of trust and closer and continuous Bank - Client cooperation.

4. Consumer protection in relation to banking contract enforcement

The law certainly envisions and protects consumers in relation to banking contract 
enforcement. For example, with regard to consumer credit, the law provides that: 
A consumer credit agreement is any agreement, where a lender gives or promises 
to give a consumer a loan, in the form of a deferred payment, lending or other 
similar, fi nancial arrangements. Agreements on conditions on the basis of continuity 
of a service or supply of goods of the same kind and in the same amount, where 
the customer has the right to payment for extending these conditions through 
installments, will not be deemed to be credit agreements. The following agreements 
are excluded from the scope of action 11:
a) credit agreements or agreements that promise loan delivery:
• determined primarily for the purpose of obtaining or preserving property rights 

over land or on existing or designed buildings;
• determined for the purpose of renewal or improvement of a building as such;
b) lease agreements, unless such agreements provide for the transfer of ownership 
to the tenant;
c) loans granted or made available without payment of interest or any other payment;
d) credit agreements, according to which, if the client agrees to repay the loan with a 
single payment, there is no chargeable interest;
e) credit agreements, in amounts greater than 6 000 000 lek;
f) credit agreements in which the consumer is required to pay the loan:
• within a deadline not exceeding three months;
• ii) through no more than four payments within a deadline not exceeding 12 

months.
Consumer credit is regulated by a sub-legal act of the Bank of Albania. 12 Any publicity 
or other off er, displayed in the commercial units where the trader off ers credit or 
off ers bargaining arrangements for credit agreements and showing the interest rate 
or any fi gure related to the cost of the loan, also contains the declaration of the annual 
interest rate. The consumer has the right to waive the credit agreement without 
11  Article 44, Law No. 9902, On Consumer Protection.
12  Article 45, Law No. 9902, On Consumer Protection.
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giving any reason within a 14 calendar day period, starting from the date of the credit 
agreement or from the date when the consumer becomes aware of the contractual 
terms, if the latt er is later. Credit agreements are draft ed in writing and the consumer 
receives a copy of it. The writt en agreement includes all information relating to the 
annual rate, in percentage, of the obligation, the conditions for changing the latt er, 
the amounts, the number and the frequency or dates of payments that the consumer 
has to pay to repay the loan, and any other essential condition of the contract. The 
existence of a credit agreement does not in any way aff ect the rights of the consumer 
to the supplier of goods or services purchased through such an agreement where the 
goods or services are not supplied or are otherwise not in accordance with the terms 
of the contract for their supply. When a consumer purchases goods or benefi ts from 
services becomes a party to a credit agreement with a diff erent person from their 
supplier and there is a close trade relationship between the lender and the supplier 
of the goods or service, the consumer has the right to seek compensation from the 
lender, when the goods or services subject to the credit agreement are not supplied 
or are otherwise not in accordance with the terms of the contract for their supply. 

Conclusions

Banking contracts are contracts that express the will of the two participating parties, 
the bank and the client, in connection with a certain agreement regarding the 
monetary obligation arising aft er their signing. So we can say that banks are obliged 
to write an agreement (contract) in writing with the client. Given the complex nature 
of these contracts, the law requires that the provision of pre-contractual information 
be complete and comprehensive, with the aim for the client to understand and to 
embody every detail of the intended banking transaction. Now we will analyze the 
hypothesis raised in this paper. Where by means of all the legal elements set out 
above, their argumentation will also be made.
In banking contracts, the negotiating parties are never under equal conditions by making the 
banks dominant in establishing the conditions for the validity of these contracts, since two are 
the main participants in banking contracts, one party always being the bank, which 
determines the conditions of their development by making it dominant towards 
the other party that is the client, oft en conditioning the latt er to act on the basis of 
conditions decided by the former. But, of course, what is lacking in regulating this 
relationship is a part where the consumer is protected by law and the fi nancial system, 
with regard to his information in detail for all elements of these contracts. The part of 
bank contract transparency now comes into play. In this context, the transparency of 
banking products and services contractual conditions has a particular focus on the 
banks daily activity. As mentioned above, clear and accurate information on banking 
products and services embedded in bank contracts is an obligation to be met by 
banks, which thus minimizes the degree of confl icts with customers as well as loss of 
reputation in the market. From the client's point of view, transparency enables free 
choice, comparing diff erent bids in the market that are followed by careful selection 
and within the needs of their payment potentials of one or more products. While 
on a general level, transparency ensures not only fair competition among banks 
themselves, but also the opportunity to prove that terms published in advertising are 
exactly what is on off er, as well as leading to the lowering of banking product costs.
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Banking activity is of public interest, it is the duty of lawmakers to balance competitive 
principles, such as: "Free contractor will" and "consumer protection", and further establish 
a fair and reasonable relationship between them. " 
From what we have seen above in legal defi nitions 13, type contract bank contracts, 
the formulation of which was preliminarily unilaterally performed by the banks 
themselves and where the client was in the situation of receiving or refusing them 
in the format provided, are being transformed into contracts, the wording of which 
is regulated in advance according to the Bank of Albania Regulations. We are 
dealing with violation of the principle of contractual free will, but from a thorough 
interpretation we conclude that as long as banking activity is of public interest and 
as such it is "obliged" to be exercised within a well-defi ned legal framework, it is the 
task of the lawmaker (in this context, the Bank of Albania) to balance the diff erent 
principles of the law that apply, such as "freedom of contracts" against "consumer 
protection", and further establish a fair and reasonable relationship between them.
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The road towards a European family law

Left eri Luzi (Lleshi)

Abstract

In this contribution a plea is made for fundamental academic research into the convergence 
of family law legislation within the EU Member States by means of the development and 
formulation of European norms on the basis of comparative law and treaty standards. Aft er 
a brief stocktaking of the literature on European family law, both within and outside the 
Netherlands (section 1), an indication is given of the path that may be taken in order to att ain a 
European family law (section 2) and the role such a European family law would play (section 
3). Finally, it is indicated in which areas of family law research may be undertaken in order to 
determine and/or promote family law legislation within Europe.

1. Interest in a European family law

1.1 Activities of academics
The literature which deals with the unifi cation or harmonisation of family law in 
Europe remains, for the time being, easy to survey. In the last few years - as far as the 
Dutch situation is concerned - a number of doctoral theses have appeared,1 wherein 
the institutions of family law have been subjected to comparative law research. The 
general principles of European family law have not been elaborated upon in these 
theses, however. Furthermore, Article 8 of the European Convention for the Protec-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) in particular, together 
with the case law of the Court of Justice based thereon, provides suffi  cient reason 
both at home and abroad to bring national family law into conformity with the right 
of respect for family life which is formulated in general terms in that article.2 The 
manner in which and the extent to which this occurs are not the same in all countries. 
In the Dutch legal literature, two contributions which investigate the phenomenon of 
a European family law appeared in 1995. De Groot looked into the question of how 
a European persons and family law could be established.3 From a practical point of 
view, it seemed to him to be an att ractive proposition to combine the strong points 
at a European level by negotiating a treaty in which an att empt would be made to 
codify <the basic principles of European family law= which are built upon already 
existing treaty obligations. The organisations which could deal with a similar treaty 
are, in his opinion, the Council of Europe, possibly in cooperation with the Com-
mission International d’Etat Civil (CIEC). According to De Groot, however, att aining 
1  See C. Forder, <Legal establishment of the parent-child relationship: Constitutional principles 
in Dutch, English and German law, having regard to the European Convention for the Protection 
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and other applicable international instruments=, 
doctoral thesis Maastricht 1995 (comparative research of Dutch, German and English law); G.E. 
Schmidt, <Sterke en zwakke adopties=, doctoral thesis University of Amsterdam 1996 (comparative 
research of Dutch, German and French law). See also A. Isenbeck, <Traditionelles niederländisches 
Familienrecht und europäische Einfl üsse=, doctoral thesis Münster 1995.
2 See for the Netherlands, for example, C. van Wamelen, <Ouderschap en ouderlĳ k gezag na 
echtscheiding=, doctoral thesis Rott erdam, Zwolle 1987.
3  G.-R. de Groot, <Op weg naar een Europees personen- en familierecht?=, Ars Aequi 1995, vol. 44, 
no. 1, pp. 29-33.
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uniformity or harmonisation at a European level will no doubt be diffi  cult.4 While 
the title of De Groot’s article was formulated as a question, the second contribution, 
writt en by one of the most important Dutch advocates of a European private law, has 
an air of self-confi dence. The contribution by Hondius5 is entitled Naar een Europees 
personen- en familierecht (<Towards a European persons and family law=). He takes 
stock of the comparative law research which has taken place in the Netherlands to 
date and he concludes that there is indeed some truth in the presumption of many 
that persons and family law has not been associated with the priorities of compara-
tive law.6 He then indicates in which areas harmonisation of substantive law has 
already been achieved at a European level by means of treaties, especially the CIEC.7 
Harmonisation can only be ascertained in certain fi elds, however. Thereupon, Hon-
dius displays a degree of scepticism towards the fundamental objection that persons 
and family law does not lend itself to harmonisation because this area of the law 
blends in too easily with culture. In this connection he poses, in my opinion, the il-
lustrative question of whether the Netherlands’ position as one of the few countries 
in the world which recognises complete community of matrimonial property, really 
is a consequence of Dutch culture.8 The necessity for comparative law research in 
the fi eld of persons and family law - according to Hondius’s conclusion - is grow-
ing, because numerous social changes compel an amendment to the legislation, for 
which inspiration can be drawn from abroad.9 Koens, the prominent Dutch family 
law expert, endorses the importance of comparative law research in the fi eld of fam-
ily law as follows:10

In order to realise the necessary harmonisation in this legal fi eld, further reaching 
steps will have to be taken. Of course, fi rst of all more att ention from the legislator, 
case law and namely legal science will have to be given at the national level to the 
persons and family law of other states. Furthermore, other paths have to be taken as 
well, however, in order to reach some harmonisation as regards the main points of 
persons and family law. Whichever road is chosen, it is indeed obvious that a merely 
national point of view will no longer suffi  ce for a good understanding of current and 
future persons and family law. (my translation)
How is att ention to a European family law determined in other countries? The rel-
evant publications/initiatives may be grouped as follows: Firstly, publications by 
authors who, like De Groot and Hondius, recognise the necessity and feasibility of 
research into a European family law. Here the following question is provocatively 
put: European family law: mythe ou realité? or Utopie oder Notwendigkeit? The fi rst con-
tribution to be classifi ed hereunder was writt en in 1990 by the well-known French/
German comparative law analyst Alfred Rieg.11 He provides a number of examples 
of national regulations in the fi elds of matrimonial law, divorce law and the law of 
succession which, according to him, indisputably demonstrate that the total number 
4 Idem, pp. 30-31.
5 E.H. Hondius, <Naar een Europees personen- en familierecht=, in: H. Franken and J. de Ruiter, 
Drie treden: Over politiek, beleid en recht, Zwolle 1995, pp. 173-181.
6 Idem, p. 177.
7 Idem, p. 179.
8 Idem, p. 180.
9 Idem, p. 180.
10 M.J.C. Koens, Het hedendaagse personen- en familierecht, Zwolle 1995 p. 13.
11 A. Rieg, L'Harmonisation européenne du droit de famille: mythe ou realité? Confl its et 
harmonisation, Liber Amicorum A.E. von Overbeck, Fribourg 1990, pp. 473-499.
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of more or less equivalent solutions in these fi elds is strongly on the increase.12 He is 
of the opinion that the harmonisation of family law in Europe is not a myth, because 
sur d’innombrables points on pouvait relever une concordance, sinon de solutions, au moins 
de tendances.13

The necessity of providing insight into the diff erences and the similarities contained 
in the legislation of the Member States and the elaboration of a Restatement of Euro-
pean family law has recently been advocated by the authoritative German compara-
tive law analyst Dieter Martiny.14 He establishes, among other things, that, diff erent 
from the fi eld of commercial law, where the development of a uniform law is being 
overseen by a large number of national and international organisations, the initia-
tives in the fi eld of family law are not att uned to each other. But, according to him, 
European family law is more than a utopia. Att uning future activities to each other 
seems to him to be more necessary than ever, because to date there has been no 
fundamental change in the division of tasks between the international organisations 
and national legislators, and also limited and various activities are being developed 
alongside each other. According to Martiny, the tangible problem areas are the most 
suitable for a collective solution.15

To a totally diff erent category belong the systematic collections of country-by-coun-
try reports on the legal systems of Europe in the fi eld of family law. These publica-
tions are of inestimable value in the research into a European family law. They pro-
vide the necessary information on national legal systems and belong to the reliable 
sources which are indispensable for mutual comparison. First of all, we can point 
to the series entitled <Beiträge zum Europäischen Familienrecht=, which is published 
by three family law experts att ached to the University of Regensburg. The series 
includes the reports of the various symposia organised by the university since 1993. 
The fi rst such symposium was devoted to the development of the law of succession 
in Europe. Eleven country-by-country reports, writt en by lawyers originating from 
the participating countries, are presented in this publication.16 The second sympo-
sium was devoted to the following subject: the protection of the matrimonial home 
in the European legal systems. Eight country-by-country reports were brought to-
gether.17 The third symposium was held at the end of October 1996 and had as its 
theme: family solidarity - the origin and the limits of maintenance between family 
members in Europe. A collection of eleven country-by-country reports will shortly 
appear.18 It is indeed striking that up to now no Dutch experts in the fi eld of family 
12 Idem, p. 495.
13 Idem, p. 498.
14 D. Martiny, <Europäisches Familienrecht - Utopie oder Notwendigkeit?=, Rabels 
Zeitschrift  für ausländisches und internationales Privatrecht 1995, vol. 59, nos. 3-4, pp. 419-
453.
15 Idem, pp. 441, 452-453.
16 The reports concern Austrian, Belgian, English, French, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Spanish, 
Swedish, Swiss and German law. D. Schwab and D. Henrich, Entwicklungen des europäischen 
Kindschaft srecht, Bielefeld 1994.
17 The reports concern Austrian, Belgian, Czech, English, French, Norwegian, Swiss and German law. 
D. Henrich and D. Schwab, Der Schutz der Familienwohnung in europäischen Rechtsordnungen, 
Bielefeld 1995.
18 The French, Belgian, Italian, Austrian, Swiss, Turkish, Slovenian, Czech, Scott ish, English, Swedish 
and German laws were considered. The third volume in this series was published in 1997 under the 
editorship of B. Verschraegen. She was general rapporteur of the subject <Equality in Family Law= 
at the fi rst world congress <Law in Motion= which took place in Brussels in September 1996. The 
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law have participated in these symposia. This is regretful because in the Netherlands 
much recent legislation has been enacted, or is currently being prepared, in the fi eld 
of family law. A glimpse across the borders can certainly put one’s own perceptions 
into perspective. On the other hand, there are others who are possibly just as inter-
ested in the Dutch views on subjects such as joint custody aft er divorce, the limita-
tion of the duration of maintenance or marriage (and/or its registration) of persons 
of the same sex. Comparable to the set-up chosen by the activities in Regensburg, 
which is principally to provide information on the family law systems of certain 
countries, is the book by Hamilton, Standley and Hodson which appeared in 1995 
and is entitled: Family Law in Europe.19 This book can also be classifi ed under the 
category of Auslandsrechtskunde. It contains reports concerning the most important 
family law institutions writt en by lawyers from the countries concerned.20 However, 
in this book no att ention is devoted to a comparative synthesis in which the similari-
ties and diff erences are determined and explained. But at the end of the book, under 
the title European Family Law=, the infl uence of treaties as well as European Com-
munity law on family law is investigated.21

1.2 Activities of the Council of Europe
Which activities have already been undertaken by the Council of Europe in the fi eld 
of family law and what is planned for the future? The answers to these questions 
can easily be found in the report of the Council of Europe on the achievements in 
the fi eld of family law, published in July 1997. The report consists of two parts. In 
the fi rst part, which contains much interesting information, an overview is given of 
all the activities of the Council of Europe. Up until now, three European conferences 
on family law have been organised, namely in Vienna (1977), in Budapest (1992) and 
in Cadiz (1995).22 Since 1969 the Council of Europe has been holding colloquia on 
European law. To date, four of the 27 colloquia have dealt with family law. In Vienna 
(1974) a colloquium was held on the subject <Legal representation and custody of 
minors=, in Messina (1981) on the subject <Legal problems concerning unmarried 
couples=, in Amsterdam (1993) on the subject <Transsexuality, medicine and law= 
and recently in Malta (1997) on the subject <Legal problems relating to parentage=.23 
The fi rst part of the report ends with a compilation of the international instruments 
drawn up by the Committ ee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, recommenda-
tions and resolutions concerning children and adults and conventions.24 The current 
work on family law is described at the end of the fi rst part of the report.25 Much of 

book, which is entitled Gleichheit im Familienrecht (Bielefeld 1997), contains the general report 
and national reports (a few are writt en in English) of Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Hungary, the United States, 
Australia, Israel and Japan. 
19 C. Hamilton, K. Standley and D. Hodson, Family Law in Europe, London/Dublin/Edinburgh 
1995.
20 The reports concern Belgium, Denmark, England and Wales, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, 
Italy, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Norway, Portugal, Scotland, Spain, Sweden and 
Switzerland.
21 C. Hamilton, K. Standley and D. Hodson, Family Law in Europe, op. cit. (n. 25), pp. 549-598. 
See also the loose-leaf publication by W. Pintens (ed.), Family and Succession Law, International 
Encyclopedia of Laws, The Hague 1997.
22 See the report of the Council of Europe, July 1997, pp. 10-11.
23 Idem, pp. 11-12.
24 Idem, pp. 12-22.
25 Idem, pp. 22-25.
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the work on family law undertaken within the Council of Europe has been prepared 
by the Committ ee of experts on family law. The main task of this Committ ee of ex-
perts is to examine problems relating to family law which might lend themselves to 
action at a European level. It is mentioned that the Committ ee is currently preparing 
a handbook on European standards in family law containing principles drawn in 
particular from Council of Europe Conventions, including decisions of the European 
Court of Human Rights and Recommendations. Two other committ ees deal with 
certain aspects of family law, the Convention Committ ee on the custody conven-
tion and the Committ ee of experts on nationality, which has prepared the European 
Convention on nationality of 7 November 1997. Finally, there is a group of specialists 
who are studying and preparing draft  principles concerning the legal aspects of acts 
of incapacitated persons and other vulnerable adults. 
The second part of the report contains a collection of texts of the Council of Europe 
in the fi eld of family law.26 

2. The road towards a European family law

In the fi eld of family law, there are reports of an increasing intensity of norms which 
are also infl uenced by international treaties to which the European countries are par-
ties. Notwithstanding the fact that this here concerns, in the fi rst place, an increase 
in national norms, it is also true that this increase is inevitably coupled with att uning 
these norms to similar developments and growth processes abroad. So, they are a 
result of the infl uence exerted by these foreign developments or by foreign growth 
processes acting as a source of inspiration. Att uning such norms, as referred to above, 
is not only inevitable, but it is also a necessity within a united Europe. 
While the law is being integrated, a diff erentiation is also being made between uni-
fi cation and harmonisation. The realisation of uniform regulations, that is to say, 
identical provisions, belongs to this unifi cation. This form of legal integration can be 
att ained not only by means of international treaties and by regulations as far as they 
concern the European Union, but also by means of similar national rules. In connec-
tion with the latt er, Martiny speaks of Parallelgesetzgebung,27 Rieg of auto-harmonisa-
tion.28 A good example of unifi cation of the law of property is the UN Convention 
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. Harmonisation of the law, on the 
other hand, is not directed towards literal harmony of the text, but merely towards 
a convergence as regards the contents of the regulations. In the European Union 
this harmonisation of the law is mainly att ained by means of the Directives. Up un-
til now there has been no question within the European Union of any coordinated 
mutual att uning of the family law of the Member States. No European Directives 
or regulations exist in the fi eld of persons and family law. For the time being, fam-
ily law does not take centre stage in the eff orts directed towards the economic and 
political integration of Europe.29 The great mutual diff erences between the national 
legislations within one Europe without territorial borders, however, forms a serious 
26 Texts of the recommendations (totalling 7) of the Parliamentary Assembly and of 
the conventions (totalling 7), resolutions and recommendations (totalling 18) of the 
Committ ee of Ministers.
27 Op. cit (n. 20), p. 422.
28 Op. cit. (n. 17), p. 486 with references to Neuhaus and Luther (nn. 38 and 39).
29 According to De Groot, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 32.
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impediment to att aining an actual European identity. Economic and political inte-
gration will fi nally make it necessary to integrate family law, or at least to att une the 
family law regulations to a considerable degree. It seems inevitable that this legal 
fi eld will also, despite cultural diff erences, exhibit more uniformity in the course 
of time. Because, for the time being, there is a lack of any concrete measures within 
the EU to initiate any convergence of material family law, let alone to compel any 
such convergence, it is up to legal science to take the lead by means of structural 
and fundamental comparative law research in order to expose the diff erences and 
similarities and, subsequently, to elaborate proposals for such norms or principles 
of a European family law. By means of similar research, the European Parliament’s 
resolution of 29 October 199330 can also be elaborated upon. In this resolution, the 
Commission was requested to conduct a comparative law investigation into the leg-
islations of the Member States in the specifi c contexts of marriage, divorce, awarding 
custody of children and family law in general, so that the Member States would be in 
a position to make recommendations as regards national and/or international provi-
sions which may be necessary for, among other things, the protection of children as 
well as the application of their rights, and in order to assure parents.
It is only by means of this comparative law method that diff erences and similari-
ties can be distinguished in the national legislations, so that on the basis thereof 
principles of European family law can be made more explicit. The latt er may occur 
either in the form of a Restatement, based on the American model, or in the form of 
an elaborated system of principles of European family law, based on the example of 
UNIDROIT’s Principles of International Commercial Contracts (1994) and the Lan-
do Commission’s Principles of European Contract Law. A similar Bestandsaufnahme 
would make it possible to elaborate and to systematise the similarities and, further, 
to develop the existing points of departure. A European Restatement in the fi eld of 
family law would not only be able to prepare and guide the European legal systems 
as regards necessary changes, but could also infl uence those changes themselves, 
according to Martiny.31

3. The usefulness of a European family law

General principles of European family law are being considered for various purpos-
es. Firstly, they may function as a source of inspiration for national and international 
legislators. A second function is for a European family law to act as an alternative/
subsidiary law which is applicable in the case of a legal relationship having foreign 
elements and where the national law indicated by the confl ict law cannot be discov-
ered by the court.32 A third function is that suggested by De Groot:33 the use of an 
optional European family law in international legal relationships instead of resorting 
to national law. Alongside national legal systems there could be, as it were, a trans-
national family law system that parties could specifi cally declare to be applicable to 
their legal relationship. This vision presupposes the fact that the confl ict law of the 
applicable court allows for a legal choice in all the fi elds of persons and family law. 
30 Publ. EC No. C 315/652.
31 Op. cit. (n. 20), p. 452.
32 On this see K. Boele-Woelki, <De toepassing van een surrogaatrecht=, in: G.E. Schmidt and J.A. 
Freedberg-Swartzburg (eds.), Het NIPR geannoteerd, The Hague 1996, pp. 3-12.
33 Op. cit. (n. 9), pp. 32-33.
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Although party autonomy is gaining ground in international family law, it still does 
not specifi cally lead, in contrast to international property law, to its predominance in 
the private international law systems of Europe.

4. The subject matt er and method of research

Which areas of family law can fi rst be considered for researching general principles 
of European family law? The following immediately come to mind: the property 
law aspects of marriage and divorce, the property law aspects of cohabitation out-
side marriage, the rights of minors and the protection of minors. As the method of 
research, the comparative law method should be used.34 This method makes it pos-
sible to discern the common core of family law in Europe. Furthermore, with the aid 
of this method the best solution can be chosen, a solution which has been developed 
in the legal systems investigated in connection with similar problems which have 
occurred there. These norms can be derived from the common solutions of various 
legal systems where there is talk of a certain consensus, or from a solution belonging 
to one of the legal systems which may be considered for adoption in the other legal 
systems on account of its intrinsic value.
The question which then arises is which legal systems should be involved in a com-
parative law study such as the one advocated here. An investigation into the legal 
systems of all the EU Member States will in all probability be doomed to fail because 
of the language problems to be expected. Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and the Scan-
dinavian languages are not readily included in the linguistic capabilities of the aver-
age Dutch comparative lawyer. From a practical point of view, therefore, the family 
law systems of France, Germany, Austria, England and Wales, the Netherlands and 
Belgium should in any case be studied.35 Independent of the linguistic capabilities of 
the researcher or the research team, it may also be possible to study the laws of the 
Scandinavian countries which are well-known for their innovative solutions in the 
fi eld of family law.36 The research may not only be limited to the text of a certain Act, 
the preparatory materials therefor and the legal literature concerning certain legal 
systems. Interviews with experts37 from the countries in question, who will be able to 
outline the background to and the practical application of certain regulations, should 
also play a signifi cant role. The research should, in other words, not be limited to the 
law as it appears in the books, but it should also embrace the law in action.
An important distinguishing feature of Europe is indeed the diversity of cultures.38 
Should these cultures be subject to harmonisation, then national identity would be 
relinquished. If this development should materialise, the fi eld of family law must be 
taken thoroughly into consideration. The norms of family law are to a certain degree 

34 See D. Kokkini-Iatridou et al., Een inleiding tot het rechtsvergelĳ kende onderzoek, Deventer 1988 
pp. 128-188.
35 Inspiration can also be drawn from the new codifi cations in Eastern European countries, such 
as Russian family law. On this see the contribution by M.V. Antokolskaya, <Russian family law=, 
Tĳ dschrift  voor Familie- en Jeugdrecht 1997, vol. 19, no. 3, pp. 54-61.
36 Concerning the legal systems of these countries, a comparatively great deal is published in the 
English language.
37 Such as judges, advocates and social workers.
38 See H. Collins, <European Private Law and the Cultural Identity of States=, European Review of 
Private Law 1995, pp. 353-365.
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culturally determined.39 With a comparative law research into family law, generally 
placing the objective of the research within a sociological, economic, political, ideo-
logical and historic national framework becomes a necessity. Within this framework 
the formulation of conclusions must be thoroughly taken into account.
The objective of the research should be to examine:
(a) which methods are used in the various legal systems in order to att ain
- equality between men and women, whether married or cohabiting, as regards mat-
rimonial property law;
- the social requirements concerning the rights and the protection of minors;
(b) whether any common principles and regulations can be traced and, if so, whether 
certain legal systems have created techniques and/or institutions therefor which up until 
now have remained unknown in other legal systems, but which, nevertheless, have their 
merits, so that they can be considered for introduction in other legal systems.
With the formulation of principles of a European family law based on comparative 
law, however, the compulsory framework of existing European norms should fi rst 
be indicated. In the comparative law research, this framework must be taken as the 
hard core of any point of departure. The infl uence of European norms on national 
family law of the EU Member States is considered as a necessary preliminary inves-
tigation for the purposes of the <follow-up= research in certain fi elds.
4.1 The infl uence of European norms on national family law in Europe
Although family law still displays a great diversity in the national legislations within 
Europe, the infl uence of European norms on national family law is increasingly be-
ginning to manifest itself. The case law of the Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg 
as regards Article 8 (the right to family life) has, in a number of European countries 
(Great Britain, France, the Netherlands), resulted in an adaptation of the legislation 
concerning parental authority both within marriage and aft er divorce.40

Other Council of Europe conventions, such as the 1967 Adoption Convention and 
the 1975 Convention on the legal status of illegitimate children, have also had a uni-
fying infl uence on the legislation of the ratifying states. Alongside this, the recom-
mendations of the Council of Europe in the fi eld of family law have provided an 
impulse for harmonisation.41 The same can be said for the recommendations of the 
European Parliament as regards family law, such as Resolution A3-017292 on a Eu-
ropean Charter for the rights of the child. The Commission International d’Etat Civil, 
which consists of twelve European States, has drawn up a number of treaties in the 
fi eld of family law.42 The EC Court of Justice has also proceeded along the family law 
path, albeit incidentally, in the case of Konstantinides v. Stadt Altensteig.43

In researching the infl uence of European norms on national family law in Europe, 

39 Martiny, op. cit. (n. 20), p. 438.
40 On the infl uence of Article 8, see M. de Langen, <De betekenis van artikel 8 EVRM voor het 
familierecht=, preadvies Nederlandse Juristen Vereniging 1990. For the infl uence on German and 
English family law, see Forder, op. cit. (n. 7).
41 See under 1.2.
42 See J. Massip, <L'Harmonisation du droit des personnes et de la famille: la contribution de la 
CIEC, in: La Commission Internationale de l'Etat Civil, Strasbourg 1992, pp. 59-74.
43 31 March 1993, C-168/91. The Court decided that, for the purposes of the law on surnames, 
transliteration may in certain circumstances violate Art. 52 EC Treaty. See G.-R. de Groot, <Het 
Hof van Justitie van de Europese Gemeenschappen waagt zich op het gebied van het namenrecht=, 
Weekblad voor Privaatrecht, Notariaat en Registratie 1994, no. 6161, pp. 855-857; by the same 
author, <Europees recht en namenrecht=, Het Personeel Statuut 1993, pp. 5-9.
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the central question is whether the infl uence of these European norms remains so 
strong, or indeed whether they will become (or need to become) so strong that the 
foundations of a European family law are beginning to be delineated. It should also 
be indicated what these foundations are or could be. Legislation, case law and the 
legal literature over the last ten years, will be the primary sources. The objective is to 
investigate the foundations of an already formed European family law and, as far as 
possible, to make this more explicit and to expound upon it. 
4.2 The property law aspects of marriage and divorce
Maintenance, as well as matrimonial property and succession, fall within the am-
bit of the property law relationship between the (former) spouses. The contents of 
the legal matrimonial property regime, the payment of pensions, limiting the dura-
tion of maintenance aft er dissolution of marriage and the position of the surviving 
spouse as regards the law of succession, all belong to this legal fi eld, which in the 
last few years has received wide att ention in the European literature and case-law. 
In the fi eld of family property law, new legislation has been implemented in some 
countries during the last few years, or is currently being prepared.
The Dutch legal matrimonial property regime, which recognises complete community 
of property, is unique in Europe. With regard to this phenomenon the question should 
be asked whether the Dutch matrimonial property regime is still in harmony with 
modern views on the independent position of the husband and wife, especially as 
regards the fi nancial point of view. Aft er all, a quarter of all the marriages celebrated 
here are done so aft er a prenuptial contract has been entered into. A comparative law 
investigation into the laws of other European countries where the same political and 
economic circumstances may be discerned but where the legislators have chosen other 
matrimonial property law regimes, will be of great value in answering the question of 
whether and how an eventual revision of the Dutch law in this respect may take place.
Under English law we can encounter a completely diff erent approach to matrimonial 
property law. There, in the case of the dissolution of marriage, the court has in principle 
much more freedom to apportion matrimonial property according to its own percep-
tions. Also with regard to this legal system, one could pose the question whether an 
adaptation along the lines of European norms of party autonomy is not indicated.
Apart from the specifi c Dutch and English situations, the implementation of this 
project will lead to the similarities and diff erences as regards the property law as-
pects of marriage and divorce in the European legal systems being laid bare, the 
objective being to formulate common principles in this fi eld.
4.3 The property law aspects of cohabitation outside marriage
Marriage in Europe is no longer the only accepted form of cohabitation of two per-
sons. Traditional family law has to provide an answer to a new social phenomenon. 
Homosexual couples also demand equal treatment, especially as regards the right to 
marry and thereby the granting of rights and obligations that are, up to now, only 
applicable to spouses.44 Since the beginning of the 1960s, legislation has entered into 
force, or is currently being prepared in a number of countries, which deals with 
forms of cohabitation other than the marriage of persons of the same or diff erent 
gender. Considering this development, the question then emerges whether in Eu-
rope there is already talk of a relationship law in the sense of regulations which 
44 See K. Waaldĳ k, <Free Movement of Same-Sex Partners=, Maastricht Journal of European and 
Comparative Law 1996, pp. 271-285.
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exclusively concern non-marriage-based forms of cohabitation.
As far as the property law consequences of such relationships are concerned, the fol-
lowing questions, among others, are of importance: Is an analogous adaptation of mat-
rimonial property law justifi ed? What does a cohabitation contract mean? What is the 
legal position of third parties and of children and what are the consequences of the 
dissolution of the cohabitation? As a result of the Dutch Bill concerning registered co-
habitation of two persons, which was introduced following certain Scandinavian regu-
lations (Denmark, Norway and Sweden), Nuytinck,45 for example, is of the opinion 
that the agreed application of matrimonial property law to registered cohabitation is 
ill-conceived in the Dutch Bill. A comparative law investigation into this same problem 
in other European countries, where the property law consequences could also likewise 
be discussed,46 would increase the reservoir of solutions and would provide a basis 
for harmonising the legal systems of Europe as far as this new legal fi eld is concerned.
4.4 The rights of minors
Since the end of the Second World War, social changes in all the Western European 
countries have had their infl uence on the views on the position of minors in society 
as well as on the relationship between parents and their minor children.
In the various countries the need was also felt to amend the legal regulations pertain-
ing to children and young persons. One of the most important tendencies which can 
here be determined is a shift  in emphasis from the protection of the child or young 
person to children’s and young persons’ rights. One has come to the conclusion that, 
socially, young persons are not only in need of protection, a protection which should 
be translated into the law, but that they also have their own rights which they must 
be able to exercise at a certain age, either independently or otherwise through their 
parents or guardians. This tendency underlined in the rights of young persons can 
be found in a number of fi elds:
- in the optimal equality of legitimate and natural (illegitimate) children in their re-
lationship with both the mother and her family and the father and his family (also in 
relation to property and/or inheritance law aspects);
- in the modifi ed relationship between parents (or guardians) and their children (pa-
rental authority, parental obligations, etc.);
- in the amendment of the regulations concerning the (full) legal capacity of minors, 
in other words concerning the independent participation of minors themselves in 
legal matt ers;
- in the evolution of various specifi c fi elds, e.g., the medical treatment of minors, 
acquisition and/or loss of nationality by minors, etc.
This evolution has taken place in all (Western) European legislations and has also 
been infl uenced by various international treaties (the UN Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, the ECHR) as well as by the case law of the European instances in the 
fi eld of human rights.
4.5 The protection of minors
During the second half of the 20th century, there has been a shift  in emphasis from 
45 A.J.M. Nuytinck, <Van huwelĳ ksvermogensrecht naar samenlevingsrecht?=, inaugural lecture at 
Rott erdam 1996, p. 21.
46 See the comparative law study by B. Verschraegen, Gleichgeschlechtliche <Ehen= (Vienna 1994), 
as well as L. Heide-Jørgensen in her review of the book by Verschraegen, <An Expansion of 
Fundamental Rights or an Erosion of Traditional Values? A Review Essay=, Maastricht Journal of 
European and Comparative Law 1996, pp. 184-202.
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child protection to children’s rights. This shift  in the parent/child/third-party (the 
government) triangle has also come about under the infl uence of the ECHR. Articles 
5 and 8 ECHR, in particular, have played an important role in this. Furthermore, 
a number of other important treaties have concerned themselves with the protec-
tion of minors; these treaties include the 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, which has by now entered into force as far as most European countries are 
concerned. In the 1980s it was clearly stated in European case law that universal hu-
man rights are just as applicable to children as they are to adults. Aft er att ention was 
principally aimed at the protection of the interest of the child, case law (and now 
also the legislator) has turned more in the direction of protecting the rights of chil-
dren. Modifi ed social views, in particular the changing outlook on assistance, have 
recently led to important amendments in the fi eld of the protection of minors, and a 
number of laws are currently being prepared.47 Within the perspective of the greatly 
increasing migration of people within the framework of European integration, con-
siderable diff erences in the way in which various European states give shape to the 
protection of children and young persons are undesirable.
The gist of the problem concerning the fi eld under discussion can be formulated as 
follows: What is the task of the government when parents do not (or cannot) prop-
erly carry out their obligations in relation to their children and on what grounds can 
the government intervene in the family and private lives of parents and children (jus-
tifi cation for government intervention in the family and private lives of parents and 
children)? How is the protection of children and young persons regulated in various 
European countries? Which <requirements= are contained in treaties as regards the 
protection of children and young persons? In elaborating this problem, att ention 
must in any case be given to the following points:
- the rights of the parents versus the rights of their children;
- crisis situations, for example in cases of run-away children;
- preventive measures, such as the obligation to register certain facts;
- formulating lists of at-risk groups;
- the procedural rights of parents, children and third parties;
- the rights of enquiry/rights of complaint available to parents, children and third 
parties.

Concluding remarks

In the book by Kötz cited in the introduction, the author correctly remarks that Eu-
ropean private law does not only exist by means of legislation and the literature 
which gives att ention to it. European private law will only become a reality if the 
training of young lawyers is no longer limited to national law, but also takes the 
European dimension into account.48 We can already point to a number of examples. 
As far as persons and family law is concerned, at the law faculties of the universities 
47 See for the Netherlands, for example, A.P. van der Linden et al., Jeugd en recht, Houten/Zaventum 
1996; J. Doek and P. Vlaardingerbroek, Jeugdrecht en jeugd-hulpverleningsrecht, The Hague 1995. 
See also A.A.W. van Unen, New Legislation on Care for Children and Young People in England, 
Germany and the Netherlands, Defence for Children International, Amsterdam 1995.
48 Op. cit. (n. 1), pp. VI-VII. See also his contribution entitled: <Comparative legal research and its 
function in the development of harmonized law: A European perspective= in: N. Jareborg (ed.), 
Towards Universal Law: Trends in National, European and International Lawmaking, Uppsala 
1995 pp. 21-36. 
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of Utrecht and Maastricht, for example, the subject of European family law has been 
included within the framework of comparative private law. At the Catholic Univer-
sity of Leuven, comparative matrimonial property law and the comparative law of 
succession is taught and in Uppsala the subject of European family law can be taken.
Apart from the necessity of giving legal education a European dimension (also in 
the fi eld of family law), att empts should also be made to set up working parties on 
persons and family law, in imitation of the initiatives taken in the fi eld of European 
contract law, and comparable to the Lando Commission. In a similar commission, 
which should be charged with embodying the principles of European law, family 
law experts and comparative lawyers from all the Member States of the European 
Union should be represented. It is up to legal science to take the lead and to persuade 
the European Commission of the usefulness of such activities.
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Kosovo’s independence,
A unique case or a sui generis case of the creation of a state  

Naser Rugova
“Fama” College – Pristina, Republic of Kosovo

Abstract

The end of the cold war and the dynamic developments in political, socio-economic and 
geopolitical developments consequently brought the creation of the new states as is the case 
with the former YugolsavFederation, that was later disintegratedthrough violent events.The 
organization of the Kosovo Albanians including political, institutional and military aspects, 
the cooperation of the Kosovo representatives with the international community as a unique 
case in the recent history ofcreation of states.The process of the Kosovo Independence was 
complex, and the Kosovo population had to go through nine years of civil and military 
administration and undergo a rather challenging and complex process in aspects such as 
political, legal, socio-economic and to fulfi ll criterias set by the international community 
which were never before encountered in the recent history of creation of states. Methodology 
is based in the comparative method by analyzing and comparing the process of Kosovo 
independence with certain autonomous regions of the former communist block. From the 
elaborated subject we can conclude that the case of the Kosovo’s independence including 
allrelevantfactors such as historical, ethnic, demographic, territorial, constitutional and 
geopolitical remains a unique case in creating a state. 

Keywords: UN, NATO, UNMIK, KFOR.

Introduction

With the en trance of NATO troops and the fi nal departureof the Serbian regime and 
state, a new era started for Kosovo and its population. Although almost 1,000,000 
albanians from Kosovo were violently expulsed by the Serbian regime, majority of 
them came back in their lands and homes within weeks aft er the entrance of NATO 
troops. Despite the mass destruction left  behind by the Serbian regime in all areas of 
life the Kosovo Albanians returned en masse in what was called a “biblical return” 
in their country. During this time the International Civilian Mission UNMIK had 
installed a fragile administration while the multinational force called KFOR had 
taken the responsibility for the border security, whereas public order and safety was 
provided by UNMIK police.
At the beginning of year 2000 the fi rst joint institutions in central level were established, 
where as co-leaders in several analogue departments and ministrial sectors were an 
interationalalong with a local representative, and the kosovar political spectrum was 
represented proportionally. 
Despite numerous diffi  culties in all aspects, the provisional local and international 
institutions began to operate and regulate through legal regulations (UNMIK 
Regulations) many areas that ensured the safety, property, identifi cation documents, 
education, health and other important segments that were a guarantee of a political 
and socio-economic stability in a country newly emerged from war.
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In autumn of year 2000 the people and institutions of Kosovo successfully conclude 
the local elections and in autumn 2001 the parliamentary elections which brought 
the establishment of credible institutions deriving from the will of the citizens of 
Kosovo. The establishment of the Kosovo Assembly, election of the President and 
the Government, although only provisional institutions, had special signifi cance 
because day by day they proved the advancement and political and institutional 
maturity of the people of Kosovo and the political class. Although a large part of 
the Serbs boycott ed the process, a symbolic number of them who took part in these 
elections became part of them along with other minorities which was one of the main 
demands of the international community.
The 2002-2004 period was a very dynamic phase with great achievements for the 
Kosovo provisional institutions in local and central levels, with the start of the 
economic recovery, building of the infrastructure lacked for years, draft ing of the 
modern legislation in compliance with the EU countries. The UN Secretary General 
in the spring of 2003 requested from the Special Representative for Kosovo, Mr. 
Michael Steiner, to review the criteria that would set the basis to initiate the talks the 
fi nal status.1

1. The document “Standards before status” the next challenge to the formal 
declaration of the Kosovo independence

The Special Representative of that time Steiner presented the model of the eight 
measures called “Standards before status”.2  In December 2003 the international 
community (EU, UN) through the Special Representative of the Secretary General 
of the United Nations Harry Holkeri submitt ed to the Kosovan authorities the 
document “Standard before status”. The document contained the main tasks for 
Kosovo to implement until 2005, tobe followed by an evaluation of the achievements 
and if deemed that “standards were met” initiate the next phase which would be 
the defi nition of the fi nal status for Kosovo. The following statement was in the 
front page of the document “A Kosovo where regardless of ethnicity, race or religion 
everybody is free to live, work and travel without fear, hostility or perils and where 
there is tolerance, justice and peace for everybody”3. 
The document ‘Standards for Kosovo” contained the following 8 points: Functional 
democratic Institutions, the Rule of Law; Freedom of movement; Sustainable returns 
and rights for communities and their members; Economy; Property rights; Dialogue; 
Kosovo Protection Corps 4. 
The implementation of the standards was supervised by an offi  cial in the 
administration of UNMIK and coordinated by local coordinator for standards before 
status, all actions defi ned by the document for standards or the document of the 
Swedish diplomat Kai Eide who was special envoy of the Secretary-General of the 
UN, have been concrete actions of the offi  ce of the President, Kosovo Assembly, the 
Government of Kosovo, municipal assemblies and other institutional mechanisms, 
actions that aft er a very challenging commitment and work were successfully 
1 Meeting of UNSC in which SRSG Michael Steiner reported on the situation in Kosovo, 24 April 
2002 and meeting of UNSC on 24 April 2003.
2  Ibid.
3 htt p://www.sa.wikipedia.org/wiki/portat(accessed on 21.09.2016).
4 htt p://www.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?l=1&id=3226 (accessed on 24.10.2016).
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completed, thus in November of 2005 would begin the formal negotiation process for 
resolving the fi nal status of Kosovo, which would be the beginning of negotiations 
on the fi nal status of Kosovo, where the interests of major world powers would 
be represented through their representatives including US, Russia, EU and the 
representative of the Secretary General of the UN with a key role in these negotiations, 
the former Finnish president Martt iAhtisaari.

2. TheAhtisaari package

Six years aft er voting of the Resolution 1244/1999 in the Security Council a decision 
was taken on 24 October 2005 to initiate the political process on solving the Kosovo 
issue. Intesive meetings between parties, Pristina and Belgrade, were held during 
this time under the auspice of UNOSEC negotiating mission. The fi rst phase of the 
talks was focused on technical issues, the second phase was focused on the status 
with two planned meetings in the level of Heads of Governments. The conclusion 
of this meeting, and the second Report from the Special Representative, would open 
the last phase directing towards the fi nalization of talks with the proposal for the 
fi nal solution of the status for Kosovo, which was presented to the Security Council 
at the end of December 2006 5. 
The last cycle of the talks began on 21 February 2007 and on 10 April 2007, the 
negotiators concluded that the negotiations ended without any agreement among the 
parties. Ahtisaari announced that he would present his version of the Plan for Kosovo 
at the Security Council. In the beginning of February 2007 Ahtisaari traveled to Kosovo 
and Serbia where he presented his document to the representatives of both countries. 
According to Ahtisaari and his team the aim of the comprehensive proposal for the 
agreement on Kosovo status is to determine the necessary requirements for a future 
sustainable, functional, democratic and stabile Kosovo. The plan includes detailed 
measures to ensure the promotion and protection of the rights of ethnic communities 
and their members, eff ective decentralization of the government and preservation 
and protection of the cultural and religious heritage. Furthermore, the Agreement 
describes the constitutional, economic and security measures which all together 
aim to contribute in creating a multi-ethnic, democratic and developed Kosovo. A 
crucial element of the Agreement is the mandate given to a civilian and military 
international presence in Kosovo to oversee the implementation of the Agreement 
and to assist the relevant kosovar authorities in providing peace and stability for 
the entire Kosovo. The elements in this frame along with other criteria defi ned in 
the plan for solving the fi nal status for Kosovo including the political organization 
of the Kosovo majority, international conferences, NATO intervention, civilian and 
military protectorate under the 1244 Resolution of the Security Council, standards 
before status and establishment of the democratic institutions make Kosovo and the 
declaration of its independence a unique case in the creation of states in a global level. 
The provisions of this Agreement shall take precedence over all other legal provisions 
in Kosovo. The Agreement was strongly rejected by the Serbian government and in 
principle, the Albanian institutions and political spectrum in general accepted the 
Ahtisaari Plan emphasizing that their goal is a complete independence for Kosovo, 

5 Quarcia P., Kosovo naklackalici, (Limes Plus 1/2007, Hesperia Edu, Beograd 2007), pp 56.
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the plan was supported by EU, USA and NATO.6

Key elements of the Agreement:
Kosovo shall be a multi-ethnic society, governing itself democratically and with 
full respect for the rule of law, the highest level of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms recognized by the International Community. Kosovo shall have the right 
to negotiate and conclude international agreements, including the right to seek 
membership in international organizations.
The protection and promotion of the rights of ethnic members of communities is 
a central element of the Agreement. The agreement sets out the key aspects to be 
protected, including culture, language, education and symbols. It also outlines 
specifi c mechanisms of representation of members of non-Albanian communities 
in Kosovo in key public institutions to safeguard and encourage their eff ective 
and active participation in public life. The agreement also provides an enhanced 
physical security for selected and endangered sites by whatever incident / att ack 
on the property of the Serbian Orthodox Church (SOC) in Kosovo. Recognizing 
that fulfi lling Kosovo's responsibilities under the Agreement will require a wide 
range of complex and diffi  cult activities, the Agreement establishes a future 
international presence to supervise and support the relevant eff orts of Kosovan 
authorities. This presence consists of three main components: An International 
Civilian Representative (ICR), also known as the EU Special Representative will be 
appointed by an International Steering Group (ISG) comprising of key international 
stakeholders. ICR will be the highest authority supervising the implementation 
of the Agreement, the representative shall have the authority to replace all those 
institutional representatives who, according to the international community, act 
against the principles of the Ahtisaari plan and the implementation of the legislation 
deriving from this plan. According to Ahtisarii Plan, Kosovo would become an 
independent state supervised by the international community7. These criteria for 
supervision of Kosovo state by these international mechanisms are not common in 
the stages of state-building and the creation of states. The will of the people of Kosovo 
for an independent and sovereign went into eff ect on 17 February 2008, concluding 
a century long att empt of Kosovo Albanians, the Declaration was read by the Prime 
Minister and approved in acclamation by the Assembly of Kosovo as representatives 
of the people. "We, the leaders of our people, democratically elected, through this 
declaration proclaim Kosovo an independent and sovereign state. This declaration 
refl ects the will of our people and is in full compliance with the recommendations 
of the Special Envoy of the United Nations, Martt iAhtisaari and his Comprehensive 
Proposal for solving Kosovo Status "8.
The declaration of independence of Kosovo was strongly supported by Kosovo allies, 
6 Nicholas Burns, UnderSecretary in the US State Department stated in Washington that he 
hopes that Security Council will be in the position to adopt the new Resolution for Kosovo in 
April or May. The German presidency of EU published the statement according to which the EU 
“strongly supports” the Ahtisaari Plan. Aft er the meeting of EU Security Council and the North-
Atlantic Alliance in Bruxels, the EU representative for foreign policy and security Javier Solana 
and the NATO Secretary General Japp De Hoop Scheff er would also state their stance in favor 
to the Ahtisaari Plan, for more information see: htt p://setimes.com/cocoon/setimes/xhtml/en_GB/
features/articles/2007/05/21 (accessed on 22.11.2016).
7 Ahtisaari’s report to Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon on the plan can be found at 
htt p://www.un.org/Docs/sc/unsc_presandgs¬_lett ers07.htm .(accessed on 26.10.2016).
8 htt p://www.kuvendikosoves.org/common/docs/Dek_Pav_sh.pdf.
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lead by the US, Britain, Germany and other countries that have supported Kosovo 
throughout very diffi  cult phases, but this decision of the Assembly on the other hand 
was fi ercely opposed by Russia, China and other allies of Serbia calling it a fl agrant 
violation to the sovereignty of a sovereign state and a violation of international law. 
Even today, nine years aft er the declaration of independence the case of Kosovo and 
its "unusual declaration of independence" continues to be subject of debate in the 
various institutions and international mechanisms. The concept of the rationale on 
the NATO intervention, phases of military and civilian protectorate, fullfi lling the 
criteria required by the international community and the negotiation process with 
international mediation is considered a "unique case" in the history of creation of 
states. On the other hand, Russia and allies of Serbia continue to treat as a universal 
case, making comparisons with "Frozen Republics" of the former USSR. " Russian 
Ambassador to the UN, Churkin stressed that Kosovo could be a precedent for many 
regions, comparing Kosovo with the regions of Abkhazia and Southern Ossetia, and 
later as a reaction to this Russia began the confl ict in Georgia, opposing this way the 
international community in response to the support for Kosovo" 9. Russian President 
Putin continues nowadays to emphasize the proclamation of independence of the 
Republic of Kosovo, as compared to "other cases" especially aft er the annexation of 
Crimea. “We keep hearing from the United States and Western Europe that Kosovo 
is some special case. What makes it so special in the eyes of our colleagues? It turns 
out that it is the fact that the confl ict in Kosovo resulted in so many human casualties. 
Is this a legal argument? The ruling of the International Court says nothing about 
this. This is not even double standards; this is amazing, primitive, blunt cynicism”.  
10Regardless of what is said by opponents of Kosovo's independence, according to 
various empirical research and many international law experts have shown that it 
is a unique and special case, a sui generis case. “Calling Kosovo “a unique case that 
demands a unique solution,” Mr. Ahtisaari said an international civilian and military 
presence is necessary as part of the agreement, focused on such areas as minority 
community rights, the rule of law, decentralization and the protection of the Serbian 
Orthodox Church”.11Similar to the Special Envoy of SG of UN Ahtisaari thinks the 
prominent American diplomat aslo, who was a diplomat leading to the resolution 
of confl icts in the former Yugoslavia. “Russia contends that the United Nations does 
not have the right to change an international border without the agreement of the 
country involved. But Kosovo is a unique case and sets no precedent for separatist 
movements elsewhere, because in 1999, with Russian support, the United Nations 
was given authority to decide the future of Kosovo”.12The former US Secretary 
of State CondolezzaRice opposes as well to the Russian claims to draw parallels 
between Russia's provinces "that had declared independence" and are recognized 
by Russia with the declaration of Kosovo independence, “ The unusual combination 
of factors found in the Kosovo situation—including the context of Yugoslavia’s 
breakup, the history of ethnic cleansing and the crimes against civilians in Kosovo, 
and the extended period of UN administration—are not found elsewhere and 
therefore make Kosovo a special case. Kosovo cannot be seen as a precedent for any 
9 Published on: 20.02.2009, For more information see: www.gazetaexpress.com ,No. 1432, YEAR 
III, page 25.
10 htt p://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/20603.
11 htt p://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=22013#.WHl7y1MrLIV
12 htt p://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/03/12/AR2007031200972.html
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other situation in the world today”.13

Analyzing the subject reviewed above, with a comparative analysis between 
historical, political, ethnic, demographic, constitutional-legal, territorial and 
administrative circumstances, Kosovo and the resolution of its fi nal status supported 
by the countries with consolidated democracy, is a unique case and it can not be 
compared with similar processes of the “Frozen Republics” or with the annexation 
of the Crimea by Russia. 
With regard to the lawfulness of the declaration of independence of Kosovo by the 
Kosovo Assembly, the Republic of Serbia offi  cialy addressed to the UN General 
Assembly, in order to review the lawfulness of the declaration of independence 
of Kosovo. GA of the UN, through the Resolution No. 63/3 of the date 08.10.2008, 
addressed to the International Court of Justice to provide its advisory opinion on the 
issue. The structure of the states who have supported the Declaration of Independence 
of Kosovo, who are the most powerful states in the world, in all aspects political, 
economic and promotion of the democratic values led by the US had taken a stance 
that Kosovo is a unique case and can not be repeated. In the other hand the states 
that supported the Republic of Serbia and its stance, led by Russia and China, had 
maintained a “universalistic” stance invoking the principle of inviolability of borders 
and "unilateral succession". The US representatives in the ICJ considers that: “The 
Declaration of Independence was a fi nal product of three processes: it brought closure 
to the disintegration of Yugoslavia, retained the protection of human rights for all the 
communities in Kosovo and broke the impasse process of the United Nations”14. This 
fi nding of the US representative was opposed by the President of Russia Vladimir 
Putin: “Putin also quoted an excerpt from a U.S. memorandum on Kosovo presented 
to the international court, reading that “declarations of independence, can, and oft en 
do, violate domestic law, however this does not mean that there is a violation of 
international law”.15The verdict of the International Court of Justice with regard to 
the Declaration of Independence of Kosovo, clearly specifi es that the declaration of 
independence does not contradict international law. The Court fi nds it necessary only 
to determine whether the declaration is in confl ict with the general international law, 
or" lexspecialis ", created by resolution 1244 (1999). Therefore, he concludes that the 
declaration of the declaration of independence on February 17, 2008, did not violate 
general international law. 16

Conclusions

The Kosovo confl ict which has historical, territorial, ethnic, legal-constitutional roots 
between Albanians and Serbs, with a complexity and relatively long duration, aft er 
important changes in politics, socio-economics and legal–constitutional areas, upon 
the completion of the Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall, in particular with the 
defi nitive collapse of communism and the disintegration of the former communist 
federations characterizes a particular case, even unique in its form of the political 
organization and eff orts of its people for freedom and independence. Kosovo would 
13 htt ps://2001-2009.state.gov/secretary/rm/2008/02/100973.htm
14 Desku, Bujar, “ Interpretation of the Declaration of Independence of Kosovo by ICJ”, “Faik 
Konica”, Prishtina, 2013, pp. 69.
15 htt p://www.b92.net/eng/news/world.php?yyyy=2014&mm=03&dd=18&nav_id=89689
16 htt p://www.icj-cĳ .org/docket/fi les/141/15987.pdf
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be the start of the crisis that would lead towards the disintegration of the former 
Yugoslav Federation, which disintegrated violently through ethnic confl icts and 
wars and military intervention of NATO in the territories of the former Yugoslav 
federation, that followed with the creation of seven independent states.
Political and institutional organization of the Kosovo Albanians, under a violence 
in proportions of an apartheid and classic occupation, remains a unique case in 
the world representing the struggle of people for freedom and independence. The 
Republic of Kosovo, proclaimed per legal base by representatives elected from the 
people, the referendum on independence organized on 1991, state and institutional 
set-up, including all mechanisms envisaged by the Constitution of the Republic of 
Kosovo and the plebiscite support from Kosovo population for their state under 
occupation, introduces a unique model of organizing a state and the chosen path by 
the people towards freedom and the creation of the state. The peaceful resistance, 
the organization and functioning of the state mechanisms under a classic occupation, 
the operation of the system based on voluntary fi nancing for the main pillars such as 
education, health, and later the fi nancing of the fi ght for freedom and independence, 
organization of international conferences on Kosovo, generosity and the cooperation 
of Kosovo representatives with the international community remains a distinct case 
in the recent history of creation of states. The constructive and rational approach, the 
spirit of cooperation and approach for a peaceful sett lement off ered by the Kosovo 
Albanians, ensured that the political organization of the Kosovo Albanians to be 
seen with sympathy by the countries with decisionmaking powers. The military 
intervention of the most powerfull military alliance of the globe conducted on 1999 
in protecting the Kosovo Albanian population, without the approval of the SC of 
UN under the pretext of “humanitarian intervention” in defending the Kosovo 
Albanians from the genocide of a totalitarian regime was and remains a unique case 
of international military intervention for an entity unrecognized internationally. The 
NATO civilian and military protectorate, under the umbrella of a UN Resolution, 
standards before the status, negotiating plan and its version for the fi nal status, the 
Declaration of Independence by the Kosovo Asembly and the verdict coming from 
the International Court of Justice that the declaration of independence by Kosovo 
Assembly does not confl ict with the international law, make Kosovo and the eff orts 
of its people unique in state formation.  Therefore, based on the facts reviewed 
above but also in the approach the International Community against the confl ict, its 
solution and the creation of the Kosovo state we conclude that Kosovo is unique case 
or sui generis in the process of creation, consolidation, state functionalization and 
international affi  rmation.       
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Abstract

In a competitive environment tailoring proper marketing strategies to diff erent target markets 
is the major concern of business organization. For this reason they always want to understand 
consumers’ preferences for a specifi c product as well as factors infl uencing their purchasing 
decisions. This paper tend to discover consumer preferences as well as the impact of several 
socio – economic factors in the decision making process for milk in Tirana. In order to fulfi ll 
the objectives of this study descriptive analyses are performed on a set of data generated by 
face to face questionnaires developed with the person in charge of household purchases. Due 
to some specifi c consuming habits for milk as well as development of milk processing industry 
in our country pasteurized milk is still more preferred than the UHT one. Application of the 
multilogisitic model indicated that among other social-economic factors, monthly income, 
number of children in the household as well as age of the person in charge for purchases 
mostly eff ect decision for the type of milk chosen. 

Introduction

Understanding the factors which may signifi cantly infl uence household consumption 
is important in the planning of farmers, processors and manufacturers. Consumers' 
responses to changes in price and non -price factors are basic to an economic analysis 
of almost all the policy decisions related to industry or government programs. 
Forecasting the future direction of household consumption, and how that direction 
might be modifi ed through industry eff orts or by national programs and policies, 
requires information on the relationships among prices, incomes, household 
characteristics and consumer demand. 
In the last ten years Albania has gone through a lot of changes, which has also been 
refl ected in the Albanians diet, product preferences and quality. As milk is a very 
important component of the Albanians diet, in this study we are trying to identify 
factors infl uencing purchases of this product among consumers in the capital of 
Albania, Tirana through the application of a multilogistic model. A general picture 
of consumer preferences with regard to the type of the milk, quantities and brands 
bought is also provided. 
The information generated through this study may be useful to diff erent stakeholders 
including milk producers and importers. The milk industry and its marketers may 
benefi t from this information by using it to strategically market their milk to diff erent 
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groups. Furthermore, analyses of consumer preferences might lead to market 
segmentations, in which producers and policy makers might focus to improve the 
product quality and to meet the consumers’ needs.

Literature review

Consumer preferences
Consumer preferences are defi ned as the subjective (individual) tastes, as measured 
by utility, of various bundles of goods. They permit the consumer to rank these 
bundles of goods according to the levels of utility they give the consumer (Kapaj 
& Deçi, 2017). Note that preferences are independent of income and prices. 
Ability to purchase goods does not determine a consumer’s likes or dislikes. One 
can have a preference for Porsches over Fords but only have the fi nancial means 
to drive a Ford. Today, the quality of goods and services perceived by customers 
are highly important, it has become an obligation for fi rms to supply quality goods 
and services into the market. So it is necessary to follow customers’ expectations 
closely and promptly take the essential steps to meet those (Çırpın & Sarıca, 
2014). In addition, the customer is the center of att ention and customer service is 
the distinguishing factor (Jham & Khan, 2008). Furthermore, quality is one of the 
key organizational innovations of the twentieth century, which has contributed a 
methodically grounded methodology to focus att ention on customers (Lillrank, 
2003). Numerous studies have tried to determine the relationship between service 
quality and customer satisfaction. For example Uddin & Akhtar, (2012) indicate that 
service quality has a positive direct impact on customer satisfaction in a mass service 
industry (i.e., banking industry). Kuo & Ye (2009) analyzed the relationship between 
service quality, corporate image, satisfaction and loyalty in a sample of students 
from a vocational training center in Taiwan. The study of Kuo & Ye (2009) showed 
that both service quality and corporate image have a direct and signifi cant eff ect on 
student satisfaction. Customer expectation revolves around their conviction about 
the products and services that they receive from the organization and company 
that serves them. It is comprehended as the reference point against which the 
performance of the service provided is judged. This understanding is imperative 
for marketers because customers compare the performance or quality of the services 
received and determines these as the reference points when they experience and 
evaluate the service quality (Zeithaml et al., 2006). Halbrendt et al. (1991) observed 
buyer-preferences for farm - raised hybrid striped bass by studying fi sh size, product 
form, seasonal availability and purchase price. This study evaluated the preferences 
of wholesale buyers, retail buyers and those buyers purchasing the hybrid striped 
bass for restaurant use. Using a conjoint analysis, Halbrendt et al. found that both 
the wholesale and retail markets preferred the low price and round form, while the 
restaurant sector preferred the fi lleted form. All three groups of buyers preferred 
year-long availability and a larger fi sh size. Mackenzie (1990) even used conjoint 
analysis to determine consumer preferences for deer hunting. This study used both 
conjoint analysis and logit techniques to determine that hunters preferred a lower 
priced trip and license fee, shorter travel times and less congestion at the hunting 
site. The results also proved that the hunters preferred hunting with friends or family 
rather than just acquaintances and also preferred to bag a deer during the hunting 
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trip. Kapaj et al. in 2013 have used conjoint analysis for milk market segmentation 
in Albania (Kapaj et al., 2013). In Gineo’s (1990) paper on rhododendrons, delivery 
time, fl ower color, origin, price, quality, size, terms of payment and other products 
off ered by the seller were assessed to show the eff ects of these att ributes on purchase 
behavior. This study used conjoint analysis, an ordinary least squares regression 
and a logit model to analyze consumer preferences. Gineo discerned that consumers 
most desired good - to excellent quality stock, taller plants, cash discounts from 
wholesalers, a wholesaler that off ered a full line of additional plants and plants that 
originated from the Northeast.

Methodology

The primary objective of this study is to identify factors infl uencing consumers’ 
decision on the type of milk (fresh, pasteurized, UHT) in Tirana. In order to fulfi ll this 
objective, 332 face to face questionnaires with the persons in charge of food products 
purchase in Tirana households are developed. Stratifi ed sampling method is used 
and the population of the study (number of households units in Tirana) is divided 
into diff erent subgroups according to 11 administrative units in Tirana Municipality. 
Simple probability sampling is used within diff erent strata.
For reaching the objectives of this study it is used the multilogistic model analysis. 
Multinomial logistic regression is a classifi cation method that generalizes logistic 
regression to multiclass problems, i.e. with more than two possible discrete 
outcomes.  That is a model that is used to predict the probabilities of the diff erent 
possible outcomes of a categorically distributed dependent variable, given a set 
of independent variables. Multinomial logistic regression is used when the dependent 
variable in question is nominal (equivalently categorical, meaning that it falls into 
any one of a set of categories which cannot be ordered in any meaningful way) and 
for which there are more than two categories. The multinomial logit model assumes 
that data are case specifi c; that is, each independent variable has a single value for 
each case. The multinomial logit model also assumes that the dependent variable 
cannot be perfectly predicted from the independent variables for any case. 
Data from the questionnaire also helped to understand preferences with regard to 
the type of milk, quantities and brands mostly bought by consumers in Tirana while, 
analyses of secondary data helped in providing a general picture of the milk sector 
in Albania. 

Milk sector in Albania
Since 1990, whole sectors of the Albanian economy, including agriculture and agro-
industries, underwent great changes. Total number of farms in Albania is 351.000, 
86% of which combine agriculture and livestock. Agriculture and catt le combined 
farm are dominant while in the hilly and mountainous areas agriculture and sheep 
Dairy activities have a long tradition in Albania due to the favorable natural resources 
for dairy production. Milking cows, sheep and goats consist more than 70% of the 
respective total number of heads. Cow milk comprises 85 % of the total production, 
sheep milk 8% and goat milk 7% (Table 1). However, the production of sheep and 
goat milk is very seasonally.
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Table No.1: Structure of milk production (2015) 
Description Cattle Sheep Goat

Number of livestock  (000 heads) 504 1918 932

Of which milking cows, milking 
sheep, milking goats (000 heads) 357 1417 700

Milk production (tons) 964000 87000 80000

Source: Agricultural Statistical Year Book, INSTAT 2015
When the communist system fell, all the state-owned companies in agribusiness 
sector were closed. Aft er these companies were privatized, market economy 
elements emerged. Currently, all companies operating in the agribusiness industry 
are privatized. Actually, there are about 2400 private companies in the agribusiness, 
vast majority of which are small and medium-sized (CEC 2009). Most of the 
agribusiness companies are located in Central and Western Albania. Flour and 
bread production, and milk and meat processing are the key sub-sectors in Albania’s 
agribusiness industry. Specifi cally, milk processing industry comprises about 15% of 
the companies operating in the agribusiness sector, 11% of employment and 22% of 
investments in the sector (Thoma et al.  2014). 
The fi rst private milk processing plants were established by 1999. Actually, several 
modern milk processing plants are operating successfully in our country taking also 
advantages by their brand names. Nevertheless, processing of sheep and goat milk 
is done mainly based on handicraft  work. The milk production and collection system 
(mainly cow milk) is characterized by the existence of the informal (direct selling 
from farmers) and formal market channels (collection & distribution by dairies) 
(Cela et al., 2009). 
In terms of consumption, milk is an important component of the Albanian diet. 
Actually, dairy sector provides about 80% of the supply for Albanian consumers 
(Shtepani & Kapaj, 2015) (Cela et al., 2009). Consumer preferences for milk have 
changed a lot during last decades. Until late of 1990, majority of them tend to buy milk 
directly from farmers. Since the fi rst domestic companies appeared in the market, 
consumers oriented their purchases toward fresh pasteurized milk while nowadays 
it is noticed an increased demand for UHT domestic milk. In 2016, processed milk 
(pasteurized and UHT) for consumption consisted in 95% of the total out of which 
88% pasteurized (whole, semi skimmed and skimmed all together) and the rest of 
12% UHT (Table No.2).  

Table No.2: Quality of drinking milk for consumption in tones 
Products 2014 2015 2016

Drinking milk 12 103 11 106 10 983

Raw milk   1 021       829      533

Whole Milk   3 652    4 651   6 425

- Pasteurized   3 621    4 133   6 242

- UHT       32       519      182

Semi skimmed milk   6 844    5 591   3 950
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- Pasteurized   4 318    5 517   2 967

- UHT   2 526         74      983

Skimmed milk     586         35       74

- Pasteurized     565          15       74

- UHT      21          20        0

Source: Annual Report on milk and dairy products 2016 (INSTAT 2017)

Results

Nowadays, the market for this product in Albania is dominated by domestic 
companies. During last decade these companies have substantially improved 
technologies and their production systems. Descriptive analyses of the data shows 
that the majority of consumers in Tirana (68%) buy pasteurized milk packed in plastic 
bott les of 1.5L, 21% UHT milk and the rest of 11% fresh milk (the one sold at the door 
of their house by the same farmers) (Graph 1). Actually, the vast majority of Tirana’s 
consumers buy domestic milk brands. Among these brands the most popular ones 
are Lufra and Erzeni. Other domestic brands of less importance are:   purchases are 
Fast, Soal and Mireli (Graph 2). 
Socio – demographic factors play an important role in consumers’ preferences 
for food products. A preliminary analyses on the consumers’ profi le for diff erent 
categories of milk, show that fresh milk is consumed in those households with the 
lowest average level of income (440 EUR monthly) and with the person in charge 
of purchases with the oldest average age (42 years) and the lowest average level of 
education (12 years – high school completed). The contrary is true for UHT milk. 
It seemed to be consumed in those households with the highest average level of 
income (575 EUR monthly), with the youngest average age (35 years) and highest 
level of education (at 14 years – college completed) of the person responsible for 
purchases (Thoma et al. 2017). 
In our study we are trying to analyze the reaction of Albanian consumers when 
buying three types of milk (open, packed 1.5l, UHT). Their answers are used as 
dependent variable, and we have used multinomial regression model to analyze 
some socio economic factors that might infl uence the consumers’ behavior. As 
independent variables we have used, gender, age, education, family members, 
children and income. 
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Model Fitting Information

Model Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests
-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig.

Intercept Only 554.051
Final 511.864 42.187 12 .000

Goodness-of-Fit

Chi-Square df Sig.

Pearson 674.770 650 .243
Deviance 511.864 650 .354

Pseudo R-Square
Cox and Snell .319
Nagelkerke .347
McFadden .176

Likelihood Ratio Tests

Effect
Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests
-2 Log Likelihood of 
Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig.

Intercept 511.864a .000 0 .

D2 (age) 521.207 9.343 2 .009

D3 (education) 524.529 12.665 2 .002

D4 (farm members) 514.232 2.368 2 .306

D5 (Children) 518.820 6.956 2 .031

D6 (income) 516.479 4.615 2 .099

D1 (Gender) 513.760 1.896 2 .388

The chi-square statistic is the diff erence in -2 log-likelihoods between the fi nal model 
and a reduced model. The reduced model is formed by omitt ing an eff ect from the 
fi nal model. The null hypothesis is that all parameters of that eff ect are 0.
a. This reduced model is equivalent to the fi nal model because omitt ing the eff ect 
does not increase the degrees of freedom
Looking at the results from taken from SPSS, it can be seen that the eff ect of age (sig. 
0.009), education (sig. 0.002) children (sig. 0.031) and income (sig. 0.099) is signifi cant 
(at 90%), whereas the eff ect of the other two factors, family members (sig. 0.306) 
and gender (sig. 0.388) is not signifi cant. Also from the model fi tt ing information 
we can see that the model is signifi cant (sig. 0.000). Based on these results, it can be 
concluded that Tirana’s consumers’ choice towards diff erent types of milk is strongly 
aff ected by of age, level of education of the person in charge of purchases in the 
household as well as by number of children and income level of the household. 
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Conclusions

Milk processing industry is one of the key sub-sectors in Albania’s agribusiness 
industry, giving a substantial contribution to the total production, employment 
and investments. Nowadays, several modern milk processing plants are operating 
successfully in Albania, taking also advantages of their brand names. 
The transition from centralized economy to market oriented one, has been 
accompanied by changes in consumer preferences and composition of their food diet. 
This is refl ected by consumer preferences for milk as well. The part of consumers that 
used to buy milk directly from farmers has been reduced considerably. Aft er 1990, 
consumers initially oriented their purchases toward fresh milk, while nowadays it is 
noticed an increased demand for domestic pasteurized and UHT milk. Milk market 
in Albania is dominated by domestic companies. Actually, all these companies are 
off ering mainly pasteurized milk, but the number of companies off ering also UHT 
milk is increasing as the demand for this type of milk is increasing as well. 
Business companies need to identify the consumers profi le for the products and 
services they off er in a given market, in order to tailor appropriate marketing 
strategies for diff erent consumers groups according to their specifi c characteristics. 
In Tirana, consumer behavior is very much depending on some specifi c socio - 
economic characteristics of the person responsible for purchases and the same 
household such as age, education, monthly income, number of family members and 
children. Processed milk is preferred more by consumers at a younger age, with 
more education, and a higher level of income of the household.
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Abstract

The paper presents the results of the archaeological survey at the hill of St. Dimitri, Butrint 
in 2015. The systematic investigation in this area is a continuation of research on late Butrint 
that began in 2014 with excavations at the triangular fortress (Butrint) carried out by the 
author and other research carried out by the Butrint Foundation in collaboration with the 
Institute of Archeology, Tirana. In a broader perspective, these studies aim to examine coastal 
centres in southern Albania under Venetian and Ott oman infl uence from the 14th century to 
the 18th centuries. They focus on identifying similarities and diff erences in site topography, 
residential architecture, military constructions, religious buildings and intra-regional trade. 
In this framework, this paper pays particular att ention and discusses the identifi cation 
of sett lement ruins on the hill of St. Dimitri with that of the Venetian village of Zarópulo, 
which appears on maps of the time. Based on this survey, it seems that the hill of St. Dimitri 
occupies an important part in the late Butrint as a Venetian outpost in the mainland, managed 
through Corfu, and can further shed light on a number of issues related to the patt ern of late 
sett lements, economy and communication in this strategic area. During the site investigation 
previous historical periods have been taken into consideration in order to give a deeper and 
broader perspective of this site in diff erent times. Therefore, the results presented in this 
material are listed in chronological order from Prehistory to the Communist period with an 
emphasis on the Ott oman-Venetian period.

Keywords: Butrint, Venetian-Ott oman relations, Mediterranean harbours, sett lements, 
ceramics

Background

St. Dimitri hill lies around 1.7 km southeast of Butrint (Figure 1). The fi rst account on 
the presence of a sett lement in this area was given by William Martin Leak during his 
trip to southern Albania. He mentioned “…on some low eminences rising from the 
southern bank of the lake Riza (Bufi ) are the villages Zara and Zarópulo, which are 
comprehended in the district of Vutzindró (Butrinto)” (Leak, 1835, p.97). 
In the 1960s-70s, thanks to agricultural and reclamation works undertaken around 
Butrint considerable archaeological material was brought to light. Excavations 
carried out by Dhimitër Çondi at that time identifi ed a Roman necropolis to the 
northwest foot of the St. Dimitri hill. Twelve tombs were excavated dating mainly 
to the 2nd-3rd century AD associated with ochre coloured terrasigilata italiana, iron 
objects and a bronze coin of Hadrian (Çondi, 1988, p. 237-249). 
In 1995-96, a survey was conducted by the Butrint Foundation and directed by 
Pluciennik, Lako, Përzhita and Brennan on the surrounding area of the ancient site. 
During that survey near Kalivo a sparse scatt er of limestone and tile was noticed, 
probably Roman deposited by dredging. Extending in an elongated central oval 
towards Kalivo they found a single-period scatt er of potsherds including combed 
amphorae shreds and polychrome-glazed wares dating to the early modern period 
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(Pluciennik, 2004, p. 47-63).
In 2008 a survey conducted by Sebastiani and Vacarro around Butrint recorded 
several Roman tombs found in the 1980s at the St Dimitri hill. Together with the 
Roman necropolis they found also some other Roman material suggesting a small 
village or villas around the hill (Sebastiani & Vacarro, 2008). 
Lastly, during a survey on the Veneto-Ott oman period at Butrint led by Jose Caravajal 
Lopez scatt ered stones in the southern part of the St. Dimitri hill together with 
presence of Roman graves were reported. The material found in this part dated back 
to the 16th-18th and att empts were made to identify the sett lement of Zarópulo around 
this area (Lopez, Hayden, Kostas & Marcos, 2010).

Methodology

With reference to all the dispersed information on the St. Dimitri hill coming from 
diff erent surveys around Butrint together with the lack of any detailed survey on this 
area, in July 2015 an archaeological survey was conducted in the area. The survey 
aimed to:
• Undertake an archaeological investigation of the hill and its surroundings by 

recording visible archaeological features and fi ndings despite their dating.
• Locate the exact extent of the village of Zarópulo at the St. Dimitri hill, assessing 

its type, layout and lifespan. 
• Linking new results with other previous studies carried out in Butrint.
• The project survey area was approximately of 70 ha in total. It includes the St. 

Dimitri hill with a surface of 50 ha, low eminence to the south of St. Dimitri hill 
with a surface of seven ha and two other low hills to the northeast of modern 
village of Zara with a surface of 13 ha. The entire surface was considerable wide 
thus it was divided into six areas. The geographical division was done based on 
natural borders and slopes of the St. Dimitri hill (Figure 2). 

The fi eld methodology applied to this project was extensive survey involving 
unsystematic walking across the project area. Archaeological features were recorded 
using handheld GPS Garmin GPSMAP62 and other conventional documenting 
methods applied in archaeology. Artefacts were collected and examined on surface 
while diagnostic material was treated as small fi nds and deposited at the Butrint 
National Park storeroom. 
The fi eld survey was preceded by a desk research focusing on previous researches 
of the Butrint Foundation and the Institute of Archaeology, Tirana. In collaboration 
with the Butrint National Park, contacts were established with local residents, 
farmers and shepherds who could have knowledge of the area or indications of 
archaeological fi ndings. 
Regarding limitations during fi eld survey, there were certain spots where visibility 
and walking was diffi  cult and oft en impossible. The prevailing vegetation in this area 
is fern, which is denser to the eastern slopes of the hill. Another diffi  culty encountered 
during the survey relates to fenced private lands and sheep sheds. However, thanks 
to a close collaboration between the Butrint National Park and local owners it was 
possible to overcome these obstacles.
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Results

The survey conducted in 2015 on the hill of St. Dimitri brought new data on the use 
of the hill in diff erent historical periods. Thanks to this survey, it became possible 
also to shed light on late sett lements in the surroundings of Butrint (Figure 3.). Data 
received from this survey range from prehistory to the communist period. From 
fi nds analysis it seems that the earliest archaeological records belong to Upper 
Palaeolithic period found to the south and north-west of the hill. Other fl int material 
(Figure 4), mainly residue, shows their use stretching probably until early Bronze 
Age. However, in order to create a more accurate idea about the character of the hill 
in prehistory we should wait for research to be carried out soon by the Institute of 
Archaeology, Tirana in this area.
During the Hellenistic period the hill seems to have some scatt ered activities but 
not of any great importance. In the Roman time, starting from the second century 
AD the space of St. Dimitri hill was intensively used as necropolis. Tombs excavated 
earlier by Çondi and those documented by Sebastiani show the use of west and 
northeast hill mainly for this purpose. Apparently, the necropolis at St. Dimitri could 
be a continuation of the Roman necropolis at Vrina plain. Tombs found at St. Dimitri 
hill date mainly to the second century AD at the same period with Roman tombs 
found earlier in the Vrina plain (Figure 5). Furthermore, the presence of a dolium 
and late Roman wares (Figure 6), same with those found at Diaporit, also suggests 
the presence of a roman villa extending to late antiquity, to the northwest of the hill. 
For the Medieval period, there is no much information about any clear use of the 
hill. The only indication for this period comes from north area where some medieval 
coins without context were collected from local residents. It is diffi  cult to say whether 
this part of Butrint had signifi cant role during middle Ages. However, with the 
beginning of the 16th century there are indications of activity to the north part of the 
hill, as is shown earlier from a survey undertaken by the Butrint Foundation and the 
Institute of Archaeology, Tirana. 
In the ott oman-venetian period, it seems that southern and south eastern areas were 
used for the construction of a sett lement. Going up to the top of the hill from the 
south, a great density of scatt ered building materials are countered. These materials, 
mainly stones, bricks and tiles, were notices all over the southeastern slope, scatt ered 
on both sides of the modern road. GPS measurements showed that seize of ruinous 
area is approximately 0.47 ha (Figure 7). It seemed that in some places, the new road 
follows the natural slope of the hill but approaching to the area with ruins, it is clear 
that parts of the topsoil together with construction debris were removed to open 
the way for the new road. During fi eld survey, it became obvious that construction 
of the new road had aff ected a considerable part of the sett lement. This caused the 
distribution of scatt ered fragments of building materials and pott ery on both sides 
of the new road. Another pile of rubble, not aff ected by the construction of the new 
road, was recorded at the eastern slope below the church of St. Dimitri. Construction 
debris found on this part seems to be of the same type with those found on the 
southeast slop and probably they belong to the same sett lement. The stones were 
medium and small sized while amidst were occasionally large limestone slabs. 
During survey short alignment of walls were noticed, but the remains are scarce 
and never more than 1 or 1.5 m long. Four piles of rubble were found on this hillside 
with east west extension. Their layout suggests the creation of fl at terraces or spaces 
on slopes for construction of buildings. The distance between each terrace is short 
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and their alignment suggest a direction overlooking Lake Bufi  to the east and the old 
road going from Butrint to Delvina south.
An important part of the 2015 project was the documentation of this sett lement 
(Figure 8). Two of the rubble piles were recorded during the fi eld survey. Referring 
to both recorded layouts it is believed that the typology of constructions was rural. 
They may have been rounded-shaped huts built largely with small stones and 
wooden beams, allied with mud and covered with tile roof. Floors were paved with 
bricks and slabs. During a cleaning of the area to record the sett lement’s layout, it 
was noticed that bricks still had remains of a mortar fl oor adhering to them. Bricks 
measured 3-4cm thick and have diagonal lines scored across. Similar brick were 
encountered in the Roman aqueduct from other earlier researches on the Vrina 
plain. This might suggest reuse of the Roman bricks from an unidentifi ed Roman 
site, perhaps one of those around the hill, during the late period at the sett lement of 
St. Dimitri hill. This particular style of brick seems, at the moment, to be the result 
of one period of manufacture, or indeed one tiler, and can be tentatively dated to the 
later 2nd or early 3rd centuries AD. During the survey to the south east of the new 
road, several fragments of pott ery similar to those found at the triangular fortress 
(Parangoni, 2014) were retrieved (Figure 9 a-b). They consist of two vessels base and 
some walls. The material is white glazed with blue decoration, possibly imported 
Italian maiolicas of the 16th-18th century. To the west upper part of the new road 
pott ery that looks early in date was found. It could be an imitation of Zeuxippus 
ware dated initially in the 13th-14th centuries, although they kept on being made in 
Ott oman times (Vroom, 2005).
During 20th century, an orthodox church was built on the summit of the St Dimitri 
Hill giving thus the name to the hill. Later in the 1960s-1980s, the hill and its 
surroundings were incorporated in a large agriculture and military scheme. A 
cowshed and some drainage ditches were opened while over 25 bunkers and 7 
military trenches were recorded during survey of 2015. All these military activities 
had aff ected archaeological heritage of the hill together with the construction of the 
new road going up to the church of St. Dimitri. Contacted the Ministry of Defence in 
Albania it resulted that no evidence of what could have been destroyed at the time 
was recorded. The only records of what have been found are coming from county 
archaeologist who is the only one to have taken short records on those activities at 
the time. 

Discussion and conclusion

From the data collected during the 2015 survey and referring to previous studies, we 
can say that the site has been occupied in diff erent periods ranging from Prehistory 
to Communist Period. However, concerning the focal point of our research, it can be 
said with certainty that the remains found on the south and east of the St. Dimitri 
hill are att ributed to the sett lement of Zarópulo found on Venetian maps (Figure 
10). There is no record of any other later sett lement around this area that can prove 
the contrary. Saying that, a few questions arise about this sett lement: What was the 
character of Zarópulo? What function it had on the economy of late Butrint? Was 
Zarópulo a permanent sett lement or was it used temporary? What is its lifespan and 
when was it abandoned?
Leake mentioned Zarópulo during his visit when he describes fi shers and economy 
of Butrint. He notes that these two villages were part of Butrint’s district built on 
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some low eminences along the road going to Delvina but giving no details about 
their character. Situated on the road connecting Butrint with Delvina, Konispol then 
Filat and other parts of the Ott oman Epirus, this sett lement could have served as a 
way station (traveller inn). Found along the road Butrint-Delvina, this way station 
could have replaced the ancient way station of Diaporiti in later period. 
According to a preliminary analysis of the fi eld recordings, it seems that Zarópulo 
was not a large sett lement. It may have had 7-8 hats spread in two groups on south 
and east of the St. Dimitri hill. Buildings have used Roman bricks found on the Vrina 
plain for paving the fl oors. Walls may have been built with medium limestone, 
wood, mud and covered with tiled roofs. Regarding their shape, it is a litt le diffi  cult 
to determine accurately but referring to our survey of debris it is thought they had 
rounded shapes, placed one aft er another stretching east-west. 
When the borders of the Venetian enclave were defi ned in 1718 Zarópulo appears as 
a sett lement on all Venetian maps. Consequently, this makes us think that the village 
of Zarópulo probably existed before 1718 or was built at the same time, whilst its 
mention from Leake in early 19th century suggests that it continued to exist together 
with Zara even aft er the fall of La Serenisima. Further, potsherds found during fi eld 
survey suggest a dating to the end of the 17th beginning of the 18th century for the 
site. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the idea of an early origin because fragments 
of Zeuxippus ware were present on site. Zeuxippus was widely distributed on 
Mediterranean in the 13th-14th century but in the Balkans imitation were produced 
into Ott oman times (Vroom, 2005)1. Based on this, the village of Zarópulo seems to 
have fl ourished in the 18th century. Situated on the communications roads between 
the harbour and fi shers of Butrint and important centres inland it could have served 
as a station though its use could have been temporary. The economy and relations 
of the village would have been merely connected with that of the Venetian enclave 
whilst its abandonment seems to have happened in the 19th century being replaced 
eventually by Zara (a nearby village). This is also proven by the inhabitants of Zara 
itself when they refer to the sett lement of Zarópulo as Paleospiti (old houses).
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Figure 1 Location of St. Dimitri hill in Butrint
Figure 2 Division of the surveyed area in 2015
Figure 3 List of fi nds at the of St. Dimitri hill in diff erent periods based on the results of 
current researches
Figure 4 Flint fi ndings from Area 2
Figure 5 Presumably Roman tombs located to the northeast of the hill
Figure 6 Roman and late antique sherds found to the northwest of the hill
Figure 7 Arial image of the St. Dimitri hill showing debris construction of Zarópulo
Figure 8 Plan of rural construction to the southeast of St. Dimitri hill (probably Zarópulo)
Figure 9-a potsherd found amidst the ruins on both side of the new road going to the Church 
of St. Dimitri.Fig.9a Fr agmente të majolikës italiane
Figure 9-b potsherd found amidst the ruins on both side of the new road going to the Church 
of St. Dimitri.Fig.9b Fragmente të qeramikës Zeuxippus
Figure 10 The location of the Zarópulo within the Venetian enclave. Map of the 18th Century. 
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Abstract

This study investigates the eff ect of corporate governance mechanisms on fi rm performance 
of listed companies in Iraqi Stock Exchange (ISX). Specifi cally, it examines the eff ect of 
ownership concentration (government ownership, foreign institutional ownership, local 
institutional ownership, and private ownership) on fi rm performance. A secondary data from 
a list of companies present in ISX from 2012 to 2015 is used to investigate the relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables. The government ownership, foreign 
institutional ownership, local institutional ownership, and private ownership, and control 
variables comprising company size, company growth and company leverage are considered 
as the independent variables while the fi rm performance measured as Tobin’s Q is considered 
as the dependent variable rom the secondary data collected. The annual reports of the listed 
companies in the ISX is the source of the data collected on company size, company growth, 
and leverage acting as control variables. Using quantitative research method, this study tests 
a model employing panel multiple regression analysis the statistical techniques for the data 
analysis. The fi ndings reveal that using Tobin's Q, there is a signifi cant and positive relationship 
between local institutional ownership, government ownership and fi rm performance. In 
contrast, it is found that the foreign and private ownership have an insignifi cant but positive 
relationship with fi rm performance. The study concludes that,though private ownership 
and foreign institutional ownership are not eff ective tools in improving fi rm performance, 
government ownership and local institutional ownership improve fi rm performance. Policy- 
and decision-makers can use the outcome of this study to establish a perfect relationship 
between the principal and the agent. 

Keywords: Firm performance, ownership concentration, ISX, Iraq. 

Introduction

The economic recession cum collapses of several companies such as the 2008 global 
fi nancial crisis, WorldCom and Enron in 2002 and 1998 Asian fi nancial crisis reignite 
regulators and researchers interest in corporate governance as the need to strengthen 
corporate governance mechanisms across the globe become more imperative (Talab, 
Abdul Manaf, and Abdul Malak, 2017a, Talab, Abdul Manaf, and Abdul Malak, 
2017b; Talab, 2015; Mashhadani and Talab, 2013; Talab, 2009; Hussein, 2018; Talab, 
Abdul Manaf, and Abdul Malak, 2018). For example, the 2002 Enron saga led to the 
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promulgation of the Sarbanes Oxley Act in the year 2002, Higgs 2003 report in the 
UK, and the OECD corporate governance principles of Europe. The open declaration 
of the corporate governance across is connected to the fact that eff ective and effi  cient 
corporate governance mechanisms could resolve agency confl icts as propounded in 
corporate governance literature (O'Dwyer, 2014). Among the important governance 
mechanisms identifi ed in prior literature (see for example: O'Dwyer, 2014;Talab, 
Abdul Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 2017a, Talab, Abdul Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 2017b; 
Talab, 2015; Mashhadani & Talab, 2013; Talab, 2009; Hussein, 2018; Talab, Abdul 
Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 2018) which the shareholders can employed to resolve agency 
confl ict are those imposed by market forces such as government ownership, private 
ownership, local institutional shareholders, and foreign institutional shareholders. 
Likewise, most of the studies in corporate governance were more carried out in 
developed countries with the problem of agency (principal-agent problem).However, 
only few studies have been conducted in developing countries, especially in the case 
of Iraq (Al-taie, Flayyih, Talab, & Hussein, 2017; Talab, Abdul Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 
2017a, Talab, Abdul Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 2017b; Talab, 2015; Mashhadani & Talab, 
2013; Talab, 2009; Hussein, 2018; Talab, Abdul Manaf, & Abdul Malak, 2018). Also, 
a code of corporate governance guidelines that are either voluntary or mandatory 
have been established in most of the developed countries where studies on corporate 
governance have been conducted; this therefore infl uenced the variation in the 
results of the extant studies. 
Thus, this study aimed to investigate the links between government shares ownership, 
private shares ownership, local institutional ownership, foreign institutional 
ownership, and fi rm performance. 
It had been suggested that diff erent types of ownership have diff erent problems 
of agency. This study however focuses on the private and government ownership 
shareholding in public listed companies. According to Anum Mohd Ghazali (2010), 
the amount of government share ownership has signifi cant eff ect on the value of 
the fi rm. Bushman and Smith (2003) stated that as the government personnel can 
give favourable regulatory policies in support of the fi rms where the shares are 
owned by the government, the government equity ownership can infl uence the fi rm 
performance positively. In the same vein, the private concentrated ownership which 
is also known as block ownership is the concentration of fi rm outstanding shares 
belonging to the individuals. Firm performance, such as fi nancial and non-fi nancial 
(Albalaki, Abdullah, & Kamardin, 2018), can be both negatively and positively 
infl uenced by this form of ownership structure just like in the case of government 
ownership. 
Also, the local institutional ownership is considered as the ownership stake in a 
fi rm that is being controlled by large institutions like insurance companies, pension 
funds, banks and mutual funds (Davis & Steil, 2004). Due to the growing volume of 
corporate equity that institutional investors control and own, they are considered as 
a major governance mechanism that have a direct infl uence on fi rm performance. In 
addition, given only the large shareholders like institutional investors can eff ectively 
monitor managers and reduce agency problems given the expensive amount of 
monitoring (Shleifer&Vishny, 1986). 
In accordance with the agency theory, foreign ownership can be considered as a 
source of monitoring and managerial skills in corporate governance (Choi et al., 
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2012). From this perspective, foreign investors pose as force monitoring to reduce 
the manager’s decisions and internal owners that may stand expensive to other 
shareowners. In addition, investors can improve corporate governance by becoming 
external large shareholders or board members (Choi et al., 2012). High level of 
accounting practices(Albalaki et al., 2018) and information disclosure are required 
by foreign investors that might lead to fi rm performance (Talab, Flayyih, and Ali, 
2017; Talab, Flayyih, & Yassir, 2017). In an emerging market, foreign investors may 
have more highly developed skills than the local investors so that few problems of 
agency are att ributed to high foreign ownership (Koo &Maeng, 2006). 
The data of the current study gathered from the annual report of the public listed 
companies between the periods of 2012 to 2015 in the ISE using Panel Corrected 
Standard Error (PCSE). The resultsreveal that there is a signifi cant and positive 
association between the local institutional ownership, government ownership 
and Tobin’s Q (measure of fi rm performance). In contrary, it is found that there 
is insignifi cant and positive relationship between private ownership, foreign 
institutional ownership and fi rm performance. Consequently, the authors expect 
that the study will give an insight on how corporate governance organization can be 
conscious of the importance of ownership concentration in enhancing good corporate 
culture. In addition, the policy makers and regulators can benefi t immensely from 
developing a framework of corporate governance that goes in line with the world 
standard. Accordingly, the outcome of this study will encourage any management of 
a corporate fi rm to look into the objectives and expectations of the study.  

2. Literature Review

The ownership concentration has diff erent perspectives to benefi t the fi rms such as 
superior sustainable performance, eff ective decisions, and bett er funding sourcesand 
other benefi ts of ownership concentration that can be gained from (Charbel, Elie, & 
Georges, 2013). Additionally, the board of directors in a fi rm provides a valuable 
advice, bett er support and knowledge of relevance to management for improvement 
and facilitation of fi rm performance with high ownership concentration such as state 
and family ownership (Lester, Hillman, Zardkoohi&Cannella, 2008). Furthermore, 
concentrated shareholders are more concerned with the success of a fi rm with a long 
or short-term than other shareholders with a small stake in the fi rm. 
Therefore, previous studies present two contradictory ideas: the fi rst one state that 
ownership concentration could be a form of monitoring mechanisms preventing 
opportunistic behavior. For instance, through their trading activity to discipline 
management and this approach is considered an eff ective tool (Admati&Pfl eiderer, 
2009). The second view presents its submission on the possible collusion between 
management and majority shareholders to expropriate shareholders in minority 
(Shleifer&Vishy, 1997). The table below explained the previous studies that it 
explained the relationship between the variables.
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Table 1: Literature review 

Study Sample Dependent 
variable

I n d e p e n d e n t 
variable

Findings

Sharma and Sharma

(2016) 

20 fi rms of the Indian 
manufacturing sector for 
the period 2001-2010.

Tobin’s Q

Local institution-
al ownership and 
foreign owner-
ship

Positive 

Ullah, Ali, and 
Mehmood

(2017)

184 non-fi nancial sector 
of group of fi rms from 
the 2004 to 2012, listed 
on the Karachi Stock 
Exchange (KSE). 

Tobin’s Q Local institution-
al ownership Positive

Wellalage and 
Locke

 (2012)

152 listed on the Co-
lombo Stock Exchange 
(CSE) over the period 
2004 to 2009 in Sri 
Lanka.

Tobin’s Q foreign owner-
ship Positive

Anis, Chizema, 
Lui & Fakhreldin 
(2017)

70 Egyptian fi rms over 
a six-year period from 
2005 to 2010

Tobin’s Q 
Government 
ownership and 
private ownership

Positive 
with private 
ownership 
and not sig-
nifi cant with 
government 
ownership

Talab, Abdul 
Manaf, and Abdul 
Malak (2017a)

69 listed companies in 
ISX from 2012 to 2015 Tobin’s Q 

Government 
ownership and 
private ownership

Positive 
with govern-
ment owner-
ship and not 
signifi cant 
with private 
ownership

Lai, (2017)

76 manufacturing listed 
companies during 2007 
to 2015 on the Ho Chi 
Minh Stock Exchange 
(HOSE). 

Tobin’s Q G o v e r n m e n t 
ownership Positive 

Aljifri and Mousta-
fa (2007) 

51 fi rms through 2004 
in UAE. Tobin’s Q Local institution-

al ownership
Not signifi -
cant
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Study Sample Dependent 
variable

I n d e p e n d e n t 
variable

Findings

Khan and Nouman

(2017)

177 non-fi nancial listed 
fi rms during 2004 to 
2014 in Pakistan

Tobin’s Q 

Foreign owner-
ship and Local 
institutional 
ownership

Not sig-
nifi cant with 
foreign own-
ership and 
negatively 
signifi cant 
with local 
institutional 
ownership

Kamardin, Latifa 
and Mohdb

(2016)

Companies listed on 
Bursa Malaysia in the 
year 2006 to 2010

 Market to 
book value

Foreign owner-
ship Negative

3. Hypothesis Development

According to Van Der Merwe (2015), the agency theory focuses between the 
controlling shareholders and the minority who possess the right to vote above their 
cash fl ow right. At that juncture, bone of contention exists between the minority 
shareholders and the controlling shareholders. The confl ict of interest got further 
complicated in an environment where minority shareholders get weak protection. 
Notably, the minority shareholders can infl uence the board decision for self-serving 
purpose. However, most of the shareholders can also be in accord to monitor as they 
have more information at lower cost (Burkart, Gromb, & Panunzi, 1997). 
In those companies, the local, foreign and government ownership can hold signifi cant 
shares. Previous studies have examined the infl uence of institutional investors on 
fi rm performance. This class of inventors are either institutional investorin long-term 
or institutional investors in a short-term who invest with the motive to withhold the 
shares for long term. 
H1: There is a positive relationship between government ownership and fi rm 
performance
H2: There is a positive relationship between private ownership and fi rm performance
H3: There is a positive relationship between local institution ownership and fi rm 
performance
H4: There is a positive relationship between foreign institution ownership and fi rm 
performance

4. Methodology

4.1 Sample and Data
All fi rms are to tender their annual reports under the ISE law the end of each fi scal 
year. Therefore, the annual reports wereretrieved from the stock exchange and both 
fi nancial and non-fi nancial information were manually collected from the annual 
reports. our fi nal sample consist of 276 fi rm-year observations over the sample period 
of 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 respectively. The 276 fi rm year observation comprises of 
69 companies across 8 diff erent sectors.
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4.2 Regression Model Specifi cation 
The model takes the following structural form:

Where FP is the fi nancial performance of fi rm I in the year, t using Tobin’s Q; GOV _OW 
= hypothesis 1 related to government ownership variable is the proportion of issued 
equity held by government (>5%) as at the end of the year; PRI_OW = hypothesis 
2 related to the proportion of issued equity held by private ownership (>5%) as at 
the end of the year, LOC_OW = hypothesis 3 is related to the proportion of issued 
equity held by local institution ownership (>5%) as at the end of the year. FOR_OW 
= hypothesis 4 related to the proportion of issued equity held by foreign (>5%) as at 
the end of the year. COY_SIZE = company size is measured as the natural logarithms 
of the total book value asset as at the end of the year of the fi rm; COY_GROWN = 
change in sales; COY_LEV is the gearing variable which means the ratio of total debt 

to total equity at the end of the year. The 
control variables i.e. company size, company growths, and leverage, were drawn 
from previous literatures (Hussein, 2018).

4.3 Result of Regression Analysis
Table 2 revealed the results of the PCSE model applied to investigate the association 
between the hypothesized variables and fi rm performance. The model fi rstly 
evaluated the infl uence of government (GOV_OW) and fi rm performance and the 
outcome demonstrates that the government ownership is connected positively with 
fi rm performance as posited by the agency theory.  The coeffi  cient of GOV_OW is 
0.075 with z = 5.59. Secondly, the model evaluated the impact of private ownership 
(PRI_OW) on the fi rm performance. The coeffi  cient of PRI_OW is insignifi cant and 
positive with the value, 0.036 (z= 20.89). Also, the model evaluated the eff ect of local 
institutional ownership (LOC_OW) on fi rm performance. The coeffi  cient of LOC_
OW is signifi cant and positive with the value, 0.040 (z= 0.100). Finally, the model 
examined the association between foreign ownership and fi rm performance while 
the result revealed that foreign ownership (FOR_OW) has no signifi cant eff ect on 
fi rm performance. The coeffi  cient of FOR_OW is insignifi cant and positive with the 
value, 0.046 (z= 1.52).
Table 2: PCSE regression  

FP COEF. Z P>z

GOV_OWN 0.075 5.59 0.000***
PRI_OWN 0.036 0.89 0.373

LOC_OW 0.040 1.65 0.100*

FOR_OW 0.046 1.52 0.128

COY_SIZE -1.471 -3.69 0.000***

COY_GROW 0.002 1.20 0.232

COY_LEV 0.202 2.13 0.033**

_cons 14.138 5.23 0.000***
N = 276
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, whether government shares ownership, private shares ownership, 
local institutional ownership, and foreign ownership improve fi rm performance 
in Iraq was examined. In doing so we employed the PCSE regression model. The 
empirical results suggest that government shares ownership and local institutional 
ownership signifi cantly improve fi rm performance while private shares ownership 
and foreign ownership have no signifi cant eff ect on Iraqi fi rm performance. The 
results of this study are in accordance with the theoretical theory of the past studies. 
For example, the positive and signifi cant relationship between local institutional 
ownership, government share ownership and fi rm performance as conducted 
in this study in in consistency with the position that the increase in the cash fl ow 
rights of the concentrated shareholders minimizes the incentive of concentrated 
shareholders in detriment of the minority shareholders as they are more aff ected 
by the misappropriation of the funds (Holderness, 2003). This therefore justifi es 
the reasons why they are eff ective for monitoring mechanism which close the 
bridge between the managers and the shareholders. The results of this study have 
implications on the existing corporate governance studies and policy-making. This 
study theoreticized the eff ect of corporate mechanisms in enhancing economic 
growth of Iraq and developing corporate governance studies. The role of all types of 
ownership concentration stated in this study is the major contribution of this study. 
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Abstract

The purpose of a court is always to take the right decision. Of course clarifying a 
truth is not an easy task. Having in mind the fact that justice is brought by a judge 
who, as a human being, during their actions can make mistakes, because of the 
limit of knowledge a human being has got. That is the element that makes them 
imperfect. Therefore, as elsewehere in the democratic world, not only in the Law, but 
also in the highest formal legal act, Macedonia in its Constitution contains regular 
and extraordinary legal means. From legal means which serve to (possibly) avoid 
mistakes, more specifi cally judicial mistakes that inevitably occur during judicial 
proceedings with regard to factual evidence in judged issues with a verdict is The 
review of the penal procedure because of new evidence and facts. There is a variety of 
solutions regarding the presentation of evidence and facts to the judiciary organ, 
the court. According to the Law on Criminal Proceedings of Macedonia, facts and 
evidence may be presented as new – novitet producta, as well as novitet reperta, for 
which the parties and the court were unaware, irrespective of whether or not they 
existed or did not exist.

Keywords: court, law, proceeding, evidence, facts.

1. The meaning of new evidence and facts

The issue of presenting new facts and evidence before the court in contemporary 
legislation is resolved in diff erent ways in the sense whether it is suffi  cient that the 
facts and evidence to be presented as new noviter producta, for which the parties 
have been aware, but have not presented them for various reasons, or we are dealing 
with new facts and evidence that appear as new noviter reperta, for which the court 
and the parties did not know during the previous procedure. From this it can be 
understood that in the fi rst case facts and evidence novitet producta are new only to 
the court, and the parties were aware of them even before the verdict became fi nal, 
but they knowingly did not use them for moral or procedural reasons with or without 
justifi cation, and in the second case new facts and evidence novitet reperta, for which 
the parties and the court did not know before the verdict became fi nal regardless of 
whether or not they existed. More specifi cally, in the fi rst case, we are dealing with 
the facts and the evidence presented as new and in the second are presented as new 
ones unknown before. (Василевиђ & Грубач, pg. 902).
According to the Law on Penal Procedure of Macedonia, facts and evidence may 
appear as new in the sense novitet producta, regardless if they are in favor or to the 
detriment of the defendant. The provisions of Article 449, paragraph 1, subparagraph 
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4 are those which for the court were not known in the previous proceedings, 
regardless of when they were born and when the convicted person learned of them. 
(Матовски, Н., Гордана Л.-Б., Гордан К., 2009). In the penal procedure literature, 
it is supported the position that the convicted may rely his request for revision in 
his favor on the facts and evidence he knew in the previous proceeding, but did not 
use them because of the above-mentioned reasons, as well the court may consider 
as new facts and evidence that it knew during the procedure but could not take 
them into consideration. Especially here we have to deal with cases of unlawful and 
expired complaints. (Grubiša, pg. 328) The reasons why the parties do not present an 
evidence timely can be those mentioned above, but it is not excluded that they may 
be of some other nature. In practice, it is impossible to ascertain when a party relying 
on a particular evidence has learned about this test. We cannot believe that the 
defendant, according to the nature of the case, that in order to misuse the procedure 
or compromise the state organs, will refrain from the presentation of evidence in 
his favor. It is therefore fairly considered that eventual tactisation with regard to 
the use of evidence can be expected by the public prosecutor rather than by the 
accused. This is the reason why some legislations requires new evidence concerning 
the review, whereas only the evidence that has emerged for the prosecutor suffi  ces. 
(Бужаровска Г., Гордан К., Бобан М., Дивна И., 2011).
Law does not distinguish between new evidence and evidence that has emerged 
recently, and the submitt er is not obliged to indicate the reasons why these facts and 
evidence did not present earlier. Although the law does not specify what is involved 
with the notion of new facts, within the notion “new facts” include all kinds of facts 
that are proven in criminal proceedings: legally relevant, circumastantial facts or 
helping facts. Regardless of the type of facts and evidence modern legislations are 
for, it is important that they should be new in the essence and content, and not the 
ones that were presented in the procedure and evaluated in the verdict of the fi rst 
instance court.
Despite the fact that new facts and evidence can not be considered those that the 
court did not use in the previous procedure, i.e. it did not rely on them during the 
judgment even though he knew them in the previous proceedings, we consider 
that a position of such is not the case. Our argument is that we do not consider 
the possibility of misusing the courts when using facts and evidence or deliberately 
ignoring certain facts and evidence that may be of benefi t to the defendant.
This att itude is best proved by the trials of political off ences, especially in the former 
Yugoslavia, as well as in Macedonia, which continued even aft er the armed confl ict 
of 2001. The courts in Macedonia have ignored and still ignore consciously, ignoring 
certain facts and evidence even though they knew about them during the criminal 
proceedings, based solely on evidence that had been detrimental to the accused, 
declaring them guilty.1

1  Regarding this statement, numerous political trials organized in SFRY against a large number 
of Albanians in Kosovo and Macedonia best speak. Such a practice is still ongoing in Macedonia, 
even aft er the Ohrid Agreement, as well as aft er 20 years of independence. As a typical politically 
mounted case can be mentioned the case of Sopot, where dozens of inhabitants of this village have 
been convicted of appalling punishments against a testimony given by a witness under pressure 
from internal police bodies and denial of testimony by the same during the course of the main trial. 
Under the pressure of the Albanian media and aft er the report of the Parliamentary Committ ee 
on Human Rights and Freedoms where a number of legal violations were found, the case was 
returned for retrial.
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Therefore, we consider that the basis for reviewing a criminal procedure should be 
allowed to take into account the facts and evidence that the court deliberately did not 
take into account when judging on a regular criminal procedure.
In the literature, we encounter cases which for reconsideration in favor of the convict 
could have been used new facts and evidence as a basis which indicate that the 
criminal off ense was committ ed before it was found by a fi nal judgment, i.e. before 
it came into force the toughest code that was implemented in the verdict against the 
convicted person and vice versa.
As a basis for review to the detriment of the convicted person, it can take the facts 
and evidence that prove that the off ense was committ ed aft er this was realised in 
the verdict, that is aft er the entry into force of the most severe law. When it comes 
to the criminal procedure that permits the review only in favor of the convict, it is 
understood that as a basis for review can only serve the facts and evidence aff ecting 
the mildest sentence. (Grubiša, pg. 339).
Regarding the issue of amending the decision on a prejudice matt er taken in another 
procedure or by any other state body on which the fi nal judgment is based, the 
PPL of RM in Article 20, paragraphs 1 and 2 has cleared all dilemmas related to the 
prejudice case that it does not allow to rely on the criminal court in the decision of 
the other body on which the criminal judgment is based, whereas in contemporary 
legislation this issue has been resolved in diff erent ways. (Sahiti, & Zejneli, 2007).
In the end it is worth pointing out once again that the content and the appropriateness 
of new facts and evidence are of crucial importance.

2. Types of new facts and evidence upon which can be based the 
allowance of the review of penal procedure

When reviewing criminal proceedings, the court fi nds a large number of facts, but all 
these are not legally relevant, namely decisive facts, but are indicie facts and helping 
facts. (Bayer, pg. 21)
The new facts and evidence must be new and relevant to the existence or non-
existence of the elements of the criminal off ense, at the same time, through these 
decisive facts, the conditions set out in the criminal material law are provided for 
sentencing the penal sanction as well as the decisive facts that oblige the court to 
conduct the penal procedure.
For this reason, in the fi rst place, the decisive facts are established, which constitute 
the direct basis and thus contribute to the most effi  cient resolution of the criminal 
case.
In the review procedure, besides the decisive facts, circumastantial fact or helping 
facts is ascertained only in case the relevant legal facts are to be ascertained. 
Indications are a source of notices of relevant legal facts, since fact fi nding sources 
are considered evidence in criminal proceedings, it appears that the indictions are 
also a type of evidence, which implies that the indications have a double character: 
on the one hand they are facts, whereas on the other hand they are evidence for 
establishing other facts. (Sahiti, 2, pg. 98-102).
In addition to the relevant legal facts and indications, in the review procedure are 
also proven helping facts, which are also counted as facts that are ascertained with 
the purpose of establishing the relevant legal fact. These facts need to be verifi ed, 
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because, with their help, the accuracy of the evidence can be checked as a source of 
knowledge of the relevant legal fact and the circumastantial fact. (Murati, 2006).

3. Volume and quality of facts and evidence neccessary for penal procedure 
review

Regarding the volume and quality of the facts and evidence needed, in order to 
allow the review, it is suffi  cient only one fact or evidence, even though Article 449, 
paragraph 1, subparagraph 4, refers to the plural. If the convicted person presents a 
new evidence, that at the time of the commission of the off ense, he has been found 
in a completely diff erent place or has been irresponsible, then this may result in his 
release.
Review of criminal proceedings may be made due to facts and evidence that may 
change the factual situation ascertained by a fi nal judgment. The false statement of 
the defendant and the co-perpetrator cannot be equated with the false statement of 
the witness, therefore they cannot be the basis for review under Article 449, paragraph 
1, subparagraph 1, but these statements may be grounds for revision under Article 
449, paragraph 1, subparagraph 4. Also, a review cannot be carried out on the basis 
of the false statement of the injured party, whether the is he or a private plaintiff , if 
they have done so as the party.
There is a possibility that the falsehood can be proved even when there are obstacles 
to the conduct of criminal proceedings, such as: if we are dealing with the declaration 
of a person under the age of 14, prescription, amnesty etc. It is conditioned that the 
provider of the false statement has been aware of the false statement. The testimony 
must objectively and subjectively be false. When dealing with the objectively false 
statement of a witness or expert, the review cannot be made under Article 449, 
paragraph 1, subparagraph 1. However, the review may occur as stated in Article 
449, paragraph 1, subparagraph 4, although there is no criminal off ense but there are 
new facts and evidence. (Vasiljevič & Grubač, pg. 546).

Conclusions

The new facts and evidence allow the court to modify the factual situation ascertained 
in the previous fi nal judgment. Therefore, the review as a legal means is related to 
the fi nal judgment as a whole, and not just to some of its parts. Thanks to this tool, 
although legally stated, that is rightly, that the fi nal judgment being considered true 
and lawful does not imply the fact that, when fi ling new facts and evidence, that 
judgment cannot be subject to review, of course as for the factual situation.
The lawmaker in Macedonia has been careful to have legally sanctioned the new 
evidence and facts to be utilized with the reconsideration of the court proceeding, 
proving that they want the decisions that the court brings to be complete and fair. 
Considerations should always be taken into account, and even those facts and 
evidence that the court has or did not intentionally take into consideration when 
deciding on the conduct of a regular criminal trial.
Therefore, since during the review procedure are verifi ed the circumastantial facts 
(helping facts), which are taken into consideration this kind of evidence in order to 
verify other decisive facts, it strongly demonstrates that the diversity of evidence 
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and new facts is in the function of the court to take as complete and fair decisions as 
possible.
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Competition and intellectual property in the European Union

Aleksandër Çavo

Introduction

It is generally recognized that, notwithstanding their distinct histories and individual 
enforcement agencies, competition law and intellectual property law are not just 
compatible instruments of economic policy; they are complementary instruments. 
The two bodies of law pursue the common goal of economic effi  ciency. This does 
preclude a certain tension between them. To understand why, it is useful to briefl y 
recall the more specifi c objectives of each body of law. 
The contemporary economist views competition policy as “the set of policies and laws 
which ensure that competition in the marketplace is not restricted in a way as to reduce 
economic welfare” (Mott a, 2004, p. 30). This perception of the role of competition policy 
has not always been paramount in Europe. Integration towards a single market used 
to be a central objective of competition policy. Although the aforementioned present-
day view of the role of competition policy has been in ascendancy at the Community 
level and in Member States aft er creation of the single market, European competition 
authorities still hold the view that national intellectual property rights hold back 
economic integration.
To what extent is the existence of such exclusive rights compatible with competition? 
In this regard it is key to note an important diff erence between the European Union 
and the United States (Korah, 2001). Unlike the US, the EU grants no intellectual 
property rights other than trademarks. Patents and copyrights are granted under 
the law of Member States, complemented by the so-called European patent, created 
by the European Patent Convention (1973)1 currently signed by 28 contracting 
states. According to Articles 2 and 3, a European patent granted by virtue of this 
Convention and covering one or more of the contracting states shall have the eff ect 
of and be subject to the same conditions as a national patent granted by a contracting 
state. Therefore, a European patent is just a bundle of national patents granted by 
the European Patent Offi  ce (EPO). The EPO provides a one-stop shop that makes it 
possible to get around the transaction costs associated with having examinations 
carried out in individual states. A patent granted by the EPO is recognized in a 
Member State if translated into the national language. A proposal for a Council 
Regulation on the Community Patent (O.J. 2000/C337 E/278) relying on the EPO, 
that would establish a single patent for the whole European Union, has not been 
adopted. Although cases are litigated before national courts, the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) has given Community authorities a powerful instrument when it “drew 
a distinction between the grant or existence of a national intellectual property right, 
which was not subject to the Treaty, and its exercise, which was … The Court took 
power to override member states with respect to intellectual property rights that 
threatened to divide the common market along national boundaries” (Korah, 2001, 
805). 
Today many economists and legal scholars “acknowledge that analysis and evaluation 
of intellectual property law are appropriately conducted within an economic 
framework that seeks to align that law with the dictates of economic effi  ciency … 
1  Available at htt p://www.european-patent-offi  ce.org/legal/epc/ 
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Cases, doctrines and principles have to be examined from the standpoint of whether 
they are effi  cient in an economic sense and, if not, how they might be changed to 
make them effi  cient” (Landes and Posner 2003, p. 4).

1. Parallel imports and competition

Firms segment markets for effi  ciency reasons and in support of collusive agreements. 
It is also likely that they do so to gain a capacity to discriminate in terms of prices 
or qualities. Because intellectual property rights enhance right holders’ ability to 
segment markets, courts are constantly required to balance a desire to protect the 
holders of patents, copyrights and trademarks with a desire to give consumers 
access to products at competitive prices. From an economic perspective, the issue is 
not merely one of trading off  dynamic and static effi  ciency. In addition the issue is 
how, in specifi c cases, segmentation aff ects static welfare.
With respect to international segmentation, there are specifi c issues related to 
exhaustion regimes (explain exhaustion regimes in footnote) and the legal treatment 
of parallel trade. Parallel trade takes place when products put into circulation in 
one country are exported to another country via distribution systems not set up, 
or consented to, by the party who put them on the market fi rst. Parallel trade - also 
called grey trade - is not the same as trade in counterfeited goods2. Products that 
circulate in parallel trade are genuine. They are generally marketed fi rst by a person 
who holds the IPRs in these products, or by a licensee of such person. What sets 
parallel trade apart from ordinary commerce is the diversion of products from the 
markets ostensibly targeted by the (delete) IPR holders.

1.1. Market segmentation: some theory
A fi rm with market power can increase profi ts by segmenting markets and engaging 
in geographic price discrimination. However, there is no unambiguous answer to 
the question how this will aff ect overall welfare. Price discrimination brings about 
a welfare reducing misallocation of output across markets but total output may be 
larger than under uniform pricing - possibly because additional markets are being 
served. The latt er is welfare increasing.3 Malueg and Schwartz (1994) have shown 
that when there is a large disparity in the willingness to pay across national markets, 
a mixed regime of discrimination across groups of countries diff erentiated from 
each other by substantial diff erences in willingness to pay, but not among countries 
within individual groups yields greater world welfare than uniform pricing on a 
global scale.4  
A capacity to discriminate may be necessary to insure that profi ts are positive. This 
applies mainly to industries where fi xed costs are very large compared to variable 
cost. One thinks of industries that rely heavily on R&D or other creative eff ort. The 
argument essentially boils down to the claim that in certain industries, a mere right 
to exclude conferred by intellectual property law does not insure that returns are 
2 "Grey trade" means that the products are neither black, i.e. counterfeited, nor white since they are 
sold against the will of at least one IPR holder.
3 When additional markets are being served, consumers in these countries will benefi t and 
consumers in countries that would have been served under uniform prices need not lose.
4 Adoption of such policies would, however, run afoul of importers’ most favoured nation 
obligations under WTO rules. WTO membership does limit (allow?) a country’s freedom to choose 
its policy with respect to parallel trade. However, it requires the country to abide by the most 
favoured nation rule regardless of the policy it chooses. 
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suffi  cient to elicit a socially optimal level of innovation. 
In this regard it is important to stress that economic theory does not give an 
unequivocal answer to the question whether a switch from uniform to discriminatory 
pricing increases industry profi ts when fi rms confront rival producers. While it is 
true that each fi rm benefi ts from acquiring a capacity to discriminate, it loses when 
rival producers obtain the same capacity. The net eff ect on profi ts depends on the 
intensity of the rivalry. Allowing discrimination intensifi es competition in market 
segments where buyers view the products of diff erent producers as good substitutes, 
but, at the same time, it allows fi rms to capture larger profi ts in market segments that 
have a strong preference for their particular variety.5 
It is not always the desire to discriminate that steers fi rms towards market 
segmentation. Manufacturers may grant distributors exclusive territories to 
encourage them to invest in promotional activities such as presale information, 
product advertising and quality control. In the absence of exclusivity, the investment 
by one distributor benefi ts rival distributors. Distributors that do not invest could 
att ract customers who have already sought information from distributors who do 
invest, by undercutt ing them. The very fact that their costs are lower gives them this 
option. The result is that each distributor has less incentive to invest than is optimal 
from the manufacturer’s perspective. To address this problem the manufacturer may 
take measures that reduce the likelihood that buyers in a territory allocated to one 
distributor would be served by distributors in another territory.  
While the alignment of distributors’ and manufacturers’ incentives is likely to be 
welfare enhancing, it could come at a cost. For example, the elimination of downstream 
competition can lead to double marginalization.6 This reduces manufacturers’ profi ts 
and consumers' welfare. It also reduces interbrand competition. Rey and Stiglitz 
(1995) have shown that the latt er is due to the fact that distributors with market 
power do not fully pass on to their buyers increases in the wholesale price. Therefore 
the demand faced by manufacturers is less elastic than it would be if distributors 
were in competition. The outcome of the reduction in elasticity can mirror collusion7. 
Manufacturers adopt a variety of measures to curtail grey trade and enhance their 
capacity to profi t from price discrimination. They sometimes put quotas on the 
quantities delivered in a national territory.8 At other times they limit the coverage 
of guarantees to the territory where the product was fi rst put into circulation. Every 
so oft en, they use technical means that preclude use in one country of an article 
originally sold in another territory.9 At times, they try to create in the mind of 
5 The relevant literature is reviewed in Stole (2004). See also Encaoua and Hollander (2004). 
6 That is both the manufacturer and the distributor set price above marginal cost.
7 Gallini and Hollis (1999) give a detailed overview of the pros and cons of market segmentation, 
focussing on the restrictions on parallel imports achieved via trademark protection. 
8 See Crampes, Hollander and Macdissi (2004).
9 For example, the international distribution of fi lms on DVD has been technologically and legally 
segmented into geographical markets. The regional coding system requires that all DVD players 
be manufactured for distribution and use in one of six geographic regions around the world. It is a 
global initiative by agents of the fi lm and DVD industries aimed at preventing the free movement 
of licensed copies of copyright DVDs around the world. Dunt, Gans, and King (2001) have studied 
whether the restrictions on DVD usage across regions can be justifi ed as a means of generating 
potentially socially desirable price discrimination for content providers or are simply a means 
of restricting competition. They conclude that "the conditions that may theoretically allow such 
restrictions to be effi  cient are unlikely to hold in the case of DVDs and that social welfare is likely 
to be signifi cantly enhanced by eliminating such technical restrictions." (not italic, add page ref.) 
Their argument is that among the four potential consequences of such restrictions on regional 
fl ows (price discrimination, collusion, free-riding, and the prevention of consumer confusion), the 
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consumers residing in high price countries, the belief that grey goods are counterfeit, 
pirated, (omit comma) or of lesser quality.10  
The laws that protect intellectual property provide another avenue for the 
segmentation of national markets. A central issue concerning intellectual property 
protection is which rights are relinquished upon the fi rst legal sale of a product in 
which rights are initially held. Consider, for example the case of CDs containing 
music. Composers, publishers and, possibly, makers and performers hold initial 
rights in the music as well as in the CD that contains the music. However, upon fi rst 
sale of the CD they lose the right to prohibit its resale. That right has been exhausted.11 
In the discussion below, exhaustion of a right will always refer to the loss of the right 
to control reselling.   
IPRs are territorial. The right to control a particular use of protected material applies 
only within the national boundaries of the jurisdiction that grants that right. This 
applies equally to the exhaustion of rights, i.e., (omit commas) the national law 
determines under what circumstances a right holder – resident or foreigner – 
exhausts the right to control resale in the national territory. 
There are several exhaustion regimes. Under a regime of national exhaustion, the 
person holding the IPRs (delete s) in a product waives the right to prohibit resale of 
that product in the national territory upon the fi rst legal sale within the boundaries 
of that territory.12 In countries that accept international exhaustion, the original right 
holder forfeits the power to control resale within the (delete the) national boundaries 
as soon as the product is legally put into circulation anywhere in the world. 
The particular regime a country chooses may vary from one type of IPR to another. For 
example, a country may adopt international exhaustion in the case of trademarks and 
national exhaustion for patents. Furthermore, regimes may occasionally be product-
specifi c. The exhaustion regime a country chooses always refl ects a somewhat 
uneasy balance between, on one hand, a desire to protect the interest of IPRs (delete 
s) holders, and on the other hand, the wish to guarantee consumers and businesses 
the opportunity to make informed purchases in a competitive environment.
In the following, we discuss the approach of the European Union towards parallel 
imports from a perspective of competition policy. The EU makes a distinction 
between parallel trade between Member States and trade between the Union and 
non-members. The most important diff erence between the EU and other jurisdictions 
is the adoption by the former (delete) of a regime of regional exhaustion under the 
Trade Marks Harmonization Directive.13 Article 7 of the Directive prescribes a regime 
under which the owner of a trademark cannot avail himself of the right conferred 
latt er two -potentially socially desirable- consequences are unlikely to be important. 
10 However, in some instances a moderate amount of parallel imports may actually benefi t a 
manufacturer. See Anderson and Ginsburgh (1999).
11  Some of these rights holders can still prohibit certain uses of the CD. For example, they can 
forbid the CD’s performance on radio or in any public place. The reason is that the right to perform 
in public the music fi xed on the CD is not exhausted upon the fi rst sale of the CD.
12 This assumes that the goods have not been altered aft er they have been put on the market 
by the owner of the trade mark or with his consent. Repackaging is not per se forbidden; see 
Commission Communication on parallel imports of proprietary medicinal products – frequently 
asked questions, MEMO/04/7, Brussels, 19th January 2004.
13 The Directive was adopted in 1989 (89/104 (EEC) 21 December 1988) but became eff ective 
only in 1996. “A trade mark may consist of any sign capable of being represented graphically, 
particularly words, including personal names, designs, lett ers, numerals, the shape of goods or of 
their packaging, provided that such signs are capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one 
undertaking from those of other undertakings.” (article 2). The objective of a trade mark is to help 
buyers to identify the source of products. This gives producers the incentive to improve quality.
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by trademark law to prevent the sale anywhere in the EU of a good marketed fi rst 
by him or with his consent in any territory of the European Economic Area. This, 
however, ceases to apply when the proprietor of the trademark has legitimate reasons 
to oppose further commercialization, especially when the condition of the goods is 
changed or impaired aft er they have been put on the market. Trade mark rights in 
Member countries are not exhausted by fi rst circulation of the product outside the 
EEA.14

1.2. Grey goods originating outside the EEA 
The conditions under which exhaustion of right conferred by trade marks occurs 
have been clarifi ed in several decisions rendered by the European Court of Justice 
(ECJ). 
In the Silhouett e case, the ECJ ruled that a Member State could not adopt a wider 
exhaustion regime than set out in Article 7 of the Trade Mark Directive. This was 
founded in part on the wording of the Directive, and on the observation that “if 
some members practiced international exhaustion and others did not there would 
be barriers to trade, and this would aff ect the functioning of the internal market, and 
this is precisely the objective pursued by the Directive”.15 

The notion of consent received further (delete) elucidation in the subsequent (delete) 
Sebago judgment in which the ECJ rejected the validity of an importer’s claim 
that the trademark holder exhausted his right to prevent the sale within the EU of 
all batches of a good once he had consented to the marketing of a single batch of 
identical goods.16  
The meaning of consent was also at the heart of the later Davidoff  and Levis cases (C-
414/99 to C-416/99). The ECJ held that consent cannot be inferred from the absence 
of contractual provisions or communication to that eff ect, or from the fact that the 
goods carry no warning that sale outside a specifi c area is prohibited. The ECJ held 
that consent requires an unequivocal demonstration of renunciation of one’s right to 
oppose importation into the EEA. 
While the aforementioned decisions bear on the question whether trade mark law 
can be used for blocking parallel imports into the Union, they do not address the 
question whether contractual provisions between private undertakings that commit 
one party to sell only in assigned territories outside the EU are prohibited. This 
14  Before the Directive went into eff ect, most EU countries operated under international exhaustion. 
A concise review of the history of the Directive appears in Trogh (2002). Although the exhaustion 
regime is mainly applied to trademarks, it also concerns the topography of semiconductors (article 
5(5) of Directive 87/54/EEC), patents (art. 28 of Agreement 89/695/EEC), biological inventions (article 
10 of Directive 98/44/EC) and designs (article 15 of Directive 98/71/EC). The European Court of 
Justice applied the principle to copyrights (Cases 55/80 and 57/80 Musik-Vertrieb Membran GmbH 
and KKK-Tel International v. GEMA ) and to patents (Case 15/74 Centrafarm v. Sterling Drugs). 
Our focus here is on the competition issues raised by the protection aff orded by trade marks.
15  Opinion of Advocate-General Jacobs, paragraph 41 cited by Trogh (2002) page 29 (delete). 
The case involved the att empt by the Austrian owner of the Silhouett e trademark to prohibit the 
importation into Austria of a type of genuine Silhouett e sunglasses legally marketed in Bulgaria 
but no longer sold in Austria. Prior to accession to the EU, (delete comma) Austria operated under 
a regime of international exhaustion. Having failed in its action for trademark infringement before 
the lower courts, Silhouett e appealed to the Supreme Court of Austria which submitt ed a reference 
to the European Court of Justice. The ECJ, therefore, overturned the decision in the Austrian courts.
16  The case involved a suit brought by the owner of the Sebago trademark against a Belgian fi rm 
that imported shoes from the Salvadorian manufacturer of the genuine product for resale under 
the original label. The claimant argued that the importer had infringed his trademarks because he 
had not received consent to market the shoes in the EU.
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question was addressed by the ECJ in response to a question raised by a French court. 
The case involved proceedings brought by Yves St Laurent Parfums (YSLP) against 
Javico. The perfume manufacturer had entered into a contract for the distribution of 
its products in selected territories outside the EEA. The contract provided that the 
distributor would not sell the product outside these territories or to unauthorized 
dealers in the territory. When YSLP discovered that products sold to Javico were 
marketed in several countries of the Community, it broke the contract and started 
legal proceedings. When a French court upheld both termination of the contract 
and its claim for compensation, the defendant appealed on the ground that the 
controversial contractual provision was prohibited by Article 85(1) (now 81(1)) and 
therefore automatically void. 
The ECJ ruled that in order to determine whether agreements such as the one 
concluded between YSLP and Javico run afoul of Article 85(1), one must consider 
whether their purpose or eff ect is to restrict to “an appreciable extent competition 
within the common market and whether the ban may aff ect trade between Member 
States”.17 The Court held that agreements could not be struck down unless they 
were capable of aff ecting trade between Member States. The ruling it handed down 
was that the provisions at issue “did not constitute agreements which, by their very 
nature, are prohibited by Article 85(1)” (paragraph 21 of the judgment). It remained 
for the national court to determine whether they did in fact have such eff ect.18 

The signifi cance of the Javico ruling may be rather limited in view of the ECJ’s 
decision in Davidoff  and Levis. A possible consequence of the latt er is that fi rms 
concerned about the importation of their trademarked products into the EU will 
fi nd such prohibitions as imposed on Javico redundant.19 This would be true all the 
more if it was determined that international exhaustion applies in circumstances 
where contractual measures designed to prevent importation into the EU contravene 
Article 81 or Article 82. 

1.3. Partitioning of the EU into national markets
The stance of competition authorities with respect to territorial restrictions that 
restrain grey trade within the Community appears less fl exible. The courts have held 
that an agreement whose object it is to prevent grey trade within the Community 
is by its very nature a violation of Article 81(1).20 This means that in order to fi nd a 
breach of Article 81(1) it is suffi  cient to show: i) that the measures taken amount to an 
agreement; and ii) that the object of the agreement is to prevent parallel trade within 
the Community. The following decisions illustrate the point. 

17  Case C-306/96, Javico International and Javoco AG v. Yves Saint Laurent Parfums SA, 28 April 
1998.
18   The Court said that a violation may take place “where the Community market in the products in 
question is characterized by an oligopolistic structure or by an appreciable diff erence between the 
prices charged for the contractual product within the Community and those charged outside the 
Community  and where, in view of the production and sales in the Member States, the prohibition 
entails a risk that it might have an appreciable eff ect on the patt ern of trade between Member States 
such as to undermine att ainment of the objectives of the common market” (paragraph 28 of the 
judgement). 
19  Unless such provisions allowed the owner of the trade mark to claim damages for infringement 
that would otherwise not be awarded.
20  For example, in the (delete) Case IV/35.733 – VW, “(t)he obstruction of parallel exports of vehicles 
by fi nal consumers and of cross-deliveries within the dealer network hampers the objective of the 
creation of the common market, a principle of the Treaty, and is already for that reason to be 
classifi ed as a particularly serious infringement.”
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Yamaha21 sold instruments through a network of offi  cial dealers located in various EU 
countries. It signed contracts with its dealers that bound the latt er to the following: 
1) sell solely to fi nal customers; 2) buy solely from Yamaha’s national subsidiary; 
3) supply solely distributors authorized by the national subsidiary, and 4) contact 
Yamaha Europe in Germany, before exportation via the Internet.(close gap)22 In 
addition, the guarantees issued by Yamaha were in eff ect only in the country of 
original purchase of the instrument they covered.23 Furthermore, the contract 
between Yamaha and its Icelandic dealer contained an explicit prohibition of parallel 
trade. 
The Commission concluded that commitments to sell exclusively to fi nal consumers, 
buy solely from Yamaha’s national subsidiary and supply solely distributors 
authorized by the national subsidiary had the object of preventing cross-supplies 
within Yamaha’s dealer network.24 It reached this conclusion by examining the 
possible consequences of the aforementioned provisions. The Commission also 
argued that "although the object of the agreement (to contact Yamaha before 
exporting) may not have been to directly restrict exports, it clearly had the potential 
eff ect of discouraging dealers from exporting products to other Member States." 
(Paragraph 109 of the decision). Interestingly, the Commission did not even broach 
the question of object or eff ect in regard to the Icelandic contract. It simply invoked 
the ruling without considering Yamaha’s claim that, given Iceland’s remote location, 
it was unlikely that the contractual clause would in fact restrict trade.25 
The question which kind of conduct is required to create an agreement within 
the meaning of Article 81 was at the heart of the subsequent Bayer case. The local 
distributors of the pharmaceutical fi rm had signed contracts that included provisions 
that were designed to eliminate grey trade among Member States. The European 
Commission held that there existed an agreement between Bayer and its dealers and 
fi ned Bayer (by how much?) (96/478/EC). Its fi nding was based on the observation that 
the dealers had continued their business relationship with Bayer, and, in response 
to the contract, had adapted the way they placed orders. The Commission noted but 
did not discuss the implications of the fact that in response to Bayer’s measures the 
wholesalers put together their orders as if the product they received would serve 
to meet only the demand of their national market, and that they did their best to 
infl ate the national quotas imposed on them by Bayer. The evidence examined by 
the Commission also showed that wholesalers tried to get additional quantities by 
ordering from other, generally smaller, wholesalers who were not monitored by 
Bayer. 
The Court of First Instance (CFI) overturned the Commission’s decision. (2001/C 
95/13). It held that the Commission had erred by considering that it had established 
the existence of a concurrence of wills between Bayer and the dealers. And, the mere 
21  Commission Decision of 16.07.2003, Case COMP/37.975 PO/Yamaha.
22  The details of the contractual provision diff ered to some extent from one country to another but 
their essence was very similar.
23  The contracts also contained provisions that restricted the dealers’ pricing policies.
24  It also noted that under sett led case law there is no need for the purpose of application of Article 
81(1), to show an actual anti-competitive eff ect of agreed conduct whose object it is to restrict 
competition within the Common Market.
25  The Javico ruling mentioned in section 1.2 states that “an agreement which requires a reseller not 
to resell products outside the contractual territory has as its object the exclusion of parallel imports 
within the Community and consequently restriction of competition in the common market ... Such 
provisions, in contracts for the distribution of products within the Community, therefore constitute 
by their very nature a restriction of competition." C-306/96, paragraph 14.
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absence of such concurrence meant that there was no agreement within the meaning 
of Article 81(1).26 The CFI argued that the Commission was wrong in concluding that 
the reduction in orders could only be understood by Bayer as a sign that dealers 
had accepted its demands. The Commission could not maintain that the reason 
wholesalers had to order additional quantities from other dealers was because they 
agreed to Bayer’s demands. The CFI opined that these orders were not indicative 
of the fact (delete) that wholesalers did acquiesce.27 It also explained why Bayer’s 
behavior justifi ed a decision at variance with the earlier Sandoz ruling in which 
it had determined that an agreement existed.28 Sandoz had on repeated occasions 
indicated on the bills sent to its clients that export of the goods was prohibited. The 
fact that its distributors had continued to order without protest and had de facto 
respected the ban meant that they had tacitly acquiesced to Sandoz’ terms. However, 
whereas Sandoz had put a specifi c anticompetitive clause in the contract, a formal 
prohibition to export was lacking in Bayer. Furthermore, Bayer had not implemented 
a systematic monitoring of the fi nal destination of the product and there was no 
evidence that the manufacturer had threatened or punished a wholesaler who 
exported, or made the delivery of product conditional on wholesalers’ compliance 
with the alleged export ban. 
The ECJ upheld the CFI's judgment. (C-2/01 P and C-3/01 P delivered on 6 January 
2004). It indicated that while existence of a monitoring system and penalties may 
amount to an indicator of an agreement, they do not prove its existence. The Court 
emphasized that the mere fact that Bayer imposed a quota that may have had the same 
eff ect as an export ban, does not imply it had imposed a ban, or that there existed an 
agreement. The Court stressed that the concurrent existence of an agreement that is 
neutral from a competition standpoint and a measure restrictive of competition that 
is imposed unilaterally does not amount to a violation of Article 81(1). Because there 
had been no claim that Bayer was dominant, the need to examine whether Article 82 
had been violated did not arise.
The decision in Bayer does not fully answer the question whether unilateral behavior 
by a dominant actor designed to rein in parallel trade would be treated by competition 
authorities in the same way as other potentially abusive forms of conduct.29 The 
answer to this question ultimately depends on how competition authorities and the 
courts view discriminatory practices, in particular price discrimination. It appears 
that exemptions to the prohibition of price-discrimination by competition authorities 
are rare (reference for this?). This is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that 
there is no basis in theory for a claim that discrimination is more harmful to the 
competitive process than the other forms of conduct mentioned in Article 82.
As indicated at the beginning of the section, the economic literature points to 
several circumstances under which price discrimination yields higher welfare than 
uniform pricing. Even from a consumer welfare point of view one cannot argue that 
discrimination always lacks redeeming value. Furthermore, the empirical evidence 
on the price eff ects of parallel trade within the European Union remains sparse. 
26  Remind that establishing the existence of a potentially anticompetitive agreement relieves the 
Commission of the obligation to show an eff ective or probable lessening of competition as a result 
of the agreement. 
27  This begs the question whether some forms of cheating on a mundane price-fi xing cartel could 
similarly protect a participant from being accused of tacit collusion.   
28  Sandoz Prodott i Farmaceutici/Commission ( C-277/87, rec. P.I-45)
29  Aft er all, restrictions of parallel trade go against a fundamental objective of the Treaty of Rome 
which is integration of national markets.
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Some analysis suggests that the rents captured by parallel traders exceed the benefi ts 
to consumers in countries that import via parallel channels and consumer gains are 
small or moderate.30 This and the fact that parallel trade consumes resources would 
suggest that grey products may aff ect welfare adversely or not at all. One must admit, 
however, that at this stage it is not clear yet (delete) whether some of the(delete) 
assumptions underlying the conclusion that consumers in the EU draw litt le benefi t 
from parallel trade, are critical to that fi nding.31

Conclusions

This chapter has looked at three areas where the exercise of intellectual property 
rights granted appear to confl ict with competition policy objectives. It has discussed 
major judgments handed down by the European courts that clarify how Articles 81 
and 82 of the EC Treaty rein in rights to exclude granted under intellectual property 
laws. 
The analysis of parallel trade suggests that courts are more likely to strike down 
agreements to segment the EU into national markets than arrangements that serve 
to protect the EU market from imports originating from outside the Union. The 
Trade Marks Directive illustrates in the clearest possible fashion the paramountcy 
of creating a single market as policy objective of European competition policy. 
It is now established that unless explicit authorization to sell into the Union is 
granted, the holder of a European trade mark can block such imports. Also, private 
agreements that pursue this objective are not considered, by their very nature, to be 
anticompetitive. Further evidence of the weight assigned to creating a single market 
is provided by the Commission’s per se treatment of explicit private agreements to 
stop parallel trade among Member States. 
Such harsh treatment of segmentation is diffi  cult to justify on purely economic 
grounds. An interesting question, therefore, is whether competition authorities will 
continue to deal in this way with agreements or unilateral conduct that partition the 
EU into territories that do not match national markets (delete). The courts may well 
face this issue in the near future because existence of a signifi cant gap in purchasing 
power between old and new Member States raises the benefi ts from geographical 
segmentation. 
The judgements that address refusals to license know-how, or products protected 
by patents and copyright, do not provide as lucid a picture of the conditions under 
which a right holder will be compelled to issue a license. It is clear that competition 
objectives do limit the scope of the right to exclude granted by intellectual property 
laws, but the circumstances when they do appear to be largely case-specifi c. The 
conditions of the much cited Magill decision have been termed exceptional. The 
Oscar Bronner judgment which stresses that the cost of developing the essential 
30  See Ganslandt and Maskus (1999) and NERA (1999).
31  Nevertheless European Competition authorities seem to take a particularly dim view of 
restrictions designed to prevent arbitrage. In the words of the Director General of DG Competition 
at the Commission "… sales restrictions may be used to prevent arbitrage and support price 
discrimination between diff erent markets. This will in general lead to a loss of consumer welfare. 
While some consumers will pay a higher price and others will pay a lower price, collectively 
consumers will have to pay more to fi nance the extra profi ts obtained by the supplier and to cover 
the extra costs of supporting the price discrimination scheme. Therefore consumer welfare will in 
general decline unless it can be clearly shown that otherwise the lower priced market(s) would not 
be served at all and that therefore the price discrimination will lead to an undisputable increase of 
output. It's only in the latt er case that consumer welfare may actually increase." See Lowe (2003).
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input is crucial appears well-founded economically. However, its impact on future 
rulings remains uncertain. 
Copyright collectives have always raised challenging questions from an antitrust 
perspective. Blanket licensing and requirements that authors assign all rights or 
none to the collective certainly appear to have anti-competitive potential. Also, the 
organization of the (delete) markets in which collectives operate gives these (delete) 
collectives a position of dominance. Yet, because of the specifi cities of the markets 
in which these societies operate, they have been allowed to engage in conduct that 
would otherwise run afoul of competition rules. European courts have rightly been 
concerned that mandating alternative contractual arrangements between on the one 
hand, collectives and users, and on the other hand, collective organizations and their 
members, would undermine the capacity of authors to exercise rights granted to them 
by law. It appears that national courts (authorities?) rather than European authorities 
have currently gone furthest in experimenting with some alternative arrangements. 
The trade-off  between the desire to promote the emergence of new products and 
the desire to promote competition comes across very clearly in the process that led 
to adoption of the fi nal version of the Simulcast agreement. The Commission fi nally 
sett led for a formula that rules out price competition for the product itself but gives 
parties to the agreement an incentive to minimize overall charges. 
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The European ne bis in idem

Left eri Luzi (Lleshi)

Abstract

The principle of ne bis in idem is a fundamental principle of law, which bars prosecution, trial 
and punishment repeatedly for the same off ence. Although it has long been regarded as an 
undisputed rule of domestic criminal justice, the principle is not recognised at international 
level.  However, the traditional non application of the ne bis in idem has been progressively 
questioned on the basis of legal consequences deriving from some international conventions 
and the statutes of international criminal law tribunals.
The principle is couched in various terms according to the international, regional or national 
instrument we focus on, since diff erent rationale underpin it. The ne bis in idem has been 
developed in EU law from a domestic into a transnational fundamental right and represents a 
truly European added value in comparison to international law. In this article I will concentrate 
on the ne bis in idem rules which exist within the frameworks of the European Union and the 
Council of Europe in order to verify whether and where there is evidence of the emergence of 
such a truly European principle. 

The principle and its foundation in EU law

The principle of ne bis in idem has been shift ed to the transnational level within 
the European Union by Article 54 of the Convention implementing the Schengen 
Agreement (CISA), which stipulates that ‘a person whose trial has been fi nally 
disposed of in one Contracting Party may not be prosecuted in another Contracting 
Party for the same acts provided that, if a penalty has been imposed, it has been 
enforced, is actually in the process of being enforced or can no longer be enforced 
under the laws of the sentencing Contracting Party’1. This international law instrument 
was integrated into the framework of EU law as part of the of the Schengen acquis 
and has become binding and applicable between the Member States.  
Ne bis in idem is more specifi cally referred to in EU criminal law instruments, such 
as the Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on the European Arrest Warrant 
and the Surrender Procedures between Member States and the Council Framework 
Decision of 30 November 2009 on Prevention and Sett lement of Confl icts of Exercise 
of Jurisdiction in Criminal Proceedings.
The Court of Justice applied repeatedly the principle in Competition Law, since in 
this fi eld the EU has the power to impose sanctions directly on undertakings2.
The ne bis in idem principle has also been laid down in Article 50 of the Charter 
of  Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which stipulates that ‘no one shall 
be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings for an off ence for 
which he or she has already been fi nally acquitt ed or convicted within the Union in 
accordance with the law”. The explanatory memorandum provided by the draft ers 
of the Charter clarifi ed that ‘in accordance with Article 50, the ne bis in idem applies 
not only within the jurisdiction of one State but also within the jurisdictions of 

1  The provisions of the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement on ne bis in idem 
reproduce those of the Convention between the Member States of the European Community on 
Double Jeopardy of  25.5.1987.
2  The ECJ has referred in cases concerning the ne bis in idem principle in Competition Law to the 
interpretation of Article 54 CISA and vice versa. 
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several Member States. That corresponds to the acquis in Union Law; see Articles 54 
to 58 of the Schengen Convention, Article 7 of the Convention on the Protection of 
the European Communities’ Financial Interests and Article 10 of the Convention on 
the fi ght against corruption’3. 

The principle of ne bis in idem in the recent jurisprudence of the Court of Justice

No other provision of criminal law has triggered so many references for a preliminary 
ruling and enabled the Court of Justice to elaborate on all the elements of the principle. 
Apart from answers to specifi c questions, the Court has provided fundamental and 
consistent guidelines for the interpretation of the ne bis in idem.
From the Gözütok and Brügge case of 2003, which was the fi rst case dealing with 
Third Pillar legislation in the fi eld of criminal law, the Court held that the ne bis in idem 
principle enshrined in Article 54 of the CISA necessarily implies that Member States 
have mutual trust in their criminal justice systems and that each of them recognises 
the criminal law in force in the other Member States even when the outcome would 
be diff erent if its own national law were applied4. The Court derived this statement 
from the fact that nowhere in Title VI of the Treaty on European Union relating to 
police and judicial cooperation in criminal matt ers nor in Article 54 of the CISA is the 
application of the latt er provision made conditional upon harmonisation, or at the 
least approximation, of the criminal laws of the Member States5.
Moreover, clarifying the rationale of the principle, the Court underlined that ‘the 
integration of the Schengen acquis (which includes Article 54 of the CISA) into the 
framework of the European Union is aimed at enhancing European integration and, 
in particular, at enabling the Union to become more rapidly the area of freedom, 
security and justice which it is its objective to maintain and develop’6. Indeed, the 
objective of Article 54 is ‘to ensure that no one is prosecuted on the same facts in 
several Member States on account of his having exercised his right to freedom of 
movement’7. 
As a consequence of the above cited principles, the Court ruled in the Gözütok 
and Brügge case that if further prosecution was defi nitively barred according 
to the national law of the Member State where the decision was taken, this shall 
apply throughout the Union8. What was originally a provision of an international 
agreement has been developed into an instrument of mutual recognition and was 
due to contribute decisively to human rights protection in the EU. 
The Court consolidated this approach in its further case law by interpreting the ne 
bis in idem principle of Article 54 CISA in the light of the right to free movement and 
in the context of European integration. Thus, the relevance of the legal classifi cation 
of the off ence was ruled out. 

At that respect, the Court held in cases C-436/04 Van Esbroeck 9,  C-150/05 Van 
3 Text of the explanations,  www.europarl.europa.eu/charter/pdf/04473_en.pdf; however, the 
explanatory notes state that they have no legal value and are simply intended to clarify. 
4  Cases C-187/01 and 385/01 Gözütok and Brügge, judgment of 11.2.2003, para 33.
5  Id., para 32.
6  Id., para 37.
7  Id., para 38. In the same terms, case C-469/03 Miraglia, para 32 and case C-436/04 van Esbroeck, 
para 33.
8  The Court extended the application of Article 54 CISA to out-of-court sett lements concluded by 
the prosecutor, because this is line with the free movement of persons. 
9  Case C-436/04 Van Esbroeck, para 36.
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Straaten and C-288/05 Kretzinger10 that the only relevant criterion for the purposes of 
the application of Article 54 of the CISA is identity of the material acts, understood as 
the existence of a set of facts which are inextricably linked together and that criterion 
applies irrespective of the legal classifi cation given to those acts or the legal interest 
protected.11 What matt ers is not the legal classifi cation of a crime or its formulation but 
the identity of the material acts. The facts in the case van Straaten v. the Netherlands 
and Italy will clarify it. 
Mr Va n Straaten was prosecuted in the Netherlands for (i) importing a quantity of 
approximately 5.500 grams of heroin from Italy into the Netherlands on or about 26 
March 1983, together with A. Yilmaz, (ii) having a quantity of approximately 1 000 
grams of heroin at his disposal in the Netherlands during or around the period from 
27 to 30 March 1983 and (iii) possessing fi rearms and ammunition in the Netherlands 
in March 1983. By judgment of 23 June 1983, the Rechtbank ’s-Hertogenbosch 
acquitt ed Mr Van Straaten on the charge of importing heroin, fi nding it not to have 
been legally and satisfactorily proved, and convicted him on the other two charges, 
sentencing him to a term of imprisonment of 20 months. In Italy, Mr Van Straaten 
was prosecuted along with other persons, for possessing on or about 27 March 1983, 
and exporting to the Netherlands on several occasions together with Mr Karakus 
Coskun, a signifi cant quantity of heroin, totalling approximately 5 kilograms. By 
judgment delivered by the Tribunale Ordinario di Milano Mr Van Straaten and 
two other persons were, upon conviction on the charges, sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment of 10 years, fi ned ITL 50.000.000 and ordered to pay the costs. 
In answering the question, the Court referred back to the van Esbroeck ruling and 
considered that ‘in the case of off ences relating to narcotic drugs, the quantities of the 
drug that are at issue in the two Contracting States concerned or the persons alleged 
to have been party to the acts in the two States are not required to be identical’.12

Consistent further case law has required identity of the material acts, construed as 
the existence of a set of concrete circumstances which are inextricably linked together 
and has pointed out that it is for the competent national courts to assess whether this 
factual situation exists.
The concept of ‘same acts’ has recently been the subject of a decision by the Grand 
Chamber in the context of the European arrest warrant in the case C-261/09 Mantello. 
The Court defi ned the notion of “the same acts” within the meaning of Article 3(2) of 
Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA of 13 June 2002 on the European arrest 
warrant and the surrender procedures between Member States. 
The Oberlandesgericht Stutt gart made a reference to the Court of Justice, asking 
whether it may oppose execution of the arrest warrant in application of the ne bis in 
idem principle. A brief summary of the facts will clear the ruling of the Court. 
Mr Gaetano Mantello was convicted by the Tribunale di Catania of unlawful 
possession of cocaine intended for onward sale in 2005. He subsequently served 
a prison sentence of 10 months and 20 days. The same Tribunal issued in 2008 a 
European arrest warrant in respect of Mr Mantello, alleging that between 2004 
and 2005 he had participated in organised drug traffi  cking in a number of Italian 
towns and in Germany. Indeed, he was charged with two criminal off ences: illegal 
international trade in cocaine as part of a criminal organisation and illegal possession, 
transport of, and trade in cocaine.

10  Case C-288/05 Kretzinger, para 29.
11  Id, para 37; see, also, Case C-150/05 Van Straaten v. the Netherlands and Italy, para 48 and 53.
12  Van Straaten, para 49.
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Having become aware, towards the end of 2008, of the arrest warrant on the 
Schengen Information System (SIS), the German authorities arrested Mr Mantello. 
The Tribunale di Catania – in its capacity as the judicial authority which had issued 
the arrest warrant – informed the Oberlandesgericht Stutt gart that the judgment 
delivered in 2005 was not a bar to executing the warrant under Italian criminal 
procedure law.
The Oberlandesgericht Stutt gart expressed its opinion that the investigating 
authorities in Catania, even at the time of the investigation which led to Mr Mantello’s 
conviction for possession of cocaine intended for resale, had suffi  cient evidence to 
charge and prosecute him in respect of the off ences referred to in the arrest warrant, 
including organised drug traffi  cking. 
Firstly, the German Court asked the Court of Justice to rule on the question of 
whether the concept of the ‘same acts’ in Article 3(2) of the Framework Decision on 
the European Arrest Warrant is an autonomous concept of European Union law or 
has to be determined according to the law of the issuing Member State or according 
to the law of the executing Member State. 
Secondly, the Court of Justice was asked to rule whether Article 3(2) of the same 
Framework Decision is applicable notwithstanding the fact that the police had been 
aware of the involvement in the criminal organisation of the requested person and 
did not pass on the information and evidence in their possession to the investigating 
judge nor at that time requested the prosecution of those acts in order to be able to 
break up the traffi  cking network and arrest the other persons involved.
In answering the fi rst question, the Court began by recalling that the purpose of the 
European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision is to replace the multilateral system of 
extradition between Member States with a system of surrender of convicted persons 
or suspects for the purpose of enforcing judgments or of criminal proceedings and 
that that system of surrender is based on the principle of mutual recognition. As a 
consequence, Member States are obliged to act upon a European arrest warrant.
The Court followed the conclusions of the Advocate General13 and held that the 
concept of the ‘same acts’, as set out in Article 3(2) of this Framework Decision, must 
be interpreted in an autonomous way within the European Union and derived this 
interpretation from the need for uniform application of EU law. 
At this regard, the Advocate General Bot recalled that the executing judicial 
authority is bound by the obligation to respect fundamental rights and fundamental 
legal principles as enshrined in Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union.  He also 
argued that ‘from the moment  a requested person is the subject of a European arrest 
warrant, this situation is covered by EU law and the execution of the warrant must 
be consistent with the general principles of law governing the action of the European 
Union’14. Consequently, in assessing whether the aforementioned mandatory ground 
for non execution is applicable, the executing authority has to verify compliance 
with the principle of ne bis in idem as set out in the provision of EU law and defi ned 
by the Court. 
Article 3(2) of the European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision and Article 54 of 
the CISA have to be interpreted in the same way, since the two provisions pursue 
the same objectives: Article 3(2) of the aforementioned Framework Decision aims at 
preventing the requested person’s stay in the executing State from being disturbed 
13  See opinion of Mr Advocate General Bot in the Mantello case delivered on 7 September 2010.
14  Id, para 92.
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by the execution of a European arrest warrant issued by another member State and 
Article 54 of the CISA aims at ensuring that a person who has already been judged 
is able to move freely without having to fear a fresh prosecution for the same acts in 
the Member State in which he goes. 
On the basis of that consideration the Advocate General proposed the Court to 
supplement the answer by pointing out that the concept of ‘the same acts’ referred to 
in Article 3(2) of the Framework Decision must be interpreted in the same way as the 
concept of ‘the same acts’ referred to in Article 54 of the CISA.
The Court followed the opinion of its Advocate General and expressly stated that 
both Article 54 of the CISA and Article 3(2) of the Framework Decision share the 
objective to ensure that a person is not prosecuted or tried more than once in respect 
of the same acts and therefore it must be accepted that an interpretation of this 
concept given in the context of the CISA is equally valid for the purposes of the 
European Arrest Warrant Framework Decision15.
The Court recalled the interpretation of the concept of the ‘same acts’ of Article 54 of 
the CISA as ‘a set of concrete circumstances which are inextricably linked together, 
irrespective of the legal classifi cation given to them or the legal interest protected’16 
and added that the identity of the alleged acts should be evaluated in the light of the 
specifi c circumstances of each case. 
The second questions referred by the Oberlandesgericht Stutt gart enabled the Court 
to enhance the defi nition of ‘fi nal decision’17. A requested person is considered to 
have been fi nally judged in respect of the same acts within the meaning of Article 
3(2) of the Framework Decision where, following criminal proceedings, further 
prosecution is defi nitively barred or where the judicial authorities of a Member State 
have adopted a decision by which the accused is fi nally acquitt ed in respect of the 
alleged acts. This requisite has to be assessed according to the determination of the 
law of the Member State in which the judgment was delivered. 
The Court held that in circumstances such as those at issue in the Mantello case, 
the German authority was obliged to draw all the appropriate conclusions from the 
assessments made by the Italian authority regarding the earlier judgement, which 
had not defi nitively barred further prosecution at national level in respect of the acts 
referred to in the arrest warrant issued by it.
It followed that the referring Court had no reason to apply, in connection with such 
a judgment, the ground for mandatory non-execution provided for in Article 3(2) of 
the Framework Decision’.

The notion of ‘the same acts’ as an autonomous concept of EU law
The questions referred by the Oberlandesgericht Stutt gart allowed the Court to 
emphasise the principle of mutual trust, which underpins the system of the European 
arrest warrant and underline that the goal of that Framework Decision is to create 
a system of surrender based on mutual recognition and effi  cient execution of the 
warrants between Member States.
In line with those principles the Court stated that the notion of ‘the same acts’ is an 
autonomous concept of EU law and applied its case law in accordance with which a 
provision of Community or EU law, where it makes no express reference to the law 
of the Member States for the purpose of determining its meaning and scope, must be 
15  See case C-261/09 Gaetano Mantello, para 40.
16  See case Mantello, para 39, case C-436/04 Van Esbroeck, para 27, 32 and 36, Case C-150/05 Van 
Straaten, para 41, 47 and 48.
17  See case Mantello, para 45.
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given an autonomous and uniform interpretation throughout the Member States18. 
No assessment of the facts at the light of national laws might therefore be required. 
A diff erent approach would have been inconsistent with the principle of mutual 
recognition and would have hampered the eff ectiveness of the system of the 
European Arrest Warrant. 
In the Mantello case as suggested by the Advocate General Bot, all the executing 
judicial authority has to do is verify that the facts referred to in the arrest warrant 
are not indissociable from the facts already judged and this is suffi  cient to fulfi l its 
obligations to monitor compliance with the ne bis in idem principle.
The Court has thus confi rmed the prevalence of the factual approach to the idem 
component and has strengthened the guarantee of the uniform application of ne bis 
in idem in the European Union.
At this regard, a factual idem provides a higher standard of protection of the 
fundamental right not to be prosecuted twice for the same acts, while the legal 
interpretation of the concept of ‘same off ence’ oft en allows for a second prosecution 
on the same behaviour. It also guarantees the respect of the two pillar principles 
recognised by every legal systems: legal certainty and equity19.
The ne bis in idem principle in the framework of the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
The ne bis in idem principle was originally not included in the European Convention 
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). It was 
added by Article 4 of Protocol No.7 to the Convention. The Protocol was drawn 
up within the Council of Europe by the Steering Committ ee for Human Rights and 
adopted by the Committ ee of Ministers. It was then opened for signature by the 
Member States of the Council of Europe on 22 November 1984.
The Protocol was draft ed taking into account the awareness of the Committ ee of 
Ministers of the Council of Europe that ‘problems might arise from the coexistence 
of the European Convention on Human Rights and the United Nations Covenants’20. 
Indeed, in preparing the draft  the committ ee of experts kept in mind the Assembly 
Recommendation 791 (1976) to the Committ ee of Ministers to ‘endeavour to insert as 
many as possible of the substantive provisions of the Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights in the Convention’.21 Nonetheless, the ne bis in idem provision of Article 4 of 
Protocol No. 7 ECHR diff ers profoundly from Article 14 (7) of the 1966 International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)22. 
Article 4 of Protocol No.7 ECHR stipulates that:
1. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings under 
the jurisdiction of the same State for an off ence for which he has already been fi nally 
acquitt ed or convicted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of that State. 
2. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not prevent the reopening of the 
case in accordance with the law and penal procedure of the State concerned, if there 
is evidence of new or newly discovered facts, or if there has been a fundamental 
defect in the previous proceedings, which could aff ect the outcome of the case. 
18  The Court had already applied the aforementioned case law, as regards the European Arrest 
Warrant Framework Decision, in order to interpret the terms ‘staying’ and ‘resident’ as referred to 
in Article 4(6) thereof.
19  See the opinion of the Advocate General Colomer in Gözütok and Brügge.  
20  Explanatory Report, www.conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Reports/Html/117.htm.
21  Recommendation  791 (1976) on the protection of human rights in Europe.
22  Article 14 (7) of the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights stipulates that ‘no 
one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an off ence for which he has already been fi nally 
convicted or acquitt ed in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country’.
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3.  No derogation from this Article shall be made under Article 15 of the Convention.
As explained in the Commentary on the provisions of the Protocol, Article 4 Protocol 
No.7 ECHR ‘embodies the principle that a person may not be tried or punished again 
in criminal proceedings under the jurisdiction of the same State for an off ence for 
which he has already been fi nally acquitt ed or convicted (non bis in idem)’. The scope 
of application of this provision is limited to the national level, that is to say to trial or 
punishment in one and the same state, while other Council of Europe conventions, 
including the European Convention on Extradition (1957), the European Convention 
on the International Validity of Criminal Judgments (1970) and the European 
Convention on the Transfer of Proceedings in Criminal Matt ers (1972), govern the 
application of the principle at international level. 
Article 4 of Protocol No.7 ECHR prohibits the repetition of criminal proceedings if 
they have been concluded by decision that has acquired the force of res judicata23.

The evolution of the interpretation of the idem element in the case law of the 
ECtHR

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) drew in the case Nikitin v. Russia24 
from Article 4 Protocol No.7 ECHR an interesting distinction between three diff erent 
guarantees provided by the ne bis in idem principle: the right not to be liable to be 
tried twice, the right not to be tried twice and the right not to be punished twice. This 
‘threefold distinction’ had been reiterated by the Grand Chamber in the leading case 
of Zolotukhin v. Russia25. 
The Court has also reached a remarkable result in the interpretation of the idem as 
a factual element. Before the judgement of the Grand Chamber in Zolotukhin, the 
case law on the notion of  ‘the same off ence’ was contradictory and several diff erent 
approaches to the interpretation of idem were to be identifi ed. This resulted from the 
diff erences among the ne bis in idem rules in the legal systems of the Member States 
of the Council of Europe. 
Namely, the ECtHR upheld in the case Gradinger v. Austria26 the concept of the same 
act irrespective of its legal classifi cation, whereas it took in Oliveira v. Switzerland  
the other approach. The judgment in Franz Fischer v. Austria seemed to reconcile 
those two precedents, taking as its basis the facts, but in the successive judgment 
Göktan v. France the Court relied again on the legal defi nition of the notion. 
The Zolotukhin case represents a clear departure from the earlier jurisprudence of the 
Court. The case concerned a Russian national who had disorderly behaved to several 
public offi  cials.  Aft er he had served three days’ detention for the administrative 
off ence of ‘minor disorderly acts’, he had been prosecuted and tried for the criminal 
23  According to the Explanatory Report to Protocol No. 7, which itself refers back to the European 
Convention on the International Validity of Criminal Judgments, a decision is fi nal ‘if, according 
to the traditional expression, it has acquired the force of res judicata. This is the case when it is 
irrevocable, that is to say when no further ordinary remedies are available or when the parties have 
exhausted such remedies or have permitt ed the time-limit to expire without availing themselves 
of them’. See Commentary on Article 1. a: Explanatory report of the European Convention on the 
international Validity of Criminal Judgments, publication of the Council of Europe, 1970, p. 22.
24  ECtHR, Nikitin v. Russia, 20 July 2004, Application No. 50178/99.
25  ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Sergey Zolotukhin v. Russia, 10 February 2009, Application No. 
14939/03. The Court elaborated further on this ‘threefold distinction’ according to which Article 4 
of Protocol No. 7 contains three guarantees and provides that no one shall be (i) liable to be tried, 
(ii) tried or (iii) punished for the same off ence. See para 110.
26  ECtHR,  Gradinger v. Austria, 23 October 1995, Application No. 15963/90.
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off ences of ‘disorderly acts’, ‘use of violence against a public offi  cial’ and ‘insulting a 
public offi  cial’ on the basis of the same behaviours. 
Zolotukhin lodged an application against the Russian Federation with the Court, 
which was declared partly admissible. He complained under Article 4 of Protocol 
No. 7 that he had been prosecuted twice in connection with the same off ence. 
The Court held unanimously that there had been a violation of the aforementioned 
provision.  In the judgement it has been expressly recognised that ‘the existence of 
a variety of approaches to ascertaining whether the off ence for which an applicant 
has been prosecuted is indeed the same as the one of which he or she was already 
fi nally convicted or acquitt ed engenders legal uncertainty and is incompatible with a 
fundamental right, namely the right not to be prosecuted twice for the same off ence’27. 
The Court underlined the need for a dynamic and evolutive approach to the notion 
of the ‘same off ence’ and in this perspective analysed the international instruments 
incorporating the non bis in idem principle. 
The Grand Chamber made reference to the ‘diff erence between the terms “same 
acts” or “same cause” (“mêmes faits”) on the one hand and the term “[same] off ence” 
(“[même] infraction”) on the other’ that ‘was held by the Court of Justice of the 
European Communities and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights to be an 
important element in favour of adopting the approach based strictly on the identity 
of the material acts and rejecting the legal classifi cation of such acts as irrelevant’28. 
The Court agreed with both tribunals that such an approach would favour the 
perpetrator, who would know that, once he had been found guilty and served his 
sentence or had been acquitt ed, he need not fear further prosecution for the same act.
The Court opted for a broad and factual reading of the word “off ence” in the text 
of Article 4 of Protocol No.7 ECHR and reiterated ‘that the Convention must be 
interpreted and applied in a manner which renders its rights practical and eff ective, 
not theoretical and illusory’, since ‘it is a living instrument which must be interpreted 
in the light of present-day conditions’. Moreover, ‘the provisions of an international 
treaty such as the Convention must be construed in the light of their object and 
purpose and also in accordance with the principle of eff ectiveness’.29

The legal approach to the ‘off ence’ was held to be ‘too restrictive on the rights of 
the individual’ and susceptible of ‘undermining the guarantee enshrined in Article 
4 of Protocol No. 7 rather than rendering it practical and eff ective as required by 
the Convention’.30 Therefore, ‘Article 4 of Protocol No. 7 must be understood as 
prohibiting the prosecution or trial of a second “off ence” in so far as it arises from 
identical facts or facts which are substantially the same’.31

Concluding remarks

As outlined in the preceding paragraph, the Grand Chamber of the ECtHR has 
brought its reading of Article 4 of Protocol No.7 ECHR in line with the interpretation 
given by the Court of Justice to Article 54 CISA on the idem element32 and has 
27  ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Sergey Zolotukhin v. Russia,, para 78.
28  Id, para 79.
29  Id, para 80.
30  Id, para 81.
31  Id, para 82.
32  The ECtHR intended to align its jurisprudence to that of the ECJ concerning the factual meaning 
of off ence. Nevertheless, the ECtHR did not require the existence of an ‘inextricable link’ between 
the facts in order to assess that they are ‘the same'. In spite of this diff erent wording it seems highly 
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recognized that both Article 4 of the aforementioned Protocol and Article 54 CISA 
codify the same ne bis in idem principle.
The Court of Justice has confi rmed in its recent case law the prevalence of the factual 
approach to the idem component and has strengthened the guarantee of the uniform 
application of the principle in the European Union. 
The Court has achieved those objectives also by referring in cases concerning the ne 
bis in idem principle in Competition Law to the interpretation of Article 54 CISA and 
vice versa. Evidence of this approach might be found in the van Esbroeck case, where 
it was held that Article 54 CISA ‘enshrines, within the Schengen territory, the ne bis 
in idem principle, which is recognised in the case-law as a fundamental principle of 
Community law’ and referred to that eff ect to competition cases such as joined cases 
C-238/99 P, C-244/99 P, C-245/99 P, C-247/99 P, C-250/99 P to C-252/99 P and C-254/99 
P Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappĳ  and Others v. Commission. 
It has to be remarked that by adopting the same interpretation of the ne bis in idem 
principle in the First and the Third Pillar the Court of Justice succeeded in bridging 
the gap between the two pillars before the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty33. 
The Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights have proved to be 
both willing to take a progressive stance and construe a single truly European ne 
bis in idem rule on the basis of two similar provisions in two diff erent frameworks. 
New developments facilitated by the special rapport existing between the Courts are 
expected for the near future and they are very likely to cast doubt on the consolidated 
reading of the principle as codifi ed in national legal orders. 
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Abstract

The Health Care Systems in Transition (HiT) profi les are country-based reports that provide 
an analytical description of a health care system and of reform initiatives in progress or 
under development. The HiTs are a key element of the work of the European Observatory 
on Health Care Systems. HiTs seek to provide relevant comparative information to support 
policymakers and analysts in the development of health care systems in Europe. The HiT 
profi les are building blocks that can be used: to learn in detail about diff erent approaches to 
the organization, fi nancing and delivery of health services;  to describe the process, content 
and implementation of health care reform programmes;  to highlight challenges and areas that 
require more in-depth analysis; and  to provide a tool for the dissemination of information 
on health care systems and the exchange of experiences of reform strategies between policy-
makers and analysts in diff erent countries. 
The HiT profi les are produced by country experts in collaboration with the Observatory’s 
research directors and staff . In order to facilitate comparisons between countries, the profi les 
are based on a template, which is revised periodically. The template provides the detailed 
guidelines and specifi c questions, defi nitions and examples needed to compile a HiT. This 
guidance is intended to be fl exible to allow authors to take account of their national context. 
Compiling the HiT profi les poses a number of methodological problems. In many countries, 
there is relatively litt le information available on the health care system and the impact of 
reforms 

General information of this research paper

The Albanian Health sector is in the continuing transformation in the function of the 
realization of the proper standards. To realize the reform in this sector and to help 
the decision makers in their decision is necessary to have the right information on 
the source of the fi nancing of health sector, on the destination of the expenditure 
in this sector and their control. “The establishment of the National Health Service 
is an integral part of the new Albanian Government program and it is also the 
fairest intervention intended to upgrade the system of service fi nancing at the levels 
required by providers and recipients of health services. 
In this paper research we are try to present the current situation concerning our insurance 
scheme, developments in fi nancing the primary health care and hospital sectors, our future 
projects to improve the way of fi nancing hospital services, etc. were displayed in this 
presentation. Our learning and evaluation team reviewed every incoming evaluation to ensure 
that it met the quality standards in our policy. When evaluations failed to meet the standard, 
the three most common concerns, wich are analyze in this paper: (1) evaluation teams received 
too many questions—especially questions that are too general and ill-defi ned—relative to the 
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resources available for the evaluation, (2) the data collection and analysis methods were not 
appropriate to answer the evaluation questions, or (3) evaluation reports.

Keywords: HIV aids, Health sector, National service, Progress in health service, Performance.
Jel Clasifi cation: I 10, I13, I15, I 16

1. Introduction

Albania’s population is younger than that of other European countries. A third of 
its 3.1 million inhabitants is under the age of 15, and 40% is younger than 18. The 
population grew by 1.2% per year in the period 1980–1999, with a fertility rate in 1999 
of 2.4 children per woman of childbearing.  The country experienced even higher 
population growth in earlier decades, encouraged by the pronatalist policy of the 
Communist regime. A high proportion of Albania’s population lives in rural areas, 
amounting to 58% in 2001. However, since restrictions on freedom of movement 
were lift ed in the 1990s, there has been a level of internal migration from rural to 
urban areas,that is unprecedented in Albania. In 1979, only 33.5% of the population 
was urban. This fi gure rose to 35.5% in 1989, and in 2001 it reached 42.1%. Due to this 
infl ux, the population in the district of Tirana.
The term health insurance is commonly used in our country to describe any 
program that helps pay for medical expenses, whether through privately 
purchased insurance, social insurance or a social welfare program funded by the 
government. Synonyms for this usage include "health coverage," "health care 
coverage" and "health benefi ts." In this paper research we want to present the new 
low reforming in health care system in Albania.Like any robust reform process, we 
face signifi cant challenges across a spectrum of eff orts. (Gott ler A. Focus 2014)
This article presents a summary of the current status, of health Albanian system. 
The developing health care system of undergraduate, postgraduate and continuous 
medical education in Albania and suggests opportunities for development and 
partnerships that would help the country's medical education reform.Designing 
country strategies, in Albania was more time and labor intensive than originally 
anticipated, particularly because a large number of partners were engaged in 
the process to determine tough trade-off s. In the year ahead, we will continue to 
prioritize the development of country strategies and enable bett er coordination with 
our partners to reconcile competing priorities and focus on areas where we each 
have a comparative advantage. (Hana E, ISKSH 2012).
Our eff ort to focus our assistance programs has been successful for the past two 
years either because we successfully exited from sustainable projects or because our 
programming was too minimal to have a true impact. As we look ahead, we must 
continue to make tough choices and use each country’s strategy as the backbone 
for decision-making to ensure the greatest development impact.The health sector is 
defi ned as the priority sector in the Albanian Strategy for the social and economic 
development. 
1.1. PHC Provider Payment System and Albanian health care amount
From 1995 through 2007, HII funded only GP salaries. It was clear during this 
transition period that HCs had litt le or no management or operational autonomy. 
MOH and the HCs themselves were unable to monitor important elements of their 
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medical activities, and no one was directly responsible for the success or failure 
in providing services to the population. The HCs had no indicators for measuring 
and evaluating the performance of providers, and there were few fi nancial and 
professional incentives to improve the quality of their services.
In 2007, the GOA initiated a comprehensive reform of the health system. This led to 
a change in the method of funding providers, and began the transition of HII to a 
single-payer. This was followed by steps to consolidate the PHC budgets in HII, and 
to allocate it by region, and then to allocate it by Health Center. The Director of the 
HC (as well as a Board) would be responsible for managing the funds in the bank 
accounts for each HC. A contract process was designed between HII and each HC to 
specify the package of services to be provided in the HC in order to receive payments 
from HII. (National Health Accounts (NHA), Albania, July 27, 2010)
1.2 Health Care Reform and management of the civil servant in Albania
The Economics of Public Health Care Reform in Advanced and Emerging 
EconomiesPublic administration reform is another key priority of the Opinion. The 
adoption in May of the Civil Service Law, one of the measures required for obtaining 
candidate status, was a major step towards de-politicising public administration. The 
law, entering into force in October, is essential for building a professional, eff ective 
and merit-based public administration. It aims to create a consistent legal framework 
comprising state administration, independent institutions and local government 
units. It provides a clear classifi cation of civil servants formally establishes a top-
level management civil servants corps and provides the basis for a transparent 
recruitment and promotion system. (USAID, Albanian Reform 2013, pp 13)

2. Health management administration

The Administrative Council includes 11 representatives, one each from of MOH, 
Ministry of Labor, Social Aff airs and Equal Opportunities, and MOF, the General 
Director (GD) of HII or his/her representative, the Director of the Social Insurance 
Institute or his representative, a representative of the workers’ syndicate, a 
representative of the health care providers as defi ned by the Order of the Medical 
Doctor, a representative of the self-employed individuals and a representative of 
the consumers’ association who represent the benefi ciaries of the Fund The law 
abrogates existing legislation without providing the necessary transitory provisions 
until its implementing legislation enters into force; the government approved in 
September 2013 technical amendments to avoid this legal vacuum. Timely adoption 
of the secondary legislation compliant with the principles of the law and proper 
implementation is essential. The Law on General Administrative Procedures is still 
pending. 
2.1 Social environment and social eff ects
Such att itudes are a refl ection of the quality of life residents seek to enjoy and 
preserve, whether it is limiting growth in order to maintain the rural image of a 
small community; expanding the boundaries of the village; or providing a variety of 
housing choices to new, diverse residents and businesses. Changes in a community’s 
social well-being can be determined by asking the individuals and representatives of 
groups or neighborhoods in the area to make explicit their perceptions and att itudes 
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about the anticipated changes in the social environment.
2.2 Curent reforms in health care system 
Any health reform to be undertaken has to take into consideration the existing 
informal payments, as gift s or as unoffi  cial payments, made by own willingness or 
not. Recently the rules for formal payments from the uninsured persons are being 
enforced, this is supposed to decrease the informal payments, but at the same time 
this carries the risk of excluding the poorest from health care service. Reforms should 
provide protection to the most vulnerable social groups, as poor, elderly, Roma and 
Egyptian minority, etc. Some of the current reforms undertaken or envisaged by the 
government are: the patient referral system; introduction of offi  cial fees; calculation 
of service costs; and digitalization and ‘informatization’ of the health care system. 
(ISKSH Albania reforms 2013)

1. Literature Review and Hypotheses
Declining rates of coverage and underinsurance are largely att ributable to rising 
insurance costs and high unemployment. As the pool of people with private health 
insurance has shrunk, Americans are increasingly reliant on public insurance. Public 
programs now cover 31% of the population and are responsible for 44% of health 
care spending. Public insurance programs tend to cover more vulnerable people 
with greater health care needs. (USA Health indicators, Logann, Internet link, 2012)
In a more technical sense, the term is used to describe any form of insurance that 
provides protection against the costs of medical services. This usage includes private 
insurance and social insurance programs such as Medicare, which pools resources 
and spreads the fi nancial risk associated with major medical expenses across the 
entire population to protect everyone, as well as social welfare programs such 
as Medicaid and the State Children's Health Insurance Program, which provide 
assistance to people who cannot aff ord health coverage. (Meddings F &Gott ler A. 
Focus 2014). In Albania health care system, we are trying to implementation these 
good experiences.
3.1 Some data in Albanian conditions
The voluntarily insurance is another opportunity to be insured. The contribution 
rate is 3.4% of minimal month salary. Budget for the year 2011 is estimated to amount 
to 27.4 billion, or a 7% increase compared to 2010. This growth will make possible a 
salary increase of 4-5% on average for other health sector employees. The amount to 
be allocated for the drugs reimbursement will be also increased and it will amount 
to Lek 6.7 billion (Source: ISKSH, year 2010)

 

Tab 1 Data analyze on 2010 year indicators of the health services utilization through health 
insurance scheme
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The new residents and their associated activities will require a variety of services 
pro-vided by the areas public and private institutions. A social impact assessment 
must determine the quantity and variety of anticipated needs. The goods and 
services most commonly included in a social evaluation are open space and parks; 
cultural and recreation facilities; education; health care; special care for the elderly, 
the disabled, the indigent and preschool-age children; police and fi re protection; and 
a variety of administrative support functions. (Gotemm S, Jesr Usa, 2014)
The optimum amount of resources that would be required for the satisfaction of 
needs is based on either planning standards, which are guidelines established by 
professional organizations and government agencies, or service levels, which are 
observed national (or regional) average amounts of resources expended per capita 
or some unit of size. 
H1: Albanian new health insurance law reforming in Albania, as a new vision of the health 
care system under EU standarts.
Health care costs have been growing rapidly in the past several decades. Since 1970, 
total real per capita health spending has increased fourfold, while spending as a 
share of GDP has increased from 6 percent to 12 percent in advanced economies. In 
emerging economies, total health spending has increased from below 3 percent of 
GDP to 5 percent. These increases have put great fi scal pressure on governments and 
fi nancial pressure on households and businesses.
H2: A local health fi nance specialist was deployed prior to the arrival of two international 
consultants to perform the initial identifi cation, collection, and review of documents relevant 
to HII’s evolving history and mission, organizational structure, processes, and relationship 
with other health sector institutions.
The Health Insurance Institute (HII) has made signifi cant progress over the last 15 
years to movetoward a single-payer model for the implementation of compulsory 
health insurance coverage in Albania. This progress has been made in coordination 
with a national strategy for health reform bythe Government of Albania (GOA), the 
Ministry of Health (MOH), and other GOA and healthsector institutions. (ISKSH 
journal 2013)
H 3: The services have started to be fragmented and a higher priority is given to the quantity 
than to the quality. That the health insurance scheme currently includes all vulnerable 
categories, categories which are covered by the Albanian state
New programs, from mentoring to training to individual consulting support, can 
help support our next generation of development leaders, no matt er where they are 
from.The National Health Accounts 2003 estimate that Albania spent 43.8 billion Lek 
(USD 360 million) overall on the health sector and per capita expenditures of 13,983 
Lek (USD 114.7). 
3.1 Public services and social impact of variety of life 
The total expenditure on health is 5.9 percent of the GDP and is signifi cantly higher 
than previous estimates that had placed health care expenditures at 2.9% of GDP. 
This level of expenditure is more in line with middle income countries and is lower 
than the average for European neighbor’s countries. These partnerships do not mean 
that we write blank checks to foreign governments. Assessments are used to identify 
specifi c institutions that will be good partners.
3.2 Macroeconomic stability and infl uences in health care system 
The imperfections in the health care market imply that governments must play an 
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important role. However, there is no single model that delivers the best results across 
all countries. The pervasiveness of market failures and a desire to ensure that access 
to basic health care refl ects need and not ability to pay have motivated extensive 
government involvement in this sector in advanced and emerging economies 
(Musgrove, 1996). The nature of government intervention (e.g., mandates, regulations, 
provision, and fi nancing) has varied substantially across countries and over time, as 
has the level of public health spending. Source: (The economics of public health care 
reform in advanced and emerging economies, David C& Sanjeev G. – Washington, 
D.C).

2. Methodology
2.1. 
2.2. Research Goal
In this survey we aim to identify the mediating aff ect of Albanian health care reforms, 
under EU consideration we inspirate to go ahead. The review was conducted in April- 
December 2011, 2012, January –December 2013. We are formed 50 questionaries in 
health care institutions and 30 questionaries with ill people. The methodology used 
for the review consisted of:
• Collection and review of background documents prior to fi eld work;
• Meetings to discuss objectives and processes with the EEHR team at the project 

offi  ce;
• Interviews with USAID and other counterparts;
• Interviews and data collection with key stakeholders at HII, MOH, and other 

relevant health
• sector institutions; DRSKSH (Directory of health care services) in Vlora, Tirana, 

Shkodra 
• Site visits to regional facilities (Vlora, Tirana, Shkodra) and a private hospital in 

order to observe conditions and discuss various issues, relationships, roles, and 
responsibilities

• Analysis of fi ndings and presentation of recommendations. 

Coherent links among - infrastructure and economic development
Indicator A Indicator 

B
Indicator C Indicator D Criteria X

First choice 142 118 157 159 166

Second choice 142 71 52 63 141

MR=  =  = 20 cases of health treatment Mr+Ms= Ifs 
20+ (57/4) = Ifs 

The synthetic estimator for function code f of state g is:

xgf

Yˆ S
gf = tˆg

DB∑xgf
f
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where

These indicator is auxiliary information which is Mrs+ Mss (indic 
of perf)* Miq( indic of quality)* Mdt(indicator of disease treatment)/ 
number of emergent case for month 

Obtained (fi rst choice and second choice) are indicated 

from patient and 
treatment of ill por-
tion of

Census of Government and the state total, tˆg
DB  is obtained by the Decision-based from

Equation, Mr+Ms= Ifs 20+ (57/4) = Ifs 
In this study the criteria of indicator of sceerining is very high.
Given the increasing incidence of breast cancer disease and considering the important 
social policy struggle against this disease, we have set an important indicator for 
screening 80% of women at an age of risk (over 35 years) by the family physicians.
With this result we treat the hypothese H1 and H2, 
Indicator of HCF performance, this indicator, which is now part of the indicators of 
quality service, has been added so that the disease is caught in time, the increasing 
success of the treatment of these cases and decrease of mortality.also, another 
indicator of quality that has been added to the contract, has to do with a bett er 
examination of patients suff ering from diabetes, taking account of the fact that this 
is a disease in expansion (we treat about 510 new cases per month) and with major 
consequences for the population.

values 21 14 55 26 27 47 17 28 29

Ranks 

P e r f o r m -
ance of re-
cover

1

12

2

35

3

45

4

56

5

67

6

68

7

69

8

98

9

95

Mrs+ Mss (Indic of perf)* Miq (Indic of quality)* MDT (Indicator of disease treatment)/ 
number of emergent casrs for month

5. Recommendations
Recommendations may be discussed within HII, among other health sector 
stakeholders including the MOH and NCQSA, and even by the Prime Minister’s task 
force or at other Government levels as appropriate. Health care insurance institute 
has approved the new contracts with health services providers of all levels for 2013, 
putt ing the emphasis on funding at best the health centers based on the quality 
provided to patients, extraction of hospital services’ costs and stricter controls for 
reimbursable drugs from the contracted pharmacies.
 

Conclusions

All citizens of the Republic of Albania benefi t from health insurance schemes, whether 
contributory or vulnerable categories, since the state contributes for the later. The 
contract emphasis the increase of the healthcare quality provided to the patients, 
through building capacities of health care personnel. This will be achieved by the 
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physicians’ active participation in the system of Continuous Medical Education, as 
one of the priorities of HII funding policies. Another way of improving the health 
services quality is the fi nancial motivation of health personnel based on everyone’s 
performance and contribution.
The public hospital sector remains underdeveloped whereas the private sector is 
growing without proper regulation. The Ministry of Health signed a contract in 
January 2014 for the establishment of a National Electronic Health Record (NEHR) 
system but the necessary fi nancial resources still need to be secured. The draft  of 
health strategy has not yet been adopted. For one reason or another, the services 
have started to be fragmented and a higher priority is given to the quantity of 
services, than to the quality of health concept in general.The new vision of Health 
care strategy in Albania is motivated extensive government involvement in this 
sector in advanced projects and future plans. With regard to communicable diseases, 
a new draft  Law on the control of infectious diseases remains to be adopted and 
national guidelines on antimicrobial resistance are being draft ed. At the national 
level, reported immunisation coverage for 2013-2015 was over 98%.
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Abstract

Grape moth is key insect pest in Albanian vineyards. Traditionally, some three to four 
chemical treatments are carried out with conventional insecticides every year. When matt ing 
disruption method was applied, no more chemical treatments were carried out. The vineyard 
farmers are not aware about the signifi cant role that matt ing disruption plays comparing 
with conventional treatments. According to our observations, the isolation distance avoids 
reaching of fertile grape moth coming from untreated vineyard to treated ones. The experiment 
was carried out in Durres region during 2015. Trials show that in the treated vineyard with 
disruption pheromones with 10 m distance from untreated the rate of infestation was 17 %. 
In treated vineyard with matt ing disruption pheromones, where the distance from untreated 
was 85 meters the infestation rate was 7 %. In treated vineyard with disruption pheromones 
in 200 meters distance from untreated vineyard, the infestation rate was 4 %, whereas in 
1500 meters distance from untreated vineyard infestation was 2%. In untreated area (neither 
chemical insecticides nor disruption pheromones), where the distance was 1000 meters, the 
infestation rate was 44%. When the isolation distance was 200 meters among treated vineyards 
with mating disruption pheromones from treated with conventional insecticides results with 
the lowest infestation rate (4%).

Keywords: Grape moth, Vineyard, Pheromone, Isolation distance, infestation rate.

Material and Method

The goal of fi eld test was to fi nd what is the security distance between treated 
vineyards with mating disruption pheromones and other variants treated with 
conventional insecticides. This security distance understand the distance that avoid 
fertile female come from untreated vineyard to reach vineyard treated with mating 
disruption pheromones. The fertile female has no need for contact with male adults. 
Fertile females come in treated vineyard with mating disruption pheromones and 
lay the eggs on the of grape bunches. 
In the four vineyards parcels treated with mating disruption pheromones and in 
control without treatment are made the fi eld analyses in order to see the infestation 
from grape moth on the grape cluster. In the control vineyard analyses are made 
in order to see the infestation potential of grape moth in this zone. For each parcel 
of vineyard are controlled 100 clusters taken diagonal in fi ve control point. In each 
control points are controlled 20 grape clusters. The fi eld analyses are made before 
the harvesting. 
The biochemical structure of pheromones with formulation ISONET.L is (E)-7-
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dodecenyl acetate and   (E, E) - and (Z, E)-isomers of 7, 9, 11- dodecatrienyl acetate.). 
The dispenser of pheromones Isonet L in vineyard are hang in fl owering time of 
grape The dispenser are hang every 6-7 meter in second  or third wire of the grape 
row. Dispensers are hang on one row yes, another row no. Are used 500 dispenser 
per ha. Isonet L is imported from one bio-fabric in Switzerland. The fi eld tests were 
carried out in fi ve variants as in table 1 bellow.

Table 1. Variants of fi eld test treated with mating disruption pheromone with 
formulation (Isonet L) with 500 dispensers/ha

Variants (V)
Distances of untreated variants from variants 

treated with mating disruption pheromones (in 
meter)

V1 10
V2 85
V3 200
V4 1500
V5

Control without treatments neither with 
pheromones nor insecticides 1000

This table below is considered to be taken into account for evaluation of infestation 
rate in our study (aft er C.Carlos et.al. 2013)

Generations of L.botrana Analyzed organs  Threshold
First generattion Analised 100 cluster 100-200 nets in 100 clusters
Second generattion Analised 100 grape cluster  1-10  grape clusters 
Third generattion Analised 100 grape cluster 1-10 grape clusters

Research Findings and Discussion
Table 3. Infestation rate of grape clusters from larvae of Lobesia botrana  during 2015

Variants

Number of larvae in 20 clusters

Total nr. of larvae/100 clusterControl points

1 2 3 4 5

V1 4 6 3 3 1 17

V2 1 1 4 0 1 7

V3 2 0 2 0 0 4

V4 0 1 0 1 1 2

V5 9 11 13 4 7 44
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Results and Suggestions

The fi eld test shows that in the case of using of mating disruption pheromones 
against grape moth (Lobesia botrana) must be respect a distance between vineyard 
with mating disruption pheromones and vineyard without mating disruption 
pheromones.
According to our observations, the tolerable distance between treated and untreated 
vineyard was above 200 meters (Pfl anzenschutz, 2007). In this distance the infestation 
in variant treated with pheromones was 4 %. The infestation rate was under the 
economic threshold, (tolerable infestation of the clusters with larvae). This threshold 
in Albanian condition is accepted to be 6 % of grape clusters with at least one larva), 
whereas the distance under 100 meters is not secure. When the distance is 85 meter 
between variants with mating disruption, the infestation rate was 7 % of grape 
clusters with at least one larva. 
When the distance was 1500 meters the gapes were is fully secure from Lobesia botrana 
larvae. In this distance infestation rate was only 2 %. In vineyard areas without any 
treatment, the infestation rate was 44 %, which means that the grape moth is a key 
pest in the zone where are carried out the fi eld test.

Conclusions

Based on results, the infestation rate is strongly depended by the isolation distance 
from treated and untreated area.
So, the appropriate and secure distance results to be 200 m, where the infestation 
rate was 4%. 
Based on Albanian condition it was confi rmed again that economic threshold by 6% 
is acceptable and can be used by farmers as an orientated threshold in case of using 
matt ing disruption method in organic production of grapes.
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Abstract

The electoral system has a deal infl uence on election results and directly or indirectly aff ects 
at the political system of a democratic country. Albania aft er the communism collapse in 1991, 
for the fi rst time recognized a boom of new political parties creation. The political parties 
had a similar political program and focused on att acking the communist party that ruled the 
country for 46 years. From a healthy analysis, we note that the political party leaders have 
infl uenced to the change of the electoral system in every general election held in the last 
decades in Albania. 
The political elections have a grand importance in the deciding that which party will rule 
the country for the next four years. In our country, elections are organised every two years, 
at national and local level. Elections are very important since through them it is decided 
which individuals or political parties are going to get positions in governmental institutions. 
According to Kokonozi (2005) election is a political mechanism that enables electorate, people 
entitled to vote, to elect representatives who will represent them on national and local level 
(450).  
Considering the importance of political elections, there are many discussions about them. But 
in this paper we will analyze the funds used by political parties to fund election campaigns. 
Whether funds coming from the government budget or from unknown donors. We will 
treat the corruption, elections and democracy, media and transparency. We will also make 
a comparison between our country and Germany, analyzing the income / funds used by 
political parties in political elections.
This study will be done with qualitative research method, studying the relevant literature of 
the subject. The research work is based on the qualitative search information and where were 
used secondary sources. In this paper we will discuss the importance of political party and 
political class in the electoral elections, as well as the direct impact on electoral systems and 
political systems.      

Keywords: Electoral system, Political parties, Political system, Election, election campaigns, 
electorate / voters, Government, Funds, public incomes or donors, Information / transparency.

Introduction

On the other hand, among the people there is a permanent discussion about funds 
that are used by political parties to fi nance election campaigns. While the election 
campaigns are gett ing bigger, the number of events organised for that purpose is 
gett ing higher and above all very expensive. This is motivating numerous debates 
while the question where these funds are coming from prevails most of the time. 
Subsequently, the questions how transparent are political parties in declaring their 
funds and where these funds are coming from, are raised? Are these funds from 
governmental budget or from unknown donors? Is there any governmental legal 
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act that regulates the way how elections are fi nanced or political parties are doing 
it on their own, through “internal regulations”? Is it possible to use respectively to 
adopt German model or the model of Great Britain in order to regulate fi nancing 
of elections? And is it bett er to fi nance election from governmental funds or with 
donor’s fi nancial support? 
Hence this research will reveal that elections in Albania are 90% fi nanced from 
donors whereas 10% of the budget is from the Governmental budget, the public 
funds. This fi nancing model in Albania is in favour of donors, who are benefi tt ing 
from this and as a result the Government cannot act properly, respectively cannot 
act in accordance with Albanian Constitution and applicable laws. Also there is no 
transparency which as a result makes people think that there is a misuse of funds 
and of a power given through the vote.
Government should be more open and responsible because the people have the right 
to be informed about governmental activities and the consequences that the misuse 
of power could have on them. Timely information and transparency is seen as a 
citizen’s right as well as the right of the media as a tool to keep informing people 
about all developments (Beetham, D. & Boyle K, 2001, 62). In a democratic country 
people (the electorate) should have a leading role in the process, which right has 
been ensured through the voting process; the role of the political parties during this 
process is secondary (the role of facilitator) (Liçi, I. 2007, fq. 13).
 Corruption in the funding of political parties is one of the critical issues 
in today's democracies. Political abuse, capturing political parties, their leaderships, 
defi ciencies or lack of independent institutions constitute a serious barrier in the 
democratic process. To reduce this political corruption is important regulatory and 
institutional system, especially one for a control ex ante (before the fact) and ex post 
(aft er the fact) political parties, their funding or electioneering.
 In this paper will treat the electoral campaigns fi nancing during political 
elections. Public or private funding? For our country, which funding would be 
ineffi  cient and aff ects the type of fi nancing in scoring and political progress of the 
country? Is very important the transparency during campaigns election, transparency 
of funding to the electorate, voters. Using of social networks has demonstrated many 
ways of doing electioneering in Albania.
In this paper I’ll use qualitative method, which will analyze the writings and 
publications on this topic. I will use a rich bibliography of books, scientifi c articles, 
print etc. These referrals will be noted in this paper, not only as evidence of research, 
but also in order to guide the other researchers on this information. The aim of this 
paper is to show that fi nancimi public, It would be applicable and appropriate to the 
real situation of our country. It is important the transparency of fi nancing, made by 
people who support a party because they have a program that is closer idealevedhe 
their principles and not for personal gain. In this paper I’ll analyze the concept of 
election, election campaigns / voters, government, funds, public incomes or donors, 
information / transparency (media).

Elections and democracy

Democracy relies heavily on the individual, his values, not simply a set of ideas about 
freedom, but also a system of practices, courses of action, oft en complex, democracy 
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is the institutionalization of freedom. Elections are oft en regarded as the heart of the 
political process. They are seen as nothing less, as democracy in practice. Elections 
are a means by which citizens can control their government. We itself may not be a 
suffi  cient condition for political representation, but there is no doubt that they are a 
necessary condition.
Indeed, some thinkers have gone further and have described the election as the spirit 
of democracy itself. 
Thus, the functions of elections are very important because they may include: recruitment 
of politicians, providing representation, forming the government, voter education, 
the impact on policy, building legitimacy as required, strengthening the elites etc.
So see you through the process of elections can be formed government, which has the 
power of decision. Yes mate, being excluded from the political process in the history 
of mankind, has described a long road, diffi  cult, with obstacles like the masculine, 
but also within a species, the more painful it is to be accepted by us.
The aim genuine democratic elections,  is to allow the people masses to have a 
weight direct in the selection of leaders and policies, but also more to allow the 
universal scope of the state to mobilize people and gain their support for the state, 
to show support and participate in the process governance (Shively, 2010, 295). So 
voting process is so important because it aff ects the foreground in the Parliament 
composition, the country's lawmakers who decide to social and political policies. 
The democracy basis means of the respecting the individual vote, as the basis of 
agreement civic for governance joint. Elections can’t be a suffi  cient condition, but are 
certainly a necessary condition. Some thinker, defi ne the election as the democracy 
spirit, because they are the fi rst step towards the democracy, that is desired for all 
countries of the world. Through elections, Albanian citizen on the 18 years old, have 
the right to vote and be voted. This right, which is defi ned in the Constitution of the 
state, that have and the Albanian women. However, this process of the right to vote 
and be voted, has occurred aft er the decades and women have pass many trials and 
prejudices. But again, the political culture in modern era, exist maskilizmi mentality 
and prejudice against Albanian women. Some of the main criteria that make a system 
called democracy, is eff ective participation and political equality. Every member of a 
society should be guaranteed the possibility eff ective participation, and equality of 
the vote.

Media and Transparency

In an electioncampaign, very important is transparency to the general public. Media, 
as an independent authority on politics, has as main purpose to inform the public 
with clean information and accurate. Media shouldn’t be infl uenced by politics and 
personal interests or fi nancial benefi ts. A press, in operation center must have clean 
transparency public because the media infl uences and has a large impact on the 
general public opinion. 
Exist also a phenomenon in Albania, political parties following an event activity 
distribute information what they wish to convey to the public. This practiced in both 
political camps and was accepted by them as something natural. Political parties 
focus audiences in messages and ideas that they want to distribute. Practically this 
way prevents the media to get directly information and remain in their mission as the 
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structure of information processing. If introduced intermediate actors such as political 
parties, then they deformation information system to the public. Consequently we 
have the deformation phenomenon of democracy, is creating the premise that the 
public during the campaign not adequately informed about what really happens, 
but to have a sort of 'bombing' propaganda. TV stories that emerge from the election 
staff s of such broadcast television, I think marking an ugly phenomenon that will be 
listed for a long time in ekspozitorin the 'shame' of journalism in post-communist 
Albania. 
Using in large-scale of social networks has demonstrated many ways of doing 
electioneering in Albania. Is to evaluate the illuminated part of society ofengagement 
in the social networks, which seeks to contribute with ideas, suggestions, additions, 
criticism and disagreement on concrete issues. The participation of more people 
in social networks gives and concrete impacts. Application of new media and 
technologies is a matt er of debate among experts about how electronic democracy is 
a real democracy, or as interactivity becomes a real conversation and how it remains 
a virtual perception
During the election campaign there is a more clean position against one or the other 
political parties by the media. Journalists and columnists, advocate a particular party, 
under the guise of the practitioner. Sharing the classic media into two camps, pro and 
against PD or PS and their allies journalist removes from his role as distant observers. 
Albanian journalists today are ' was guard ' guided by political lines editorial and 
not by professional principles, the tendency which is spreading continually to use 
occupation as springboard to jump into politics not surprising".  
Despite its infancy, consequently in the infant stage of democracy in Albania, the 
media have played and are playing a key role in the electoral process. Good or bad, 
some seriously professional party somewhere naively, newspapers and television 
have become indispensable in tracking and image political campaign forces. Positive 
aspect can be ranked that political actors feel more than before the weight and 
authority of the media. This thanks to its evolution, especially in the case of electronic 
media. But unfortunately see and another side of the TV performance.

Funds, public and privat (Albania, Germany)

All the fi nancial resources of a fi rm, such as cash in hand, bank balance, accounts 
receivable. Any change in these resources is refl ected in the fi rm’sfi nancial position. 
Funding is the act of providing resources, usually in form of money, or other values 
such as eff ort or time, for a project, a person, a business, or any other private or 
public institution
“Funding” is the act of providing fi nancial resources, usually in the form of money, 
or other values such as eff ort or time, to fi nance a need, program, and project, usually 
by an organisation or government. Generally, this word is used when a fi rm uses its 
internal reserves to satisfy its necessity for cash, while the term ‘fi nancing ‘ is used 
when the fi rms acquires capital from external sources.
Sources of funding include credit, venture capital,  donations,  grants,  savings,  
subsidies  and  taxes. 
Fundings such as donations, subsidies, and grants that have no direct requirement 
forreturn of investment are described as "soft  funding" or "crowdfunding". 
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Funding that facilitates the exchange of equity ownership in a company for capital 
investment via an online funding portal as per the Jumpstart Our Business Startups 
Act (alternately, the "JOBS Act of 2012")  (U.S.) is known as equity crowdfunding.
Funds and politics are connected between them. In a pluralist democracy, in the face 
their duties of political parties, their offi  cials need support fi nancial infrastructure, 
which is guaranteed by public and private sources or their combination. Especially 
these funds become necessary to cope with the electioneering. Nevertheless, they 
become a source of corruption, touching and the institution of free vote and the 
structures emanating from it. Also, one thing obliges parties and candidates to be as 
open as sensitive to public criticism. And, further, the very rules of party fi nancing 
and enable the monitoring of the campaign fi nancing, the origin of funds, subsequent 
potential impacts, etc. Through the permitt ed quantities are determined by private 
contributors (with names and address); but those parties themselves. 
Besides this limit contributions (individual business) should not be allowed their 
anonymity (whether from internal sources, whether they be foreign). Normally, the 
limit should be placed on the amount of money spent as a party, or as an individual; 
to avoid abuse of money, excesses in television marketing, etc. Part of control and 
the reaction should be and the use of state vehicles (cars telephones, photocopying, 
etc), Including the authority of the state offi  ce, in fact, create inequality between the 
ruling and opposition election. Equally necessary is the declaration of assets, the 
assets and interests of the candidates before and aft er the elections.of assets, the 
assets and interests of the candidates before and aft er the elections.
Above all, the crucial political part ia an appropriate political and commitment, as 
the improvement of the regulatory system and legislation, as well as the eff ective 
implementation of the correctness of its implementation. Civil society and the media 
in the role social of audit shouldn’t stay indiff erent to monitor political fi nancing, of 
course respecting certain norms, especially on issues of constitutional nature (such 
as the right to privacy, freedom of expression and opinion, political freedom).
Add that to a correct use of the regulatory system of fi nancing political-party an 
important role are also responsible agencies. This is a department government (in 
Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, etc.); in some countries the general prosecutor's offi  ce; 
in Germany, Italy, Greece, etc, speaker of parliament. In other countries functions 
as an intermediate solution or control a state audit offi  ce (Austria, Spain, Israel), a 
specifi c agency in the form of an independent electoral commission (in Australia), an 
offi  cial, election in Canada; US federal election commission, etc. In the Albanian case, 
besides the audit of internal control parties, duty collected funds (used), violations, 
and investigate their control has the KQZ (The central Election Commission). 
So, in general, these agencies have the power of political party registration, the 
fi nancial activity monitoring, oversight of donations and expenditures, preparing 
a public report within accountability and combating corruption. Also, they have 
the power to irregularities invest or in legal impossibility for this, to suggest the 
investigation against them by the specialized agencies. Indeed, as appropriate, 
such institutions may decide administrative and criminal sanctions: directly 
(Commissioner in Canada) or through other bodies (example, in Albania, through 
court-prosecution). Must be independent, or at least be seen as such. 
Finally, any system regulatory of political partiy fi nancial regime to function has the 
necessary "magic rectangle" with its corners elements: transparency, accountability, 
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pragmatism and power for imposition of sanctions. For monitoring of party 
fi nancing and strengthening its fi nancial controls are basic steps in the process of 
administering fair and honest money in politics. Meanwhile, equally important 
are: the implementation of social, political will and commitment across the political 
spectrum, inform the public and increase its sensitivity to the political and electoral 
process, including the alarm to abuse through media activism free.
Normally, the state support reduction for parties seeking and increase the contribution 
of the memberships respective, thus their impact. In fact, what is observed is the 
opposite side. A separate problem is membership dues or individual contributions. 
In many European countries found a reduction pronounced of membership party. 
Currently, in Albania, is "left " aside the subscription funding problem. And while 
it’s striking in Albania, in recent years, is luxurious elections, where among other 
extreme with "posters", identifi ed enormous outpouring of money for concerts and 
singing, for the hall, banners, fl ags, uniforms, scarves, accompanying cars (including 
redundancy and state institutions!), electoral advertising or cars to "hang around" all 
day with loudspeakers on them through the city streets, etc. 
So, during the election campaign last seen "pompousness" electoral, quality and 
size, seem quite expensive and separate multiple funds and declared by the KQZ for 
political parties. All this clearly implies that second and third funding the resources 
have been much larger than the offi  cial ones. But hide them, even at this level 
exposure, an actual or potential confl ict of interest? Undoubtedly yes. Indeed, soon 
aft er the election, "imposed" the time of the "pay-back" relevant lit by torches, in any 
case, appeared serious legal problems.
The increased spending campaign by campaign, Albanian conditions, is becoming 
an increasing risk issues. Moreover, within this reality party, it expresses a picture 
concrete of electoral corruption - an inseparable part of political corruption. 
Uncontrolled electoral expenses are more troubling opposition to the war itself 
further against corruption. Therefore, needed a fi nancial supervision more direct, 
but a more stringent law penalties than actual. Otherwise, any increase "shining" 
campaign and will be heavy burden later on the shoulders of the citizen, law 
enforcement and self democratic development; makes the fi ght against corruption 
simply an election slogan (in the long campaign) and a permanent political slogan 
to rest aft er much!
Moreover, in recent years, the Albanian conditions, policy segments have "forced" 
the involvement of many businessmen, not only just in campaign fi nancing, but 
in a direct participation, with their candidacy, even without either and a clean 
political affi  liation. In the fi rst decade of transition, large partiy, are adding to their 
ranks, to higher levels of management, "businessmen-politicians" or "politicians-
businessmen". This can’t be criticized a priori, nevertheless, the lack of eff ective 
rules for avoiding confl icts of interest or party funding, institutional weaknesses, 
especially in the judiciary, the politicization of the electoral structures, etc. least, 
creates mistrust citizen, accompanied and the "noise" unnecessary for such cases. 
In fact, our political system has failed to appropriate model way to fi nance political 
parties and election campaigns, to prevent as "sale" of politicians to business, as well 
as "material bargains" with the electorate, brokerage transactions etc. In the fi rst case, 
the receipt of funds or "grants" to "cash" or when fi nanced electoral concerts, posters, 
leafl ets, newslett ers election broadcasts television spots, etc., Taught through but 
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never implemented an eff ective control of KQZ expenses, as in the parliamentary 
elections of 2005 and 2009. Equally dangerous is the use of a public funds portion 
allocated for the implementation of various projects in the national or local level, 
including those in scheme "marketing", advertising or a sports support activities, 
cultural and artistic, before and especially during the campaign. However, to some 
extent, proportional system has minimized this "distortion" in the elections of 2009. 
From this point, the best thing that could make Parliament aft er each process election 
will be the establishment of a commission of inquiry for election expenses parties, 
despite their declarations.
Especially, the funds used should be included and the political parties funding, 
qualifi ed with public funds, but must necessarily be declared and personal expenses 
from the "pocket" of the candidate, which shall be determined and appropriate 
limit, especially if the considering the present trend for increased involvement of 
representatives from business and senior management. For all these costs should be 
guaranteed documents or receipts, which can be verifi ed by certain structure to the 
KQZ, either at the request of a political party, or even with a complaint of a single 
candidate, registered at the KQZ. 

Albania

It is from the only democratic country that does not have an organic law for the 
election campaign. This arises from the existence of partiy institutionalized measures 
at a high level and character '' cooperative '' in the race between them.
CHAPTER II, fi nancing of electoral subjects, Article 87
Distribution and redistribution of public funds for electoral subjects
1. Electoral subjects benefi t fi nancing from public funds, according to the rules 
in this Code. The amount of public funds was allocated to electoral subjects to be 
determined by the Assembly together with the election budget, under Article 86 of 
this Code. 
2. The amount of public funding that is allocated to each of the electoral subjects to 
be determined by the KQZ, according to the following rules:
a) 50 percent of the amount distributed among political parties registered as electoral 
subjects and having seats in the Assembly, which is determined according to the 
KQZ decision to declare the fi nal results of the previous elections. This amount is 
given by the KQZ to these political parties no later than 5 days aft er their registration 
as electoral subjects and presentation of multi-name list for each constituency. The 
amount distributed based on the number of seats in parliamentary elections; 
b) 50 percent of the total amount distributed among political parties registered as 
electoral subjects and that in the previous elections for the Assembly received not 
less than 2 seats in the Assembly, in relation to the votes received by them nationally, 
according to the decision by the KQZ to declare the fi nal results of the previous 
elections. 
3. The party that has received public funds, according to the lett er "b" of paragraph 
1 of this Article and if doesn’t win any seats in the forthcoming elections, must 
return the respective amount received. Deposition of these amounts is made to the 
bank account of the by the KQZ. Return of funds, not later than 30 days aft er the 
announcement of the fi nal election results. In case of failure to fulfi ll this obligation, 
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without cause, by the KQZ requests from the Finance Minister to order the Treasury 
Offi  ce that they deduct the amount from other budgetary funds that these parties 
receive and transfer them to by the KQZ budget. 
4. The party, which doesn’t return relevant funds under paragraph 3 of this Article, 
loses the right to further fi nancing from public funds for a period not less than 5 
years and not registered as an electoral subject in the next elections, regardless of 
their type, either alone or as part of any coalition.
5. Funds returned under paragraph 3 of this Article, the decision of the by the KQZ, 
redistributed political parties, which have taken the seats. Distribution is made in 
the same proportion to the percentage of seats that was won in the elections. The 
decision was taken by the by the KQZ no later than 30 days aft er the announcement 
of the fi nal election results.
6. If the fund under paragraph 4 of this article is not fully returned by the electoral 
subjects, this fund by the KQZ compensated by the State Budget. 
7. by the KQZ to issue guidelines on the implementation of this Article 
Article 89, funding of electoral subjects from non-public funds
1. Electoral subjects can receive, for purposes of their electoral campaigns, funds only 
from domestic physical or legal persons. For this purposes of this Code, considered 
the local physical Albanian citizen residing outside the territory of the Republic of 
Albania. 
2. The amount to any natural or legal person may make an election subject can not be 
greater than 1 million or the equivalent in goods or services.
3. The issue of funds by a legal entity or any of its shareholders if one of the following 
conditions:
a) That has received public funds, public contracts or concessions in the past 2 years 
worth over 10 million;
b) That operates in the media;
c) That has been a partner with public funds in various projects;
d) That don’t have no monetary obligations towards the State Budget or any public 
institution.
This obligation doesn,t apply if the shareholder owns these shares as a result of the 
public off er.
Registration of non-public funds 
1. Each electoral subject must register in a special register, adopted as a model by 
the decision of the by the KQZ, the amount of obtained funds for any natural or 
legal person, as well as other data related to clearly identify the donor. At the time 
of the donation, the donor signed a pledging statement that he is not in one of the 
circumstances set out in Article 89 of this Code and bears personal responsibility for 
false declaration. Form and content of the declaration adopted by the KQZ and is 
required to be signed in any case donation. List of persons who donate an amount 
not less than 100 thousand, along with respective values   should always be made 
public.
2. Non-public donation of funds worth more than 100 thousand must be done only 
in a special account opened at a bank by the electoral subject. The fi nance offi  cer of 
the electoral subject, not later than three days prior to the election campaign, stating 
the number of the bank account opened for this purpose. Bank account number for 
each political entity published on the offi  cial website of the KQZ.
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3. The total expense of a political party, including their candidates for an election 
campaign shouldn’t exceed 10 times the highest amount that an electoral subject has 
received from public funds, according to Article 87 of this Code. Any expense for 
the election campaign documented and performed by observing the applicable tax 
legislation.
4. The obligations provided in this article apply to candidates proposed by the voters, 
registered under Articles 69 and 70 of this Code. The total expense to perform the 
candidate proposed by the voters must not exceed 50 percent of the amount greater 
that an electoral subject has received from public funds, according to Article 87 of 
this Code.

Germany

Discipline party of Germany funding. Organic law on political parties in Germany is 
divided into 8 parts. The fi rst part contains general rate. The second part contains on 
the order of internal political parties (regulates the statute and program, territorial, 
local, especially Assembly a Yourself, Yourself rights etc. The third part contains 
norms of the candidate selection of. Part 4 of 5 contain the norm on public funding 
(presentation of balance sheets or inappropriate judgment balances, crime rates, etc). 
In the Germany there exists a law on the fi nancing of election campaigns in narrow 
sense. So there aren’t specifi c rules separate from fi nancing of parties. Any funding 
passes through parties. Any donation made to the each candidate considered a gift  
to the party. The law provides only a maximum of electoral expenses.
Regarding the fi nancing public law provides that political parties are funded in two 
ways.
1) Annual public funding articulated in a contribution on the basis of votes received 
by each party
2) On the basis of contributions made by private entities.
The aim is to create a correlation between public support and a level in society and 
expressed the electoral results and ability autofi nancimit.
Create a structure between public and private fi nancing. The states law in each year 
the state budget exceeding political parties in the form of funding: 
1. A contribution in proportion to the votes received is equal to 0.85 euros for every 
vote to 4 million votes (thus favoring smaller parties) and 0.70 euros for each other 
VOTE taken by any party in elections for the Bundestag, the European Parliament 
and for the election of Lander's) contribution calculated on autofi nacimit quota 
equal to 0.38 euros for every euro that each party has received as membership fees 
or amounts have been transferred from the parliamentary party or from various 
donations.
2. Take into account only donations not exceeding 3,300 euros. Donations above this 
amount are recognized by law but not taken into account to calculate funding state 
of parties.
To benefi t from public funding is necessary to achieve a minimum electoral result 
equal to 0.5% of valid votes GENERAL (for the European elections and the Bundestag) 
and 1% for the elections in Lander. 
Both public funding provided restrictions.
1. An absolute limit which is determined by law that public funding for political 
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parties can’t exceed a certain amount.
2. A relative limit provided for each party. 
Beyond the law on political parties exist in political Germany foundations that are 
associated with parties. The law provides some limits and as regards the ban on 
donations to political parties.
A) Prevents donations from businesses that have public shareholding 
participation more 25%
 B) Donations from any entity, association, etc. that according to statute pursuing 
public policy, sourcing or donations from any association ent sett lement professionals.
D) Donations exceeding 500m euros when the donor is unknown (anonymous 
donations).
E) Donations that come clearly to a political or economic advantage.
F) Donations coming from foreign citizens over 1,000 euros are etc.
Regard the publication of donations: donations that exceed € 10,000 during the year 
should be recorded in the balance sheet of each party. Donations that pass over 50,000 
euros in a single case was disclosed in Bubdestagut chairman.
The law on political parties stipulates an obligation for fi ling each year the balance 
of political parties. The leader of each party is obliged to give a public account on 
the balance. Before you go balance chairman of the Bundestag must be certifi ed by 
a revisionist or an accounting verifi cation society. Revision of balance is sent by the 
president of the Bundestag auditor who verifi es the formal regularity. County court 
belongs to verify whether the President of the Bundestag has properly performed its 
duty. Regarding sanctions, when a political party has received illegal donations or 
has not informed the President of the Bundestag provided a monetary penalty equal 
to three times the amount received illegally. In case of irregularities to balance law 
provides monetary sanction equal to twice the amount of abnormal balance sheet. 
   

Conclusions

Democratic electoral process, democracy itself, provides opportunities for 
participate citizens actively in the fi ght against corruption. They have to hand their 
vote to choose, to strike political corruption through democratic rotation of power. 
Moreover the corrupt "scandals", not infrequently, are closely related to the fi nancing 
of political parties and, above all, election campaigns.                             
Equally important is the electoral campaign fi nancing and transparency of its step. 
Because, to maintain legal and ethical element of equality in the electoral process, it 
is necessary and compliance regulatory system that includes the way of campaign 
fi nancing, donations and other material resources, if the parties or business, whether 
particular candidates.
Two current opportunities to strengthen more towards the bett er it time unable to 
carry out legal amendments. One possibility which is linked to "code of ethics" ; 
to do with responsibility to the political parties of their. They should build their 
structures transparent "audit" to fi nancing problems, with regular account bank as 
a party, as a whole, or even for each candidate, in particular. And the other option is 
to set a stricter legal commitment by the KQZ (with the consensual adoption party 
delegates to this commission). For this purpose, in conformity with the tasks that 
poses Code, the KQZ can build own specialized structure that has the ability, and 
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technical and legal capacity to recognize and verify individual fi nancing of each 
candidate, and even make facing the public declaration of his bills spent deposited 
near the structure, normally before the election of the deputy.
My opinion is that public fi nancing is more eff ective and useful for our country. If 
we have public funding, where all the revenues from the state are monitored and are 
made transparent to the public, then minimize the corruption and not is necessary 
to involvement the businessmen in politics. Policy and country need people capable 
and honest. Not involvement individuals just for this money, is something positive 
and reduces corruption. Private funding, so donations from foreign individuals, 
increases the possibility of widespread fraud and corruption.
Our country, in fact was fi nanced only by a small % from the state, the reason is 
our economy fi nance weak of Albania, but these fi nances should grow in % and 
reduced private donations of individuals. It should be a law that can manage well 
and revenue transparency and not let the opportunity manipulation. The case of 
Germany was analyzed above, is perfect for the fi nancing of electoral campaigns, but 
for our country isn’t possible application the case of Germany, because Albania need 
have dekata to pass in a reach level of Germant.
Equally important are and avoid manipulation with names, ID-s, multiple voting, 
etc. In the voting process; or the fi ght against theft  of the vote, its deformation in 
the voting process through the "purchase" of party representatives in the counting 
process. Only in this way can win the election process those modern democratic 
parameters that guarantee justice, freedom, equality of his integrity, ie concrete and 
self governance in accordance with the will of the voter-sovereign.
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Changes in Albania’s criminal justice history during the years 1990 – 2014
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Abstract

The paper that I am presenting has been worked out in order to inform the reader about 
evolution and changes that have occurred in criminal law. Similarly, the criminal law of 
ancient and medieval times has been characterized by arbitrariness, rudeness and very severe 
punishments, the subsequent criminal law, especially the present one, is more rational and 
humane. The assertion that "the history of criminal law is in fact the history of civilization 
of mankind" is found, because in the criminal law norms is refl ected the degree of cultural 
development of civilization and social relations in general. In Illyrian state, as in other 
countries, the criminal-law was used, where the criminal norms were intended to protect and 
protect the political-social order that the slavery class had established. With the creation of the 
state of Arbër in the Middle Ages, customary criminal law becomes the main source of law in 
these lands. The unpublished criminal norms envisage criminal off enses against the person, 
against property as well as the corresponding punishments for them. Although we have 
several canons belonging to diff erent provinces, the rates contained in these canons enjoy 
an inherited unity from the tribal community. Even aft er the declaration of independence on 
28 November 1912, Ott oman legislation remained in force until the adoption of the Criminal 
Code on 1 January 1928. Upon the adoption of this Criminal Code, the Albanian state had 
its own criminal law as the main source of criminal law. This Code was draft ed according to 
European models, but it had antihuman character for some provisions. In Albania for the fi rst 
time aft er the Second World War, a full Criminal Code came out, with a general and special 
section. This code was largely affi  rmed by the principles of the classical school of criminal 
law, but in fact we had open breaches of human rights and fundamental freedoms by the 
implementing bodies of this Code, which followed the country party directives. 

Keywords: History of criminal law, Social relations, Illyrian State, Canons, Criminal Code. 

I. The evolution of the history of criminal law in the years 1990-2014
 
1.1. Criminal legislation from 1990 to new criminal code 1995
The dictatorial regime before the 90s in Albania and the need for further 
democratization of criminal legislation led to amendments to the Criminal Code by 
Law no. 7380, dated 08.05.19901. The need for the perfection of criminal legislation 
stemmed from the political, economic and social changes that had taken place in our 
country. Changes made to the Criminal Code were of great legal importance both in 
the theoretical view as they enriched theoretical thought in the science of criminal 
law as well as in the practical point of view, as they created opportunities for a bett er 
preventive action of criminal off enses and for a policy fairer criminal justice system. 
With the changes made to the Criminal Code by law no. 7380, dated 08.05.1990, the 
institution of prescription of criminal prosecution and the execution of a criminal 
decision for criminal off enses and off enses was reinstated. Pursuant to Article 39 of 
the Criminal Code, it was envisaged that: "No criminal prosecution may take place 

1  Offi  cial Gazett e NO.3,1990.
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from the day of committ ing the criminal off ense, when the case of acquitt al as a 
defendant has passed": a) 20 years for criminal off enses for which the law provides 
for the death penalty; a) 10 years for criminal off enses for which the law foresees 
as a type of sentence the deprivation of liberty for more than 5 years; b) 5 years for 
criminal off enses for which the law provides for prison sentences of up to fi ve years 
or other lighter penalties. When the person who had committ ed a criminal off ense 
was hiding the investigation or trial aft er taking the security measures against him, 
the prescription periods of prosecution set out in Article 39 of the Criminal Code 
were doubled but could not exceed 25 years.
1.2. Prescription of a sentence
The sentence was not executed as from the day it had become fi nal:
a) 20 years for the death penalty;
b) 10 years for a prison sentence of up to 5 years or for other lighter penalties (Article 

41 of the Criminal Code).
For crimes against the state, for which the law provided for the death penalty, there 
was no prescription of either prosecution or punishment. People's Assembly with 
Law no. 7514, dated 30.09.1991, decided: "All persons convicted of agitation and 
propaganda against the state are guilty of being convicted of moral, political and 
economic reasons: for the escape, sabotage, non-declaration of crimes against the 
state, those who have been convicted of defamation of the decree no. 7459, dated 
22.01.1991, "On the respect and protection of monuments related to national history 
and state symbols" and for violation of decree no. 7408, dated 31.07.1990, "On the 
meetings, gatherings and manifestations of citizens in public places" (Article 1)2.
The pluralistic popular assembly with Law No. 7553, dated 30.01.1992, adopted 
some amendments that served for a more eff ective fi ght against criminality. Of 
great importance to the protection of the individual is the provision of the Criminal 
Code, which provided for the crime of kidnapping a person who was sentenced to 
imprisonment for not less than 10 years, while in the second paragraph was presented 
the abduction, concealment or replacement of the child another who was sentenced 
to imprisonment of not less than 10 years or death (Article 94 \ a)3.
In the special legal defense, the other's property was restituted, by imposing severe 
punishments of deprivation of liberty for not less than three years and up to the 
death penalty for the theft  of another's property committ ed more than once or by 
a group of organized, or in large proportions. (Article 101, second paragraph). A 
severe punishment, deprived of liberty up to fi ft een years, was foreseen. for the 
crime of the preparation, import, possession and sale of drugs and other narcotics 
without permission (Article 134).

1.3. Other supplements to the Criminal Code
 The other supplements to the Criminal Code include: Forcible deterrence of the 
activity of political parties (Article 120 of the Criminal Code); Tomb Raising (Article 
137 of the Criminal Code); Production, keeping, buying, selling and transporting 
weapons (increasing the sentence of imprisonment for fi ve to twenty years (Article 
224 of the Criminal Code). According to the law no.7769, dated 16.11.19934, these 
changes were made in the general part related to the special part of the Criminal 
2  Offi  cial Gazett e No.9.1991.
3  Penalty History Publicity of Publishing Tirana University Library 2010.
4  Offi  cial Journal NO.12, 1993
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Code: The punishment of  life imprisonment for the foreseen crimes was sanctioned; 
a) treason against the homeland (Article 47); 
b) espionage (Article 48); 
c) provoking or cutt ing diplomatic relations with the republic of albania (Article 49); 
d) terrorist off enses (Article 50); 
e) Organization of armed gangs (Article 51); 
f) genocide (Article 54); 
g) Qualifi ed murder (Article 84);
h) kidnapping of children (Article 94-a, second paragraph).
 Law No. 7669 dated 16.11.1993 abolished the death penalty for these crimes: Article 
151 (organization of armed gangs); Article 60-a (political corruption); Article 62 
(Acquisition of State Property) and Article 101 (Theft  of Private Property). Law 
No.7769, dated 16.11.1993, within the framework of agricultural reforms, provided 
that "Water management without right, turning or changing the water line, opening 
tents, constructing or closing drainage or irrigation channels, lines or works other, 
by doing illegal work in the water supply network for drinking water, is punished 
by a fi ne or by deprivation of liberty for two years "(Article 71-a). Law No.7769, 
dated 16.11.1993 provided that "The concealment or false account of income or of 
objects subject to taxes and taxes shall be punished by a fi ne or by deprivation of 
liberty up to one year" (Article 77-a of the Code criminal). By Law No. 7669, dated 
16.11.1993, there was a change in the sanction for the criminal off ense of slight injury 
from negligence (Article 176 of the Criminal Code), without aff ecting the content of 
its meaning. According to this change, slight injury from negligence is punishable 
by a fi ne of ten thousand lekëderine twenty thousand lekë, whereas previously was 
punished by reworked up to six months.

II. Adoption of Criminal Code 1995

The adoption of the Criminal Code with democratic content is of primary importance 
for a legal system for strengthening and consolidating the rule of law. In the Republic 
of Albania, the adoption of the Penal Code by Law No. 7895, dated 27.01.1995, was 
of importance for the protection of the society, the fundamental rights and freedoms 
of the individual as well as for the fi ght against criminality. The adoption of the 
Criminal Code was done according to the Western Criminal Code of Criminal Code: 
France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Sweden and the United States. The sources for the 
Criminal Code are the Main Constitutional Provisions, the Law "On Human Rights 
and Fundamental Freedoms", other laws that contained criminal norms, as well as 
international conventions and acts and international criminal law principles. The 
main features of the Criminal Code 1995 are: 
a) The legal reforms that were made in the Criminal Code in 2001, 2003, 2004, 

2007, 2008, 2012, 2013 harmonized the provisions of the Criminal Code with the 
Constitution of the Republic of Albania, which was adopted in 19985. 

b) the criminal code was seized by the politicization and ideology of the criminal 
codes of the totalitarian state and responds to the requirements of the principle 
of separation of powers, and more specifi cally the independence of the judicial 
power, which is subject only to the constitution and the law. 

5  Penal Code Commentary of the Republic of Albania 2013.
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c) the criminal code is divided into two main parts: the general part, which deals 
with the principles, institutions and main provisions of the criminal law, as well 
as the special section, where sanctions are criminalized, types and measures of 
punishment for each of them. 

d) the criminal code divides off enses into criminal off enses and off enses not in 
separate parts, but in separate paragraphs in the same criminal provision, 
distinguishing the punishment as criminal off enses are punished by a fi ne or by 
imprisonment of up to 2 years .

e) the special criminal code includes the criminal off enses that were included in the 
military penal code that entered into force on 15.11.1995. 

f) in the Penal Code, the abolition of the death penalty was implemented in 
accordance with Protocol 6 to the European Convention on Human Rights, by the 
Constitutional Court decision no. 65 dated 10.12.1999 and refl ected in the legal 
reform of the Code criminal law with law no. 8733 dated 24.01.20016.

g) the criminal code contains two main inclinations: the incrimination of new criminal 
off enses to combat new forms of criminality and the trend of decriminalization by 
removing some minor off enses.

h) there are two main trends for criminal sanctions: tightening of prison sentences 
for serious crimes with broad margins and enlargement of fi nes, as well as the 
addition of alternative punishments of imprisonment for a reasonable criminal 
policy.

In Law No. 7841, dated 31.05.1995, for the entry into force of Law No. 7895, dated 
27.11.1995, "On the Penal Code of the Republic of Albania" it is stated that with the 
entry into force of the Criminal Code, the initiation of the criminal case is refused 
for each criminal report for criminal off enses, which are not foreseen in the Criminal 
Code. In addition, the dismissal of the criminal case for cases initiated and located 
in the prosecution or in the court, when the criminal off ense is no longer foreseen 
by the Criminal Code or by unpublished laws. They are not executed and if it is 
commenced, the execution of any kind of punishment for criminal off enses, which 
are no longer foreseen by this Code, is terminated. From the content of this law it 
appears that in every circumstance is required to apply the principle "Nullum crimen 
nulla poena sine lege"7.

2.1. Legal Reforms from 1996-2014
Changes we have had in the general part and in the special part of the Criminal 
Code with Law no. 8175, date 23.12.1996. These changes can be listed: the reduction 
of punishment under the limits provided by law, the suspension of the execution 
of the sentence of imprisonment, the parole on parole, the imposition of a fi ne for 
crimes and criminal off enses, the amendment of the criminal sanction for murder 
intentionally, increasing it to 25 years in prison. For negligent murder, a penal 
sanction was imposed, three years imprisonment, which was subsequently declared 
unconstitutional. By Law No. 8003, dated 28.9.1995, the Military Penal Code was 
passed. By Law No. 8188, dated January 23, 1997, the fraudulent borrowing pyramid 
schemes were banned. By Law No. 8919, dated March 3, 1997, "For some measures in 
the context of the state of emergency", the handover of weapons by armed persons is 
6  Decision of the Municipal Court, No.65, Date: 10.12.1999, Approval Date: 10.12.1999, Offi  cial 
Gazett e No.33, Page 33.
7  Paul Johann Anselm Ritt er von Feuerbach as part of the Bavarian Criminal Code in 1813.
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ordered. Law No. 8733, dated 24.01.2001 states that "the Criminal Code is based on 
the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, on the general principles of international 
criminal law and on the international agreements ratifi ed by the Albanian state. In 
the Constitution there are many articles of criminal law as Article 30: Whoever is 
deemed innocent until proven guilty of guilt is proven; Article 32: No one can be 
compelled to testify against himself or his family, nor to assert his guilt. No one can 
be found guilty on the basis of illegally collected data; Article 34: No one shall be 
punished more than once for the same off ense and shall not be tried again, except in 
cases where the retrial of the case by a higher court is decided, in the manner provided 
by law. The criminal code is also based on the general principles of international 
criminal law as the principle of solidarity and cooperation, the principle of trust 
between states, the principle of justice, the principle of humanism, As the basis of the 
criminal legislation are the international agreements ratifi ed by the Albanian state 
such as the European Convention on Human Rights and Freedoms; Convention on 
the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide, adopted by the UN General Assembly 
on 9 December 1948; Convention for the Prohibition of Torture, 9 December 1975.
Law No. 8733 states that "The Penal Legislation of the Republic of Albania has the 
duty to protect the independence of the state and the entirety of its territory, the 
dignity of man, his rights and freedoms, constitutional order, property, environment, 
coexistence and understanding of Albanians with national minorities, as well as 
religious coexistence from off enses and their prevention. "

2.2.According to Law No. 8733, dated 24.01.2001
 "The Criminal Code is based on the constitutional principles of the rule of law, 
equality before the law, guilt and punishment, as well as humanity. Law enforcement 
by analogy is not allowed. (Article 1c)8.
In the general part of the Criminal Code with Law No. 8733, dated 24.01.2001, other 
important amendments and additions were made:
a) Fine punishment. Amount of fi ne was changed. For persons committ ing crimes, a 

fi ne ranges from 100 thousand to 10 million ALL. For persons committ ing criminal 
off enses, a fi ne ranges from 50,000 to 5 million lek

b) Law No. 8733, dated 24.01.2001, abrogated article 45 of the Criminal Code, which 
provided criminal measures for legal persons. 

c) Article 50 of the Criminal Code adds new circumstances to the existing 
circumstances; in lett er b add these words "either to realize, or to provide for 
themselves or for others property gains or any other kind of material benefi t". 
Lett er h: commission of the off ense more than once, which means that the person 
at diff erent intervals has committ ed two or more criminal off enses. The lett er: 
when the work was done using weapons (fi rearms), ammunition (cartridges), 
explosives (tritol), fuel (gasoline), poisonous (helmet) and radioactive. 

d) With the changes made to article 57 of the Criminal Code "One day of detention 
is calculated with 5 thousand ALL fi ne" whereas previously was calculated with 
1,000 ALL fi ne. 

e) By Law No. 8733, dated 24.01.2001, the criminal provisions for the parole provided 
the following changes: The sentenced to have served not less than one-second of 

8  Commentary of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania, Prof.Dr. Skender Kacupi, 
Prof.Dr. Ismet Elezi, Prof.Dr. Maksim Haxhĳ a, pg 52, Tirana 2013.
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the punishment for criminal off enses; The convicted person has served no less 
than two thirds of the punishment for crimes punishable by up to 25 years of 
imprisonment (Article 64). The time spent with amnesty or pardon is not counted 
to the extent of the punishment served. It is not allowed to release a pre-emptive 
parole for a recidivist in crimes committ ed intentionally. Exemption on parole is 
allowed only for special reasons: whether the convicted person with his conduct 
and his work shows that the purpose of his education has been achieved with 
the punishment served. The document of the institution of the institution of the 
serving of imprisonment serves as the serving of the convicted person. Early-term 
relief is revoked by the court by implementing the provisions on the merger of 
convictions. 

2.3. In the special section under the 2001
In the special section under the 2001 legal reform were: 
a) In crimes against humanity, Article 74 "Murders, exterminations, return to slavery, 

exiles and deportations, as well as any other torture or other inhumane violence 
committ ed under a deliberate plan against a group of civilian population for 
political reasons, ideological, racial, ethnic and religious beliefs are sentenced to 
imprisonment of not less than fi ft een years or life imprisonment "; 

b) In crimes against life, additions to Article 77 of the Criminal Code; "Intentional 
murder, which precedes, accompanies, conceals or commits another crime, is 
sentenced to no less than twenty years of imprisonment." 

3. Law No. 9030, dated 13.03.2003

Law No. 9030, dated 13.03.2003, added a new article to the Criminal Code: "Refusal 
to declare or not declare the property of elected persons or public offi  cials under 
the law, when they have been taken administrative measures, constitutes criminal 
off ense". By law no. 9086, dated 19.06.2003, a new article was added: "Non-declaration, 
at the entrance or exit from the territory of the Republic of Albania, of amounts in 
cash, of any kind of bank check, metal and precious stones, and of other valuable 
things, beyond the value provided for by law, constitute criminal off enses and are 
punishable by a fi ne or by imprisonment of up to two years ".
By law no. 9275, dated 16.09.2004 provided: "The criminal organization is the 
highest form of co-operation involving three or more persons and distinguished by 
the specifi c degree of organization, structure, sustainability, duration, and purpose 
of the commission of one or more criminal off enses, in order to realize material 
and immaterial benefi ts "(Article 28). By this law, the defi nition of the terrorist 
organization is also given: "The terrorist organization is a special form of a criminal 
organization aimed at committ ing violent acts for terrorist purposes, such as the 
overthrow of the constitutional order, the serious disturbance of public order, the 
rise of fear and mass uncertainty "Law No. 9275, dated 16.09.2004, defi nes and 
defi nes the armed gang:" The armed gang is a special form of co-operation that, 
by possessing weapons, munitions and other necessary means, is aimed at the 
commission of criminal off enses, provided for in Chapters V, VI, VII of the Special 
Part of the Criminal Code ".
This law also provides the defi nition for the structured criminal group: "The 
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structured criminal group is a special form of co-operation involving three or more 
persons for the commission of one or more off enses, in order to realize material and 
immaterial benefi ts . The structured criminal group for the commission of a criminal 
off ense is not formed by chance, it is not necessary to distinguish for sustainable 
membership, division of tasks, organization and structured development. "

Conclusions

The criminal law in our country developed great aft er 1990. Law no. 7380, dated 
08.05.1990, which restored the prescription of criminal prosecution and the execution 
of a criminal decision on crimes, was of a democratic character, since the Criminal 
Code of 1977 provided for the prescription of criminal prosecution and the execution 
of a criminal decision only for criminal off enses and not for crimes. Law no. 7514, 
dated 30.09.1991, which ruled that they are innocent and are considered unhappy for 
moral, political and economic eff ects, all persons who have been convicted of agitation 
and propaganda against the state were of great importance since they were unjustly 
convicted who mostly did not share the same views with the communist party-state 
directives. The adoption of the 1995 Criminal Code with democratic content was 
of primary importance to the legal system for strengthening and consolidating the 
rule of law. There are two main tendencies for criminal sanctions: the sharpening of 
imprisonment sentences for serious crimes with broad margins and the extension 
of fi nes, as well as the addition of alternative sentences to imprisonment for a 
reasonable criminal policy. In the Penal Code was implemented the abolition of the 
death penalty, which marks a great achievement for the protection of the life of the 
individual, since Article 21 of the Constitution sanctions that the life of the person is 
protected by law. Law no. 7941, dated 31.05.1995, which stated that the initiation of 
the criminal case was refused as well as the execution of the punishment for criminal 
off enses that were no longer foreseen were important because the individual would 
not be convicted of a criminal off ense that was not provided for by law of the time 
and that the law has no retroactive eff ect. According to the Law No. 8733, dated 
24.01.2001, which states that law enforcement is not allowed, is very important 
because it prevents a person from being punished for acts he does not know and 
is not entirely clear that they constitute a criminal off ense it also prevents the judge 
himself from applying criminal provisions for acts that are not considered as such 
but are similar to him.
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Abstract

Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) has become a hot topic in world politics, and 
economic research in the past 20 years. Regulatory impact assessment, recently it 
is taking a special importance in the context of bett er governance. Even in Albania 
recently RIA is occupying a special place in the context of bett er governance. 
Regulatory costs and lack of security pose signifi cant barriers to private sector 
investment and economic growth. European Union offi  cial annual meeting stressed 
that in the process of catching up legislation with the acquis communautaire of 
the RIA system is necessary because it helps in bett er quality transposition of the 
regulatory framework. 
We are more than aware that despite the commitment of governments to strengthen 
the process of bett er regulation, policy-making process in Albania must be improved 
in the context of regulatory impact assessment. Referring to the "mission" of the RIA, 
in current conditions, in which Albania is, it is very important the establishment of 
a system of regulatory impact assessment, which constitutes a key element in the 
production process of regulatory quality, and favorable and improved capacity in 
this fi eld. Many studies have determined the concept and implementation of RIA. 
Various studies defi ne almost the same concept for RIA. In his study "Regulatory 
Impact Analysis, Best Practice in OECD Countries"1 author defi nes RIA as "A tool 
to analyze and communicate the results of adjustment." In the study "Background 
Document on Regulatory Reform in OECD Countries" RIA is defi ned as a tool, which 
ensures that the selected option of regulation is the most eff ective, and effi  cient.
The challenge is the complexity of the central government, new relationships, 
actors, negotiation, tasks and tools, which are used in decision-making processes 
effi  cient for taking timely decisions to an optimal quality. Governments that use RIA 
have specifi ed four main objectives that respond to these pressures: (i) Improved 
knowledge of the impacts of government intervention, including benefi ts and costs of 
the intervention; (ii) integration of targets multiple policy; (iii) Improve transparency 
and consultation; (iv) Improving government accountability. From the literature we 
can see that in the US, in the cradle of RIA, RIA implementation has gone through 
a very long process of development. It is distinct from the beginning of RIA is that, 
and at its foundation is the principle of economy of welfare and at its heart lies the 
cost-benefi t analyzes.
The experience of countries shows that regulatory impact assessment process is a 
diffi  cult process that requires expertise, methodologies, and political will, but that 
has a signifi cant eff ect on the economy and the welfare of the country. At a time 
when Albania adheres to become an EU member it becomes even more vital issue. 
1  Jacobs, S. H. (1997), Paris: OECD. 
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Naturally, questions arise: Is the Albanian administration ready to implement RIA; 
-In what extent is it recognized by employees of decision-making departments, 
the methods of regulatory impact assessment as well as their use - How likely are 
the current conditions in Albania, the use of ex-ante and ex-post methods in the 
quantitative assessment of impact regulation. 
Starting from the complexity of the composition and complexity of fi eld 
implementation of RIA, in this study it will bring experiences and best practices 
of RIA being stopped a detailed analysis associated with real possibilities for its 
implementation in Albania. 
The purpose of this paper is to bring a detailed analysis of RIA, as a process, 
stressing the importance of its implementation in Albania, bringing the experiences 
of developed countries in the implementation of RIA, analyzing the adequacy of 
current conditions in Albania in the implementation of RIA.

2. Status of RIA in Albania

2.1 Decision-making process until 2003
In 2003, with the adoption of Law no. 9000 dated 30.01.2003 "On the organization 
and functioning of the Council of Ministers", it became mandatory that any law or 
decision of the Council of Ministers be accompanied necessarily by an explanatory 
report, which is now an integral part of any draft  law or drat bylaw. The report, 
according to the law, describes the aims and objectives of the draft  act, an explanation 
of how the draft  act relates to the country's development strategy and government 
policy objectives, the assessment of potential benefi ts, the fi nancial implications and 
the level of eff ectiveness; challenges related to the implementation of this legal act; 
compatibility with existing laws and alignment with the EU legislation; information 
about the parties and institutions consulted and contributing to the draft ing process 
of the draft  act; and the institutions and / or bodies entrusted with its implementation.
Existing procedures require that the Ministries send the draft  law - together with 
the Explanatory Report and the Budgetary Assessment - to several ministries for 
opinion, such as the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry 
of European Integration. The draft  act must also be sent to the former Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Energy (METE), if it has a signifi cant economic content. 
Furthermore, the draft  act should be sent to other ministries when it is viewed to fall 
under the scope of responsibilities of any particular ministry. The draft  act is revised 
by refl ecting the comments provided by Ministries and the proposing Ministry 
submits it to the Secretary General at the Council of Ministers. The Secretary General 
of the Council of Ministers may return the draft  to the proposing Ministry before 
sending it to the Inter-ministerial Committ ee. Explanatory Report and Budgetary 
Assessment accompanying it is a Regulatory Impact Assessment in embryonic form. 
Former-METE2, the Council of Ministers and other State bodies are convinced that 
this process has a great potential to become a RIA system. However, modifi cations 
and capacity building are required for it to function eff ectively, eventually leading to 
more eff ective policies and legislation.

3. Data analysis on RIA recognition by decision-making institutions in Albania

This section analysed data on recognition by institutional bodies of RIA procedures, 
2  Establishing a RIA system in Albania (document for the Regolatory Reform Task Force).
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assessment methods, participation in RIA piloting, their perception of RIA feasibility. 
The analysis is based on data collected through the questionnaire consisting of two 
main parts. Each part of the questionnaire answers an issue raised in this paper.
The questions in the fi rst section, section A obtain information about demographic data, 
work experience, experience in the decision-making process for a new regulation or 
a change in existing regulation. Also, closed questions in this section seek to gather 
information how much public employees recognise RIA-light meeting points with 
their job description, describing the process in the questionnaire according to what 
RIA light proposes.
The second section, Section B gives information about overall or partial recognition 
of the RIA process by civil servants, drawing opinions on important issues raised in 
the literature review, mainly in the main steps pursued by RIA, and in quantitative 
assessment methods of options.
This section of the questionnaire draws responses on diffi  culties they face in 
implementing the diff erent steps of RIA, where the literature itself confi rms 
diffi  culties in implementation. Also, this section identifi es the key causes (or more 
clicked reasons by the employees) that make it diffi  cult to implement the step chosen 
by them. This is due to possible gaps in institutional procedures in meeting the goal 
of bett er policy making.
RIA importance is confi rmed through the opinion of public employees. This section 
gives in advance general information on what RIA really implies and draws their 
opinions on the importance of implementing IRA in the Albanian context, seeking to 
judge inductively their readiness to launch RIA.

3.1Analysis of RIA implementation results, demographic data.
3.1.1 Descriptive analysis of Section A.
Data analysis of the actual recognition of the procedural side of policy making on meeting 
points with RIA.
As regards participation in the decision-making process for a regulation, the data analysis 
indicates that 83% of respondents responded positively to the question whether they 
have participated in a decision-making process.

  

Chart 13.  Participation in decisión making process
Source: Processed questionnaire data.
Regarding participation of employees in RIA piloting, we note that 12.6% of 
respondents participated directly in the entire pilot process or at one stage, whereas 
87.4% did not participate. Listing the procedural steps of RIA from A-F, employees 
were asked which steps are recognized and implemented by them during their work; 
we note that the most ticked procedural steps are:
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− A-Problem identifi cation and objective
− B-Identifi cation of policy options, including “0 option” (not making any change)
− E-Consultation
− F-Conclusion, identifi cation of the preferred option following the results analysis.
For point A, 81.7% of respondents said yes, 13.9% no and only 4.4% of respondents 
did not answer the question. For step B, 71% responded positively to procedural 
recognition, 21% negatively and 7.1% did not respond. For step E, about 82.5% gave 
a positive answer, 16.3% said no and only 1.2% did not respond. The least ticked 
procedural step is the ex-post evalaution of the regulation, to which 30.6% of the 
respondents did not respond, 55.6% responded positively and 13.9% negatively.
The above analysis shows that some major steps of the RIA process are recognized by the 
employees and are part of their daily work procedue; in fact, it coincides with what is shown 
in the chapter about the actual status of policy making in Albania. While the least known 
procedural step is the ex-post evaluation of the regulation. Also, the process of quantitative 
analysis of options is an issue requiring att ention within the framework of capacity building. 
Respondents are familiar with the quantitative assessment methods in theory, but hesitate in 
confi rming their ability to implement regulation assessment methods.
3.1.2  Descriptive analysis of Section B
Data analysis about the perception of public employees on their ability to implement RIA.
As emphasized in the methodology, this section aims to identify existing 
information about the main steps of RIA, albeit not considered as RIA steps in the 
day-to-day work.
Option identifi cation. Regarding the options identifi ed in a regulation process, the 
question "If you have participated in the decision-making of a particular regulation, 
how many options related to the required change have been examined by You 
during the draft ing and adoption process of the regulation", only 84% of respondents 
answered this question. 53.3% of them had examined an option, 28% had examined 
two options and 18.7% more than two. Referring to the question as to “how possible 
is to examine all potential options in the case of a necessary regulation", we note that 
86.1% of employees answered "somewhat up to highly possible"; 11.5% considered it 
"slightly possible”, whereas none of the respondents considered it impossible. 2.4% 
did not answer this question. As regarads assessment of their ability, when asked 
"How capable you feel about analysing each option of a proposed regulation?", 10.7% 
feel litt le and not at all capable of analyzing the options, 16.3% feel very capable and 
6% did not respond.
When asked “How capable you feel with the quantatitive cost-benefi t assessment 
of an option”, we note that 24.4%% responded slightly or not at all, and 18.3% 
responded very capable. 
If we compare the same categories with the answers to the above question, we note 
a lower percentage of knowledge of the quantitative assessment of the policy in the 
highest category, and increased knowledge in the lower category.
Referring to the perception of their skills related to the ex post policy evaluation, 
8.2% of respondents have performed such assessment 2-3 times, while the rest has 
performed once or no ex post evaluation of the regulation.
As regards their perception of the most diffi  cult steps to be implemented, the majority 
chose two steps: step (C) and step (G). Step (C) refers to the “cost-benefi t assessment 
of each option” and step (G) refers to the “ex post evaluation of the policy" followed 
by the option "Identifying all possible options, including option 0".
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In the light of this analysis, when asked about the reasons that make the selection of 
the option diffi  cult, the majority responded by ticking Lack of experience, followed 
by the alternative Not familiar with the methodology and the alternative Not 
necessary.

Conclusions

The Regulatory Impact Assessment is an important tool in improving the quality 
of decision-making. The Regulatory Impact Assessment helps all governments 
improve the way they make adjustments during their governance process, ensuring 
eff ective regulation, minimum barriers, eff ective protection for citizens, and 
reduced corruption chances. These benefi ts are particularly valuable for developing 
countries, where barriers dictated by poor policy-making smother opportunities for 
development and job creation, as they suff er from the corruption symptom.
Establishment of a Regulatory Impact Assessment is an immediate need, being a 
key element in effi  cient decision-making and bett er policy making. It should not only 
be institutionalized, but also implemented rigorously in Albania. This conclusion 
is also supported by the experts who participated in RIA piloting, considering it 
very important and indispensable. (72.6% of respondents consider it very important and 
78.6% consider it indespensable).
Identifying all possible options is crucial to the regulation adoption process, as it 
ensures informed regulation. The decision regarding regulations in Albania suff ers 
from the lack of identifi cation and analysis of all change options. Data analysis shows 
that most of the employees who have participated in the regulation processes, have 
examined no more than 2 options; of these, 81.3% of respondents have examined 
one to two options, the approved one, whereas employees who participated in RIA 
piloting have identifi ed and examined more than two options.
The implementation of a policy, program, law or project directly or indirectly 
impacts simultaneously in many areas such as economic, social, environmental, etc. 
That is why the assessment of the impact of regulation is seen by the administration 
(interviewees) as a diffi  cult exercise. The use of economic methods in assessing 
the cost and profi tability of politics in Albania is a partially known concept, which 
requires appropriate att ention and capacities. This fact is also found during the 
analysis of the collected data, as a good part of the interviewees, regarding the use of 
economic methods in policy evaluation, responded "a litt le".
Implementation of a policy, program, law or project has a simultaneous direct or 
indirect impact on many areas such as economic, social, environmental, and so on. 
That is why RIA is seen by the administration (interviewees) as a diffi  cult exercise. 
The use of economic methods in assessing the cost and benefi ts of policies in Albania 
is a partially known concept, which requires appropriate att ention and capacities. 
This fact is confi rmed by the collected data, being that many interviews responded 
slightly when asked how capable they are in using economic policy assessment 
methods.
The last but not least important process in the RIA system is the ex post evaluation 
of the regulication. Data analysis indicates that this process is done only a few times 
by employees (73.7% of the respondents said ‘a few times’). Ex post evaluation 
is considered a diffi  cult process. The use of ex-post evaluation methods not only 
informs on the real impact of the policy, but identifi es standing problems and new 
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problematic areas presented for solutions. This is also apparent from the ex-post 
evaluation of the support with the competitiveness fund analyzed in this study.

Which institution or who will perform the RIA is a key link in the procedural, 
methodical and implementing chain of the RIA system. Respondents note that 
implementation of RIA requires professionalism, knowledge of economic methods 
of policy evaluation more time (descriptive analysis). So, the conclusion is that 
employees are conservative about conducting RIA with the existing staff . The same 
conclusion is reached from the analysis of the question "Who may conduct an RIA 
assessment?" 41.8% responded ‘by an independent agency’.  
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Abstract

This article gives a panorama of the technique of guided imagery as one of the most widely 
used cognitive techniques. Guided imagery is a cognitive and fl exible intervention whose 
eff ectiveness has been indicated through a large body of ten-year research in counseling and 
related fi elds. This procedure is used to alleviate the responses to harmful stimuli. It has 
earned the right to be considered a curative approach. It can be defi ned as the use of one's 
imagination for the purpose of creating mental healing images that include all the senses. This 
approach helps patients to tune into their internal, aff ective and somatic cognitive resources. 
The aim is not to provide new images for the patient but to facilitate awareness of the images 
that already exist and guide the patient to work with these images for their personal need. 
Guided imagery can be used to learn and test skills, to solve problems more eff ectively by 
visualizing possible alternative results, to increase creativity and imagination. It also aff ects 
physiological processes. In addition to its use in counseling, this procedure has been used 
with very positive results also in sports training, rehabilitative medicine and health care. 
Guided imagery has a diagnostic value, since it gives us information on problematic areas 
and on emotional experience, prognostic value and therapeutic value. In psychotherapy the 
guided visualization exercises can be more or less guided. In some cases the therapist will 
generate a specifi c scenario to be imagined. In other cases it will provide an initial element, 
then proceeding to create an imaginative scenario in collaboration with the patient. Several 
authors have suggested that guided images should not be used in those people with uncertain 
memories, due to the risk of distorting historical memory. The literature that designates 
guided imagery as a risky practice, considers it only as a technique of memory recovery. 
Imagination and visualization can have a huge impact on memory. Imagining and visualizing 
past experiences, or reliving and re-evaluating them in one's mind can have a signifi cant 
impact on what is being remembered, and can also create vivid details or memories  of events 
that have never happened. The development of altered or false memories due to imagination 
or visualization of real or hypothetical events of the past is called infl ation of the imaginary.

Keywords : guided imagery, counseling, infl ation of imaginary.

Introduction

Guided imagery is a cognitive and fl exible intervention whose effi  cacy has been 
indicated through a large scale of ten-year research in counseling and related fi elds. 
This procedure is used to alleviate the responses to harmful stimuli. It has earned 
the right to be considered a curative approach. It can be defi ned as the use of one's 
imagination for the purpose of creating mental healing images that include all the 
senses (Mobily, Herr, Kelley, 1993). For Richardson (1994) it is a mental creation of 
perceptual experiences in diff erent sensory modalities, in the absence of an external 
perceptual input. Guided imagery was defi ned by Bresler and Rossman, co-founders 
of the Guided Imagery Academy, as a range of visualization techniques that include 
simple visualization and direct imaginative suggestion through metaphor and 
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narration. (2003). This approach is not new but well established in Native Americans 
and other indigenous traditions such as Hinduism and other religious traditions, 
traditional Chinese medicine, just to name a few. Even though guided imagery is  
primarily considered as an alternative or complementary technique, it has been used 
in psychotherapy for over a century. Not much has been writt en about the reasons 
why the guided imagery approach is useful in therapy. According to Nightningale 
(1998) this approach helps patients to tune in with their internal, aff ective and 
somatic cognitive resources. The goal is not to provide new images for the patient 
but to facilitate awareness of the images that already exists and guide the patient 
to work with these images for personal needs (Nightingale, 1998). Guided imagery 
can be used to learn and test skills, to solve problems more eff ectively by visualizing 
possible alternative results, to increase creativity and imagination. It also aff ects 
physiological processes. In addition to its use in counseling, this procedure has been 
used with very positive results also in sports training, rehabilitation medicine and 
health care. Guided imagery has been increasingly used by health care workers with 
impressive results. This is especially true with cancer patients, but also with patients 
suff ering from other medical problems such as stroke or abdominal pain. For example, 
Walker, Ogston, Heys, Miller, Sarkar and Eremin (1999) have compared two groups 
of cancer patients. One group was treated with relaxation therapy, the other group 
with relaxation therapy associated with peaceful images. The women in the second 
group, that one of peaceful images, were more relaxed, showed fewer psychological 
symptoms and a higher quality of self-evaluating of life during chemotherapy. At 
these women there was also a greater number of activated T cells, and a reduced 
tumor necrosis factor blood levels. These women seemed healthier compared to the 
group treated only with relaxation therapy. Guided imagery has also been used in 
sport, in particular to improve performance, to increase motivation. In a study of 
mental images in blind athletes, Eddy and Mellalieu (2003) concluded that mental 
images are a useful psychological skill for blind athletes, increasing their motivations 
and improving their performance. In the psychology of health the use of imaginative 
techniques improves the speed and the degree of healing of serious diseases (Hall, 
1984; Sheikh and Kunzendorf, 1984), or reduce the stress aft er surgery and help in 
managing pain chronic (Marino, Gwynn, Spanos 1989, Meichenbaum and Genest 
1983). In psychotherapeutic contexts, imagination alone or combined with other 
methods such as hypnosis or music seems to be eff ective in treating stress (Hammer, 
1996), panic att acks (Lewington, 1990), post-traumatic stress disorder (Swinson 
and Kirby 1985), bulimia nervosa. It is also eff ective in improving complex motor 
skills and performance (Denis, 1985, A.Richardson, 1994, D.Smith, 1990), and also in 
voluntarily altering one's state of soul (Martin and Williams, 1990; Richardson and 
Taylor, 1982).

Use of guided imagery

Guided imagery has been widely studied as a therapeutic tool in counseling. For 
example, it has been applied to pain therapy (Melges and Demaso, 1980), to the 
process of decision-making and identity issues in subjects with eating disorders (Hill, 
2001 ). Melges and DeMaso (1980) studied more than 100 people who experienced 
unresolved pain reactions. They employed three stages of treatment:
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1) Cognitive structuring, to process pain and to clarify the procedures;
2) Guided imagination to relive, review and revisit the scenes of loss;
3) A reconstruction of the future-oriented identity.
 The authors noted that the procedure of reliving or re-imagining changes the 
patient's point of view concerning the relative reality related to pain, and therefore 
the part of the treatment that makes use of guided imagery was essential (Melges 
and DeMaso, 1980).
 For Nightingale (1998) the procedure of guided imagery can be used in various 
ways in counseling;
1) to induce relaxation that promotes stress reduction;
2) in the area of motivation, imagining a positive future;
3) in the area of knowledge, through the exploration of the various possibilities and 
problem-solving.
Guided imagery is fl exible enough, either alone or in combination with other 
techniques, depending on the patient's needs and counselor's training, experience 
and comfort with the approach. Use of images has been recommended as adjunctive 
therapy or complementary to the traditional analgesic regimen used to maximize pain 
relief. Guided imagery involves the use of imagination to control pain through the 
development of sensory images that reduce the intensity of pain and become a more 
acceptable and pleasant substitute for pain (McCaff rey, Beebe, 1989). The patient is 
guided through a sequence of events, including relaxation, concentration focused on 
the images of harmful stimuli, concentration on what allows to lighten the harmful 
stimulus, the transformation into a state without symptoms and ends with the image. 
Many authors have described the methods and benefi ts of this technique. The technique 
of guided imagery is easy to learn, it takes litt le time to train the staff  in the use of this 
technique and patients can quickly learn how to facilitate their guided images. Before 
recommending this therapy, image effi  cacy in pain relief must be supported. Two 
complementary theoretical perspectives support the idea that guided imagery could 
reduce the intensity of perceived pain and the anxiety associated with it.
 According to the fi rst theory called "gate control theory" (Melzak, 1990), painful 
stimuli are transmitt ed via the gelatinous substance in the dorsal horn of the 
spinal cord, which can act as a signal unlocking mechanism. The transmission of 
painful stimuli can be blocked before reaching a high level of awareness. The use 
of guided images can provide suffi  cient sensory input to cause impulses that start 
from the brainstem and cause the closure of this mechanism. This theory recognizes 
the infl uence of cognitive control and the role of the central nervous system in the 
transmission of pain. Because the individual diff er in their mental abilities, including 
the ability to imagine, this may explain individual diff erences in painful and anxious 
experiences, as well as it can also explain the diff erences in relieving symptoms 
through the use of guided imagery.
 The second theoretical perspective, is a model of stress and coping, which integrates 
and expands the predictions arising from the theory of gate control. The specifi c 
framework of interest that is found in this theory is the self-regulation model of 
Leventhal and Johnson (1983), according to which a person who experiences a 
stressful or harmful stimulus can initiate coping strategies that regulate responses to 
sensory and emotional stimuli corresponding to the intensity of pain and the anxiety 
associated with it.
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Guided imagery in psychotherapy

 Visualization techniques are the basis of most cognitive-behavioral molding 
techniques. They are used in many areas as an aid to recall disconnected memories, 
control negative emotions and eliminate unwanted behaviors. Numerous techniques 
use the induction of an imaginative state in the patient .The starting point is a 
signifi cant theme for the person or a theme of general signifi cance. The therapist's 
guiding function is implemented at various levels:
-as simple presence, this has a reassuring eff ect;
- giving verbal stimuli if the imagination stops;
- intervening if negative emotions appear;
- encouraging if you encounter obstacles.
 Guided imagery has a diagnostic value, since it gives us information on problematic 
areas and on emotional experience, prognostic value and therapeutic value. 
Imagination has a close connection with emotionality and is generally stimulated 
by it. Caution should be considered in disorders sustained or accompanied by very 
intense and poorly controlled emotional states, because the technique could produce 
an undesirable emotional amplifi cation and therefore a worsening of the disorder. 
Some authors report positive results in psychosomatic disorders where the emotional 
level is generally low. Generally, it is more appropriate to use the visualization 
of positive images to help the client overcome anxieties, phobias, unpleasant 
sensations. The negative images are more appropriate in case you want to make 
the client extinguish or diminish a certain behavior or habit that is dysfunctional. 
In psychotherapy the guided visualization exercises can be more or less guided. In 
some cases the therapist will generate a specifi c scenario to be imagined. In other 
cases it will provide an initial element, then proceeding to create an imaginative 
scenario in cooperation with the patient.
Guided images have been integrated into the practice of many therapeutic contexts. 
Behavioral therapists use imagination to treat phobias and anxiety disorders (Stampfl  
and Lewis, 1967; Wolpe, 1973) and imaginative techniques have been incorporated 
into the relaxation and stress management training since their creation (Jacobson, 
1976; Meichenbaum, 1985). Cognitivists use imagination as a means of accessing 
patient’s beliefs, to encourage re-interpretation of experiences, and to treat problems 
such as stress, phobia, depression, and chronic pain (Edwards, 1989, 1990, Smith 
1990 ). Psychodynamic therapists use imagination to assist patients in transforming 
memories and diffi  cult thoughts into treatable segments (Courtois, 1997; Gold, 1990). 
Gestalt therapists use the imagination to alleviate anxiety caused by various events 
such as life choices, social situations, how to speak in public, etc. (Shepherd, 1970, 
Cohen, 1996). Ericksonian psychotherapy uses imagination for a wide range of 
purposes with or without hypnotherapy.
One of the objectives of guided imaginative techniques is to explore the emotional 
and meaningful issues of the patient's current problems. For example, a patient who 
feels pain in his shoulder can be asked to imagine what the pain looks like or what 
it would say if could speak. Such a use of imagination in generating metaphors can 
provide a way for patients to express in words some emotional or interpersonal 
problems associated with an unclear or kinesthetic symptom (Arbuthnott , 1994). A 
second use of imagination is to help patients formulate a goal of change. Patients oft en 
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enter therapy knowing what they do not like but without sett ing a goal for change. 
Having to deal with a patient who imagines her life aft er the problem is solved, it 
is oft en an eff ective means of focusing its att ention on a desired end point. Once the 
problems have been explored and the issues identifi ed, the diff erent techniques have 
been elaborated so as to obtain a modifi cation of the patient's experience regarding 
the problem or to fi nd and develop alternative solutions to the patient's dilemma 
(Cohen, 1996, Edwards, 1990) ). One way to do this is to imagine an object directly 
or through the conversation with the patient, for example, the dialogue between two 
elements of an image. A similar use of the image helps the patient to experiment with 
new behaviors. Images can also be used to help patients exercise intentional control 
over emotional or stressful states. Emotional images are oft en used to generate 
specifi c emotional states in the fi eld of emotional research (Qualls, 1982; Schwartz, 
1976; Ucros, 1989) and patients are oft en taught to enable them to counteract the 
involuntary states of stress, anxiety, and depression (Richardson and Taylor, 1982, 
Schultz, 1978, Smith, 1990). Imaginative techniques of stress reduction such as 
imagining oneself coping with stressful situations or imagining the physiological 
system acting to improve health have helped patients to affi  rm intentional control 
over the functions of the autonomic nervous system such as heart rate and immune 
system responses (Baum et al 1995, Hall, 1990, Sheikh and Kunzendorf, 1984).

Implications related to the use of guided imagery in psychotherapy

Several authors have suggested that the guided images should not be used in those 
people with uncertain memories, because of the risks of historical memory distortion. 
This technique is considered risky because it could lead to the creation of false 
memories. The literature that designates guided imagery as a risky practice, considers 
it only as a technique of memory recovery. The memory contains visual-imaginative 
information. Researchers working in the fi eld of memory take into consideration 
at least three interrelated processes when studying memory: coding, storage and 
recovery. The coding processes are those involved when an event to be remembered 
occurs. Recovery processes are used to recall a remembered event at some point in 
the future. Storage processes are those involved between these two events, that is 
when memory exists in the brain only as a potential memory. Research indicates 
that images can aff ect both the encoding and recovery phases. Some controversies 
about the risk of images in psychotherapy involve changes during memory storage. 
Allan Paivio (1971) has given a new twist to the relationship between memory and 
imagination:
-The verbal material (words, phrases, passages) easily imaginable (concrete words) 
has a greater probability of being remembered than the hardly imaginable material 
(abstract words);
 - the use of mental images, both spontaneous and following instructions, increases 
mnestic  performance;
 -The "good imaginators" can have a superior memory to the "bad imaginators".
 The mnestic advantage of the image value is not imputed to a greater power of the 
imaginative coding, but to the probability of activating the two encodings. Using 
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the images during a coding event greatly improves the subsequent memory of the 
event. Therefore the use of images to test a new behavior is able to improve the 
eff ectiveness of the experience of change.In the same way the use of imagination to 
plan future goals seems useful, as for these patients the recovery of objectives is more 
likely during the relevant moments. In many cases one of the goals of psychotherapy 
is to help patients recover imaginative events, rather than the memory of a 
traumatic or repeatedly painful experience. Psychotherapists deliberately induce an 
imaginative scenario that will compete with the annoying memory, with the hope 
that the benefi ts of imaginative coding guarantee the recall of therapeutic moments 
rather than the original experience (Edwards, 1990). Most of the other applications 
of imaginative procedures in psychotherapy are related to the current experience 
of bringing problems, arguments, emotions and desires to levels of awareness. 
Research on mnemonic eff ects is not directly relevant to these uses, if not for noting 
that patients may not be able to distinguish imaginative experiences from perceived 
events. Given the possibility that such imaginative experiences can subsequently be 
exchanged for perceived experiences, it is probably best that psychotherapists use 
metaphorical imagery, where this is possible. For example, patients may be asked 
to imagine dialogues with animals or characters of fantasy rather than real people, 
or guided images can be located in impossible places rather than in the patient's 
current life. Identifying important topics and held emotions can be achieved more 
easily using metaphorical images. The metaphor has a double function: it embodies 
the communicative intention and functions as a realistic device for inducing mental 
images. It can be understood as a rhetorical fi gure (the domain of linguistics) or as a 
mode of thought (the domain of philosophy and psychology). The metaphor which 
is understood as a mode of thought : a) has a cognitive and expressive function, 
b) is the only way to experience certain meanings, but a modality necessary to 
acquire a certain type of knowledge to which linear logic does not have access. These 
two modes make metaphor a "linguistic machine" to induce and evoke images. 
The content of imaginative events can be realistic or metaphorical. The perceived 
events and realistic images are limited to people, objects, sett ings and actions that 
are possible in the world and consistent with the circumstances of the patient's life. 
The metaphorical images are limited only to the imagination of the patient and the 
therapist. The confusion between perceived memories and imagined memories 
is probably limited to realistic images. Internal consistency with memories is an 
important factor for assessing the accuracy of memory. One of the recommendations 
to decrease the probability that memories assume the wrong identity is to use 
metaphorical images. Thus, the risks of memory distortion may be greatly reduced. 
In the mental use of guided images, the imaginative scenario and actions refer to the 
future rather than to the patient's past, and therefore any confusion probably has no 
eff ect on historical biographical memory.
 Guided imagery can facilitate the reminiscence of earlier memories, but at the 
expense of the increasing confusion between imaginative experience and previously 
perceived events. So it is bett er to avoid using guided imagery as a technique of 
memory recovery. It is usually used to help in the research and solution of current 
problems, to clarify the emotional and interpersonal themes. The use of metaphorical 
images limits the problems related to the distortion of memory and confusion.
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Infl ation of the imaginary and the dangers of the guided visualization

Imagining and visualizing past experiences, or reliving and re-evaluating them in 
one's mind can have a signifi cant impact on what is remembered, and can also create 
vivid details or memories of events that have never happened. The development of 
altered or false memories due to imagination or visualization of real or hypothetical 
events of the past is called infl ation of the imaginary. The infl uence of imagination on 
memory depends on a number of factors: how long ago the event occurred, the age 
of the person, the familiarity of the imagined event, how it feels during the story of 
a memory or the introduction of new information. More time passes, more memory 
fades, and is more susceptible to imaginative infl ation. Recent memories are rarely 
altered by imagination or visualization. Re-inventing what has happened is more 
widespread when people are asked to think or imagine autobiographical data from 
childhood. Age aff ects the distance-time factor in an interesting way. Young children 
are more sensitive to the infl ation of the imaginary. Scientists hypothesize that this 
happens because they are more prone to hypnotic suggestibility and dissociation. 
Dissociative tendencies and hypnotizability are positively correlated with the eff ect 
of imaginary infl ation, while the vividness of the visual imagination does not predict 
this phenomenon. Dissociative tendencies, the ability to visualize, the cognitive style 
and the concept of self can predict the phenomenon of the infl ation of the imaginary. 
This phenomenon appears quite robust.  It is important for clinicians to be aware of 
the malleability of human memory (Loft us1980, Rodgers, 1982). Memories are not 
precise memories of the past, but they seem to be fragments of experiences to which 
each one gives his personal meaning. Researchers have studied how familiarity and 
plausibility contribute to distorting autobiographical memories, and conclude that 
in most cases memories of a non-real event are constructed from related information 
already present in the memory. Clinicians should proceed with caution in invoking a 
patient's memories, because there is always the possibility to involuntarily help in the 
development of false or distorted memories which favor the birth of new patt erns.

Conclusions

In conclusion, imaginative techniques are incorporated into cognitive-behavioral 
treatments. The work with the imagination aims to make the patient capable 
of enduring and managing the suff ering evoked by the traumatizing event and 
integrating it into his personal life story. Many self-help techniques involve the use of 
guided imaginations. Subject must immerse himself in the story of the imaginative 
scenes. The greater his involvement, the more fruitful the work done with the 
imagination will be. Imaginative techniques should not be used with people who 
report uncertain memories, because of the risk of distortion of historical memory. 
It is considered risky because it could lead to the creation of false memories. The 
literature that considers images a risky practice considers it only a technique of 
memory recovery, because imaginative techniques can facilitate the reminiscence 
of previous memories but at the expense of the increasing confusion between 
imaginative experience and previously perceived events. 
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Earning the right of ownership of illegal objects in Albania

Enkeleida Shyle (Petanaj)
Agency of Legalization, Urbanization and Integration of the Areas/Informal Constructions 

Abstract

The right of property, as a set of rules that defi ne the legal relations of property, constitutes 
one of the most important institutes of the civil rights. In the Constitution of the Republic of 
Albania, the right of property is specially protected, as it is considered as a part of fundamental 
freedom rights. 
The right of property, even though is “a right” is not an abstract and ideal entity, but is an 
image of a determined social reality. So, even though the de jure right of the property is 
regulated by a set of laws, in reality the right of property in Albania is not guaranteed. On one 
hand it is known from the constitutional right as a human right, even as a fundamental right 
(as part of what is called a right of the fi rst generation) and on the other hand the methods of 
its limitations are so many, it has lost the guarantee as a fundamental right.
The goal of this study is to analyze the most debating law of obtaining the right of property, 
the one of earning the ownership of illegal objects.  
In order to realize the aim of this study, we will treat the method of obtaining the ownership of 
these types of illegal objects. The standards of this law will be treated in the point of view both 
of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, and the verdicts of the European Court of the 
Human Rights and the Constitutional Court of Albania. The balance between guaranteeing 
the right of property to the legitimate owner and its limitation from the new owners in the 
law “For the legalization, urbanization and integration of the illegal constructions” is another 
point of this study.    
As a result, we can state that the right of property is limited, with the law and only for 
public interests. This is the state slogan to justify its actions during the violence of the right 
of ownership. But the notion of the public interest itself is very fl exible, which makes it 
possible to be interpreted from the state institutions, and further more the notion of the right 
compensation in the case of these limitations.   

Keywords: the right of ownership, limitation, public interest, legalization. 

Introduction

The right of ownership, as an entity of the norms and rules that sanction the legal 
rights of the property, constitutes one of the most important institutes of civil rights. 
It is considered as a fundamental and benefi cial right on one hand and as a separation 
limit between the diff erent civil levels and the social injustice on the other hand. 
In the Constitution of the Republic Albania1, the right of ownership fi nds a special 
protection, even though there is not a legal meaning for it stated.2 If we refer to the 
41st article of the Constitution, it guarantees the protection of private property. For 
this reason, “The property at the same time also has the distinctive social feature, as 
its use should serve the public welfare. For as long as the function of the ownership is 
1 Constitution of the Republic of Albania approved by the law nr. 8417, date 21.10.1998
2 The legal meaning of the right of ownership is given in the dispositions of the Civil Code Article 
149 “Property is the right to enjoy and have freely the items, within the determined limits with the 
law”.
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a mean to save the personal freedom, the property maintains a special protection.”3    
Even though the Constitution, article 42 foresees the guarantee of the private 
property through the procedure warranty, it states that the right for a “proper 
legal process” (point 1) and that anybody in order to protect the rights, freedom 
and the constitutional and legal interest, has the right for a fair public trial, within 
a reasonable date, from an independent court determined by law (point 2). This 
disposition is approved by article 6 of the European Convention of the Human 
Rights; we should emphasize that the approval of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Albania is conducted as the Republic has ratifi ed this Convention. 

I. The ways of obtaining ownership according to the Albanian Constitution  

If we refer to the Constitution of Albania, it foresees some ways on how to obtain 
the right of ownership, and it uses the Civil Code for other methods of gett ing 
the property. According to the Constitution, the property is gained by donation, 
inheritance, buying and any other classic way stated in the Civil Code.4 If we see 
the ways the ownership is gained, foreseen in the disposition of the Civil Code of 
the Republic of Albania, article 163 states that “Ownership is gained through the 
methods determined by law in this Code and other ways determined by special 
laws”. In the relation to the ways of gaining the ownership with a special law, there 
have been discussions which oft en have been under the judgment of the Albanian 
Constitutional Court. One of the most discussed laws on how to get this property 
is the law for legalization, urbanization and integration of the illegal constructions.5 
Even though in the Civil Code of the Republic of Albania6 is foreseen the process of 
the private property with a special law, there are arguments that the dispositions of 
this law constitute a leap of the commandments of article 175/47 of the Civil Code, 
a disposition which treats the fate of the illegal constructions built on the land of 
another owner. In interpretation of this disposition, it is required at any cost that the 
person who has built on someone’s land, fi rst of all needs to have it built on good faith 
and secondly the value of the construction should be higher than the value of the land 
on which the building is built; in this way the builder may pretend to become the 
owner of the land too with a verdict of the competent court. While the dispositions 
of the law number nr.9482, dated 03.04.2006, “For legalization, urbanization and 
integration of the illegal construction” changed, they do not determine any stopping 
criteria as for the good faith criteria of the subjects that have built illegally, or the 
ratio of the value of the construction to the value of the land on which is built. 
Another reason why the law is debatable is the fact of the anticipation of the 
legalization of the objects without permission on a property of a third party8.
3 Verdict nr.30, dated 12.01. 2005 of the Constitutional Court of Albania.
4 Article 41/2 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania
5 Law Nr. 9482, dated 3.4.2006 “For legalization, urbanization and integration of the illegitimate 
constructions.” changed 
6 Approved by the law nr.7850, dated 7.29.1994 for the Civil Code of the Republic of Albania 
(changed in laws nr. 8536, dated 10.18. 1999, nr.8781,dated 5.3.2001, nr. 17/2012, dated 2.16.2012, 
nr.121/2013, dated 4.18.2013, nr.113/2016, dated 11.3.2016)
7 “When in good faith is constructed a building on a strange land and its value is higher than the 
value of the land, the builder may be the owner of the land too, with a verdict of the competent 
court”
8 Article15/2 of the law nr.9482, dated 4.3.2006 “on legalization, urbanization and integration of the 
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This switch of property from a private subject to the subjects that profi t from 
the legalization process, even though there is not mentioned in the law the term 
expropriation; it is a de facto action of these owners, whose property is invaded from 
illegal builders.9 This for the fact that the owner even though legally maintains the 
title of his property he does not really have it de facto, as the property is occupied by 
an illegal construction. But if we refer to the jurisprudence of the European Court of 
the Human Rights all these illegal constructions have the right of protection, from 
article 1 of the Court’s protocol. 10

Referring the verdict of Oneryildiz against Turkey, the Convention not only protects 
the legal constructions which are protected since the moment they have taken place, 
but also those other constructions which are done for the need of those who have 
constructed them, without the proper permission, or violating the given permission, 
and are not prevented in the right moment from the competent government organs. 
The European Court of the Human Rights for this issue has reached the conclusion 
that the state obligation for the property protection is a positive necessity. This means 
that the state should participate actively in the protection of citizens’ properties, 
otherwise with its non actions it violates the right protected by article 1 of the 
European Convention of the Human Rights. According to this verdict, the state of 
Turkey was fi ned from the European Court of the Human Rights for the material 
damage caused to these families, even though their destroyed buildings were without 
construction permission.  

II. The public interest as restriction, a justifi cation for the violation of the right  

The restrictions of human rights refl ect a comprehensive compromise between the 
needs of the state and the individual's rights. This balance is necessary to prevent 
the sacrifi ce of the state on the human rights altar. But human rights should not be 
sacrifi ced on the altar of the state either. Indeed, the protection of human rights also 
requires the protection of a socio-political framework, which in turn is based on the 
recognition of the need to protect human rights. The needs of the state to function 
and the human rights that enable the dignifi ed functioning of the individual within 
the state are both part of the same constitutional structure that at the same time 
promotes human rights but also limits them so that the whole system can work.11

The Constitution of the Republic of Albania, approved with a popular referendum 
on November 22nd 1998 foresees restrictions of the rights and freedom which can 
be determined only by the law and for a public interest, or for the protection of the rights 
of others.12 Starting from what stated above, it is obvious that the right of private 

illegitimate constructions.”
9 In the verdict  nr.35 dated 10.10.2010, The Constitutional Court assesses that even though the law 
does not mention the term  “expropriation” and does not ensure a formal expropriation procedure, 
based on the article 15 of the law, the individuals registered in the Registry of the Real Estate Assets 
and get compensated because of the registration of the owners of the illegitimate buildings will be 
called de facto and de jure expropriated. 
10 Oneryildiz versus Turkey, is presented before the European Court of Human Rights which got 
the verdict that the state’s obligation to protect the property is a positive obligation. This real case 
is part of the legal practice of the European Court of Human Rights, published from the European 
Center, Tirana, 2001.
11 Aharon Barak, The Judge in a Democracy, Princeton University Press, 2006.
12  Constitution of the Republic of Albania,  article  17/1.
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property is not considered anymore “a holy and non violable right”13 and not as “a 
full and exclusive power.”14

Today the private property rights are subject to a wide variety of legal controls 
and legal obligations imposed by the Parliament or legislator on owners of public 
interest.15 The Constitutional Court refrained to this position when admitt ed that 
"the right to property is guaranteed, but not intangible.”16

Thus, the expression "only by law" in Article 17 of the Constitution should not be 
understood only by law of the Assembly, but also based on the law. Referring to 
the content of Article 17 of the Constitution, we note that this provision, in the way 
it was formulated, has not left  the possibility of delegating any other organ but the 
Assembly as a representative body. The purpose of this article is that, in the case of 
limitations, not only the other determined criteria should be respected, but in order 
for the warranties to be more complete, the competent body should be only one organ 
and more precisely the highest lawmaker organ. The statement "only by law" has the 
meaning that if it is necessary to restrict a right provisioned in the Constitution, then 
this assessment is solely at the hand of the legislator and not of other organs, also 
including the Council of Ministers.
However, the term “law” used in the Constitution and in general in the legislation, 
sometimes it means a wider interpretation including the legal regulation acts.17

Even though in the 41st article of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania is 
provisioned the possibility of violation or restriction of the right of ownership, 18  it 
should be fi rstly done in accordance to the constitutional principles and the criteria 
determined in it.  
• Firstly, the deprivation from the property should be required from the public 

interest. In the cases when the expropriation is performed in the interest of a 
private subject, there should defi nitely exist the public interest.

• Secondly, the right of ownership should be associated by a fair reward and in 
respect of the right of complaint of the violated individual for the amount of 
remuneration. 

• Thirdly, the restrictions in exercising the right of ownership, justifi ed from the 
overall interest, should not violate the essence of the right of ownership.

• Finally, everything should be done in consistence to the conditions and procedures 
determined by law and in the international agreement. 

The Constitution determines that one of the criteria under which the right of private 
property may be restricted is only for the public interest. The meaning of public 
interest in our Constitution is not determined “accurately”. This is for the fact that in 
diff erent real situations it is a very broad term and if it was to be given a constitutional 
defi nition, the Constitution itself would have been obliged to violate the right of 
a certain group of individuals, the social category, or even of a single individual. 
The need to live quietly between the members of the society and the objective 
13 As it was considered in “Declaration of the Human and Citizen” year 1879.
14  There 
15  E.C.S. Wade and A.W.Bradley “Constitutional and Administrative Law”, 1991, pg 497
16 Verdict nr.35, dated 10.10.2007 of the Constitutional Court 
17 Verdict nr.20, dated 11.07.2006 of the Constitutional Court
18 Article 41/3.Law may provision exproprietation or limitations in exercising the right of property 
only for public interests; 4. exproprietation or limitations in exercising the right of property based 
on this process are allowed only with a proper remuneration;5.For controversies related to the 
amount of award may be a complaint in the court.   
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with common interest does not necessarily mean that the fundamental rights are 
guaranteed without any restriction.19 But it is the duty of the Constitutional Court 
when exercising control over the lawmakers' interventions in arrangements that 
aff ect the fundamental rights and freedoms, if this restriction is conducted according 
to the criteria clearly defi ned in the Constitution. Through its jurisprudence, the 
Constitutional Court stated that: “Analysis and interpretation by the Constitutional 
Court of some of the constitutional concepts concerning" the public interest "and" 
fair remuneration "as well as respect for the justice principles, proportionality, or of 
the social state constitute at the same time the constitutional boundaries of the area 
of appreciation on which the lawmaker should be oriented, in order to respect the 
right of property”20

Related to this concept, the European Court for the Human Rights leaves to the 
state a broad margine of assessment in its determination, by stating that the notion 
“public interest” is very wide, but the “obligatory transfer of the property from one 
individual to another in special circumstances may constitute a legal measure in 
public interest”.21 In another case22, the European Court stated that; “in analyzing 
the fact that if the deprivation happens for the public interest or not, the states have 
a broad area of evaluation in implementing the economical and social politics. This 
area is implemented especially in such circumstances with radical changes as the 
ones of changing a socialist system into that of a market economy”.23   
ECHR accepts that because of the proper recognition of the societies and their needs, 
in principle, national authorities may assess much bett er than the judge what is in 
public interest. For this reason, is up to the national authorities to initially assess the 
existence of such a problem that bothers the public, by guaranteeing the measures 
that would be implemented in the fi eld of exercising the right of ownership, by 
including the deprivation and property reconstitution. The national authorities have 
respectively a determined area of evaluation.” 24 
Only those rights that are provised as unlimited cannot be changed by the lawmaker25.
In this way, the jurisprudence of ECHR is refl ected in the interpretation of the 
Constitutional Court of Albania any time there is the issue for interpretation of the 
concept of public interest. According to this court, “Public interest is a constitutional 
concept, not only endless in the meaning that the list of issues with public interest 
may never end, as the public interest should be understood in the relative sense, 
depending of the various situations created.” 26 According to this court “The issues 
of investigations treated in the aspect of verifi cation of implementation of the 
legislation, development of the proposals and legal initiatives that aim to inhibit and 
prevent the negative phenomena for the society and the state, are included in the 
constitutional concept as a special case.27

19  Luxemburg Verdict of European Court of Justice in Luxemburg 4 July 2000, case Haim, C-424/97, 
Rec p.I-5123.
20  Verdict of Constitutional Court of Albania nr.30, date 01.12.2005. 
21 Jahnes et al versus United Kingdom, dated 21.02.1986, paragraph 40.
22  See case Jahn, et al versus Germany, dated 30.06.2005, paragraph 91.
23  there
24 See case Maria Athanasius et al versus. Romany, op.cit.,§166; See also Kopecký vs.Sllovacy 
[GC],op. cit.§37).
25 See the verdict of the Constitutional Court  nr.10, dated 19.03.2008.
26 Verdict of Constitutional Court of Albania nr.18, dated 14.05.2003. 
27  There 
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In another verdict of this Court, it evaluates that the restrictions of the right of 
property and the economical activity are set to serve the public interest, which is the 
prevention and the destroyment of the organized crime and traffi  c through distrait 
and confi scation of the assets of suspect individuals for the participation in criminal 
organizations, activities in terrorist groups and armed groups and trafi cation. 
Through freezing the assets and wealth, the law aims to prevent the illegal criminal 
activities28. 
By lett ing the states decide the general public interest it amy determine when the 
general interest prevailes on the restriction of the right of ownership because of this 
interest.   
In order to be considered constitutional, an intervention on the right of ownership 
should not only show the existence of a “legal purpose” in the “general interest”, 
but also should have a proportional reasonable relation between the measures taken 
and the goal required to be achieved with the limitation of the individual from his 
property.  
In order for the restriction on property for a public interest not to constitute a violation 
of Article 41 of the Constitution and of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 of the European 
Court of Human Rights it must be justifi ed and proportionate. This emerges fi rst 
from the analysis of Article 153 of the Civil Code. 29

In order for an intervention to be allowed, not only should there be a legitimate 
purpose in the public interest, but there should also be a proportional relationship 
between the means used and the public interest. A fair balance must be established 
between the requirements of the general interest of the community and the protection 
conditions of the fundamental rights of the individual. The requirement for such 
equilibrium is embodied in Article 41 paragraph 2 of the Constitution as well as in 
Article 181 which states for a proper adjustment. The Constitutional Guarantee of 
the property can not accept disproportionate restrictions, that is, restrictions that are 
not justifi ed by social considerations.”30 

III. The remuneration of objects constructed without permission

Aft er the democratic changes in Albania aft er the 1990s, there were many 
demographic movements of people. Most people, for economic reasons, migrated 
from rural areas to big cities, driven by the cities’ greatest economic opportunities. 
For the large number of informal constructions and the social impact they have on 
Albanian families on the one hand and due to the dysfunction of the state on the other 
hand, all the political forces that came to power in Albania aft er the establishment of 
democracy have accepted the solution of the situation through legal initiatives, by 
legalizing illegal objects.
Although in terms of the development of large cities, states should enjoy a broad 
freedom of appreciation in order to implement the city’s development policy. State 
authorities, lawmakers, executive or judicial authorities, can act in such a way that 
limit the rights and freedoms of the individual when this is required by higher 
interests, but to such an extent that such actions are not arbitrary and do not infringe 
28 Verdict nr. 4, dated 23.02.2011 Constitutional Court of Albania
29 In it is sanctioned that “the full ownership may not be fully taken from nobody, unless when the 
are required from the legitimate public interest and every time with a full and prior remuneration”.
30 Decision of the Constitutional Court of Germany; BverfGE 52, 1
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the fundamental right and freedom of individuals.
In continuity, Albanian politics and the Albanian legislator have undertaken to 
handle informal facilities through legal initiatives that have oft en been subject to 
objections. The fi rst step was the Law Nr. 9209, dated 03.23. 2004 "On the legalization 
of additions to constructions", which aimed to legalize the constructions, full buildings 
or carcasses, with a surface area larger than the project approved by the Council of 
territory regulations’ decision, of local government units31. Then, with the Law nr. 
9482, date 4.3. 2006 “On the legalization, urbanization and integration of illegal buildings”, 
the aim was to initially legalize the construction of unauthorized constructions and 
"additions without permits in legal construction", and subsequently their urbanization. 
Article 15 of the law provides:
1. The legalized properties according to this law are registered in the registry of real 
estate properties in accordance to the law nr. 7843, date 7.13.1994 “For registration of 
the real estate properties”. 
2. In the cases when the legalized building land is in the registers of the real estates 
in the ownership of private subjects, then with the registration of the legalization 
permit, the private individual has the right to be remunerated in nature of money.   
3. The offi  ce of registration of real estate property, for all the cases noted in the point 
2 of this article sends to the Minister’s Council every three months the list of the 
physical or legal subjects that are awarded by this law, with the data for each owner 
and the area that belongs to them.   
4. The Minister’s Council within 30 days from the due date of delivery of the list 
form the Main Offi  ce of registration of Real Estate properties takes the decision to 
compensate the owners and the areas for them. The property return and compensation 
commissions in the districts compensate the subjects in accordance to the decision of 
the Ministers’ Council within three months. 
If we analyze the content of article 15 of the law, I think that it is not based in the 
implementation of the constitutionalized standards, for the reason that there is 
a disproportion between the legal owners’ interests and the ones who are not 
authorized.    
First of all, the way of obtaining the property from the legal owners is through the 
forms provided in the law, whereas the illegal owners have illegally invaded the 
property and aft er that have tried to legalize them. 
Secondly, in the relation of obtaining the right of ownership, the subjects get this 
immediately aft er registration in the Offi  ce of Registration of Real Estate Assets of 
the permission of legalization, the right of ownership, and the legal owner not only 
is taken his property illegally but also the compensation is given in time. 
Thirdly, the acquisition of property without being given a reasonable payment for its 
value as well as not timely payment is not considered a proportional solution.
The law on legalization does not regulate itself the way and criteria for the remuneration 
of expropriated private owners, nor does it set rules for the compensation method 
to be given to the lawful owner. This law, in its Article 15.4.5, refers to Law No. 9235, 
dated 07.29. 2004 “On the Restitution and Compensation of Property” and in this 
meaning is this law, which will be implemented in respect to the compensation of 
legitimate owners of construction plots.
31  Law nr.9209, date. 23.03.2004, “on legalization of the additions in constructions”, is the fi rst step 
in the direction of legalization of the illegal construction, which would have a series of changes by 
adopting the real situation of the phenomena development.
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But in its interpretation (fairly controversial), the Constitutional Court of the 
Republic of Albania stated that “since the law on legalization has as its purpose the 
legalization of illegal constructions and in particular urbanization of areas of informal 
blocks, informal buildings, and their integration into the territorial infrastructure 
development of the country, by improving living conditions, there is the “public 
interest” that may justify the expropriation of legitimate owners and the transfer of 
their property to the ownership of illegal builders.
Furthermore, the Constitutional Court clarifi es that the law defi nition on legalization 
according to which the ownership of expropriated land does not remain as state 
property, but is transferred to the owner of the legalized building, in itself is not an 
obstacle for such determination to be considered as necessary for “public interest”. 
However, the fact that we speak of the term “public interest” should not only guide 
us to a relatively large number of individuals or to realize a general policy, but to 
the very essence of this term, which is more concerned with the balance between 
limiting the right to property to the benefi t of a general good for society.
Although we may agree that demolition of unauthorized objects would bring a 
social drama for the category of subjects that built them, and that the state itself is 
responsible because of its non protection of the territory from illegal interventions, 
the Court should have ascertained whether, for the State's action or non action, the 
person concerned had to bear an excessive and disproportionate burden. From this 
point of view, measures taken are considered disproportionate, while under the law, 
persons who have violated the law are rewarded, while the interests of legitimate 
owners are sacrifi ced. Thus, the principle of proportionality has not been respected, 
as it does not appear to be decided to use the most appropriate and least harmful 
means for the rightful owners. On this basis, the legal system should contain a 
number of procedural warranties to ensure that its impact on property rights is not 
arbitrary or unpredictable.
Even the Venice Commission in the position of amicus curiae emphasized: “... in this 
case it can be argued that the solution provided by the law does not establish a fair 
balance, as the interests of the rightful owners, who have not violated any law, are let 
behind the interests of those who have built illegal constructions.” 32

A concern about this law was also observed during a study of the World Bank. This 
is due to the fact that in a decision of the United Colleges was found that 33 “Addition 
or construction, which is carried out contrary to rules and is not registered in the real estate 
property register, cannot be a subject of division and the person of interest, for the reason that 
it does not represent a legitimate interest, cannot be legitimized in fi ling a claim for division 
of property”. 
Through this controversial appeal which is discussed oft en, as far as property rights to 
women are concerned, the fact that the law on legalization was given the right of self-
declaration to the head of the household, in the case of division of marital property 
because of a divorce (when the divorce occurs during the process of legalization), 
violates the rights of that spouse who even though does not appear as declarant, may 
have contributed to the fi nished construction34  (World Bank, Research). 35

32 Point 17 of the opinion Amicus Curiae of the Venice Commission .
33 Verdict number.22 dated 13.03.2002 of the United Colleges of Higher Court  
34 Issue rose from the offi  ce of the World Bank and UN Women in Albania in some reports related 
to the right of property in women.
35  Gender disaggregated data – Western Balkans, Statistical Reports 2005-2013, published in the 
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we can state that all ways of obtaining ownership, as explicitly 
determined in the Constitution and those defi ned in the Civil Code or special laws, 
have an equitable constitutional protection. What we notice is that restrictions on 
the right of ownership in certain economic, and social situations are diff erent. It is 
diffi  cult to maintain a balance between guaranteeing the right to property acquired 
in a certain way and limiting it to the public interest.
The right to property as a Constitutional right is limited by law and only for a public 
interest. This is also the "slogan" on the state side to justify its interventions during 
the violation of the property right. But the very notion of public interest is a fl exible 
notion that has room for interpretation from the state organs, and moreover the 
proper proportional assessment in the case of these limitations.
Therefore, it is worth pointing out that "the validity of human rights does not depend 
in any way on them being or not constitutionalized"36, but how countries guarantee 
their limitations.
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EU Legislation on Criminal Justice from a Strasbourg perspective
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Abstract

Even though the European Convention on Human Rights is being applied in EU law, inter 
alia on the basis of Article 6 § 2 TEU, the Strasbourg Court has no jurisdiction in respect of the 
European Community or the European Union as such, neither of them being a Contracting 
Party to the European Convention on Human Rights. As regards the Court’s jurisdiction in 
respect of the EU Member States, a distinction is to be made between the acts of the EU 
institutions and the acts by which Member States give eff ect to EU law in their own legal 
system. With regard to the former, i.e. on the responsibility of the Member States - either 
individually or collectively - for acts of EU institutions, no answer has been provided yet by 
the Strasbourg Court and the question is likely to remain unanswered for a long while still, 
following the inadmissibility decision in the case of Senator Lines’.
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1. The EU Member States’ responsibility under the Convention
Even though the European Convention on Human Rights is being applied in 
EU law, inter alia on the basis of Article 6 § 2 TEU, the Strasbourg Court has no 
jurisdiction in respect of the European Community or the European Union as 
such, neither of them being a Contracting Party to the European Convention on 
Human Rights1.
As regards the Court’s jurisdiction in respect of the EU Member States, a 
distinction is to be made between the acts of the EU institutions and the acts by 
which Member States give effect to EU law in their own legal system. With regard 
to the former, i.e. on the responsibility of the Member States - either individually 
or collectively - for acts of EU institutions, no answer has been provided yet by 
the Strasbourg Court and the question is likely to remain unanswered for a long 
while still, following the inadmissibility decision in the case of Senator Lines’.
On the responsibility of the Member States for their own implementation of EU 
law, however, the case-law is gradually expanding into covering an ever greater 
number of pieces of the puzzle. As regards the mere “reception” of EU primary 
law by the domestic legal system of the Member States, reference should be 
made to the Matthews judgment in which the Strasbourg Court held the United 
Kingdom responsible for a breach of Article 3 of Protocol no. 1 to the Convention 
on account of the fact that by virtue of a piece of primary EU law - an Annex 
to the Act concerning the elections to the European Parliament - a resident of 
Gibraltar had been excluded from those elections. One consideration which 
appears to have played a certain role in the Court’s thinking is the fact that 
primary law is not open to review by the European Court of Justice (ECJ)2.
As far as secondary EU law is concerned, the situation has been much clarifi ed - at 
least in theory - by the recent judgment in the case of Bosphorus, which concerned 
the impounding by the Irish authorities of an aircraft  which had been leased by the 

1  ECHR, Matt hews v. UK [GC], no. 24833, 18.2.1999, § 32.
2  ECHR, Matt hews v. UK [GC], no. 24833, 18.2.1999, § 32.
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applicant company from a Yugoslavian airline. The Irish authorities had acted in 
pursuance of EC Council Regulation 990/93 which, in turn, had implemented the UN 
sanctions regime against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia3.
In this judgment the Strasbourg Court acknowledged the responsibility ratione personae 
of the Member States when implementing EU law. As to their responsibility ratione 
materiae, it established the presumption that under Community law fundamental 
rights were protected.in a way which could be considered “equivalent” to that for 
which the Convention provided, with the consequence that if a Member State did 
no more than execute legal obligations fl owing from its EU membership, it had not 
departed from the requirements of the Convention. However, any such presumption 
could be rebutt ed if, in the circumstances of a particular case, it was considered that 
the protection of Convention rights was manifestly defi cient. Furthermore, a State 
would remain fully responsible under the Convention for all acts falling outside its 
strict international legal obligations, including those by which the Member States use 
the amount of discretion left  to him in complying with its Community law obligations. 
To come to that conclusion, the Court relied also here quite a lot on the extent of the 
jurisdiction of the ECJ under Community law.
It is on purpose that the reference here is to “Community law” rather than to “Union 
law”, since the Strasbourg Court explicitly limited the scope of its fi ndings in the 
Bosphorus case to Community law stricto sensu, i.e. to the so-called “fi rst pillar”4. This 
raises the question of the extent of the Strasbourg Court’s jurisdiction in respect of the 
two other pillars, and especially the third one.
Some information on this can be found in the Court’s decision declaring inadmissible 
the case of Segi and Others v. the EU Member States’. The application had been fi led by 
two associations which complained that in breach of inter alia their rights to freedom 
of expression and association as well as their property rights, they had been put on 
a list of associations in respect of which the Member States were called on by an EU 
Common Position to apply some “specifi c measures to combat terrorism”. In their 
opinion they had thus been described as terrorist organisations by the EU Member 
States.
The Court denied the applicants the quality of victim required for an application to be 
admissible under the Convention for the reason that they were not directly aff ected by 
the Common Position at issue. Stressing the “strongly intergovernmental character” 
of the Union’s actions under the 2nd and 3`d pillars, the Court noted in respect of 
common positions that they were not directly applicable, as such, in the Member 
States and that their implementation required the adoption by each Member State 
of concrete domestic provisions in the appropriate legal form. Since the applicants 
had not adduced any evidence to show that any such particular measures had been 
taken against them pursuant to the Common Position at issue, their application was 
declared inadmissible.
Interestingly, the Court added that if such concrete measures had been or would be 
adopted, they “would be subject to the form of judicial review established in each legal 
order concerned, whether international or national”. This raises again the question of 
the responsibility of Member States under the Convention for the implementation of 
EU law, but this time in the area of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matt ers. 
3  ECHR, Bosphorus Hava Yallari Turizm Ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi v. Ireland [GC], no. 45036/98, 
30.6.2005.
4  Nos. 6422/02 and 9916/02, 16123.5.2002
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While there is no other Strasbourg case-law yet on this issue, it can be assumed in the 
light of the Bosphorus jurisprudence that given the fair amount of discretion left  to the 
Member States in this area, in addition to the limited jurisdiction of the ECJ’°, Member 
States would remain responsible to a large extent under the Convention when giving 
eff ect to 3`d pillar-legislation.

2. The relationship between the convention and EU legislation in the fi eld of 
criminal justice

For the sake of convenience and by way of example, the relationship between the 
Convention and EU legislation in the fi eld of criminal justice will be considered in 
the light of two of the most prominent texts adopted so far - or about to be adopted 
- in this area: the Framework Decision on the European Arrest warrant (EAW)” and 
the Draft  Framework Decision on certain procedural rights in criminal proceedings 
(DFD)’.

a) Compatibility with The Convention
As regards the relationship of both texts with the Convention, the intention of the 
draft ers clearly appears to have been to ensure entire compatibility. The Convention is 
being increasingly used as binding reference under EU law, on the basis of 6 § 2 TEU 
or even the Charter of fundamental rights, whose actual impact in the EU legal system 
cannot be denied. It would thus be something of a huge paradox if newly adopted EU 
legal instruments turned out to fall short of the Convention standards, even more so 
since these standards represent not a uniform but only a minimum level of protection, 
in respect of which Member States - and consequently the EU - also enjoy a certain 
discretion, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, as to the way in which they 
choose to uphold them.
The intention to remain in line with the Convention is also clearly indicated in the very 
text of the Decisions under consideration here. Both the Preamble and Article 1 of the 
EAW contain clear statements to the eff ect that the fundamental rights laid down in 
Article 6 TUE and in the EU-Charter - which both refer to the Convention - are to be 
complied with. Moreover, in many respects the EAW has to be executed in accordance 
with domestic procedures which remain themselves the subject of review under the 
Convention’.
The same intentions towards compliance with the Convention are perceptible in the 
DFD. In the Explanatory Memorandum, for instance, it is stated that “the intention is 
not to duplicate what is in the ECHR, but rather to promote compliance at a consistent 
standard.” For its part, the Preamble to the Draft  Framework-Decision states in its 
last recital: “This Framework Decision aims to strengthen the fundamental rights 
and principles recognised by Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union and refl ected 
by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and in particular its 
Articles 47 to 50. It cannot lead to divergent judicial interpretations of the relevant 
provisions of the Convention since the reference to fundamental rights in Article 6 
TEU is necessarily contingent on their interpretation in the European Court of Human 
Rights case-law.”
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b) A Challenge To Legal Certainty

A lot could be said on this score but for the sake of brevity, observations will focus on 
a few essential points. In the Memorandum to the DFD it is stated that, against the 
background of the diffi  culties encountered by the Strasbourg system in coping with 
the growing number of applications and ensuring compliance with the Convention, 
the DFD aims at ensuring “higher visibility of safeguards, [which] would improve 
knowledge of rights on part of all actors in the criminal justice systems and hence 
facilitate compliance.” While it is certainly true that higher visibility is needed in order 
to ensure bett er compliance with fundamental rights, it is not quite sure whether in 
its present form the DFD is not more likely to raise confusion than visibility.
If compared with the Convention, the DFD contains roughly two types of provisions. 
The fi rst group is made up of provisions which clearly lay down some new, 
additional rights, like the right to the so-called “Lett er of Rights” or to consular 
assistance. They are to be welcomed as a further contribution to the steady rise in 
fundamental rights standards which we have been seeing ever since the entry into 
force of the Convention. As such, they will no doubt also have an impact on the way 
the Convention will be interpreted in the future, including by the Strasbourg Court.
However, there is also another set of provisions whose relationship with the 
Convention rights is much less clear yet, because it cannot be said for sure whether 
they are meant to depart from them or to extend their scope and, if so, to what extent. 
They include for instance the right to “legal advice” laid down in Article 2. If only 
because of its own wording, this right will raise the question whether it is identical 
to the right to “legal r ‘ laid down in Article 6 of the Convention. According to the 
Preamble to the DFD, “the provisions of this Framework Decision do not impose 
obligations on Member States that go further than the Convention, but merely set 
out common ways of complying with Article 6 of the Convention.” The same is 
stated about the right to free and accurate linguistic assistance for foreigners laid 
down in Articles 6 to 8, which includes the right to interpretation and to translation. 
Actually, and by way of example, it seems doubtful whether in this area Article 6 of 
the Convention requires in all circumstances the same amount of safeguards.
So if the intention of the Framework-Decision is to refer to Convention rights, it 
is probably not helpful to depart_from the Convention terminology, as diff erent 
wordings in legal texts are normally intended to mean diff erent things. Otherwise, the 
result might be a blurred picture and a good deal of confusion rather than enhanced 
visibility. A couple of years ago, roughly the same problem arose with the Charter 
of fundamental rights which borrowed a fair amount of Convention rights but used 
another terminology to identify them. Fortunately, a solution could be found through 
the so-called horizontal provisions at the end of the Charter, especially Article 52 § 3, 
which provides in substance that without prejudice to higher standards being fi xed 
by EU law, the rights borrowed by the Charter from the Convention have the same 
“meaning and scope”. It would help a lot if the DFD contained a similar provision.
However that may be, whether or not such partial legislative initiatives as the DFD at 
the end of the day will really raise the visibility of fundamental rights, they for sure 
will all raise the level of complexity of the legislation dealing with fundamental rights, 
since they in eff ect add another legislative layer of - partly diff erent - fundamental 
rights to those which already exist at domestic and Convention level in the area 
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concerned. Not to mention the need to harmonise them with the Charter, should the 
latt er ever enter into force. The result is an infl ation of legal instruments confronting 
domestic courts with an ever greater legal complexity and thus with an increasing 
diffi  culty in handling them in a consistent way. If not kept under close control in 
order to prevent confusion and relativism, developments of that kind might fairly 
soon turn out to be detrimental to the very rights which they are meant to promote.
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The Diff erent Dimensions of Cultural Backwardness and the Stereotypes 
that follow them
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Abstract

I n the context of human diff erences, it is always said that they are shaped by their diff erent 
cultural socialization instances (important people, such as the parents or important 
institutions,  such as the school and by individual characteristics e.g temperament. In this way, 
every human being is a very special mixture. Nonetheless, for the sake of simplicity, it can be 
assumed that two people who have passed through the same socializing institution are not 
alike, but are similar in this respect because they have adopted common views and patt erns 
of action. At least statistically speaking, people from a common cultural socialization instance 
are more similar than people from diff erent socialization bodies, for example, in the context 
of other countries. Therefore, wishing to analyze on diff erent stereotypes approaches I do that 
associated with the context of diff erent cultural dimensions. 

Keywords: socialization, diff erences, characteristic, Dimensions, patt erns.

Introduction

This question becomes important and arises again and again in the intercultural 
context. Now, the human orientation in the everyday world is generalizing and 
typifying and correspondingly, people whom we encounter for the fi rst time are 
classifi ed socially; “To be able to act”. If no one can aff ord to view the aspects of 
the world permanently with maximum diff erentiation, then the tendency to fi rst 
classify unknown and multi-layered areas into rough categories is a fundamental 
characteristic of human perception (Gudykunst&Lee, (2002). Investigations on cultural 
dimensions also the remarks, pg 36-40)
For the classifi cation, people have access to cultural, educated social categories 
that help them quickly understand what kind of other they are dealing with. These 
include in particular "gender", "ethnicity", "status", "religion" and others. These 
categories become especially relevant when fi rst contact with strangers. By exploring 
the respective category affi  liation, starting points for a conversation and a wide range 
of pathogenic specifi c background knowledge about the communication partners 
opened up. This background knowledge feeds on own experiences, second hand 
experiences and - in the case of ethnic groups - on cultural dimensions.
In this sense, categorization represents a potential for communication (Adler, E 
& Beverly C:1991: Progress in Postwar International Relations, New York: Columbia 
University Press.) Specially Adler, characterizes this as "fi rst-best-guess about a person 
or a situation". If you look at the individuals of a culture from afar, their behavior 
seems almost identical: if you go closer, your individual diff erences will increasingly 
come into view.
Cultures and thus their ascriptions are constantly in fl ux, so that at the latest, if one 
has to deal with foreign cultures for a longer time, it is necessary to take away the 
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view of the traits regarded as typical and instead to the production of patt erns of 
thinking, perception of feeling and actions in everyday life.
Especially in the encounter of diff erent cultures, culturally induced diff erences 
become clear, and oft en only appear pointedly. At the same time, however, intuitive 
approach strategies become clear, which can lead to the modifi cation of previous 
patt erns from both sides. Because of the fl uidity of cultures and the cultural 
composition of each individual, we therefore prefer to speak of cultural types - 
the type is the statistical mean that never occurs in pure form. Culture as a type is 
resilient to the idea that they would gradually dissolve national cultures through the 
many intercultural encounters in the sense of diversity; this remains as a member of 
a culture-related background, which serves these members despite all variations as 
an unconscious orientation frame.
When att ributes and behavior are att ributed to members of other social groups 
in a simplistic and unrestricted generalizing way, one does not speak of typing or 
categorization in everyday situations but of stereotyping (Keim.W ,(2002), Journal of 
Education, München ). 
However, it is extremely problematic if one is no longer aware of the provisional 
nature and undiff erentiatedness of stereotypes. Then it can happen quickly that 
stereotypes become prejudices. Thus, stereotyping is a generalizing, rigid and 
simplistic att ribution of one's own character to social groups and their members, 
which, in combination with an emotional judgment, become prejudices. Stereotypes 
arise spontaneously at the meeting and serve through the mechanism of demarcating 
the insurance of their own group identity. Mostly they are used implicitly. They 
belong to common knowledge of other communities and cultures. They can also be 
used in intercultural communication as a resource for the creation of commonality 
between strangers and as points of contact for a conversation.
Oft en, however, their use leads to the construction of barricades and then has a 
negative or even devastating eff ect on intercultural communication. This happens in 
the form of prejudice, when ratings are added to simplify the assignment. Another 
problematic variant is ethnocentricity, for which there is no other valid view of the 
world than that of one's own culture. 
This is both the starting point of every consideration and a benchmark at the same 
time. Other views are simply not just noticed. Closely connected with the mode of 
stereotyping is chauvinism. So the ideas of the superiority of one’s own culture and 
the associated att ributions. This results in a general devaluation of other cultures, 
their views and values. Dealing with cultural dimensions can serve as a useful way of 
typifying alien cultural people, which, on the one hand, facilitates social orientation 
and interaction, but on the other hand remains open to the experience that a specifi c 
individual is diff erent.
However, culture-specifi c typifi cations can also lead to stereotyping and prejudice of 
foreign cultural people if they are applied rigidly. Despite the danger of predatory 
stereotyping, cultural dimensions cannot be dispensed with.
The cultural self-understanding of individuals and collectives can only be articulated 
in the play of diff erences: in the delimitation of one's own from the other and from 
others. It only then appears, diff erentiation is thus an important step towards self-
knowledge. The focus, without any defi nitive diff erences, should be on addressing 
how culture-specifi c practices and structures in everyday life of individuals, a group, 
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community, society arise, are reproduced, transmitt ed or transformed. In this regard, 
special att ention should be paid to the communicative and interactive co-construction 
of self-cultural and foreign-cultural realities.
Such an approach seeks to strike a balance between an absolutely understood idea 
of the construction of culture in terms of the dissolution of cultural peculiarities 
in situating arbitrariness and a determination of cultures on fi xed individual 
characteristics. Diff erences are not dissociated away in this way, but show up in 
typical forms, broken off  by a variety of substructures opposing tendencies and 
situational adaptation dynamics.
Thus, the need to distinguish (for e.g, by cultural dimensions) and yet to acknowledge 
the limitations of subordination. The intercultural perspective, in particular, therefore 
focuses more on what happens to people in intercultural overlapping situations and 
how they act than how they are diff erent.

Everyday Stereotypes acting as Nationalism Behavioral Form

At the time of the twin towers att ack in New York, the President of the United States 
declared that the American people would not allow terrorists to intimidate the 
American Nation and aff ect the American way of doing business. With this statement, 
the former President of the United States called on Americans not only for an activity 
called for the national economy but also for the everyday practical 'live up to style' 
for 'doing in American away' through the typical consumption American culture.
In order to uphold the category of an "American" with its typical feature of consumerist 
mentality, he needs his continual discursive memory and renewal of actual action 
not just on the side of governments and bureaucratic institutions (Bowker, G &Star, 
(1999); Sorting Things Out. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press). They draw att ention to the 
fact that categories are not just constructs, but also artifacts that are produced and 
practically used and maintained by doing. In addition to an ideal, they also have a 
material side.
Materially, they are insofar as they inscribe themselves into things and cling to them. 
In reifi ed as in conceptual form, they are practiced and increasingly habitualized 
through actions, practices, routines. The category "nation" has long ago become 
habitual zed individual, individual groups of practice and, of course, become 
"invisible".
The national dispositive - an "eff ective arrangement of things, signs and subjects" - 
reproduces itself casually, unspectacularly and implicitly through everyday eating 
habits and consumption practices, through subtle fl ags in the weather forecasts and 
placard fl ag waving in sports competitions.
National stereotypes, whose regime, apart from the sporting events and the tourism 
industry, are increasingly extended in diff erent areas of everyday life through 
product-communicative materialization and various consumer goods - play a 
decisive role in everyday fl agging the nations (Bierwirth, Oliver Leistert Renate Wieser, 
(2010) ; Unplanned Structures, Exchange and circulation Munich). For example, in the 
casual explorations of the Italian national character ‘in furniture house PIANCA’ - 
stereotypes are practiced and the principle of the national is strengthened.
In Contrary to popular belief that supranational integration processes are disappearing 
from the concept of "nation," national categories and stereotypes are not losing their 
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signifi cance, even in the era of globalization, despite all the integration, delimitation 
and revaluation of cultural diff erence and hybridity. Contrary to popular rhetoric, 
which outsources the phenomenon of "nationalism" to a sub-state level and as 
a rule att ributes it to one (mostly separatist or 'marginal', 'other'), nationalisms are 
a mainstream in the stable states of Europe as well, owes its modernization by a 
simplifying and justifying that processes in a very mechanical away.

Conclusions

In the time that national stereotypes found in a wide variety of cultures and spheres of 
life is built on the highly eff ective foundation of largely unplanned, unconscious and 
uncontrollable processes. Social psychologists describe automatisms of stereotype 
activation in cognitive apparatus; culture-scientifi c stereotyping research provides 
examples of automatic processes that are used in the formation, application and 
stabilization as well as in everyday practice of national stereotypes. However, the 
automatism of stereotypes does not rule out controlled and controllable processes.
In all the researches about that point is very typical to fi nd out that national 
stereotypes emerge and unfold their eff ect in a close interplay between automatisms 
(spontaneous formation, activation, conditioning) and control over individual 
psychological inhibition possibilities, ideological instrumentalization). They are a 
prime example of controllable automatisms. The realm of automatisms around the 
national stereotypes is largely based on their schematic nature.
National stereotypes are cognitive schemes and as such a helpful economic institution. 
They organize the knowledge of cultural diff erence based on an automation of links 
between nations and character traits. At the same time they are super individual 
schemes and, as such, an event of consensus that emerges automatically through 
symbolic negotiation in a secretly organized interdiscourse behind the backs of 
those involved. National stereotypes unfold their eff ects mentally, discursively and 
procedurally, in dealing with things and artifacts, through everyday actions and 
unspectacular routines and practices. They are a very important motivation in the 
process of habitualization of the nation principle in order to restrict the negative 
nationalism feelings and also negative nationalism activity and emerge of nationalism
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Abstract

The aim of this article is to give an overview of Albanian bankruptcy law, where we fi nd the 
German principles under which the Albanian law is based, in order to highlight the aspect in 
which the Albanian law requires adjustments.
This article aims as well to give an overview of the Albanian bankruptcy law through years 
by highlighting the main moments: the new law on bankruptcy by introducing the main 
principles and the improvement of the bankruptcy procedure; the debtor positions; the 
process of reorganization; defi ning the rights and obligations of the parties in a bankruptcy 
procedure, on the other hand, the gaps / problems arising from the existing law in the 
comparative aspect with German law.
The evolution of the Bankruptcy Law comes as a necessity and a result of economic 
development, and therefore comes the need to adapt to the requirements of the modern times. 
If we put it in another way, the bankruptcy procedure is an important part of any modern 
economic system, and this complexity of procedures takes time to spill in our developing 
country. If we take a brief look at the practice, it shows that previous legislation, with all the 
defects that came to light, were not clear in response to many questions. We can see it in the 
fact that in the last decade there have been no deposit requests for the commencement of any 
bankruptcy proceedings. Actually, aft er the entry into force of the new Bankruptcy Law a 
considerable number of companies are in bankruptcy proceedings before the Albanian courts.

Keywords: bankruptcy law, Germanbankruptcy law, administrator, bankruptcy procedure, 
debtor, creditor.

Introduction

Bankruptcy law in Albania is adapted from the German legislation. That means, in 
terms of the legal framework Albanian bankruptcy law applies the same system as 
Germany. It aims to establish the rules for the repayment of obligations by debtors in 
a bankruptcy procedure and to ensurean adequate, reliable and eff ective mechanism 
for the reorganization / liquidation of the company which is going through fi nancial 
diffi  culties.It aims as well to point out whatAlbanian bankruptcy law can do to 
improve bett er and to show some good reforms in this direction.
Bankruptcy law deals with: Incapacity to pay debts upon the date when they 
become due in the ordinary course of business; the condition of an individual 
whose property and assets are inadequate to discharge the person's debts. The laws 
governing bankruptcy were developed to protect both the position of the debtor and 
the position of the creditor. And since it is not an easy job, the persons participating 
in bankruptcy proceedings, especially the bankruptcy administrators have to be 
very well trained and good professionals.
The very fi rst bankruptcy law dates to year 1995.It contained only a few provisions, 
which laid down the rights of creditors of a company in a state of bankruptcy 
and the provisions were not designed to facilitate the company's rehabilitation or 
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reorganization when such a possibility is commercially viable1.
With the development of a market economy and the establishment of some clear 
rules, a new law was needed to refl ect this situation and to fi t it bett er.So the 
amendment of this law in 2002 and later in 2008showed clearly the need to adjust 
and to fi ll in on time requirements and of course to be closer to German law and to 
acquiscommunautaireas well.
Even though the law of 2002brought some changescompared tothe one of the year 
1995, still it requited a lot of adaption and so amendments.During the 6 years of its 
existence, there have been neither registered cases nor deposit requirements for the 
beginning of bankruptcy proceedings. The existing law which was a German model 
made in 1994, unfortunately did not solve any concrete issue. It was Law no. 9901 of 
2008 “On Traders and Business Companies”that addressed the liquidation by a court 
order of joint stock companies and those with limited liability2.
The reason of this situation is explained by the fact that “bankruptcy proceedings 
were not enforced because of the bankruptcy law terminology”, there were lengthy 
court proceedings and the lack of encouragement for debtors to be the initiators of the 
bankruptcy proceedings in those cases where their business was in a bad situation3.
In the amendments of 2008,we can see more signifi cant changes, for example, 
regarding the order of priority of creditors' claims, dismissing the remainder of the 
company's liabilities, consist in the creation of the Bankruptcy supervision Agency, 
as well as strengthening the role of the administrator.If we have a look at German 
law, creditors can be diff erentiated as secured creditors, unsecured creditors and 
preferential creditors, following the order of priority as well. Preferential claims 
against the insolvency estate are satisfi ed in priority to the claims of unsecured 
creditors and can be enforced by legal action against the insolvency estate. But, the 
court procedure will not begin if there is insuffi  cient money to cover the costs and 
expenses associated with the bankruptcy procedure.Part of the Albanian reform on 
bankruptcy was the implementation of mandatory rules: licensing of administrators; 
promote the same standards; maintaining the register of bankruptcy administrators 
and supervision of their activities. One of the main topics of this law is reorganization 
by the reorganization plan and corporate rescue. 
According this, an interesting fact is that, even thoughAlbanian bankruptcy law 
doesn’t prohibit the out of court reorganization (the same as in German Insolvency 
law), the directors of the company are obligated to request an immediate initiation of 
insolvency proceedings, not later than 21 days from the date the legal entity becomes 
insolvent.  And if they do not proceed with such request, that means they will be 
personally responsible for the compensation of the creditors if such creditors suff er 
losses.
The new law is mostly focused on the procedure and principles that pertain to this 
procedure. From the formal point of view and the legislative technique, the new 
law requires a suitable ground for explaining and implementing the bankruptcy 
procedures correctly and the sections of the law are prioritized. For example, 
reorganization plan has to be approved by the Creditors’ Assembly as well agreed by 
the debtorand fi led with the Court Registry.Bankruptcy Law provides only elements 
1 KestrinKatro, “E Drejta e Falimentimit” 2004.
2  Law no. 9901 dt.14.04.2008 "On Traders and Business Companies".
3 Paul Torremans, F.Tegu, A.Shehi, FalimentiminëAspektinKrahasues” Shkolla e Magjistratures, 
2005.
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that have to be included in the reorganization plan and the necessary majority 
for its approval and on the other hand does not provide any specifi c length of the 
reorganization plan.But, itcannot be approved by the Court if it is objected from the 
majority of the bankruptcy creditors4.
Talking about monitoring bodies it was duty of the Bankruptcy Surveillance Agency, 
Bankruptcy Court, Supervisor and the Guardian.Today the law brings a set of 
provisions that foresee alongside the reorganization and debt restructuring as part 
of an extrajudicial solution through confl ict resolution alternatives, reaching an 
agreement that needs to be approved by the court.
The purpose of the new law, according to domestic and foreign experts, is to set 
mandatory and equal rules as well as to facilitate sett lement and sett lement of debtor 
obligations within and / or out of the bankruptcy procedure.A successful bankruptcy 
procedure means that, through the procedure, the company reinsures the payments 
of liabilities to the creditors and regains the possibility of continuing the business.
For this reason, the new bankruptcy law has focused most on the procedure and 
principles that go through this bankruptcy procedure.
The current law provides for the closure or non-initiation of bankruptcy proceedings 
and deregistration from the debtor's national register, which does not have suffi  cient 
means to cover the costs of bankruptcy proceedings.
Regarding the bankruptcy procedure costs or bankruptcy issues, which appear as 
one of the obstacles blocking the procedure when the entity is insolvent, the law 
provides for this purpose the creation of a guarantee deposit to cover these costs. 
This deposit is foreseen to be created as a special fund by commercial entities or 
entrepreneurs aft er the third year of their activity and deposited on their behalf on 
condition that the depositor regains the right to use it when it terminates the activity 
of by liquidation.
According to the new law the competencies and procedures of court decision-
making are clarifi ed, making court intervention more fl exible and quicker through 
decisions or orders that are provided solely on a case-by-case basis without the need 
for a mandatory hearing.
The law envisages extending the circle of subjects to which their bankruptcy eff ects 
extend, including individuals, consumers or traders and legal persons such as private 
and public legal entities, profi table and non-profi t as well as units.
In cases where special laws regulating the public or strategic sectors do not provide 
any rules on bankruptcy proceedings, it is precisely the new bankruptcy law 
which can take place.When persons who are not in the group of creditors but are 
representatives of a regulatory authority (in the case when the debtor has a public 
sector activity) may become members of the creditors' committ ee.
Another fact is that, in the monitoring bodies, who have the right to be well-informed 
about bankruptcy proceedings, it is added to the Prosecution, the Supreme State Audit 
or the supervisory authorities of various sectors of public interest. The role of these 
entities is related to obtain or verify the documents, court decisions, reorganization 
plans, debt restructuring or bankruptcy transfers of the last three years of the subject 
before the bankruptcy. This is to avoid abuse or fraud with bankruptcy proceedings. 
In the case of bankruptcy abuses, there will be administrative responsibility, while 
4  This law provides that the creditors and the debtor, according to the Code of Civil Procedure of 
Albania, may initiate a special appeal related to the court decision for the approval of reorganization 
plan.
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penal cases are foreseen only in the Criminal Code.
Companies that are in diffi  cult fi nancial conditions fi nd in the new law the best 
practices to be fi nancially rehabilitated.This law stipulates that the bankruptcy 
procedure shall collectively pay the debtor's obligations through the liquidation of 
all his assets and the distribution of proceeds, or by reorganizing or reaching another 
new agreement, with the principal aim of maintaining the activity of the debtor.5

Regarding the administrator, the law clarifi es supervisory roles during the bankruptcy 
procedure. There are three types of administrators: the bankruptcy administrator, the 
bankruptcy permanent administrator and the supervising administrator who have 
the same status and the same selection criteria, but who take roles according to the 
moment when they act or the specifi cs of the role they are performing. In addition 
to the bankruptcy administrator, the law also provides for the role of guardian, 
guardian of inheritance, or bankruptcy executor, who are subjects that are known 
and treated even outside the bankruptcy procedure by the Civil Code of Albania6.
A bankruptcy system provides an organized and systematic way to execute creditors' 
claims.
The assets of the creditor who is in a state of insolvency are placed under the control 
of the trustee or administrator established by the bankruptcy court and the creditors 
act collectively through a creditors' committ ee.The debtor has no right to act with his 
assets and is placed under a strict legal obligation to show the nature of the extent 
and location of such assets.
Measures taken by the debtor before opening bankruptcy proceedings to move 
assets not available to creditors may be canceled through court proceedings initiated 
by the administrator7.

Conclusion

As a conclusion we see, the new bankruptcy law provides a uniform structure for 
identifying and approving creditors' claims that have priority over the assets of 
the debtor, assets available to the administrator and the revenues are distributed 
according to the rules provided in the law on a priority basis.
This law is of particular importance, especially in economic development and the 
rule of law, without which businesses cannot function. It needed the introduction 
of simplifi ed and modern mechanisms to open bankruptcy proceedings; a model 
where the debtor continues to exercise business (under proper supervision), 
where the participation of creditors rationalize; where the judicial reorganization 
procedure should be modernized; increase the importance of selling a business as 
well as simplify the system, avoiding transactions. These are part of the innovations 

5  In addition to a bankruptcy procedure with simplifi ed mechanisms, the modernization and 
alignment of bankruptcy procedures has already been achieved through the implementation of the 
European Commission Recommendation of March 2014, a process which is subject to all European 
Union countries, including cross-border bankruptcy, according to UNCITRAL Model Law 
(recognized as the principal legal organ of the United Nations system in the area of international 
trade law). See. Neil Hannan, Cross-Border Insolvency: The Enactment and Interpretation of the 
UNCITRAL Model Law, Springer pp. 1-4 2017.
6  Law no 7850 dt.29.07.1994 Albanian Civil Code.
7 A detailed procedure (see Articles 28 - 33 and 60-72 of the law) comes in handy to the bankruptcy 
administrator as well as to the competent court managing and deciding on bankruptcy.
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provided by the new law8.However, there is a signifi cant improvement in the legal 
framework and this is noted in the clarifi cation of the principles, added defi nitions 
for entities, supervisors and bankruptcy procedures, as well as deadlines.
The most important principle envisaged in this law is the principle of applicable 
legislation. Regarding the bankruptcy procedure, this law has an impact on all other 
laws, the provisions of which shall apply to bankruptcy proceedings as long as they 
do not contravene this law.
However, the bankruptcy law must recognize and treat the property and contractual 
rights of other persons who have legal relations with the debtor who is in a state of 
insolvency. Besides all achievements of the new law, we should look more towards 
Germany where there is a strong emphasis on the informal resolution of problems 
and staying out of court by relying on support from the banks.
According to Bankruptcy law framework in Germany and the reorganization 
plan itdates back to 1877. For the last two decades this law has been of the focus 
of discussions and has been subject of changes that continue nowadays.9German 
insolvencies have been perceived as extremely unatt ractive, particularly because 
they were dominated by court-appointed bankruptcy administrators, with limited 
to no infl uence for creditors. This has, however, signifi cantly changed over the last 
years. However, the available powerful features are oft en still unknown and hence 
not used, in particular by foreign investors10.
According to Bankruptcy Statute of 1999the conditions to start a bankruptcy 
procedure should be formulated in such a way as to allow the opening of insolvency 
proceedings, as compared with the Act of bankruptcy. Under the Bankruptcy Act 
rejected 84% of claims due to lack of assets. The basic goal of the bankruptcy regime 
in Germany is paying creditors. Corresponding to the aim of the reform to strengthen 
the autonomy of the creditors, the highest organ of the insolvency proceedings 
is the meeting of creditors.The meeting of creditors particularly decides whether 
the debtor's enterprise shall be closed or continued. The German law knows three 
groups of claims/obligations: the estate obligations, the normal insolvency claims 
and lower-ranking claims. In comparison to the Bankruptcy Act the catalogue of the 
estate obligations was reduced. Furthermore the costs of the liquidation of the estate 
are not “proceedings costs” anymore.
Companies which in the condition of the fi nancial crisis, fi rst try to resolve issues 
with their fi nancial creditors outside the doors of the courts.In Germany there is a 
strong emphasis on the informal resolution of problems and staying out of court by 
relying on support from the banks11.
But the problem in this way lies in the fact that managers of companies that will 
deal with these issues should take personal responsibility of the risk and probably 
8  Although the Albanian new Bankruptcy law is longer and more detailed, in this sense it is worth 
considering a Bankruptcy Code, from the point of view of the writt en language it off ers clarity.
9  See, Hans-JochemLuÌˆer, The insolvency laws of Germany, Juris Pub 2000.
10  Christian Köhler-Ma, Chapter 11 Bankruptcy German Style, May 2017. See also, 8. V i r a l 
V. Acharya, Hyun Song Shin and TanjuYorulmazer, The Academic Analysis of the 2008 Financial 
Crisis || Crisis Resolution and Bank Liquidity,  Vol. 24, No. 6, The Academic Analysis of the 2008 
Financial Crisis (June 2011), pp. 2166-2205.
11 Vanessa Finch, David Milman, Corporate Insolvency Law: Perspectives and Principles3rd 
Ed. Cambridge University Press, P. 240, 2017. See, Sergei A. Davydenko and Julian R. Franks, 
Do Bankruptcy Codes Matt er? A Study of Defaults in France, Germany, and the U.K. Journal of 
Finance, Vol. 63, issue 2, 565-608, 2008.
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until meatballs and criminal disputes with creditors, allowing in this way and the 
accumulation of losses. 
Creditors can veto any plans drawn up by the court and fi rm, but shareholders pay 
no part in the process12.Rules used for a bankruptcy procedure in Germany, based 
on the German Code of Bankruptcy. If full creditor consent could not be obtained or 
the company had become legally insolvent, in-court proceedings had to be initiated. 
Both the old and the new code prescribe two insolvency tests. The fi rst is a cash fl ow 
test that triggers insolvency upon failure or impending failure to adequately service 
debt payments or the likelihood that failure to service debt payments will occur. 
This test is similar to Continental European peers13. The other one is a balance based 
test for over indebtedness of the fi rm. If the fi nancial situation of the company has 
decayed past a state in which assets could unlikely cover the costs of bankruptcy 
proceedings the fi lings were rejected. 
The 2012 reform of the German bankruptcy code is shown to have contributed 
towards the goal of achieving legal parity with other EU economies in the competition 
of bankruptcy codes, especially due to improved access to self administration and 
the provision of a preinsolvencyprocedure. Insolvency plan procedure and winding-
down options, debtors and creditors are both to be given more certainty in planning 
with respect to the course of insolvency proceedings.
The German insolvency plan (Insolvenzplan) is one of the cores of the new German 
insolvency law. An insolvency plan has to consist of a declaratory and a constructive part 
and it can be set up and submitt ed to the court only by the debtor or the administrator. 
The autonomous mastering of the insolvency by the creditors  and the debtor is not any 
more subject to separate proceedings but part of uniform insolvency proceedings. It 
is a proposal to the company’s creditors of how the restructured business should look 
and what actions need to be taken to implement the restructuring. Such proposal may 
involve a total squeeze out of existing shareholders. Only the company or seldomly, 
the trustee upon instruction of the creditors, can present such a plan. If the plan is 
approved by the creditors, the legal steps proposed therein take immediate eff ect 
without further documents or additional process. 
Creditors must approve in groups, which are set out in the plan presented by the 
company. Therefore the insolvency plan can even provide a liquidation although it 
was introduced mainly to preserve, to rehabilitate and to reorganize the enterprise 
of the debtor. Aft er the failure of judicial sett lement plan – proceedings and if the 
bankruptcy estate covers the costs of the proceedings, the insolvency proceedings 
will be opened. The court appoints a trustee who liquidates the estate of the debtor 
and distributes the proceeds among the creditors. Aft er that a period of 5 - 6 years 
starts during which the debtor has to transfer all his att achable wage claims to a 
trustee to be appointed by the court.

Recommendation

As a conclusion, under the new statutory provisions, insolvency proceedings in 
Germany now provide an opportunity for debtor companies to reorganize eff ectively 
12  Vanessa Finch, David Milman, Corporate Insolvency Law: Perspectives and Principles, 3rd Ed. 
Cambridge University Press, P. 240, 2017.
13 ValbonaBallkoci, NajadaSenja, Albanian Bankruptcy Law: where we stand, where we go || 
European Scientifi c Journal, Vol.11, No.22. 2015.
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in order to save the business, rather than simply liquidate it. The new provisions 
grant creditors and debtors more eff ective rights to infl uence the insolvency 
proceedings, and expand on the restructuring measures that can be undertaken 
as part of an insolvency plan (Insolvenzplan).In that respect, it was the clearly 
expressed intention of the German legislature to make insolvencies more att ractive 
for all parties involved.
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Abstract

Traditional Public Administration is based on the theories of Weber, Wilson and Taylor. In 
particular, Weber's theory of bureaucracy is counted as one of the most important theoretical 
elements of the Traditional Public Administration approach. This approach has been 
constantly questioned in theoretical and practical aspects since it became eff ective in public 
administration. Since the 1980s, public administration has eff ectively transformed towards 
more fl exible and market-based public administration.
With the modern management approach becoming eff ective, the existing public administration 
has begun to adapt to the New Public Management approach. Reforms in this context with 
the impact of globalization fi rst emerged in western countries and then from the 1980s began 
to spread throughout the world. 
The modern state is now evolving and changing toward a new structure. This change is mostly 
manifested in the functioning and in some qualities of the state. Public Service delivery, which 
is one of the primary tasks of the state, has been reevaluated in terms of eff ectiveness, effi  ciency 
and quality, and a number of new trends have emerged in public service understanding.
The responsibility of the new Public Service is based on democratic and social criteria. Public 
benefi t is the only superior/supreme value and it is formed by the combination of diff erent 
interests. 
The main aim of this study is to evaluate the focus discussions on public administration, 
and at the same time emphasizes the necessity to establish comparative analyses between 
Traditional Public Administration, New Public Management and also New Public Service. 
That is how the changes in the Traditional Public Administration can be bett er understood. 
In this context, this study evaluates the theoretical and historical development of these 
approaches and at the same time tries to fi nd out interaction among them.

Keywords: Traditional Public Administration, New Public Management, New public Services, 
Public Benefi t, Public Service Delivery.

Introduction

The developments that took place in the 21st century have led to signifi cant changes 
in public administration as well as in other areas (Robinson, 2015). The relevance of 
social needs to diff erent areas has led to diversifi cation in public policies. There are 
many public policies in many fi elds, including education, health, justice, defense, 
social security, foreign relations and foreign trade (Yıldız & Sobacı, 2013). The 
complexity of the public policies put forward in the name of solutions to public 
problems forces the state to be in contact with the other sectors.
Understanding the problems, presenting alternative solutions aft er understanding 
them, and reducing the potential risks that may arise in the future has forced the 
cooperation of diff erent actors. 
The relationship between citizens and the institutions governing them, has always 
been debated. 
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The fact that citizens have something to speak and the fact that they have contributed 
to the decisions that concern them can be taken up to quite old times. It is noted that 
the citizen has litt le knowledge about what is being discussed and at the same time 
what is being decided about the issues related to the public interest. (IPAT, 2015).
The new Public Service approach supports the idea that the role of the state should 
be reduced because private sector activities are expanded. However, there are 
related concerns, such as whether the public sector's products and services are 
off ered by the private sector through privatization or contracting, as well as whether 
important issues such as accountability and transparency of the public are taken into 
consideration. The new Public Service is building the responsibility of the public on 
democratic and social criteria. Public benefi t is the only superior / supreme value 
and it is formed by the combination of diff erent interests; it refers to a coalition that 
meets the common needs of public, private and non-governmental organizations.
Developments in the private sector and the spread of democratic cultures have 
caused changes in the authoritarian structures of administrations. The views 
towards the formation of a structure moving with the logic of business management 
in accordance with the state's downsizing and market conditions have started to 
gain strength. 
It is stated that it is important for the citizens to express their will in a free way on 
matt ers related to them (Kaya, 2016).

1. Public Service Concept

Social needs and services to address these needs are constantly aff ected by the 
economic, political and fi nancial conditions in which we live. The government has 
always undertaken the task of meeting these varying needs (Akdoğan, 2003). 
In terms of refl ecting the classical public service view, according to Leon Duguit, one 
of the pioneers of the French Bordeaux Law School, an activity carries the quality of 
a public service if it is socially necessary and if it is compulsory, (Marcou, 2016). 
In the classical sense, some diffi  culties have been drawn in defi ning the concept of 
public service. As of today and in the simplest terms, the concept of public service 
is regarded as an activity carried out by public entities or private persons under 
the supervision of public entities that satisfy the common and general needs of the 
public, (Gülan, 1988).
There are two main conditions that must be fulfi lled in order for a service to be 
regarded as a public service.
The fi rst condition is that the service is directed to the public and must be useful to 
the public. The second condition is that the service is under the strict supervision of 
the public institutions or the relevant public institutions, (Gözübüyük, 2003).
In another approach, the concept of public service is defi ned in three ways: organic, 
material and formal, ( Giritli, Berk, & Akgüner, 2001).
In the organic way, public services are public offi  cials and tools that are assigned by 
a public entity to carry out a specifi c task.  In this respect, public service refers to a 
specifi c organization and is used to defi ne administration (public organizations).
However, in order for an activity to be regarded as a public service, the requirement 
that this activity be carried out by the administrative institutions has lost its validity 
today. In the sight of public services, not only state institutions but also various 
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private institutions can now take place (with such as concession method). Thus, 
public services are no longer defi ned according to the organic measure (Günday, 
2004)
In terms of material public service, it is the public benefi t that satisfi es the needs and 
fulfi lls the social needs. The term "public service" refers to an activity that provides public 
benefi t, and in this regard is also referred to as "functional public service" in a material 
sense. However, the material criterion is now insuffi  cient to explain public service. 
In the formal way, the public service expresses a certain legal regime and order. In 
order for an activity to be regarded as a public service, it must be linked to the public 
service legal regime, the public service legal order, ( Giritli, Berk, & Akgüner, 2001).

2. New Public Service Approach

Although the concept of classical public service is aimed at the impartial presentation 
of public services, political processes infl uence administrators, and public authorities 
are designed as closed mechanisms in which a single center controls others. This 
understanding is also opening doors to wider authorities. In this process, the 
new concept of public administration has been developed as an alternative to the 
classical forms of public administrations at local and national levels. The new public 
management approach gives managers a privileged status in terms of increasing 
productivity and production, and the managers take over the function of monitoring 
and supervising the process of purchasing and implementing services in this process 
from the delivery of the service (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007).
Factors such as the emergence of new social services, the diversifi cation of pressure 
groups, the transition from hierarchical management to decentralization, the 
diff usion of participation, global conditions and public performance and personnel 
management have helped to bring out two important models called new public 
administration and new public service.
The most important diff erence between these two models is that the public benefi t is 
based on the citizens' rights and interests. Indeed, while the new public administration 
is predicting economic approaches, the responsibility of the public in the new public 
service approach is being built on democratic and social criteria, and the public benefi t 
is shaped by the common needs of public, private and civil society actors. The fi rst 
framework for the new public service was formulated by Paul Light, then developed 
by Denhardt and Denhardt. According to Light, the new public service besides sectoral 
changes and a new model has two important characteristic features. First it takes 
into account racial, gender, and professional backgrounds that are far diff erent from 
government-centered public services. (Light, 1999) The second feature is the growing 
interest of private sector actors and non-governmental organizations, (Perry, 2006).
The idea of new public service put forward by Denhardt and Denhardt is not a 
transitory model, but is a model based on theories such as democratic citizenship, 
organizational humanism, civil society, and discourse theory. 
Like other approaches, new public service has several principles within it. This 
approach has not only supporters but, those who oppose it are also encountered. 
According to critics, those who put forward the new public service focus on what it 
should be rather than what it is. 
In this regard it is important to analyze the seven characteristics of new public service:
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a) Serving citizens not customers: According to Denhardt and Denhardt (2007), public 
benefi t is not the result of people's personal interests coming together; more or less, 
is the result of combining shared values through dialogue. For this reason, public 
employees should take care not only to respond to the requests of the customers but 
also to establish relations with the citizens within the scope of trust and cooperation. 
This idea is based on the most basic ideas of the New Public Service. The government 
must apply public policies to meet the needs of the society and the future generations, 
instead of meeting the wishes and desires of the individuals.

b) The main objective is the public interest: Public administrators should strive 
to ensure that the public interest is based on co-operation and sharing. The 
objective of the public interest should not be to fi nd a quick solution to individual 
preferences. Instead, public benefi t should be determined through shared interests 
and shared responsibilities, (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007). The new Public 
Service approach opposes the control or direction of public employees, such as 
in the Traditional Public Management and New Public Management approaches. 
Rather, the process of negotiation and dialogue with as many citizens as possible 
is prioritized so that a general vision of the community can be established. Thus, 
as many citizens as possible will play a role in defi ning public policies.

c) To value the citizenship over entrepreneurship: The public benefi t aspect can 
be enhanced by public employees and citizens committ ed to making meaningful 
contributions to society than by entrepreneurial managers acting as if public 
money were their own. (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007). According to the new Public 
Service approach the government is a citizen-owned institution. Because public 
offi  cials manage the state like a business, they will take risks like an entrepreneur. 
However, the citizens will be the ones who will pay the cost of these risks. Thus, 
while public policies are being defi ned, citizens' commitment to the state will 
increase through the sharing of responsibilities through democratic processes. In 
addition, not only administrators but citizens too will be allowed to play a role in 
the decision of what is good for the society.

d) Think strategically and act democratically: Processes of co-operation between civil 
servants and citizens should be established in order to determine public policies 
and programs that meet the needs of society in an eff ective and responsible manner, 
(Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007).  This requires a leadership understanding that 
encourages citizens and gives them more responsibility. Through the participation 
mechanism, which includes the democratic processes to be established, citizens 
will be able to play a role in defi ning public policies and programs.

e) Recognize that accountability is not simple: Public servants should be att entive to 
more than the market; they should also att end to statutory and constitutional law, 
community values, political norms, professional standards, and citizen interests, 
(Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007). New Public Management and Traditional Public 
Management approaches are criticized by the New Public Service for simplifying 
this issue. Public servants are facing complexity of public accountability which is 
recognized as a challenge and an opportunity. Accountability in the New Public 
Service suggests that the role of the public servant to be reconceived as a leader 
and not as an entrepreneur. 

f) Server rather than steer: It is very important for public servants to use shared, 
value-based leadership in helping citizens articulate and meet their shared 
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interests. Citizens' demands and desires cannot be met eff ectively with a control 
oriented leadership, (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007). The role of the public offi  cer is 
not to direct or control society as in other approaches. Since public policies are no 
longer the only decisions made by the government, public offi  cials should meet 
the diff erent needs of the citizen, (Genç, 2010).

g) Value people not just the productivity: Public administrators should form 
a collective, shared public notion. The goal is not to fi nd easy solutions with 
individual preferences, but rather to bring out a common benefi t and responsibility. 
Public offi  cials should create a space where citizens can negotiate, share their 
views, understand each other's demands, and develop public good thinking on a 
wider scale.

3.   Discussions

It is stated that the change in the process of the formation of public policies is regarded 
as one of the most important developments in contemporary political life, (Denhardt 
& Denhardt, 2001). It seems that the government played a dominant role in both the 
identifi cation and implementation of public policies in the period before the New Public 
Service concept. It is observed that the government is steering and decisive in referral 
and administration of public goods and services. However, it is pointed out that there 
will be no such order any more. The public policy process is now more transparent 
and participatory, (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007). It is stated that the state's traditional 
control mechanism for policies is no longer appropriate,  as the hierarchical structure 
has already completed its term. It appears that the hierarchical order is replaced by a 
new structure based on participation and interaction. (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2003). 
Denhardt and Denhardt explain the changes in the role of the state in the process 
of governance (political, economic and democratic) fi rstly, the new role of the state 
in determining the legal decisions will be moderate. Duties of management in the 
approval, regulation and legalization of public decisions continues. The Government's 
responsibility to embrace other actors is maintained. Secondly, the role of the 
government in regulating the economy and the market is continuing in the distribution 
of goods and services. Thirdly, the government is more concerned with democratic 
and social criteria. The government has the obligation to serve the public interest. It is 
the duty of the government to provide dialogue between citizens and other groups in 
order to protect public interest. The responsibility of public administrators is legally 
against social values, rules, professional principles and citizens. The role of the state 
at this stage reveals the concept of new public service. As a result, the task of public 
administrators within the scope of new public service concept is not merely to develop 
policies or refer public services; it is emphasized that the authorities should develop 
citizenship, defi ne, create and manage public values, (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2007).
Along with the new approach, of course, changes between citizen and administration 
relationship have come to the fore. In particular, the passive position of citizens for 
the traditional approach is becoming more active with the new approach. Citizens 
are particularly interested in the public policy making and implementation process 
compared to the past. It is known that citizens were in a position to accept public 
services in the previous periods. It is observed that the new period contributes to 
the policies and programs that aff ect the daily lives of the citizens in various ways. 
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Citizens who actively participate in the decision-making process are believed to be 
responsible citizens. The new public service reminds that public servants are the 
servants who fulfi ll the services and the citizens are the true owners of the services.

Conclusion

The public administration mechanism, like other disciplines, has been infl uenced 
by the rapid, complex and uncertain problems seen in the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries. The role of this mechanism, which was created to provide the services for 
meeting the needs of the public, has changed over time.
The new public service draws att ention as an approach that is infl uenced by the 
New Public Management Approach, trying to explain the transformation in public 
administration, and is trying to build on the criticism of new approaches, especially 
the New Public Management. From a theoretical perspective, new public service off ers 
an important alternative to traditional and currently dominant business administration 
approach. Alternative, because it is based on theoretical explanations and practical 
innovations. As a result of being a normative model, it can be compared with other models. 
Denhardt and Denhardt point out that the New Public Service approach principles 
are the product of a living and changing process that is already happening, while on 
the other hand indicates what the new public service should be.
Through the cooperation between the public institution and the society, the capacity 
of the public institution have been expanded, cooperation and accountability 
mechanisms have been increased and the hard working and rule-based functioning 
public institution has become more sensitive to the citizen needs.
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Abstract

Business opportunities to move from national markets to international markets through 
activities of buying and selling of goods and services around the world is considered one 
of the most important developments in recent decades. In addition, the globalization of the 
market has been positively infl uenced by economic growth and the removal of trade barriers, 
which creates opportunities and can bring success to well-prepared and visionary businesses. 
But globalization has increased competition among companies, which can bring challenges 
to smaller and less developed companies. Based on the institution and the previous research 
in this fi eld, Kosovo dairy industry is characterized by a late development, small companies, 
and inadequate integration of the value chain. Therefore, the analysis of market globalization 
and the supply chain would serve as a basis for this study to bett er understanding, what is 
the impact of the global market in the businesses of dairy industry in Kosovo, and how these 
companies deal with it, what are challenges and opportunities for milk industry participants 
in the global market. A total of sixty one owner and manager of participating companies in 
the supply chain in the dairy industry in Kosovo were interviewed using a semi-structured 
questionnaire to get their views on the impact of the global market in their business.
From the analysis of these interviews, it turns out that globalization of the market has 
increased the import of cheap products, has lowered prices in the market, but has made it 
more diffi  cult for domestic products to compete and has hampered business developments 
in that industry. Creating a more integrated supply chain, increasing quality, lowering 
production costs through increased economies of scale, bett er marketing strategies and bett er 
supporting policies are the keys to the success of this industry in the global market.

Keywords: Market globalization, supply chain, free trade, milk products, dairy industry.

Introduction

Free movement, unlimited buying and selling of goods and services between 
countries, without imposing restrictions such as tariff s, duties and quotas, helps 
economic growth and increases the standard of living. In broader terms, the impact 
of globalization is widespread to aff ect all dairy companies throughout the value 
chain, regardless of whether they choose to participate directly in the international 
dairy product trade. In Kosovo, there are still restrictions on the free movement of 
people to travel abroad, while the movement of goods, and services has marked 
some progress in the export-import trade of products. Kosovo is committ ed to laying 
the foundations for a sustainable development of the free market economy, and in co-
operation with the international community has been working towards facilitating 
the free movement of goods and services throughout the country. As a result, Kosovo 
currently benefi ts free trade in the Central European Free Trade Agreement - CEFTA 
since 2007, while the SAA since 2016 has allowed its producers to enter the regional 
market without any customs obligations (MTI, 2017). Also, Kosovo benefi ts from 
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EU, free custom to the US, and trade links with Japan, Norway and Turkey. These 
agreements from a larger import approach, consumers and businesses benefi t by 
widening the choice of available products and increasing the standard of living for 
Kosovars, then having access to a larger market , meaning that a business can sell 
more products, more export opportunities that are essential for economic growth 
and job creation in Kosovo.
Globalization as a phenomenon is discussed by many authors, and have a diff erent 
view regarding the impact of globalization. Recently, the phenomenon of globalization 
has returned to political debates with a clearly diff erentiated view. Civici in its book 
"Globalization" emphasizes that right European spectrum thinks that globalization 
have positive impact on the benefi t of all consumers, in stimulating the economic 
and social development of each country, on promoting the effi  ciency of productions 
and services, and on improving the standard of living as well as many other positive 
elements for all the countries integrated in the globalization process. Whereas, the 
left  and the center’s political spectrum support the theory, that from globalization 
benefi ting fi rst and foremost multinational companies and fi nancial markets, high 
business leadership and venture capital holders. The Left  political spectrum in 
general, feels that poor countries and developing countries are losing as a result of 
the advancement of globalization and liberal management by the powerful states 
of the world (Civici, 2012).  Relatively close view to left  political spectrum about 
the impact of globalization has also shown the fi ndings of our study. About two-
thirds of respondents think that globalization of the market has adversely aff ected 
the development of their business and that it is a major challenge for the dairy 
sector in Kosovo, because Kosovo is characterized as a small country with limited 
movement of people, small and fragmented businesses, facing large countries 
from the region, with an unlimited movement of people and goods, and big and 
integrated businesses. In this paper, we address the diffi  culties and opportunities 
that market globalization brings to the actors of supply chains of dairy products 
in Kosovo to gain a competitive edge in the domestic market and the possibility of 
increasing the export of these products in the foreign market. Based on the Green 
Report 2014 published by the MAFRD, Kosovo has a major trade defi cit of food 
products as a result of the challenges faced by value chain actors such as quality, 
the volume of production, insuffi  cient subsidies for farmers compared to those of 
European countries.
Lately, there was a greater interest from intuition to help value dairy industry 
through subsidies and grants, but are inadequate to gain a competitive advantage 
over low-priced imported dairy products.

Objectives of the study

This paper aims at analyzing the impact of globalization through the markets in the 
supply of milk and dairy products and the sustainability of businesses in the supply 
chain and its competitiveness in the dairy sector in Kosovo.
This study has two objectives: The main objective of this paper is to analyze the free 
trade of dairy products, the opportunities and the diffi  culties that bring free trade to 
Kosovo.
The second objective is to identify the main actors in the supply chain in dairy 
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industry of Kosovo, assess the eff ectiveness of free trade in the supply chain and 
competitiveness of Kosovo's dairy products on the domestic and global markets.

Research questions, hypotheses and methodology

The main topic of this study is:
• How much are Kosovo dairy products present in the external and domestic market?
• How has market globalization aff ected the competitiveness of dairy products in 
the market?
• What is the eff ect of free trade on the price of milk products on Kosovo market?
• What should the supply chain actors do to increase the competitive edge of dairy 
products?
The hypothesis of this paper: Globalization has increased the competitiveness of the 
dairy industry by increasing the import of low-priced products and has hampered 
the functioning of businesses in value chains in the dairy industry.
The research is focused on the analysis of the supply chains of milk products, where 
their activity is in the production, processing and marketing of food products, 
analyzing the possibility of increasing the demand for domestic products.
The research includes secondary research based on the literature review, data 
analysis from the MAFRD and other institutions, and primary research data that 
has been conducted through in-depth interviews with managers and owners of 61 
businesses, in four supply chain actors of Kosovo's dairy industry.

Globalization market Analysis in the Supply Chain of Milk and Milk Products

The production of a product or service and its availability to the buyer requires the 
creation of relationships not only with the customers but also with the main suppliers 
and resellers in the supply chain of the company (Kotler & Armstrong, 2013).  The 
advances in communication, transport, and other technologies, and the many free 
trade agreements have made today any big or small company face international 
trade issues and be interdependent. Also, Kristo (2004) describes globalization as 
a phenomenon where economists are melting into global interconnected systems 
and consists of two components: globalization of products and markets. According 
to the author, "Globalization of markets has to do with the melting of historically 
distinct markets in a powerful global market" (Kristo, 2004 p.17).  From diff erent 
authors, it is evident that globalization involves many components, but in this 
research will be addressed the globalization of markets, meaning buying and 
selling without a government applying tariff s, quotas, subsidies or prohibitions on 
goods and services.  Many authors argue that free trade benefi ts both consumers 
and companies involved in the global market. These statements are also consistent 
with Ricardo's analysis that "free trade makes it possible for consumers to consume 
more, even though commercial partners are more or less economically developed" 
(Buchholz,(2007),p.118). Based on the fact that the removal of restrictions on market 
access, including direct investment, will oft en improve quality or lower prices and 
thus increase international competitiveness, especially the processing industries as 
the fi nal product stage. 
Kosovo has a good strategic position, with the youngest population in Europe and 
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with a high unemployment rate, low taxes, and stable banking system.  Also, the 
progress in the privatization of public enterprises and the dedication of the intuitions 
of Kosovo to the establishment of principles for the sustainable development of the 
free market economy brings great potential for foreign investors.  According to the 
Ministry of Industry and Trade, Kosovo currently enjoys free trade within the Central 
European Free Trade Agreement - CEFTA since 2007, enabling its producers without 
any customs obligation to enter the regional market, which includes 28 million 
consumers, Kosovo also benefi ts from commercial ties with the US, Japan, Norway 
and Turkey.  As a result of the MSA, the volume of trade turnover of goods with 
EU countries during 2016 has marked the value of 1.2 billion euros, higher by 4.4% 
compared to 2015. Thus, 41% of the total trade volume of Kosovo has been realized 
with EU countries (MTI, 2017).  Despite the commitment of the above-mentioned 
institutions, due to the fragmented structure and other diffi  culties facing agriculture 
in the agricultural sector, the trade balance for EU-Kosovo agricultural goods is not 
favorable as agricultural goods imports exceed exports resulting in a defi cit although 
in recent years there has been an increase in exports of agricultural goods in the total 
of 13.5% in 2016 compared to the previous year (MTI, 2017).
Whereas, milk and milk products, with the existing livestock stock of dairy cows, it 
is estimated that Kosovo is able to cover 84% of the domestic market demand, while 
to meet local needs, continues to import about 16% of the quantity of milk and its 
products, while the export of the same products from our producers is very small 
(263,614 liters) and has been oriented towards the countries of the region, mainly 
in Albania (MAFRD, 2014). The lack of suffi  cient quantity of milk and domestic 
milk products in the domestic market and their very small export is a result of the 
diffi  culties faced by the value chains in the dairy industry.
According to the Agency of Milk Producers and Processors (2012), the challenges 
faced by participants in the value chain of food products in Kosovo are: high 
production costs, low production volumes, insuffi  cient legal framework, import of 
cheap products, uncontrolled black and green market, inadequate implementation 
of anti-dumping law, small subsidies compared with to other countries in the 
region, unfavorable loans, and poor image of domestic products. Also, another 
phenomenon is the priority given to the imported products by the big retailers such 
as supermarkets and hypermarkets (Ejup et al 2015).
This study found that these diffi  culties mention above in the value chain of dairy 
products, make Kosovo product prices relatively high in comparison to other EU 
countries. High prices hinder producers and processors to be effi  cient and reduce 
their competitiveness to imported products at low and qualitative rates. Therefore, a 
permanent challenge for MAFRD is to promote exports of domestic products. Also, 
in the dairy industry (producers, milk collectors, milk processors) should be more 
functional and integrated so that they can reduce the negative trade balance of dairy 
products in Kosovo.

Research Results

In the previous chapters it has been mentioned that from market globalization can 
be gained, but there is also the growth of competition. So today, to be a part of the 
global market, businesses need to be equipped with modern technology, business 
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knowledge and fi nancial opportunities for marketing their product or services. In 
the following section, we will present the research results, about globalization and 
its impact on the success of businesses in the dairy industry. Data have been collected 
through in-depth interviews with four supply chain actors in the dairy industry.
As to how much they are equipped with the necessary equipment for cooling, 
storage and other equipment, the results show that 64% of the producers did not 
have enough equipment, while to other participants, such as collectors, processors 
and traders, situation were more satisfi ed, with 85% of respondents' business having 
enough equipment.

Figure 1. Milk and Milk Products Supply Channels
Milk production in Kosovo is done by family farms, commercial farms that are 
specialized only with milk production and farms that are part of the processing plant 
or collection points. The paper fi ndings show that commercial farms are the main 
supplier of milk processors. About 62.5% of milk processors are mainly supplied 
with milk in the region where the processing plant is located, 37.5% are supplied with 
milk from other regions of Kosovo, while there is no import of unprocessed milk.   
Figure 1, shows that there are two markets for milk and dairy products in Kosovo:  
The informal (green) market operating with unpasteurized milk, mainly supplied by 
family farms, and the formal market (supermarket, mini-market, restaurants) that 
mainly operates with pasteurized milk and is supplied by the commercial producers 
of milk and milk products.  Domestic production faces huge competition from milk 
imports, the main countries from which milk and dairy products are imported are 
Germany, Hungary, Slovenia, Bulgaria Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Turkey. 
Regarding to the export of milk and milk products in Kosovo, as a result of the 
diffi  culties faced by milk processors, very small quantities are exported, mainly in 
Albania and Macedonia.
Figure 1. Ways of selling milk and milk products
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Source: Author

Figure 2 shows that direct selling is the most preferred way by supply chain actors, 
while the use of intermediaries (Trade Agencies, Distributors) is used less than 30%.
Figure 2. Do you export your products?gg yy pp yy pp

Source: Author

The research data presented in Figure 3 shows that around 90% of respondents, all 
their production is sold in the domestic market, while only 12.5%   of them are involved 
in exportation, which took place in the Balkan countries (Albania, Macedonia).

Table 1. How satisfi ed are you with the supply chain in the dairy industry (%)?

Milk Producers Collection Points Processors Retailers

A lot 64.3 71.4 81.3 88.2

Little 35.7 28.6 18.8 11.8

Not at all

Source: Author

The data presented in Table 1 show that more than two-thirds of businesses in the 
supply chain are satisfi ed with its functioning, while 1/3 of respondents stated that 
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they are less satisfi ed because of the weak horizontal integration - small cooperation 
between businesses in the same fi eld.
Figure 4. Do you think that globalization (free trade agreements) will positively 
aff ect your business growth (%)?yy gg ( )

Source: Author

Respondents opinions on the impact of globalization on the development of their 
businesses, as shown in the graph above, show that about one - third of businesses 
have stated that globalization has a positive impact on the development of their 
business, while more than two-thirds think that globalization - free trade does not 
have a positive impact on the development of their business, but rather make it 
diffi  cult to develop business as a result of the economies of scale of these businesses 
and other concerns, such as  obstacles to free movement, increased competition, and 
imported cheap products.

Figure 5. The threat of cheap imported products in business developmentgg pp pp pp pp

Source: Author

Cheap imported products are considered as a serious threat to the development 
of these businesses. The fi gure above shows that around 80% of producers, milk 
producers and processors think that cheap imported products risk their business, 
because the prices of imported products are low, and in some cases are below of the 
cost price of domestic products.
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Conclusions / Recommendations

Market globalization made increases in dairy products, goods and services, in 
general, has increased the variety of products and has contributed to lower prices 
that are of benefi t to consumers. However, the results from interviews with the 
companies of the supply chain of milk industry in Kosovo showed that market 
globalization has increased imported cheap dairy products and as a result, two-
thirds of the interviewed companies think that market globalization has hampered 
the functioning of businesses in the dairy industry, which confi rms the hypothesis 
of this paper.
Also, based on the analysis of this research, it can be concluded that free trade has 
increased to a small extent the export of milk products, but at the same time, the 
imports of milk products have increased signifi cantly, which makes the trade balance 
defi cit to be very high.
Export of dairy products, which according to the research results only 12.5 percent of 
respondents are involved in it, is low, as a result of competitiveness from low-priced 
imported products as well as the weakness in the functioning of the supply chain.
The concerns that facing businesses in the dairy industry aff ected by the low prices 
of these products, which are the result of free trade, make it necessary to improve the 
functioning of the value chain.
In order to increase the effi  ciency and to gain competitive advantage, it is 
recommended that companies in this industry improve quality, increase co-operation 
between actors and are more vertically integrated. In addition, because the most of 
dairy companies are small sized and competition from the imported cheap products, 
support measures are recommended focused on advice, technical support and 
quality improvement subsidies, diversifi cation of products, marketing.
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Abstract

Hypothesis: Civil society or civic society is the entirety of voluntary civic society organizations 
and institutions that form the foundation of the functioning of society as the opposite side of 
a state support and trade institutions. The Hypothesis is  donor support for civil society does 
not necessarily lead to the development of civil society in Albania. All the arguments I will 
show in my paper.
The purpose of the work:is that through evidence, mainly of theoretical analysis, but in many 
cases also practical observations in Albanian, to prove the hypothesis raised.
Methodology:The work will be based on several study methods. Inductive methods will be 
used the most, going from specifi c facts to general conclusions, but also the use of deductive 
methods, starting from general conclusions to deduct conclusions on special problems and 
consequences, through the analysis of special cases in Albania, which have addressed specifi c 
issues ëith great importance on the continuation of the work in question.

Keywords: Citizens, Civil Society, Donor, Government, Legislation.

Introduction

"Civil society refers to associations of citizens (outside their families, friends and 
businesses) voluntarily created to advance their interests, ideas and ideologies"1 
(United Nations)
The European Union Treaty (Article 49) foresees that any European country that 
respects and commits itself to promoting the principles of human dignity, freedom, 
equality, rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons 
belonging to them minorities, may apply to become a member of the Union. An 
empowered civil society can play an important role in guaranteeing the support of these 
principles in practice. Enlargement countries face a number of challenges, especially 
in areas such as law enforcement, corruption, organized crime, economy and social 
cohesion2. Civil society actors and organizations can make an important contribution 
to addressing many of them through lobbying, support and oversight activities at 
the national, regional and local level. The civil society with fi nancial support from an 
international donor and the more powerful government will be in its mission. So in 
Albania there are a number of international donors that fund civil society.

Overview of Civil Society
Civil society or civic society is the entirety of voluntary civic social organizations and 
institutions that form the foundation of the functioning of society as the backing side 
of a state (regardless of its political system) and commercial institutions.
As a civil society is meant a part within for a society that was born among a state, 
1  htt p://www.un.org/reform/civilsociety/panel.shtm
2  Defi nition from COM (2012) 492 fi nal: Roots of democracy and sustainable development: 
Europe's engagement with civil society in foreign aff airs - Brussels 12/09/2012
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economic and private sphere, as well as between the state, the market and the family. 
This part is known as a public space, which today is formed through initiatives, 
fellowships, links, associations and a number of state-level independent societies 
with diff erent levels and levels of organizations.
Civil Society implies a very broad concept that basically expresses the active 
participation of the individual in expanding and consolidating human rights and 
freedoms, his contribution to an open and just society that inspires solidarity, 
humanity, tolerance and understanding, which are so indispensable for our country 
in this diffi  cult and prolonged transition phase3

Supporting Donors for Civil Society

In Albania, civil society is supported by a limited number of donors. The European 
Union is the largest donor in support of civil society. The annual budget is 93.2 million 
euros, of which 1.5 million are reserved for the "Civil Society Facility". In addition, 
civil society can also benefi t from 2 instruments that are 1) the "European Instrument 
for Democracy and Human Rights EDIHR4" and the "Cross Border Cooperation 
Program" instrument.
The second donor is Germany with a budget of 31.5 million euros for the period 
2012-2017. Humanity grants her assistance in the form of credits. Civil society is not 
the main benefi ciary of this assistance.
Switzerland is another country that provides its contribution to civil society in the 
form of development co-operation. Switzerland provides a budget of CHF 25 million 
through the program "Democratization and Local Governance". Also a health 
program with a budget of 10 million CHF.
The Swedish Embassy supports civil society through Swedish organizations such as 
"Olaf Palme Center" and "Civil Rights Defenders" with 3-year budgets, concretely 
1.5, 1.6, 1.7 million euros.
The Dutch Embassy provides 350,000 euros through the MATRA program. While 
the American Embassy through the Small Grants Program of the Democracy 
Commission has calculated an annual budget of $ 500,000.
The Open Society Foundation for Albania "OSFA" supports civil society with its 
program with a budget of 118,000 euros a year.

Why Donors Needed?

Donors in Albania evaluate the main priorities that are: State of Law and Good Governance. 
Albania through its policies aims to integrate into the European Union. So the donor 
objective is European integration. Every fund they spend on membership support.

Government co-operation with donor programs

The Albanian government during the government cooperates with the programs of 
most donors. Annual government consultations agree on projects to be implemented 
and implemented democratically. Foreign donors provide fi nishing assistance in 
adapting to various sectors in Albanian institutions. So USAID and other donors 
3  www.wikipedia.org
4  European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights.
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cooperate with the Ministry of Justice on the rule of law. While SiDA cooperates 
with the tax authorities, the Institute of Statistics and the Ministry of Environment. 
The Dutch Embassy cooperates with the Albanian government on local issues. They 
exchange information on anti-corruption issues. The Swiss state cooperates through 
programs in areas such as decentralization, regional development and professional 
training.
It is noted that international donors through aid programs also cooperate with local 
government. The Swiss Cooperation Offi  ce consults with local government. They 
talk about local local fi nancing plans to realize specifi c priorities. Cooperation is also 
about gender issues. The local government cooperates with its units and with the 
government and with various donors for the positive achievement of the gender 
issue.
The European Union has programmed "The Civil Society Project explicitly bypasses 
the government. While OSFA through formal and informal consultations with Civil 
Society identifi es its problems, specifi cally what do they think of, what are the 
problems, are the other things right?
Meanwhile, for many of the active bilateral donors in Albania, programming 
decisions are ultimately taken to their "home country".
So the Dutch Embassy gives opinions about the program, but the fi nal decision will 
be applied to The Hague.
In Albania, donor assistance is direct grants. The European Union Delegation to 
Albania supports civil society through CSF5 and EIDIHR programs and the CBC6 
program. CBC supports venue governance units in border areas. Albanian OSHC7s 
meet the criteria for "Youth in Action" and "Culture and Europe for Government-
Managed Citizens.
The Albanian government relies on many small organizations, encouraging them 
to enter into partnership with CSOs. In Albania USAID works directly with local 
CSOs to help help capacity and avoid additional costs associated with international 
mediators. The American Embassy administers the Small Grants Program of the 
Commission for Democracy. The Dutch Embassy supports OSHC through the 
MATRA program focusing on the rule of law and EU integration.
While the World Bank has a small budget of € 39,000 that focuses on empowering 
vulnerable groups.
It is noteworthy that donors rely on implementing partners to provide assistance to 
civil society. The reason is to lower the level of misuse and corruption in the country.
The European Union supports organizations dealing with children's rights through 
UNICEF. Mainly for the rights of children with Roma and Egyptian communities 
realized through UNDP
The Dutch Embassy cooperates with the Regional Environmental Center in order to 
assist smaller organizations outside of Tirana.
Donors provide not only fi nancial support but also non-fi nancial support. 
OSFA offi  cials have provided assistance in organizing protests and meetings on 
environmental issues.
The European Union provides technical assistance through TASKOS.
In addition to grants, the EU also provides technical assistance through TACSO, 
5  Civil Society Facility
6  Cross Border Cooperation
7  Civil Society Organizations
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while the People to People program enables representatives of CSOs from all 
Western Balkan countries to travel to Brussels to be trained on a subject appointed 
and to meet with EU representatives. USAID also provides technical assistance to 
assist CSOs in developing organizational capacities and internal governance. Law 
No. 119/2015 "On the Establishment and Functioning of the National Council for 
Civil Society. The purpose of this law is to: 
1. Establishment of a national council for civil society to guarantee the constitutional 
cooperation with civil society organizations in the Republic of Albania for the benefi t 
of expanding consultation on good governance and increasing transparency in public 
decision making through bett er involvement of civil society this process. 
2. Development of institutional cooperation civil society organizations for the 
draft ing and implementation of the national strategy and guidelines of the Albanian 
government for the creation of an enabling framework for the civil society sector as 
well as the development of the philosophical and social capital.
Determining the principles and procedures under which the idiom process and the 
consultation process at the National Council for Civil Society8

Challenges of Civil Society

There is a large number of civil society organizations in the country. The Tirana First 
Instance Court reported 6,855 registered CSOs by the end of 2014, the latest available 
data on the offi  cial size of the CSO sector.
According to Policy Drawing Guidelines and Measures for an Enabling Environment 
for Civil Society, the number of active CSOs registered with tax authorities in 2014 
was 2,427.
Klotilda Kosta, director of the "Partners Albania" program, said that in this regard the 
situation is mostly positive. CSOs are not limited to the right to peaceful organization 
and 85% of them have responded that they have no government intervention at all. 
However, the main source of funding remains foreign donors and volunteer work, 
and only 1% claim to have received grants from the central government9

Yet civil society faces a number of challenges. The major challenges facing civil 
society today are:
• Both civil society and the population / community in themselves have some 
skepticism despite the will of the Albanian Government and its commitment to 
creating a healthy environment that encourages the independence, effi  ciency and 
sustainability of civil society, contributing to overcoming the gap between citizens 
and institutions.
Sector sector of civil society continues to dominate. concentrated in central Albania, 
especially in Tirana. Other organizations are predominantly in North (Shkodra) and 
South (Korca, Fier and Vlora).
• The registration process continues to be centralized at the Tirana First Instance 
Court, making up
• Concern for CSOs outside the capital. CSOs need to travel to the capital not only 
for them
8  Law No. 119/2015 "On the Establishment and Functioning of the National Council for Civil 
Society
9   Study: The Situation and Challenges for the Development of Civil Society in Albania 26/11/2015 
Published     on 26/11/2015 by My History
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• Registered, but also to make changes to the statute including the addresses.
• Local organizations are less present and lack of technical and organizational 
capacities, which is why they are unable to absorb funds from a diff erent donor 
(although the ASCS in its call for project proposals was aimed at a more geographically 
wide-ranging as well as new organizations.
• Civil society still struggles to fi nd volunteers' circulation despite the Law on 
Volunteering, which aims to regulate volunteer work in order to increase the 
participation of individuals in social life, improve the quality of life.
Legal environment regarding reimbursement of value added tax (VAT) for purchases 
made with donor grants CSOs benefi t from tax exemption and reimbursement of 
value added tax (VAT) for purchases made with donor grants still is problematic for 
civil society10

Plans for the future

The EU membership practice has shown that funding for their support increases 
when they become part of the European Union. So Albania will have more funds 
from the European Union when it joins.
The countries of Central and Eastern Europe as well as the countries of South Eastern 
Europe who joined the European Union in 2004 and 2007m received more funding 
in their membership process. USAID offi  ces in Bulgaria and Romania were closed in 
2008 aft er their membership in the EU. Currently, USAID will not close its activity 
in Albania until its membership in the EU. This reasoning is for other donors who 
are in Albania. However, the level of assistance will not increase because of the weak 
absorption capacities of Albanian organizations.
The Commission acknowledges that a real culture of active citizenship can not be 
created with fi nancial aid just from the outside. External donors can infl uence the 
activities of civil society in bulk great. Organizations that rely heavily on international 
or local public funding, in some cases may not be considered as a real civil society 
and risk delegitimizing the activities of in the eyes of the public.

Conclusions

A country like Albania wishing to join the EU must have an appropriate legal, 
judicial and administrative environment to exercise freedom of expression, 
assembly and organization. This includes the rights of Civil Society Organizations 
such as formalized, transparent and non-discriminatory registration procedures, 
free and independent functioning and cooperation between citizens and the lack 
of disproportionate or unjustifi ed state intervention. It should also be understood 
that EU funding related to membership is limited in volume and timing. Although 
it is the largest civil society donor, the EU can not and can not should aim to fi ll the 
remaining funding gap aft er the departure of other donors from the region. With 
the enlargement countries moving towards accession, the Commission will support 
CSOs to become less dependent on international donor funding, including EU 
funding. 

10  Civil Society Support Agency (CSSA): Long-term Strategy 2015-20205
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Legal Regulation of Electronic Commerce 

Aleksandër Çavo

Abstract

Electronic commerce is a new technology which is growing rapidly. It has the ability to 
create a truly global digital economy, but at present current legislation does not encourage 
the uptake of this technology. The nature of the Internet and the globalisation of the world 
economy mean that developments in electronic commerce create legal problems concerning 
security of transactions and legal jurisdiction of transactions. The growth of electronic 
commerce has made current and future legal requirements diffi  cult to assess. In order for 
electronic commerce to develop these issues have to be addressed on an international level. 
This paper att empts to highlight the problems of legislating electronic commerce. The role 
of the United States, European Union and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) in formulating legal policy is discussed. The legal position regarding 
digital signatures, certifi cate authorities and trusted third parties are addressed as, is the issue 
of data protection.

 1. Introduction

The term ‘electronic commerce’ has been defi ned by Kalakota and Whinston (1997, p 
3) as having many perspectives - communications, business, service and on-line. For 
the purpose of this paper electronic commerce is defi ned as any action undertaken 
by a business which  requires a fi nancial transaction to be carried out over a network 
such  as the Internet. Electronic Data Interch ange (EDI) is a form of electronic 
commerce concerned with the exch ange of business documentation such  as invoices 
and orders. Businesses have been slow to adopt EDI (Kalakota and Whinston: 1997, 
pp 379-380) due to high costs, limited consumer access to proprietary networks and 
the inability to automate only part of the transaction. Electronic commerce has the 
ability to eliminate the time span between ordering, delivery invoicing and payment 
by using the world wide web.  Electronic commerce transactions can be divided into 
two categories - business to business or business to individuals - and may involve the 
electronic supply of goods and services.
Electronic commerce off ers benefi ts to both vendor and buyer. The vendor can 
create a global presence – thus generating more potential business, reducing costs, 
increasing competition, and allowing the ability to customise products. The buyer 
benefi ts through increased ch oice which  encourages bett er standards of service, 
price reductions and a more tailored service.
At present only eighty-fi ve per cent of companies are using the Internet (Feher and 
Towell: 1997, p3) and uptake of electronic commerce is small. However the OECD 
estimates a two hundred per cent growth in electronic commerce transactions. 
(OECD: 1997a)This rapid increase inevitably leads to problems on a global scale with 
legislation and regulation.
This paper highlights some of the legal issues surrounding electronic commerce 
and the measures taken by international bodies and organisations to address these 
problems.
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 2. Legal Regulation of Electronic Commerce

Fraud, fi nancial misdemeanours and tax avoidance are not found just in electronic 
commerce, but electronic commerce presents new ways to commit old crimes. 
Electronic commerce is diffi  cult to regulate for two main reasons. Firstly, the scope of 
electronic commerce and the tech nology involved ch anges rapidly. Traditionally, the 
formulation of the law has been an evolutionary process, adapting to suit the needs 
of society. Where electronic commerce is concerned the pace of ch ange is and has 
been too great for this process to take place. This results in a situation where there is 
a ch oice of either applying current legislation or enacting new legislation specifi cally 
formulated to meet the ch allenge of electronic commerce. Secondly, the very nature 
of the tech nology involved means that it is transnational. This leads to problems as to 
which  legal system has jurisdiction over electronic commerce transactions.
 
2.1 Formulation of Policy
Even in this era of supra-national bodies and trade blocs, the nation-state is still 
responsible for almost all of the legislation that aff ects its citizens. To date, few have 
enacted laws to deal specifi cally with electronic commerce; that may refl ect the speed 
of legal ch ange in most countries rather than a desire to wait until international 
agreement has been reach ed. In fact, some countries (such  as France and Germany) 
have already introduced legislation governing the use and legality of electronic 
signatures. [3.3]
The OECD is dedicated to promoting measures that will benefi t both members 
and non-members and the to development of international trade. Naturally, this 
organisation has considered the impact of electronic commerce. The report Global 
Information Infrastructure - Global Information Society (OECD: 1997b), although 
addressed to governments, ack nowledges the need for all social partners to become 
involved and places importance on allowing the private sector to take the lead 
in the economic and commercial development and implementation of GII – GIS. 
Government eff orts should concentrate on breaking down barriers and creating 
opportunities for digital commerce, rather than increasing regulation. The OECD 
recognises that the diff erent legal and political traditions among members mean that 
diff erent solutions will be appropriate for each  nation, but states that the global nature 
of the digital economy requires them to look at ways of ensuring access and enforcing 
certain safeguards. The report also points out the need for consensus on security 
and authentication measures that will make electronically transmitt ed documents 
legally binding. Policy should remain fl exible and dialogue with the private sector 
continuous. In addition, the OECD has issued proposals of a more detailed nature on 
topics such  as cryptography and digital signatures. (OECD: 1997c) [3.3]
Groups comprising business representatives fall into two categories: those who lobby 
governments for control and legislation and those who provide advice and guidance 
for business wishing to enter into electronic commerce. In the former category, 
groups such  as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the Electronic Commerce 
Association and the Internet Law and Policy Forum (IPLF)) share information, 
encourage debate and engage in discussion with legislators to promote their cause. 
More oft en than not, the message they promote is the less regulation the bett er. It 
would be simplistic to say that they are in favour of no legislation at all, but they are 
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of the opinion that they are in a bett er position than many to know what regulation 
is required. In addition they argue any regulation could not hope to be as reactive to 
ch anging circumstances and tech nology as they themselves could.
Thus far, the response to these claims has been receptive. Governments seem to 
appreciate the fact that it is not practical for them to regulate electronic commerce 
completely. This has led to a large degree of co-operation between the public and 
private sector. In June 1998 EC Commissioner Bangemann invited business leaders 
from throughout the world to participate in a discussion on ways to increase global 
co-operation in electronic commerce. (Bangemann: 1998)
The conference concluded that regulation should be kept to a minimum as the 
global nature of electronic commerce made government regulation impossible 
anyway: therefore industry self regulation was the way ahead. They also arranged 
mech anisms by which  industry could continue to consult with each  other and play 
a leading part in the formulation of policy. (Bangemann: 1998) The Global Standards 
Conference, hosted by the EU, came to similar conclusions regarding self regulation. 
(EU: 1997a)
The Interactive Media in Retail Group is an example of a business group less inclined 
to lobby; although the IMRG has developed a standard for web sites which  indicates 
to users that they are using an approved and secure site. (IMRG: 1998)
 
2.2 Jurisdiction
Although consumers are prepared to conduct business by telephone and by fax, 
for some reason there appears to be a psych ological barrier to transactions over the 
Internet. As the Internet has no regard for national boundaries the question of which  
legal system is responsible for cross-border transactions is central to the success of 
electronic commerce. Users are less likely to feel confi dent about making a transaction 
electronically if they are unsure of the legal protection they will be aff orded. They may 
not be off ered the same means of redress as in a purely domestic transaction. They 
may also be reluctant to transact with parties in a foreign or unknown jurisdiction 
due to lack  of legal protection. This has implications for the development of global 
electronic commerce and raises several important issues.
Firstly, how is a vendor to be expected to comply with the law of all the countries in 
which  their clients reside? This would place an unacceptable burden on the vendor - 
forcing them either to be aware of the legal situation throughout the world or to limit 
themselves to dealing with a few countries where they feel reassured by the law. The 
former is unfeasible and the latt er is undesirable as it would be contrary to the spirit 
of electronic commerce which  it is hoped will stimulate world-wide trade.
One solution would be to establish international agreements stating that any contract 
signed in cyberspace comes under the jurisdiction of the territory in which  the vendor 
resides. This, of course, raises questions as to what constitutes a residence and the 
problem is compounded if a business has operations in several countries. There is 
also the question of server location. In the digital global economy it is quite feasible 
for an organisation to have a server, but nothing else, in one country. The ‚virtual 
organisation‘ is therefore outwith the jurisdiction of any one country.
 
2.3 Global Att empts at a Solution
The USA has the highest instance of electronic commerce transactions, but the legal 
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issues are far from being resolved. The recent ‚Framework for Global Electronic 
Commerce‘ outlines the US Government‘s plans for assisting the growth of electronic 
commerce (Clinton and Gore: 1997). This document takes the popular view that 
government should avoid regulation where possible and allow the private sector to 
take the initiative.
The Report does, however, advocate the creation of a Commercial Code sett ing down 
basic rules for transactions over the Internet and possibly providing a means for 
governmental recognition of electronic contracts, mutual recognition of electronic 
signatures, dispute sett lement etc. The USA has already begun adapting the Uniform 
Commercial Code, which  governs US commercial law, for this purpose. Case law in 
the US appears to off er some sort of precedent in the area of jurisdictional liability. It 
appears that business sites can be categorised according to the level of interactivity 
involved. Thus, a web site that is purely informative is not likely to convey any 
liability outside the state of the publisher, whereas if the site allows, for example, 
online purch asing, the vendor will be liable in those states where the purch asing 
may take place.
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) has 
produced a model law for regulating electronic commerce, which  appears to be 
similar to the US proposals for a Commercial Code. (UNCITRAL: 1996) Its eff ects 
are not binding and it is up to individual nations whether they introduce legislation 
based on the US model.
The OECD has also raised the issue of applicable law for the purposes of dispute 
resolution. (OECD: 1997c) It states that there is a need for mech anisms to resolve 
international disputes and suggests that existing international commercial bodies 
should be encouraged to take on this role.
The European Union has recently been formulating policy in a number of areas and is 
keen to ensure that regulation in Europe takes place in a unifi ed way. Legislation on 
digital signatures, encryption and certifi cate authorities is imminent, and a Directive 
on data protection has been issued. (EU: 1995b) An outline of Commission policy can 
be found in ‚A European Initiative in Electronic Commerce‘. (EU: 1997c) 
At present there are no eff ective means for solving cross border dispute resolution in 
the area of electronic commerce. The proposals suggested by the UN and US should 
go some way to addressing this problem, although individual countries must accept 
the proposals and adopt national legislation. It is to be hoped this is done as soon as is 
practicable, in order to reassure consumers and businesses that electronic commerce 
is a safe and reliable way to conduct their business. The proposed legislation is based 
on a model of electronic commerce that would not have evolved naturally, and thus 
will be constrictive by att empting to shape electronic commerce instead of lett ing the 
needs of electronic commerce shape the law.
 
2.4 The European Union Perspective
The EU is unique amongst international organisations in that it is able to make norms 
that are legally binding on its member states or which  confer rights and obligations 
directly on the citizens of the EU. Harmonisation within the EU is a priority in order 
to ensure the single market is not distorted.
Europe, together with the US, is one of the key test-beds for electronic commerce. 
As the US and the EU are the largest trading blocs in the world, agreement between 
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them would cover a large proportion of electronic commerce transactions. Agreement 
would also lead the way to a global legal environment, as other states dependent on 
trade with the US and the EU would be keen to enact similar legislation or enter 
into agreements which  would make electronic commerce easier. Any kind of joint 
agreement must be swift , since it is inevitable that more and more nation-states will 
implement their own measures. It would be much  more diffi  cult to try to harmonise 
many individual laws than to encourage nations to follow a particular model from 
the beginning.
It appears that all parties are in agreement as to what is required – a fl exible system 
led by the private sector allowing for the use of governmental rules in certain key 
areas. Example guidelines are already in place (UNCITRAL: 1996 ) and it seems 
likely that more will follow adhering to the same formula. If world-wide agreement 
is to be found, one system needs to be adopted by the EU and USA in the hope that 
their trading partners will follow suit.
In the absence of concrete international regulations the inevitable conclusion is for 
the buyer and seller to enter into a contract stating the conditions that have been 
agreed upon and the jurisdiction in which  any dispute will be sett led.

 3. Tech nical Solutions and Legislation

Although the number of businesses on the Internet has grown, many of these 
organisations are simply maintaining a ‚web presence‘ by providing information 
about themselves and their products and have not yet undertaken Internet-based 
transactions. This inertia is probably due to concern about security of transactions 
and user authorisation. Tech nologies concerned with authorisation include fi rewalls, 
password access, smart cards and biometric fi ngerprinting. However, in order to 
provide secure electronic transactions (SET), encryption tech nologies are used. 
Encryption tech nologies, which  are supported by the appropriate legal mech anisms, 
have the potential to allow global electronic commerce to develop.
 
3.1 Digital Signatures
Digital signatures provide information regarding the sender of an electronic document. 
The tech nology has assumed huge importance recently with the realisation that it 
may be the remedy to one of the major barriers to growth of electronic commerce: 
fears of lack  of security. Digital signatures provide data integrity, thereby allowing 
the data to remain in the same state in which  it was transmitt ed. The identity of the 
sender can also be authenticated by third parties.
The most widely used type of cryptography is public key cryptography where 
the sender is assigned two keys – one public, one private. The original message 
is encrypted using the public key while the recipient of the message requires the 
private key to decrypt the message. The recipient can then determine whether the 
data has been altered. However, although this system guarantees the integrity of the 
message, it does not guarantee the identity of the sender (public key owner). In order 
to remedy this a Certifi cate Authority is required.
 
3.2 Certifi cate Authorities
Trusted Third Parties (TTP) provide a variety of cryptography services to their 
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clients. Certifi cate Authorities (CAs) are TTPs who have been given licence to 
produce digital certifi cates authenticating digital signatures. In order for this system 
to work, the Licensed CA must be reliable and have the confi dence of the public and 
business community. In addition, those who rely on the services of the Licensed CA 
must be able to hold them legally liable for any loss suff ered as a result of their error. 
Licensed CAs promote the use of electronic commerce tech nology by reassuring 
the user that the authentication process is reliable, that is, the owner of the digital 
signature is who they say they are. This provides business with the reassurance that 
the electronic commerce transaction is secure.
 
3.3 Legal Position of Digital Signatures
Although digital signature tech nology has been available for some time, it has 
only recently become feasible to use digital signatures to authenticate a document. 
This breakthrough has made digital signatures one of the most important areas of 
development within electronic commerce. It is important because the tech nology, 
and the law governing it, must develop in a way that promotes, or at the very least 
does not inhibit, the growth of electronic commerce.
A substantial amount of legislation regulating the use of digital signatures and their 
legal status has been enacted. So far, this has been enacted on a state by state basis, 
resulting in those countries taking contrasting legal positions. Germany has recently 
introduced the Digital Signature Law (Federal Act: 1998). France has enacted a law 
introducing Trusted Third Parties (Law Decrees: 1998)and the United Kingdom 
has released a consultation paper. (DTI: 1997) Belgium, Italy and Sweden have also 
introduced legislation. Legislation on digital signatures has taken place on a state by 
state basis in the United States and so far nineteen states have legislated. (HR; 1996) 
International law on digital signatures has yet to be formulated.
As part of its plan to develop electronic commerce and create user confi dence, the 
European Commission has unveiled a proposal for a directive on digital signatures. 
(EU: 1998d) The draft  directive would lay down minimum requirements for electronic 
signature certifi cates and certifi cation services and require legal recognition of 
electronic signatures to the same extent as writt en signatures, especially in cross border 
transactions (EU; 1998d). This is vital if electronic commerce is to become a viable 
alternative to traditional ways of conducting business. The proposal also envisages 
co-operation with third countries to enable recognition of digital signatures that have 
been certifi ed by a CA in a third country, provided that CA meets the requirements of 
the directive or is situated in a country which  has negotiated an agreement with the 
EU. (EU: 1998b). Negotiations with the US and Japan to this end have already begun. 
This is a very positive step as from its inception electronic commerce was intended to 
be global and this must be refl ected in the law. Unfortunately, this concept does not 
fi t well with legal tradition, and movement to create an international framework has 
not been swift . One important provision of the draft  directive was that Certifi cation 
Authorities should be allowed to operate without obtaining authorisation in advance, 
although stating that they may seek voluntary accreditation if they wished.
Developments are also taking place at a global level. Bodies such  as the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF), the International Organization for Standardisation 
(ISO) and W3C are currently working on standardisation of digital signatures. The 
OECD has issued ‚Guidelines for Cryptology Policy (OECD: 1997c) which  includes a 
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guide for states on the creation of legislation governing the use of digital signatures. 
UNCITRAL has also released draft  legislation on electronic commerce, including 
guidelines for digital signatures. (UNCITRAL: 1998)
 
3.4 Encryption
The role of encryption, CAs and digital signatures go hand in hand. Cryptography 
provides the tech nology used in digital signatures as well as for encryption. Encryption 
renders an electronic document unreadable, thereby providing another level of 
security and increasing the att ractiveness of the Internet as a means of transferring 
confi dential data of the type oft en used in electronic commerce. Encryption is either 
a powerful tool or a dangerous weapon. As a tool it is an important aid to the security 
of legitimate data transactions, but as a weapon it could be used for criminal means. 
The US government intends to use key recovery to counter this problem. Concerned 
about the possible uses of encryption soft ware, it has also legislated to prohibit the 
export of such  soft ware (stronger than 56 bits) without prior authorisation.
 
3.4.1 Clipper Chip
Since 1993 the US Government has consistently att empted to introduce legislation 
on the Clipper Chip, or a similar alternative. The Clipper Chip is a device enabling 
the government to gain access to communications by obtaining a key held by two 
escrow agents. These agents are usually government bodies: in the case of the USA, 
NIST and the Department of the Treasury are the agents.
The outrage provoked by the initial proposal led to its abandonment and subsequent 
att empts to legislate in this area have featured watered down versions of the original 
idea, none of which  have been particularly well received. The administration is 
persisting with att empts to introduce some sort of key recovery sch eme (Abelson 
et al: 1998). In fact, according to the US Administration document A Framework 
for Electronic Commerce ‚the US government will work internationally to promote 
development of market-driven key management infrastructure with key recovery.‘ 
(Clinton and Gore: 1997)
Many civil liberties groups have campaigned bitt erly against these laws (ACLU, EFF, 
EPIC: 1998) and it is still unclear whether any kind of key recovery mech anism will 
become law in the USA.

Conclusions

Electronic commerce raises many new problems. It is not only the pace of its adoption 
that causes diffi  culty but the fact that a it is an entirely new form of doing business 
which  disregards national barriers and traditional means of forming contracts. The 
ease by which  information may be transferred is partly responsible for the success of 
electronic commerce. It is also the cause of many of the problems, for example new 
mass marketing tech niques have been made possible, thus raising privacy issues.
With the rapid uptake of electronic commerce, predictably, there has been a rush 
to enact laws. However, these laws suff er from two fundamental problems: The 
ch anging nature of the tech nology has the potential to render any legislation 
redundant within a short period of time. In addition, national laws are inadequate 
to govern what is truly a global issue. Regulation poses further threats in that it risks 
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stifl ing electronic commerce if it is unduly burdensome.
The aim of any regulation of electronic commerce should therefore be to facilitate the 
adoption of electronic commerce, or at the very least to avoid distortion of the market 
through laws which  are not appropriate or which  create strong local diff erences.  
Although there is an argument that legislation is not necessary, that clearly is not 
the case. Existing laws are not capable of being adapted to this truly new sphere 
of business. However, because no clear picture exists of what electronic commerce 
encompasses, how widespread it has become, and how it is likely to evolve in the 
future, it is diffi  cult to reach  a consensus on suitable laws. To some extent, this has 
been ach ieved through the various international agreements that have been signed, 
although no one agreement takes precedent over another and none are strictly 
binding. Of more legal eff ect are interstate agreements such  as have taken place 
between the EU, the US and Japan. If a model can be created between these countries 
it will serve to encourage others to adopt similar legislation, perhaps leading to the 
certainty that is craved by business.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the doctrine of autonomy of European Community law over the 
national legal systems of the member (or accessing) STATES as well as in the international 
public law. The European Union Legislation known also as ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE 
is composed of the Treaty of European Union, the Treaty of the European Community, the 
secondary legislation issued by the European institutions, the general principles of EU law as 
well as of the international treaties signed by the European Community or by the European 
Union. The European legislation is enacted mostly by the European institutions, which 
preserve an independent or autonomous status from the national governments. Thus, the 
European legislation enacted by them is relatively uninfl uenced by the national governments, 
but is issued with the purpose of being incorporated into the national legislation of the EU 
member states.                                                            
  This European legislation is applied by national bodies, but is exclusively interpreted by 
the European Court of Justice. The European Court of Justice has interpreted the EU law as 
having two main qualities: direct eff ect and supremacy over the ordinary national legislation. 
The same qualities apply to the international agreements signed by the EU or the EC with 
third countries. From this point of view this paper tackles also the level of application and the 
eff ects brought by the Stabilization and Association Agreement between Albania and EU on 
European law as well as on the national law of Albania.     

Keywords: European Union (EU), Treaty on European Union (TEU), European Community 
(EC), Treaty on European Community (TEC), European Court of Justice (ECJ), Stabilization 
and Association Agreement (SAA).

Introduction

The Supremacy of the Community Right 
From the doctrine, it is understood that the report between the community right 
and the member states is not similar to the general report betw een the international 
and the internal or national right.1 This does not mean that the internal right 
is incompatible with the community right. It is quite the opposite. It means that 
we cannot draw a parallelism with this mechanism and we stand in front of two 
diff erent situations. As a matt er of fact, while the report between the international 
system and the internal system of  state is resolved through the coordination 
between the two juristic autonomous systems, the one between the community 
system and the system of the member states is a report of integration. Since they 
are not in a reciprocal equal relation, the community system has the tendency to be 
integrated in the internal system. Traditionally, the eff ect of the international right 
in the internal legal system, is linked to two popular theories. They are monism and 
dualism. The monist theory, in its simplest and most original meaning, assumes that 

1  Sostanziale e Dritt o, The elements of the European union Right, Special Section, II Fundamental 
Right, Giuff re, Milano, Italy 2004.
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the international right is not only superior to the internal right, but it even claims 
that the system of the international right and the internal legal system are part of the 
same entity.2 According to this theory, the international right would be an additional 
part in the internal legal system. On the other hand, the dualist theory is grounded 
on the fact that the two legal systems are separated. The internal eff ects of the foreign 
legislation will fully depend on the conditions of the internal constitutional system 
of the country. 
It is safe to assume that the distinction between monism and dualism seems to have 
lost the original edge with years. This is especially true for states that main a very 
close cooperation. The most typical example is the European Union. Regulations, 
Instructions or community decisions imply direct rights and liabilities for the 
European citizens.3 Usually, the international right is indiff erent to the ways how 
the national authorities intend to apply their international obligations in the internal 
state system. According to the international right, the result is all what matt ers. As 
a consequence, the application model is the predominant subject in the internal 
constitutional right.
If we refer to the report between the community and the national rights, their already 
close bond grows even tighter from the sanctions of the Article 10 of the European 
Union Treaty which states “The Member States must take all the necessary measures, 
general or specifi c, to guarantee the fulfi llment of the obligations that derive from this Treaty 
or which come as a result of the activity of the Community`s institutions. The member states 
must contribute to the achievement of the community`s goals. The Member States must 
renounce those measure that might jeopardize the achievement of the goals of the Treaty. 
This disposition of the Treaty is due to the awareness that the community system, 
unlike the national systems, does not constitute a closed and self-suffi  cient system. 
On contrary, it must be fully integrated with the systems of the member states. The 
close integration which exists between the community system and the systems of 
the member states, implies a harmonization that is not always fully implemented 
in practice. This is why there are occasional discrepancies due to the contradictory 
instructions of the two systems. The resolution of confl icts on the report between 
the community right of the European Union and the national legislation of the 
member states, has favored the community right.4 The national legislation which 
has been created aft er the community one, cannot contradict the later in the light of 
the decision of the court in the case Costa against Enel. The national legislation which 
has existed before the community norm, has no juristic power aft er the community 
legislation has been approved. This statement has been expressed in the judgment 
issued by the Court of Justice in the case Simmenthal.5 
The status of the juristic norms of the acquis communitaire iin the member states 
of the European Union, is att ributed to two important characteristics which are 
supremacy and the direct eff ect with regard to the national legislation of the member 
states.
If we refer to the terms of the European Union treaty, we will not fi nd a specifi c 
statement concerning the supremacy of the community legislation towards that of 
2  Puto Arben prof. “E Drejta Nderkombetare Publike”, Tirane, Shqiperi, 2010 pg.69..
3  Klaus-Diter Borcard “ABC of the European Union Right” Luxembourg, 2010
4  Stiernstroom Martin, “The Relationship Between Community Law and the National Law”, 
Volume 5, 2003, pg.5.
5  Case 6/64 (9.03..1978), Summary of the Judgments of the European Court of Justice.
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the Member States. The only possible reference is the  Article,  106 of the European 
Union Treaty which puts the Member States under the obligation to take the necessary 
measures to guarantee that the obligations imposed by the Traty shall be fulfi lled. 
The member states, are also under the obligation to distance themselves from any 
activity that might hamper the achievement of the goals of the said Treaty. The 
principle of the supremacy of the community right towards the right of the national 
states, has been decided for the fi rst time by the European Court of Justice. The role 
of the European Court of Justice has been stated in the Article 2207 of the European 
Union Treaty: “The Court of Justice  will guarantee the implementation and correct 
interpretation of this Treaty”. The principle of supremacy of the community right 
over the national right was sanctioned by the Court of Justice in the judgment of the 
case Costa  v Enel. The case revolved around a confl ict between the Treaty and the 
Italian legislation.8 

The Principle Of Supremacy. Autonomy In The Implementation Of The 
Community Right

The correct implementation of the European union Right still entails many challenges 
for the Member States. Very oft en, problems start to appear since the transposition 
phase. There have been several occasions of violation of the Member States due to 
the delayed transposition of the European right. Nevertheless, the statistics show 
that the number of cases referred at the European Court of Justice has decreased.9

The Lisbon Treaty which came into force on December 1st 2009, brought important 
changes in the constitutional texture of the European Union. The new treaty 
accentuated and strengthened the supernational nature of the system. The member 
States decided not to shrink the discretion of the European Court of Justice. Moreover, 
the member states decided to ‘expand” the jurisdiction of the said court to comprise 
cases which would belong to the third pillar of the Community in the past. For the 
fi rst time, the member States declared that they accept the judicial supremacy of 
the European Court of Justice.10 This statement implies that the European Court 
of Justice is the “Treaty`s guard” for as far as the formulation of the principle of 
supremacy is concerned.11

The supremacy of the community right stems from the very nature of the European 
Union Treaty. One of the specifi c original stipulations of the community right, 
is its supremacy over the right of the member countries. The European Court of 
Justice does not recognize and does not follow the constitutional dispositions of 
any member State which is not in line with the community right. The success of 
this development is very evident, especially when we consider that the Court has 
deliberately strengthened this principle by grounding it on the common interests of 
a large group of politically, historically and geographically distinct sovereign states. 
The interventions of the European Court of Justice to  reprimand and compensate 

6   Article 5 of the EU Treaty.
7 Article 164 of the European Community Treaty. .
8  Judgment dated July 15th 1964, Case 6/64 rec. 1141.
9  The case Felixstone Dock and Railway Company v British transport and Docks Board (1976) 2 
CLR 655.
10  htt p://eur-lex.evropa.eu/LexUriServ/LexuriServ.do?uri+OJ:c:2008:115:0335:0359:EN:PDF.
11  htt p://www.livingreviews.org/Ireg_201-2.
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the cases of violation of the Community right, have been applauded as an important 
contribution to the effi  ciency of the Community right. 
There have been voices claiming that the representing institutions of the legislative 
and the politicians that are involved in the community legal processes, must take 
individual action and prevent the cases aggravate to the point that they will have 
to undergo the judgment of the European Court. This thesis was not developed any 
further.
The relation between the national courts of the Member States and the European 
Court, is one of cooperation. It is based on the distribution of competences to reach 
the common goal of correct and uniform implementation and interpretation of the 
Community legislation through the member States.12

However, when the national courts have to resolve a dispute which requires the 
interpretation of the Treaties or other acts of the EU institutions, the national courts 
are obliged to address the European Court of Justice for a pre-trial opinion.13

The principle of supremacy and the one of direct eff ect, signify that the national 
judicial institutions must abide to the European Union right. Yet, these principles do 
not defi ne which national organ must implement it, and which procedure it should 
follow. The state organs are responsible for the implementation of the European 
right. In principle, they must implement it by respecting also the national forms and 
procedures.14 Do the Member States actually enjoy “complete procedural anatomy” 
in the implementation of the European right? The European Union has always 
maintained that the national procedural laws must be ratifi ed in case “there is a 
risk that they will hamper the functioning of the internal market”.15 The Member 
States are under the obligation that in the light of the cooperation principle, assist the 
fulfi llment of the Treaties. It seems that the thesis of the existence of a Community 
order of law, has consolidated gradually in order to guarantee a direct implementation 
of its norms in the national legislation. The Treaties and the secondary legislative 
norms must be implemented without causing radical transformation in the national 
organs. In order to achieve this, it was necessary to overcome a prejudice that 
was spread in many countries.16 According to such prejudice, many international 
treaties create such relations between the parties that would concern more the public 
institutions rather that the private subjects.17 If we refer to the EEC Treaty, we will 
clearly understand that the objective of the Traty is to establish a common market to 
the benefi t all of the members. This means that such Treaty is something more than 
a mere agreement which simply states some rights and obligations. It means that the 
Community has adopted a new public order, according to which the member States 
have agreed to some limitations to their sovereign rights. The citizens of the member 

12  Judgment dated December 16th 1981, Pasquale Foglia v Mariella Movello, Case 244/80, paragraph 
14.
13 Judgment dated December 16th 1981, Pasquale Foglia v Mariella Movello, Case 244/80, paragraph 
15.
14  Judgment dated February 11th 1971, Norddeutsches Viehund Fleischkontor GmbH v 
Hauptzollamt Hamburg-St.Annen, Case 39/70, paragraph 4. 
15  Judgment dated December 16th 1976, Rewe-Zentralfi nanz eG Rewe-Zentral AG v 
Landwirtschaft skammer fur das Sarland, Case 33/76, paragraph 5.
16  This term refers to the regulations, directives and obligatory decisions which are issued by the 
Community`s institutions while executing the tasks assigned by the Treaty.
17  The foundation treaties of the European Community and the European Union would be 
considered as international treaties. 
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States are likewise subjected to the new public order.

Analysis
The jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice in the implementation of the 

Principle of Supremacy 

The existence of a Community  order which is autonomous from the national public 
order, has not always had the form that it has nowadays. In the beginning, the 
perception on the Community system was very diff erent. 
The absence of an exclusive control to the lack of the territorial power, caused many 
doctrinaires to have diff erent opinions on the att ributions of the Community and the 
importance of the correct implementation of its norms.   
The existence of an autonomous public order has been gradually consolidated to 
ensure uniformity in its implementation in all the EU Memer States. Such an objective 
could be achieved through the supremacy that the EU gave to the Community 
legislation through the European Court of Justice, an institution assigned to guarantee 
the correct interpretation of the Community norms and protect the interests of the 
European citizens in the trials of concrete cases.
In the case Costa v. Enel18, decided on the superiority of the Community legislation 
over the national one. This is a case when the European Court of Justice had to deal 
with the interpretation of the Community law in the context of the national right. 
In the case Costa v Enel, the European Court of Justice decided that the Community 
legislation prevails the national law. An Italian lawyer, Flaminio Costa, had refused 
to pay the electricity bill to ENEL, the Italian Electric Power Provider.
The bill was not very expensive, only 1925 Lirett as. Costa claimed that the Italian law 
dated December 6th 1962 to make the company an asset of the state, was against the 
Articles 102, 92, 53 and 37 of the EECT related to the internal market competition. 
According to Costa, the situation would give ENEL a great competitive advantage 
in the market. The District Court of Milano sent a petition to the European Court of 
Justice to prepare a pre-trial judgment concerning the contradict between the national 
Italian legislation of making ENEL public and the Article of the EECT quoted above. 
The European Court was not asked to clarify whether Costa would pay his electricity 
bill and what the payment modalities would be. The purpose of the petition was to 
clarify the connection between the Community legislation and the national ones. 
The European Court of Justice replied that the Community has an autonomous order 
which has been recognized by the member States when they relinquished some 
sovereign writt en by signing the European Community Treaty. The Community 
legislation prevails the national one because it wouldn`t be possible to achieve the 
objectives of the Treaty if the Community legislation would have diff erent degrees of 
applicability in diff erent national contexts. 
Hence, if the national law is not in the same line with the Community law, it cannot 
be implemented.
The decision of the European Court of Justice on the supremacy of the Community 
law in the case Costa v Enel, was referred later in the case Simental v the European 
Community Commission.19

18  Case 6/64, (July 15th 1964), summary of the Judgments of the European Court of Justice for the 
year 1964, pg. 1127.
19  Judgment of the European Court of Justice dated March 9th 1978.
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The fi ndings of the fact were the following. In July 1973, the Italian company 
Simmenthal imported veal to Italy from France. The company was asked to pay 
the health inspection tax according to the Italian law. The company Simmenthal 
claimed that such taxation was against the Community law on the free circulation of 
goods, removal of custom fees and other reciprocal liabilities. Hence, the company 
Simmenthal claimed for the compensation of the taxes. The health inspection in Italy 
was grounded on a regulation of the European Commission which concerns the 
health inspection of the food products.
The judgment of the European Court of Justice was very similar to the one given in 
the case Costa v Enel. 
The court confi rmed that in the case in question, the national law wwas against the 
Community law because the tax constituted a liability equal to the custom fee that 
had been prohibited by the ECT.20

The European Court of Justice ruled that the Member States are obliged to overthrow 
the application of any national norm that crosses the Community law. The mistake 
of the Italian state consisted in the fact that the compulsory health inspection at the 
border had been accompanied with a fee. The application of such fees was explicitly 
prohibited by the Article 23 of the ECT, which had been ratifi ed and entered in Italy 
since 1957.  
Through this interpretation, the European Court of Justice established that the 
Community law is a new kind of order in the fi eld of the international right. 
The direct subjects of such law were not only the Member States, but their citizens 
as well. The relations between the Community right and the national rights, are 
relations of coordination. Though they come from diff erent sources, they are applied 
simultaneously in the same context.
In case of hierarchic disagreements, the Community law prevails. Hence, the principle 
of supremacy is reestablished. This leads us to the conclusion that the supremacy of 
the Community law does not concern only the self-enforcing norms of the Treaty21, 
but also the juristic instruments designated to implement the predefi ned objectives.
In the case Factortame22, the Court of Justice decided that in certain cases, the 
Community right could att ribute to the national judicial authorities the necessary 
power to guarantee the effi  cient protection of such rights. This is done when 
the national law lacks the analogue power structures which could suspend the 
implementation of a national norm that is not in the line with the Community law. 
The legal ground of the obligation of the member States to apply the Community 
right, has been stated in the Article 5 of the ECT. In the light of the said Article, 
the Member States will take all of the necessary measures to ensure the correct 
implementation of the obligations that derive from the Treaty or from the decisions 
of the Community`s institutions. We must point out that the implementation of the 
Community right is not an exclusive prerogative of the judges. It comprises other 
administrative and legislative institutions of the member states. This leads to the 
understanding that the supremacy of the Community right is at the base of the legal 
system of the Member States.
20  The Article 23 of the European Community Treaty, revised. 
21  The norms of the Treaty which are detailed to the point that they me considered ready for 
implementation will be called self-enforcing norms.
22  Judgment dated June 19th 1990 in the case 213/89 in the Summary of the Judgments of the 
European Court of Justice 1990, pg. 2433.
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In the international case Handelgesellschaft  v Einfuhr (1970)23, the court has 
presented the following reasoning: “Making reference to rules or concepts of the national 
right while judging the validity of measures taken by the Community`s institutions, would be 
counterproductive for the uniformity and eff ectiveness of the Community right. The validity 
of such measures could be judged only under the light of the Community right. The validity 
of such measures or their eff ects on a member state, cannot be infl uenced by the supposition 
that they could be against basic constitutional principles of a given state”.
This decision was met with the objection of the Constitutional Court of Germany 
which claimed that the community system violated an important disposition of 
the internal law. Furthermore, the inconsideration of the European Court of Justice 
for the national constitutional principles would bring consequences in the national 
implementation of the community right. 
Nevertheless, the European Court of Justice kept emphasizing that the importance 
of guaranteeing the supremacy of the Community right was not merely  a case of 
principles and theoretical discussions, but it would have practical eff ects for all the 
national courts.
The cases of Costa and Internationale Gesellschaft  provided answers for many 
questions concerning the relations between the national law of the Member States 
and the Community right. Costa has laid the foundations of the supremacy doctrine 
by stating that the Community right will prevail on the national law. In the case 
of Internationalle Gesellschaft , the court declared that the community right is 
prioritized over any national law. Hence, the basic constitutional principles of a 
national constitution cannot violate the Community right. The courts of the member 
States must apply the Community right even if it is not is not in line with the national 
dispositions. The case Simmenthal clarifi es the practical implications of the supremacy 
doctrine.

The Implementation Of The EU Right In The National Legislation Of A Non-
Member State Which Is Associated In The EU

The legal eff ects of the Association Agreements with the EU in the national law of 
the states which aren`t EU members are direct. First and foremost, they depend o the 
interpretations that the national judges do to their respective constitutions. In such 
interpretations, priority must be given to the Association Agreement with respect to 
the national legislation. Second, the legal eff ects depend from the interpretation that 
the courts do to the objectives of the dispositions of the EU Association Agreements. 
As far as Albania is concerned, our constitutional framework provides space for 
direct legal eff ect to the international treaties signed by the Albanian government 
and ratifi ed by the national parliament. The norms of the international agreements 
have priority over the national law.24

An applicant country tries to make the national legislation gradually compatible 
to the Community norms. If we refer to the actual situation of Albania aspiring to 
get the member candidacy status, we can say that this phase has been successfully 
completed. On the other hand, the national courts must interpret the actual legislation 
23  Case 11/70 (1970).
24  Article 122 and 123 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania.
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– at the greatest extent possible – under the light of the Community legislation. In 
other words, they must abide to the spirit of the Community law long before gaining 
full membership in the EU. In the transitory phase towards membership, the best 
answers for the method of implementation of the community law, must be given by 
the national constitutional law rather than the Community law. 

Conclusions

The spirit of the Treaty requires that all the member States will act with the same 
commitment to ensure that the Community right will be fully applicable. The 
countries have accepted the Community right through the reciprocity principle. This 
implies that the member States have agreed that none of them will act individually by 
avoiding the obligations of the Treaty. Since the “purposes” of the Traty are oriented 
towards integration and cooperation, their achievement cannot be hampered by a 
Member State that would refuse to abide by the Community right which is obligatory 
for all of them. 
That being said, the distinctive elements that shape the special legal nature of the 
EU, are:
- The institutional structure which guarantees that the actions of the EU refl ect 

the common interest of the Member States, or are infl uences by the predefi ned 
objectives.

- The high degree of transferred power and competences in the EU structures as 
opposed to other international organizations, and its extension over states that 
are particularly sensitive about their sovereign rights.

- The creation of a legislation which is independent from the one of the member 
states

- The supremacy of the right of the Union which guarantees that the Community 
law cannot be canceled or altered by the national right. Should the two rights 
clash, the Community right prevails.

- The direct application of the EU right according to the principle that the 
Community right dispositions are fully applicable and uniform in all the Member 
Countries. The rights and obligations extend on all the citizens of the Member 
States. 

The EU is an autonomous entity with its own sovereign rights and legislation which 
is independent from the ones of the Member States. 
At the end of the day, the process of European integration is nothing but the 
coordinated and complete implementation of the same rules in the common 
fi elds. The European law and its correct application is the main pillar of the EU. 
Understanding the eff ects and obligations that the European legislation, entails is a 
responsibility for the member States and for the aspiring states that wish to join EU. 
We must make reference to the European legislation for our actions since the early 
stages that anticipate membership. A thorough knowledge of the European law and 
othe function of the European institutions is an important part of the eff orts that will 
lead to our membership. 
Albania has all the legal and intellectual potential to reach the standards required 
by the European Institutions, at the fi nal end of providing bett er standards for the 
Albanian citizens. 
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Abstract

Albania has started implementation of an administrative- territorial reform with great 
optimism and passion to deliver quality services to the community. Since municipalities are 
still prone to preserve many of the bureaucratic characteristics where services are typically 
delivered in an administrative and legalistic manner, employing total quality management 
can still be a challenge. When discussing TQM an importance is given to its soft  and hard 
dimensions. Empirical studies have drawn att ention on hard dimensions of Total Quality 
Management (TQM), suggesting that these elements have a major impact on organizational 
performance. However, there is litt le research, suggesting the relationship between soft  
dimensions of TQM such as leadership, strategic planning, empowerment, and customer 
focus on organizational performance. This ‘soft ’ side incorporates people making it more 
diffi  cult to manage. Thus, this study adopts an exploratory approach that seeks to examine 
the relationship between soft  dimensions and organizational performance in municipality. A 
thorough literature review is also carried to outline the evolution of TQM, identify the critical 
success factors for TQM implementation with special att ention to soft  dimensions. 

 Keywords: TQM, soft  elements of TQM, TQM and municipality, municipality in Albania.

Introduction

Municipalities which represent the front line of the public sector off ering public 
with a wide range of services are good examples of public sector organizations that 
can benefi t from TQM to improve quality of services. TQM is seen as an approach 
to be used for organizations that try to make the most of through the continual 
improvement of the quality of its services, people and environment (Kondo, 
2001). The Albanian public sector has oft en experienced the practice of low quality 
services, which has resulted to low expectations for citizens. Since municipalities 
are still prone to preserve many of the bureaucratic characteristics where services 
are typically delivered in an administrative and legalistic manner, employing total 
quality management can still be a challenge. When discussing TQM, an importance 
is given to its soft  and hard dimensions. Empirical studies have drawn att ention 
on hard dimensions of Total Quality Management (TQM), suggesting that these 
elements have a major impact on organizational performance. 
However, there is litt le research, suggesting the relationship between soft  dimensions 
of TQM such as leadership, strategic planning, empowerment, and customer focus 
on organizational performance. This ‘soft ’ side incorporates people making it more 
diffi  cult to manage. Thus, this study adopts an exploratory approach that seeks to 
examine the relationship between soft  dimensions and organizational performance 
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in municipality. Albania needs to take its fi rst steps towards implementing Quality 
Management and can rely on the experience of other countries. A thorough literature 
review is also carried to outline the evolution of TQM, identify the critical success 
factors for TQM implementation with special att ention to soft  dimensions. Analysis 
revealed that performance was highly correlated with elements of soft  TQM such as 
executive commitment, employee empowerment, and customer focus.

Historical background of administrative- territorial reform in Albania
Albanias’ formation as a state in 1912 resulted with the creation of a number of 
prefectures and districts remaining almost the same.  Economic and political 
conditions have changes the number of merged villages, communes, towns and 
municipalities. According to the source, the territory of the Republic of Albania, has 
had a population of more than 4 million inhabitants, divided into 65 municipalities 
and 309 communes. In addition, around 45 % of the general number of communes 
has less than 2000 inhabitants (Law nr. 8653). Thus, resulting in a fragmented 
administrative territory; this ranks Albania among countries with a big number of 
small communes.  As stated by Hubner, a need for a territory reform and a new 
administrative division is evident in countries where a big number of communes 
followed by a low number of inhabitants.  In the administrative-territorial reform 
of 2000, for the fi rst time was introduced decentralization, saving the administrative 
and territory division fragmented, put into practice in 1992. It was based on the 
practice of state organization from the communist government, which operated 
with agricultural cooperatives. Thus, reform did not have an eff ect on the rate of 
economical, social, demographic and infrastructure growth happening aft er 1992.  
Though, the reform resulted in many small local governments with limited assets 
and resources, making it diffi  cult for the local governing bodies to off er effi  cient 
and eff ective public services to the citizens.  In 2015, the new administrative 
-territorial reform started being implemented. The new territorial organization seeks 
to strengthen the municipalities by increasing their capacity to off er high quality 
services to citizens and increasing the effi  ciency of resource management. 

Total Quality 
The beginning of total quality dates back to almost 80 years ago in the fi rst use of 
statistical tools to improve the quality of manufactured products in the United States. 
The origin of modern quality management had its roots in production. The need for 
quality is no longer only a concern of production; it has become a necessity for the 
public sector as well. Thus, service organizations are facing the same actuality as 
their production counterparts in the past. This implies that the concept of quality is 
also taken into account by public organizations. There has been much debate over 
whether quality concepts from the manufacturing or private sector can be transferred 
to the public sector in a meaningful way. While TQM experts try to argue that large 
private companies and large public authorities face the same bureaucratic problems.  
While critical experts argue that private and public sectors act under diff erent 
frameworks and conditions (Hassounah 2001: 153). 
A survey by the National Governors' Association in 2005 showed that interest in 
quality management has increased as a solution to public sector performance 
problems. Local governments are also moving along the road to implementing 
TQM. The introduction of TQM approaches to local government units can serve 
as a postmodern organizational theory in the context of a wider quality-related 
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transformation. Thus, TQM is seen as part of cultural reconstruction to challenge the 
hardness of bureaucracy (Tuckman 1994: 728). The need for change has prompted 
new initiatives in Albania. Within the fi rst three years of the democracy, 1995-1997, 
a considerable eff ort was devoted to reforming and restructuring the bureaucracy.
At the same time, local government units have faced increasing demands and 
expectations to establish and organize their administration. Some ways to enable the 
units in charge of the needs of local communities are: publishing service standards 
for existing, facilitating a culture of public service and staff  accountability, new and 
performance-oriented services. Moreover, citizens seek quality in services. Citizens 
have become more and more challenging and have begun to seek more opportunities 
in accordance with their self-evaluation, and needs. Quality has always played a role 
in public administration, at least implicitly, but the meanings have changed over 
time.
Beltrami (1992: 770) distinguishes “three stages in the evolution of quality in the 
public sector:
o quality in the sense of respecting norms and procedures;
o quality in the sense of eff ectiveness;
o quality in the sense of citizen satisfaction.” (Rajendran & Sureshchandar 2001: 343).
Albania is probably making the fi rst steps towards quality as long as standardization 
and e-governance are some important steps in implementing quality management. 
In Albania, with deep roots in administrative ineffi  ciency, bureaucracy, and neglect of 
consumer needs, legislative steps are needed to promote quality in the administration 
and help transform bureaucrats into public work.

Soft  elements of TQM and organization performance 
Empirical studies that have observed the link between the total quality management 
and organizational performance have examined the impact of each dimension of 
TQM on performance separately (Samson and Terziovski, 1999:  Rahman, 2001). 
These studies indicated that only a few of the soft  side of TQM dimensions like team 
work, commitment contribute to organizational performance. Soft  TQM has two 
parts. Ahire suggest that one is to make an environment where fl awless diff usion 
and implementation of hard TQM can take place, and the other is to directly impact 
organizations’ performance in the same way that traditional human resource 
management practices aff ects an organization. 
According to Powell only three of his soft  TQM factors, leadership, employee 
empowerment and customer focus, were signifi cantly linked with overall performance 
of organization. Dow et al.  also found that out of a total of nine factors, only the 
three items of workforce commitment, shared vision, and customer focus had a 
signifi cant positive association with quality and performance. In addition, similar 
conclusions were reached from diff erent studies suggesting that performance was 
highly correlated with elements of soft  TQM, employee training, such as employee 
empowerment, and involvement (Ahire et all). It has to be mentioned that in these 
studies, diff erent sets of indicators were adopted to measure performance. 
The reporting of soft  TQM in the management literature is broad and the instruction 
off ered in TQM literature and management is very similar. In addition, research 
suggests that three out of six criteria of the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality 
Award (MBNQA) framework are extensively covered in the management literature, 
which are leadership, HRM and strategic quality planning elements of soft  TQM ( 
Dean and Bowen). This researcher focus on Soft  dimensions that are Critical Success 
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factors for implementation of TQM. The various dimensions are summarized in 
Table 1.
Table 1. SOFT DIMENSIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF TQM

Dimensions Defi nition

Leadership

The skill of top management to put into practice and lead a long 
term vision for the fi rm, motivated by changing customer re-
quirements as opposed to an inner management control role. 

(Anderson et al, 2004)

Leadership is vital in forming values, goals, and systems that 
lead the pursuit of continuous performance improvement.  

(EFQM, 2003)

Management role to set quality  goals, policies, and to supply 
resources, problem oriented training and inspire improvement. 
(Juran, 1951)

Customer Satisfaction

Rely on customer criticized information to spot the “vital few” 
critics that demand careful study in order to learn the basic 
causes and to remedy those causes. 

 (Juran, 1951)
Customer is the main part of the production line; product should 
be designed at the needs of the customer. 

(Deming, 1986) 
“To improve customer focus efforts, customer complaints should 
therefore be treated with top priority.” 

(Deming, 1986)

Empowerment

Sharing information with front-line employees about rewards 
based on organization performance and allow them to contrib-
ute to the organizational performance.

“A process of decentralizing decision making in an organiza-
tion”

Conclusions

The administrative and territorial division of Albania has seen continuous changes 
throughout the entire existence of the Albanian state regarding geographical scope 
both functions and structures adapting real needs of the time and, of course, social 
and political circumstances. The local government of Albania’s administrative 
structure has undergone fundamental changes since the end of the ‘90s, which marks 
the beginning of the decentralization reform.
Quality is no longer only a concern of production but it has become a requirement 
for the public sector as well. Literature as discussed above suggests a link between 
the total quality management (TQM) and organizational performance. More 
specifi cally, soft  TQM factors, leadership, employee empowerment and customer 
focus, were signifi cantly linked with overall performance. To conclude, quality of 
local administration is not an easy task. It remains a major issue for modernizing the 
public agenda.
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What is the level of school preparation of the entrepreneur (owner or 
manager), how this aff ects the success of SME in Kosovo

PhD (C.) Skender Buja
University AAB-Prishtina-Kosovo 

Abstract

This scientifi c paper aims to explore and determine the role of the level of education that 
SME (Small and medium businesses) owners or managers have in achieving success on 
their part. From this research, we can conclude which level of schooling, conducted by 
entrepreneurship, brings bett er training and performance to business performance. The 
survey was conducted by a sample of 130 small and medium businesses  SME in the Republic 
of Kosovo. The composition of the sample is random and layered, including manufacturing, 
trading, agricultural, food, textile, processing. This research has been conducted in seven 
regions of Kosovo. Since the statistics show that the number of SME is large in Kosovo, this 
research, with results derived from it, will contribute in the future that young entrepreneurs 
will also have the level of education when they decide to step up a new business that you have 
completed, the skills you have achieved from that education, and this will serve you to know 
the fi rst steps to start a business.
Specifi c skills gained from education, have to do with their training as entrepreneurs or more 
precisely as marketing research implementers. How many of these entrepreneurs will make 
decisions based on the research that they will make on their business, shows their level of 
education at the stage of their. Based on the results of this research, where it is seen that 
100% of entrepreneurs with a higher education level (Master) and 80% of entrepreneurs with 
Bachelor level education are very satisfi ed with their business performance. At the lowest 
levels this percentage It is very small. So the level of education determines the success of the 
business and the economy of the country.
These results should also serve the education and education institutions of the country to be 
prepared to invest more in education, or the education of generations of entrepreneurship, so 
that they know what business to start.

Keywords: level, education, research, training, business.

Acronyms
1. KAS – Kosovo Agency of Statistics 
2. SME – Small and Medium Enterprises
3. SM   - Small business
4. MB  - Medium business

Introduction

The economic development of a country and the success of its country's businesses 
are related to a fair relationship amongst themselves. When a country's economy 
dominates businesses that close their business with positive results, this is refl ected 
directly in the success of that economy. This is quite dependent on SME businesses, 
as their number dominates in the total of businesses in Kosovo, this is evidenced by 
the data of the Kosovo Agency of Statistics, through the table below:
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Table-I-Number of SMEs during 2016
Klasifi cati on  Number of employees Number of Enterprises                  %

Mikro Enterprises 1 -9           employees 10.316 99,0

Small Enterprise 10 - 49 100 1,0

Medium Enterprises 50  - 249 6 0,1

Great Companies 250 and on 2 0,0

 Total: 10.424 100,0
(KAS, annual 2017, table 15.3, p 160)
The high percentage of these small and medium-sized enterprises, from the above 
statistics show how much their impact on a country's economy.Their importance 
is also confi rmed by the following quote:Small businesses are a major source 
of employment and income in many developing countries of the world (Mead & 
Liedholm, 1998).
Opening a new business from young entrepreneurs requires ideas, skills and fi nancial 
opportunities to achieve their goal in business. These for the young entrepreneur, 
stem from the level of education, his achievements during schooling. From what they 
have acquired during the education phase and what level of education they have 
completed. Particularly important is their training in the fi eld of interdependence 
and marketing research, how they were educated during school education to make 
decisions for their business based on the marketing research they have done. All this 
can be determined as a result of reaching the diff erent levels of education.

1. Review the literature

The researcher Rauch and Frese also value the relationship between education and 
business success:
The positive relationship between education and business success is empirically 
wellestablished (Rauch,  2000). 
Researchers agree that education leads to knowledge and skills that enable business 
owners to fi nd opportunities and to cope with problems bett er and to be more 
successful (Cooper, 1994).
From the above quotation it can be stated that: to analyze an environment we have 
to do research, and in the scientifi c aspect, marketing research is the one that enables 
us to focus on the most important factors for our business.
Below we have a few quotes from renowned scientist P. Kotler regarding Marketing, 
which confi rm the scientifi c relevance of the research, which are att ained in the 
highest levels of education;
"Marketing is the management of profi table relationships with the client" (P.Kotler, 
Marketing Principles, captures, I, 2)
Also in the book "Research Methods" writt en by Bob Mathews and Liz Ross gives the 
defi nition or description of what is meant by research:
By research, the original investigations that are undertaken to gain knowledge and 
understanding are understood. These include works that are directly related to the 
needs of trade, industry as well as public and voluntary sectors, academic activities, 
discovery and creation of ideas, images, performances, products, including design. 
(B.Mathewss, Research Methods, part a, f 8, 2010)
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Also in the publication of the "Enterprise in Education" -OECD writt en by Martin 
Lacko states that:
The main goal of most entrepreneurial education is to develop some level of 
entrepreneurial competencies. Entrepreneurial competencies are defi ned here as 
knowledge, skills and att itudes that aff ect the willingness and ability to perform the 
entrepreneurial job of new value creation. 
Entrepreneurship education produces independent individuals with initiatives 
(INSIGHTS, A Kauff man Center for Enterpreneurial Leadership, Reserche Series, p 
2)
At Kauff man Center in America, they have conducted a survey of the percentage of 
high-school entrepreneurs involved. These data are presented in Fig.1, where it is 
seen that about 60% of entrepreneurs are graduated from this high level of education. 
Also in Fig.2 are presented data that show that 27% of graduates are self-employed.
This shows the importance of the level of education, from the entrepreneur, to the 
business success that the entrepreneur develops.

 The Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor (GEM) project is 
an annual assessment that 
measures diff erence in the 
levels of entrepreneurial 
activity between countries, 
and also looks at factors that 
encourage healthy levels 
of entrepreneurship and to 
suggest policies that may 
enhance the national level of 

entrepreneurial activity.
“In South Africa there is a positive correlation between opportunity-driven 
entrepreneurship and levels of education,” says study authors Dr Mike Herrington 
and Jacqui Kew.1

2. Purpose and objectives of the study

Based on the facts and theories that explain the importance of SME in the success 
or failure of a country's economy, it is seen how essential it is for the economy. This 
motivates us to carry out the research of this scientifi c paper to identify the impact 
of educating or educating young entrepreneurs in the development of successful 
businesses.
Another purpose is to prove that the level of education and the ability of entrepreneurs 
to be successful in their own business have positive relationships. Which implies 
that the highest and most qualitative level of education, entrepreneurship creates the 
ability to make successful businesses in the area where it develops its own business. 
It also realizes business activities based on the data of skills acquired from that level 
of education, and this puts its business in a safe way.

1https://www.smesouthafrica.co.za/Does-your-level-of-education-determine-entrepreneurial-
success/
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The purpose of this research is focused on achieving impact identifi cation, which 
level of entrepreneurship education has created them more skills and knowledge 
for success in their business. So what level of education belongs to the entrepreneurs 
who have managed to be successful, to decide on the next steps regarding their new 
business. At the same time, identify the advantages or disadvantages of diff erent 
levels of education related to the training of new entrepreneurs to open a business, 
based on their skills acquired from education.

3. Research question, hypothesis and methodology of the paper

To accomplish this study, combined, qualitative and quantitative research has 
been done. The survey was conducted through the interview method. Research is 
inductive. Questionnaires have been compiled for questions on diff erent areas of 
doing business. Questionnaires are combined with open and closed questions. The 
collected data will be confi dential, based on the research ethics.
Targeted population, in this study, is Small and Medium Business (SME) in Kosovo. 
The basic criteria for determining the sample is the randomized stratifi ed sample. The 
sample included seven main regions in the Republic of Kosovo. Also included are 
businesses that deal with diff erent business activities, starting with manufacturing, 
trade, agriculture, food, textile, processing.
In order to carry out the research of this scientifi c paper, basic research questions 
are defi ned, based on which conclusions can be drawn, which provide information 
about the problem that is explored in this case.
The basic research question of this paper is:
"How much does the level of schooling of the Owner or Manager aff ect the success 
of BVM in Kosovo"
Some of these questions, which we have answered during the research are:
1.1. What is your position in the company?
1.2. What is the level of education you have completed (question for the owner / 
manager)?
1.3. This school preparation has infl uenced the success of the type of business for 
which you are determined.
1.4. How satisfi ed are you with your business performance?
Hypotheses:
1.1. Basic hypothesis: The level of entrepreneurship education (owner or manager), 
aff ects the success of BVM in Kosovo
1.2. Alternative hypothesis: The level of entrepreneurship education (owner or 
manager) does not aff ect the success of BVM in Kosovo

4. Presentation, Analysis, Interpretation of Data

Below, we will present the data extracted from this scientifi c research. In the form of 
a chart.
From Graph-1, we see that over 53% of respondents' entrepreneurs are managers of 
these businesses with whom interviews have been conducted.
Graph-1 (Author of paper)
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Graph-2 (Author of paper)

Graph-3 (Author of paper)
In Graph 3, there is an 
appreciation that the manager 
or owner's schooling aff ects 
the success of the business. The 
highest rating is scaling 3 and 
4. This indicates that two-thirds 
of them think it aff ects average 
ratings.

Graph-4 (Author of paper)
In Graph 4, it is also seen that 

the level of schooling of 
the manager or owner has 
infl uenced the management 
of the business, which is 
estimated at about 57% "to 
some extent infl uenced", 
while with 26.2% "has 
infl uenced a lot". These 
values provide us with the 
understanding that the level 
of higher entrepreneurship 
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education creates the highest skills in terms of management, and is complemented 
with managerial skills. And this has a great impact 
on achieving success in organizing and realizing business activitie. 

Graph-5 (Author of paper)Graph-5 
shows that 66.2% of businesses are 
satisfi ed with the success of their 
business. While 1/3 of them are a bit 
dissatisfi ed with business

Graph-6 (Author of 
paper)
From Graph -6, we 
see that entrepreneurs 
with a Master's level 
of education are 
mostly satisfi ed with 
business performance 
and that of 100%, 
according to the percentage of second participation they are from the level of 
Bachelor degree with 80%, as well as those with high school education by 52% .While 
the percentage of primary school att endance is high as we have only two cases.. This 

indicates that the level of education 
also aff ects the performance of the 
enterprise and this also brings the 
highest level of achievement of a 
businessman

Graph-7 (Author of paper)

Graph-8 (Author of paper)
In Graph -8, based on the level of 
education of Manager or Business 
Owner, research at the opening 
stage has completed Master's 
level, a higher percentage of 75%. 
However, their att endance at the 
level of education is only 3.1%, 
based on Graph-. While at the 
level of Bachelor Education, the 
percentage of conducting research 
at the opening stage is 65.6% of 

b
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them, that is, nearly two-thirds have conducted research. Based on the percentage of 
46.9% of Graph, for taking part in the level of education, it can be considered high.
Also, the percentage of Owners or Managers who have done researches that have 
completed the level of "Middle" level is over 50%, their att endance at the level of 
education is 48%, according to Graphic.

Conclusions

Aft er all these researches, the elaboration of the results and the results presented in 
the graphs above, we can bring some meritorious conclusions regarding the topic 
of this scientifi c paper, the impact of the level of education of managers or owners, 
otherwise of entrepreneurs who run SME in Kosovo.

4.1. The fundamental conclusion is that over 53% of respondents are in the role 
of manager in these SMEs, the rest are owners. This fact can be an indicator that 
the growing trend of business manager presentation is positive because they 
should be professional and professionally prepared. This is also evidenced by 
the percentages outlined in Graph-2, where it is seen that most of these managers 
have superior and superior (Master) qualifi cations.
4.2. From the above conclusions we can bring a conclusion that is related to the 
results of Graph-7. These results show that Entrepreneurship of the Master's 
degree level, 100% of them are "very satisfi ed" with their business performance , 
while entrepreneurs with Bachelor level education, 80% of them are "Very satisfi ed. 
These high rates show the impact and importance of the level of schooling of 
SME entrepreneurs in Kosovo. While the secondary level of entrepreneurship 
education is the much lower percentage of satisfaction with BVM's performance 
than the above mentioned levels.
4.3. In conclusion, the level of entrepreneurship education aff ects business 
success, based on how much they value marketing research to develop SME, 
Graph -9 and Graph-10, the results show that 75% of entrepreneurs with education 
level Masters have done Marketing Research as well as Bachelor's degree level 
66% of them have done research. The level of secondary education is around 50% 
who have been doing Marketing research.

The answer to the research question "How much does the level of schooling of the 
owner or manager aff ect the success of BVM in Kosovo" is: From the data of this 
research can be answered the answer that the level of education or education of 
the entrepreneur to be successful in the development of BVM in Kosovo, aff ects a 
lot. This is confi rmed by the high success rate of those businesses run by owners or 
managers who have the level of Bachelor and Master degree. In these two groups 
we also have the highest level of application of marketing research on their part to 
develop that business.
The results of this research are fully validated Basic hypothesis: The level of 
entrepreneurship education (owner or manager), aff ects the success of BVM in 
Kosovo.
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Recommendations

The most important recommendation is that at the level of education there should 
be more education courses that directly aff ect the training of new cadres for 
entrepreneurship. This is the duty of state bodies for education to envisage in the 
regulations of diff erent levels of education, subjects that increase the entrepreneurial 
ability and prepare entrepreneurs for the challenges that their engagement in the 
economy and businesses requires
Another recommendation is that business owners, who do not possess the 
appropriate levels of education, engage managers who are professionally trained 
and are educated to undertake marketing research during business development.
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rights, with a special provision in the Republic of Kosovo-comparative 

aspects
Case study: Consumer Protection in Pristina Region of Kosovo
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Abstract

Consumers are the main drivers of the economy. The bott om of this thesis is the rapid 
development of cross-border business transactions with consumers and electronic commerce. 
In this context, the EU has established a comprehensive legal framework to protect cross-
border customers from the perspective of both substantive laws and procedural laws, has 
made great eff orts to harmonize European private international law with the aim of resolving 
confl icts of jurisdiction and applicable laws in contractual disputes between cross border 
customers within EU territory; while the current legal protection of consumer protection 
provides insuffi  cient protection to cross-border customers, legal defi ciencies and institutional 
defects make the level of consumer protection at RK much lower than that of consumer 
protection in Europe.
This thesis will primarily address jurisdictional and enforceable law issues arising from cross-
border customer contracts; it will not aff ect issues of cross-border consumer contracts nor the 
dispute resolution mechanism. By comparing EU practice and RK practice in dealing with 
private legal issues arising from cross-border customer contracts and making an assessment 
for both them to analyze merits and defi ciencies, this thesis shows the need to draw lessons 
from the EU to build a harmonized legal framework to regulate cross-border customers' 
contracts in international private law for RK and bett er protect customers in transboundary 
transactions and thus makes some reasonable suggestions for future RK legislation regarding 
the consumer .
In this paper we would like to analyze and address the legal bases of: Legal analysis on the 
legal mechanisms for consumer protection in the comparative right, the role and importance 
of these legal mechanisms in developed countries and with special emphasis in the Republic 
of Kosovo. An important place will also highlight the comparative aspect of legal analysis in 
Kosovo, Macedonia and Albania. We will also take into account the legal analysis of breaches 
and trade-off  practices.The purpose of this paper is to understand the administrative reform 
in the context of integration in the European Union as a link to a European space. 

Keywords: civil service, civil servants, recruitment, training, legal aspect, the Civil Service 
Commission.

Introduction

The paper aims to provide a complete overview of the main issues related to the 
legal mechanisms for consumer protection in comparative law, by treating them both 
theoretically and in the way that judicial practice, especially our judicial practice 
has understand and apply procedural provisions regarding legal mechanisms for 
consumer protection in comparative law and issues arising in this regard. 
The research method or the literature review will be used throughout the paper, 
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especially in the fi rst phase of the work. This method involves in itself the process 
of collecting various materials in function of the structure and writing of the subject, 
both in writt en forms and in electronic format. As a necessary tool for clarifying 
diff erent terms and concepts, from legal to practical aspects, descriptive methods 
will also be used.
Reform is not just change the law. Reform is primarily a very diff erent spirit. This 
can be ensured through a recruitment based on professional intellectual merit, 
guaranteeing the rights, stability and motivation of civil servants and permanent 
and continuous improvement of human capacity. The civil service should be formed 
as an institution that requires its members a specifi c degree of professionalism and 
integrity, and good knowledge of administrative law and constitutional. The most 
important element of this reform in the public sector is the incentive related to the 
reformation of the public administration. This law comes into force on 1 October 2013 
and its eff ects begins 6 months aft er entry into force. As at the date of commencement 
of the eff ects of this law apply the law 8549, dated 11.11.1999, "Civil Status". The law 
regulates the legal relationship between the state and civil servants and establishes 
rules for the administration of the civil service. The new law clearly defi ned scope 
and categories to be treated as a civil servant. The law regulates the relationship 
of the civil service by providing provisions for the rights and duties of employees, 
which is expanding the scope of rights and mentioned explicitly, the right to strike, 
the union membership and political. It also regulates admission to the civil service 
categorization depending on positions that were made  , in this way is regulated  the 
lateral and promotion. Innovation of the new law with regard to institutions that 
create it provides relevant competencies are the creation of the School of Public 
Administration1 and Supervision Commissioner for Civil Service. An important 
provision of the new law is the transformation of the Civil Service Commission by 
a collegial body in an institution monocratic also reviewing its powers, passing the 
examination of complaints of civil servants from the Civil Service Commission to the 
administrative courts2. 

2    Literature Review and Hypotheses

Consumer protection is one of the areas that have undergone development around 
the second half of the 20th century. The historical background implies that the 
consumer concept took shape when the market economy developed with great 
leaps. The market became very fi erce and the pressure on traders on the consumer 
was enormous.The European accession was created as a structure that originally 
meant a barrier-free geographical area where the free fl ow of goods, services, capital 
and people would be realized. Such a common market needed discipline, where all 
actors had well-defi ned rights and obligations. This law made a general adjustment 
without analyzing many legal aspects of consumer relations. This use brings about 
a lack of market equilibrium in regarding contractual freedom and equality of will 
between entities. The consumer has very litt le or no information about the rights and 
special protection enjoyed by the law as the weakest party in this legal relationship. 
A consumer means any natural person who buys and uses goods or services to meet 
his / her own needs and not for purposes that are related to commercial activity, 
respectively for the resale of those goods.
Improving performance, bett er services, and time spent on the assignments 
realization, the responsibility and the eff ectiveness of the programs and public 
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services are very important to everybody, for the persons who off er these services 
and for the ones who receive it. But there are a lot of political, bureaucratic and 
technical hindrances that aff ect the performance of the Public Administration. 
• Many utilities depend on winter snowpack to store water and then gradually 
release it through snowmelt during spring and summer. Warmer temperatures will 
accelerate snowmelt, causing the bulk of the runoff  to occur earlier—before crops 
can use the water—and potentially increasing water storage needs in these areas;
• Long-term water supply reductions. Many communities depend on seasonal 
water runoff  from glaciers. Although shrinking glaciers create higher runoff  (and 
thus more water) in the short term, the longer-term disappearance of glaciers 
threatens this important water resource. Large diff erences exist among the sources 
of problems, their potential eff ects on Albanian public health and environmental 
quality, and their likely solutions. (Sereness, G.AJERM Journal 2012)
Further, resolution of water quality issues is aff ected by other regional issues such 
as transportation, land use, and governance of the metropolitan area.

3. Methodology and Research Goal

The Law on Consumer Protection regulates the protection of the basic right of 
consumers in purchasing products and services and other forms of acquisition of 
products and services in the market which are:
1. The right to protect the economic interests of consumers,
2. The right to protection from risk to life, health and property,
3. The right of consumer legal protection,
4. The right to information and re-education of consumers,
5. The right to merge customers with the purpose of protecting their interest,
6. The right to representation and participation of the customer representative in the 
work of the bodies that resolve issues of interest to the consumer.
Consumer rights may be limited in exceptional cases in order to protect the interests 
and security of Kosovo, nature, human environment and human health, but not so 
as to bring consumers into an unequal position. 
For protection of consumer rights and interests has been established the Consumer 
Association.The Consumers' Association is a civil society organization independent 
of producers, sellers, suppliers or service providers.The Consumer Protection 
Association is presented on behalf of its members and acts in the interest of all 
consumers. Consumer protection ... has the main impact on what is considered as 
the key issue of European economic integration, as it brings in sharp shapes and 
the various dialects of the lack of borders, protection and intervention based on 
the principle of trust of the Member States in the protection of social values   and 
legitimate purposes, although this may lead to restrictions on the free movement of 
goods, where the postulates of a common market.
a) Scientifi c concepts and coherent patt erns of business law, the notion of business law 

and transnational developments, the notion of business law and the fundamental 
role of public policy aff ect consumer protection. 

b) Importance of Consumer Legal Protection, 
c) Consumer Protection and Consumer Protection Laws. 
d) Its Connection to Constitutionalism and the Role for Good Governance
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e) The UN Consumer Protection Guidelines as an International Framework for 
Consumer Policy Development and Assessment, 

f) UN Guidelines and Consumer Rights
Consumer legal protection and the right to meet basic needs, Consumer protection 
and the right to safety, Consumer protection and the right to choose, Legal protection 
of consumers and the law on cyber defense, Legal protection of consumers and 
the right Information, Right to Consumer Education, Right to Correction, Right to 
Represent, Right to a Healthy Environment, Main Objectives of Consumer PolicyThe 
extensive use of reservoirs for fi sh production as part of food security is expanding 
exponentially. There is a market for expertise on protecting big volumes of fi sh at 
the turbines, as well as fi sh ladders and other bypass schemes. (Quinn, R.E 1989)
Reservoir stocks for the market att ract EU funding and may be worth tens of millions 
of Euros. Food ministers want clean river basin waters reaching the sea which will 
not damage high value shellfi sh beds and fi sh breeding grounds.
Regularly scheduled public meetings were held and gradually residents became 
aware of the role they could play in shaping the future of their neighborhood. In 
December 1993 the city council adopted a new strategy to stimulate local investment 
in infrastructure and buildings based on partnership between the city and the 
residents. 
The act for support of local investment committ ed the municipality to cover 50 
percent of the cost of water, sewerage and power lines, 70 percent of the cost of 
roadbeds and sidewalks and 100 percent of the cost of drainage and street paving. 
The cost sharing formula can be modulated to take into consideration issues of 
equity and cost burden. As an incentive to private rehabilitations of buildings, 
investors are granted a three year exemption from property taxes.During the years 
1994 – 1999 in Albania the partnership between the municipality and the residents 
was institutionalizes through the Local Initiatives Program to ensure its continuity 
as a citywide development strategy. 
The key features of the program are:
1. Introducing participatory planning and community-based development processes 

through neighborhood development committ ees and street representatives 
working in partnership with the city

2. Creating an enabling environment for private investment
3. Empowering citizens to pursue their own self improvement
4. promoting privatization of the housing a stock and fostering the development of 

micro- enterprises
5. Ensuring the sustainability of activities initiated
6. Promoting the reliability of successful initiatives.
This process allowed the canton to build consensus, prepare a development plan, 
allocate municipal funds equitably leverage additional resources and improve 
infrastructure and living conditions. The participatory municipal management 
improve infrastructure and living conditions. 

Conclusions

Understanding the problems of consumer protection in the context of the common 
market is how to understand the core issues of European market integration. The 
laws have been aimed at protecting consumers for centuries. These laws have been 
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draft ed in various forms and acts, including laws regulating contracts, aspects of civil 
and criminal relations. Apart from acts that have the primary and direct consumer 
protection purpose, other acts extend their eff ects in function of this aim, with the 
aim of minimizing fraud by traders, freedom to appear of the will or the facilitation 
of confl ict resolution procedures where one party is the consumer.
Consequently, consumer protection limits have not yet been fully set up. This paper 
aims to present and analyze the protection off ered to the consumer in two of the 
most recent developed contracts by the fi rst legislator this from a comparative point 
of view with the community lawmaker, that Italian and English.
Government Policies and Government Strategies for 2017-2020 in Republic of 
Kosovo, are gathering with the Public Policies and Government Strategies for 2017-
2020 in Albania. In this part of the paper we will fi nd answers to the questions of 
when a legal relationship should be regulated by the norms of international law, ie 
which facts are taken on the basis of its regulation. 
In this section, we will especially examine international conventions for unifying the 
provisions in the fi eld of law and their role in solving the lawsuit collapse. All this, 
in this part diff erent court cases will be analyzed and analyzed, court judgments 
of the domestic courts will be analyzed, and in particular the court decisions of the 
foreign courts given in the cases of foreign elements will be analyzed. All these issues 
addressed tend to give a look comparative in the international and national level.
1. Introducing participatory planning and community-based development processes 

through neighborhood development committ ees and street representatives 
working in partnership with the city

2. Creating an enabling environment for private investment
3. Empowering citizens to pursue their own self improvement
4. promoting privatization of the housing a stock and fostering the development of 

micro- enterprises
5. Ensuring the sustainability of activities initiated
6. Promoting the reliability of successful initiatives.
7. Creative use EU funds to implement local policy
8. Effi  cient municipal administration.
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Empower to achieve: A positive psychology approach

Voltiza Prendi
Communication Specialist at Municipality of Tirana and Lecturer

Abstract

Communication process enables individuals to communicate, exchange information, emotions 
and aff ect other individuals’ perceptions, thoughts, behavior etc.This paper seeks to display 
an empirical study about how neurolinguistics can motivate and empower others toachieve, 
and think positive. This study is conducted in the communication process with studentsand 
citizens of Tirana Municipality of diff erent ages and backgrounds. As instrument study I used 
syllogism “If it is possible we can achieve” for applying deductive reasoning to empower 
other individuals – students and citizens –and thus to arrive at the conclusion that positive 
psychology helps as succeed. Is itpossible to impact a negative thinker to think more positive 
and to improve and motivate the wayone thinks?Through carefulobservation I realized how 
a simple conversation could turn out to help individuals or hamperthem in pursuing specifi c 
goals or the results they want. I have known people going through thesame life hardships but 
having diff erent att itudes about it, two diff erent people going to the sameevent and having 
completely diff erent experiences, one enjoying the positive aspects of the eventand the other 
focusing on the negative ones. The main fi ndings indicate that Neuro-LinguisticPrograming 
(NLP) techniques improve learning and motivate,and empower the thinker to achieve. 

Keywords: positive psychology, communication, achievement, neurolinguistics.

Introduction

Neurolinguistics is quite an unexplored fi eld study in Albania sadly. Working with 
many people –employees, citizens and students – during the last decade I realized that 
the potential of humanbrain is so immense but yet individuals fi nd it hard to achieve 
their goals mostly due to lack ofself-motivation and/or motivation from peers and 
family. I’ve learned that it’s important not only to reconstruct the way our brain gets 
the message but also to use our language to help the target understand our message 
easily, not to leave the task of understanding only in the hands of the target but help 
and motivate them through our speech. Aristotle, the ancient Greekphilosopher, 
claimed “human beings are by nature political animals, because nature, whichdoes 
nothing in vain, has equipped them with speech”(Aristotelis, 2003). 
Human beings communicate among them and other creature through language. 
Language on its own is the most complicated cognitive skill that people have. 
Teaching others or just communicating with them, without knowing what triggers 
their positive and negative emotions, makes it diffi  cult to aff ect their behavior, or 
their point of view. That’s when a teacher or a public relation specialist calls for 
neurolinguistics techniques assistance, to encourage positive thinking, gratitude, 
trust, admiration, hope, etc., and put away doubts, disappointment, boredom, anger 
etc.
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Understanding the neurolinguisticsprogram

Neurolinguistics is a multidisciplinary fi eld and it implies a process where modelling 
can structure the subjective experience and construct an internal persuasion about 
it. Modelling itself is the way which “outstanding individuals and organizations get 
their outstanding results” and teach it to others “so they too can get the same class 
of results” (O'Connor, 2001). 
According to German philosopher Martin Heidegger, language is too important 
that’s why it couldn’t be linguistics matt er only. Researches in linguistics, psychology 
and neurology have been trying to explain how our brain processes lingual aspects of 
communication. When we communicate we don’t just exchange words, this process 
of the marvelous human being brain is much more complicated and sophisticated 
than that. Let’s see fi rst the main components of the communication system, and how 
it works. 
Authors Claude Elwood Shannon and Warren Weaver were the fi rst to introduce 
the basics of communication system. In their model, Shannon and Weaver (1949) 
outlined the standard view of communication, which consists in natural language 
communication system. According to this study and others, there can be noticed fi ve 
basics components, such as:
- A source encoder of what will be communicated, in other words the message 

encoder (language code).
- A transmitt er,which converts the message form brain signals into words;
- A channel, for which the transmitt er adapts signals for transmission to the receiver 

of the encrypted message. 
- A receiver of the message, which reconstructs the encoded information from a 

sequence of received signals, sent by the transmitt er through the specifi c channel
- A source decoder, which is the information decoder.
Linguist Noam Chomsky(1975, pp. 26-55; 2006) noted that “In general, cognitive 
structures of varied sorts are constructed as a person matures,interacting with 
grammar and providing conditions for language use”. A theory supported by 
other authors in linguistics and as well as neuroscience. Linguistand neuroscientist 
Angela D. Friederici(2017), director of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive 
and Brain Sciences in Leipzig, in her study “Language in Our Brain” with Noam 
Chomsky foreword, states that the structures in our brains enable us to develop 
this fascinating medium which we use to speak and write. That’s why she claims 
that language makes us human and as human beings we possess the ability to learn 
language since our birth.
According to Friedemann Pulvermüller (2003, p.20) “The human cerebral cortex is 
a network of more than 10 billion neurons. Each neuron represents an information 
processor whose output is a function oft he input from the many other neurons 
with whom it is interwoven”. The brain enables human beings not just to exchange 
messages, but to speak creatively and build up an understanding language (Obler, 
K. L. & Gjerlow, K., 1999). 
Although there is no specifi c defi nition about neurolinguistics program (NLP), 
here are some them which altogether give us the complete concept of NLP. Author 
Richard Bandler defi nes neurolinguistics program as “an att itude and methodology, 
which leave behind a trail of techniques”. NLP can be defi ned as the “infl uence 
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of language on our mind and subsequent behavior” as well as “the method for 
modelling excellence so it can be duplicated” (O'Connor, 2001). 
Neurolinguistics program suggests that a signifi cant change to one’s map of the 
worldmay be newviews of cause and meaning. According to this, it’s obvious that 
through language communication a person reconfi gures thecausal relations between 
the parts of their map, so it is consistent with the literature in that learning entails 
change of understandings about theworld(Tosey, P. Mathison, J. & Michelli, D., 2005).

Empowering positive thinking

Chancellor Ott o von Bismarck has declared that language is power, so it can 
be an instrument for causing positive and negative perception and reaction. 
Nowadays there are so much diff erent areas that are emphasizing the soft  power of 
neurolinguistics program and its purpose to hustle gently for a positive reaction or 
result. As concrete example we can refer to Joseph Nye (2008; 2011; 2014) theory of 
soft  power in diplomacy and foreign relationships of countries in post-Cold War era. 
I conducted my study on neurolinguistics in the capital city of Albania, where I work 
in the Communication Department of Municipality of Tirana for ten years, and as a 
teacher with adult students. There are three groups targeted: my coworkers; citizens; 
students. All of them had one thing in common: the lack of motivation in achieving 
and engaging in simple activities and working out the way of accomplish their goals. 
In the workplace people have to struggle with visible and invisible barriers, stress 
and working under pressure, challenges facing the glass wall and glass ceilings, etc. 
(Glass, C. and Cook, A., 2016). That’s when neurolinguistics techniques can save the 
day and makes it possible to overcome obstacles to pursue the required success.  
Studying neurolinguistics and it impact in human beings behavior reveals that 
individuals – colleagues, learners, random people – “appear to be able to learn from 
feedback, even if not explicitly taught”(Roberts, L., Gonzalez Alonso, J., Pliatsikas, 
C. and Rothman, J., 2018). Focusing in human beings on general andspecifi cally 
on learners’ emotions and thoughts “is believed to train learners not only in their 
learning area but also help them acquire other essential life skills such as creativity” 
(Sayadian, S. and Lashkarian, Anita, 2015).
Referring to the communication process, mentioned above, it implies the exchange 
of information and messages from the provider to the receiver through a given 
communication channel. This exchange of information can be verbal – spoken or 
writt en, thus expressed through word – as well as nonverbal – expressedthrough 
other elements such as intonation, body language, etc. According to data in the 
communication fi eld, only 7% of the information is conveyed verbally and 93% non-
verbally. So, according to Albert Mehrabian(2017; 1971), words account for 7% of 
communication, tone of voice accounts for 38%, and body language accounts for 55% 
of communication. 
The importance of communication lies in the potential of exchanging informationas 
well as emotions that can aff ect the behavior and personality of the individual. 
Personality is built-in from the earliest fazes of the being and in this process it is 
important to form a positive friendly macro environment, composed of several 
microenvironments, especially during the early years of an individual's life. There 
are three distinguishedmicroenvironments, which have a direct impact on the 
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formation of personality: 
• Domestic environment consisting of each family member that contributes in the 

individual’s education, such as his parents and older siblings or grandparents etc.
• Educational environment stress out the importance of eff ective teachers’and 

education staff  work.
• The social environment is one of three most infl uential microenvironments in 

the personality of human beings. The role of the peer group is fundamental in 
individuals behavior impact.

Inthe age 0-6 years, the way of communicating with the individual and the events 
occurring leave consequences and are refl ected back as a boomerang in his adult 
age. The most important actors in this journey are the family members, the teachers, 
and the closest friends the individual has. At this point, it is of special importance to 
use and communicate according to positive psychology, which is the foundation of 
neurolinguistics. 
Neurolinguistics itself, through the strategies it uses, aims to empowerthe individual 
by fostering positive feelings, thoughts and intentions, so that the individual can 
model himself/herself towards personal or professional success. 
My work is based in an empirical study with 400 students extended in an 
academic year period, 300 of them in Tirana, Albania, and 100 in Pristina, Kosovo. 
Every time I enter into a class I’m teaching, I start with trying to understand the 
students’expectations, backgrounds, their eagerness and interest in listening and 
learning, do they like thesubject or are they just bored or having a bad day. Certainly 
I’m interested in having all theiratt ention and their will to listen and learn what I’m 
teaching but I can’t achieve that without fi rstunderstanding how to wake them up 
and make them think of the subject as interesting. And Ihave to remind myself that 
I have to think of them as a group of individuals, individuals thatt hink individually 
but also collectively.
I tried displaying a simple syllogism “If it is possible, then you will achieve success”. 
The premise of this syllogism is “if possible” and the logic says it is possible while it 
is proved as true, because someone else has shown that it is feasible. Thus if someone 
else has accomplishedthat goal, then it is possible. However, the second premise 
tells us that even if it is not been proven yet to be a possible task, people have moved 
forward by turning an impossible to possible. So the premise and logical analysis 
shows that if we have vision, determination and good will to achieve the targeted 
results, then success is guaranteed.
So I tested two diff erent statemen ts in class – one in positive a connotation and the 
other in negative one.
1. “There is a 50% chance we can make it happen”, representing the positive 

approach of the NLP.
2. “There is a 50% chance we fail in accomplishing”, representing the negative 

approach of the NLP.
Individuals, towards whom I based my study, tended to work harder, motivated and 
self-confi dent about achieving the best result for their own and for their team as well, 
when they heard the fi rst phrase, representing the positive approach of the NLP. But 
the opposite happened when I expressed myself in a negative approach of the NLP, 
the second statement above. The last ones tended to let things undone, loose trust, 
confi dence and motivation, so they started expressing fatigue and lack of interest.
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Knowing that their thoughts and feelings are not things that are just there or things 
they have, thoughts and feelings are things that they do so they arechangeable. One 
of the techniques I use with students having diffi  culties in learning my subjectand 
give up is shatt ering their stubborn belief that they cannot learn it and it’s too diffi  cult 
for them, by asking those questions as “why do you think you can’t learn it? What do 
you think isstopping you from learning it?”.
Another technique is helping them to set the right goals “your goalit’s not just taking 
a good grade but gett ing valuable knowledge”. And also my favorite is, tellingthem 
to enjoy the class, instead of focusing from the start on how boring it will be to 
listen forone or two hours, they should focus on how interesting it will be to learn 
something new while they are sitt ing down and the teacher is doing all the work, 
trying to teach you.
Human being development, progress and evolution has occurred thanks to 
information shared through generations, proving that success lies in transmitt ing 
trust, empowering others to achieve, so that together we are stronger, smarter and 
can build a society of values. 
In my empirical study I have noticed that studentsof diff erent ages, learners, team or 
even strangers, random citizens who took part in public hearings needed motivation 
in the learning process to trigger positive thinking and perception about achieving 
bett er results and succeeding. 

Conclusions

Neuro-Linguistics Programming teaches us how to self-motivate and motivate 
others in easypractical steps and techniques. The way our brain works is individual 
and having constantly anegative thinking doesn’t represent who we are. A negative 
thinker is a product of theenvironment not a product of nature. Negative thinking 
is aff ected by negative experiences, lackof motivation from the family that raises 
you, lack of motivation from your friends, teachers andthe whole society. A negative 
thinker needs to work hard to reshape and reconstruct his/her wayof thinking, it 
needs practice, self-motivation (which they don’t have, and that’s the hardest part), 
and open-mindedness, but most of all they need other people’s help and motivation. 
A negative thinker(lacking self-motivation) can’t do it alone. That’s where NLP 
techniques come in handy,to help us teachers motivate our students, to help people 
motivate each other and to help thestudents motivate themselves. These techniques 
are necessary to be used by everyone, no matt erif they are linguists or not, they are 
helping manuals for life.
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Criminal off ense “False report or charge” against sexual integrity in Gjilan 
Region
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Abstract

In general, men are the victim of the false reporting or charges against sexual integrity, they 
experience the feeling of guilt, feel the same fear as if the event really happened. 
The biggest fear faced by these victims is what the neighborhood will think, the society, how 
much they will believe, will they be accused of what is said about them. Additionally to the 
above, the work of the judiciary institutions is seriously burden through this criminal off ense, 
where without a real reason the justice system is put into motion that leads to the imposition 
of unreasonable measures against a particular person 
Sometimes with a false reporting is intended that the judiciary is mislead and the procedure 
is directed in the wrong direction. These criminal off enses are not just about the protection 
of justice - for the unimpeded exercise of its criminal function, although this is the primary 
one. At the same time, this criminal act also implies an att ack on the honor and authority of 
a certain person (the victim), his position in society, his rights and freedoms, endangering 
his personal tranquility. For this reason this incrimination provides criminal-legal protection 
of the proper functioning of justice and at the same time the citizen is protected from the 
ungrounded att ack on his honor and authority. 
The motive for this off ense may be diff erent, such as jealousy, vengeance, disorientation of 
the prosecution bodies by the real perpetrator, etc. Regarding this problematic we have been 
dealing with the method of individual cases of perpetrators in all cases of false announcements 
or criminal reports of criminal off enses against sexual integrity, in the region of Gjilan, for the 
ten year period: 2004-2013, including punishments previous, age, gender, occupation, marital 
status, and criminal phenomenology.

Keywords: Announcement, false denunciation, sexual integrity, victims, honor, rights and 
freedoms, perpetrator, age, sex, occupation.

Introduction

Rape is considered as one of the most serious crimes in the criminal law. This off ense 
is a very sophisticated criminal act conducted by using excessive force, threatening 
or promise. Sexual life 
is very important not only to a person as an individual but also to the society bacause 
the interest for sexuality derives from the birth and goes to the death of human 
beings.
Sexual life is important from the medical, biological, social and legal aspect, therefore 
sexual freedom of a person is the core substance from protection of criminal off enses 
against sexual integrity.Rape1: “Whoever forces other person to a sexual intercourse 
without consent, is subject of punishment/sentenced to imprisonment from two (2) 
to ten (10) years”. Principal defi nitions on rape, interelate to the use or not of force 
during a sexual intercourse, however to prove as such physical evidences are left  in 

1 Code Nr. 04/L-082, Criminal Code of Republic of Kosovo, Prishtina, 2013, article 230 paragraph .
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a form of body injuries, or the force of intensity is suffi  cient enough not to leave body 
injuries but ends the resistance of the other person driving him/her to a forced sexual 
intercourse. 
Whether, was resistance from the person to whom the sexual assault is conducted 
should be treated within the context of the situation, case by case, refering initially 
to the place and time of sexual assault, age of the injured person, physical and 
psychological development, and behaviour aggressivity of the perpetrator of sexual 
assault, including other additional circumstances depending on the conrete case.  
False Reporting or Charges2: “Whoever does false reporting to law enforcement 
institutions entitled to investigate or prosecute that a particular person has 
committ ed a criminal off ense whilst knowing that such person is not the perpetrator 
of this off ense shall be fi ned or imprisoned from three (3) months to three (3) years”. 
Apparently we are facing two constitutional elements of this judicial norm, on one 
hand we have false reporting and the other one is by off ering false evidence for the 
criminal off ense in question. 
“False Reporting or Charges” in the Criminal Law is not only about the protection of 
justice -  for its functionality without intrusion, but such criminal off ense primarily 
implies att ack on honor and authority of a person. Suspects become prey of the 
unreal reporting from the “victim” which aft erwards charges refl ect his/her position 
in society, human rights and freedoms status, endagering his/her personal integrity 
and a number of other consequences that depend on personality or social status that 
are expereinced varying on the case. 
With such incrimination, judicial protection is provided and proper functioning 
of the judiciary  is certainly ensured but most importantly citizens are protected 
from an unfounded off ense over their honor and integrity, because all human beings 
are born free and equal in their rights and integrity to excercise such powers. The 
Constitution of Republic of Kosovo3 proclaims respecting human integrity as part 
of fundamental basis human rights and freedoms under the article 26 defi ning the 
rights on human integrity including sexual integrity. 
Overall observation: As a rule, rape or sexual assault cases are reported from the 
violated person. However, the experiences unveil that oft en we are off ered fake 
rape reporting or charges. The overwhelming percentage of false rapes are made by 
women who have psycho-psychic mental complication (psychopaths), but there are 
few reported fake cases by women who are in normal psychic condition. 4 Experts 
(Investigators) should focus on having multidimensional approach in utilizing the 
professional backround and experience, when in cases there is no evidence of the 
use of force and the assult is reported few days aft er the rape supposedly occurred 
than probability is high such case falls under false reporting. While reviewing and 
analyzing a case, particular emphasis should be paid on body injuries or other 
evidences (if there is any) at the person who claims to have been raped. Apparently, 
some evidences may get fabricated, while some footprints may come out as a result of 
either selfsatisfaction or fullfi ling sexual desires during the intercourse. But, crucial 
is to verify the profi le of the woman that claims to have been raped, her personality 
and her moral, psychological character is to be investigated, her behavior prior and 
aft er the “rape” and last but not least investigation shall be oriented on relationships 
2 Ibid,  Article 390 paragraph 1.
3  Constitution of Republic of Kosovo, Prishtina, 15 June 2008, article 23.
4 Karajlić, Neđat,“Metodika Kriminalistike”, Sarajevë/Prishtinë 2007 FSK/S-15/06, fq. 109.
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the victim had with “suspect” etc. 
Social mobility has to do with the changes in society: Boosting economic development, 
urbanization, expansion and communication network growth, improvement of 
public communication tools, application of science and computer technology, have 
stimulated todays great transformations, which inevitably are refl ected in the forms 
of criminal behavior.5The below table and chart1 shows the social mobility and 
criminality in the Gjilan region on criminal assaults " False Reporting and Charges 
on sexual assaults” for the period 2004-2013.6

Table and chart 1, summarizes data for all Municipalities of the Gjilan Region7, 
whereby totally 50 cases on Criminal off ense are reported as False Reporting or 
Charge against sexual integrity8 during the period 2004-2013. Municipality of 
Kamenica has registered 6 cases, which translates to 12%of false reporting on sexual 
integrity, followed by Viti Municipality that registered 5 cases or 10%. Minority 
dominated Municipalities such as Novoberdo listed 2 cases or 4% followed by 
Partesh Minicipality with only one case reported, or 2%, not lett ing alone other 
Municipalities of Kllokot and Ranillug which no False Reporting or Charges against 
Sexual Integrity are reported. The leading Municipality with reported cases on False 
Reporting is Gjilan Municipality with 36 reported cases converting to percentage 
reaches 72%. 
The criminal past is one of the most crucial investigation phase that assist 
substantially the investigation orienting the process in the right direction, therefore 
exploring the personality of the suspect is a signifi cant factor in investigating the 
criminal off enses of this kind. Though when it comes to exploring the profi le of 
perptrators of false reprting perhaps, the eff ect of improper or nonadequate literacy 
of those people, eff ect of movies can not always be the direct cause of criminal 
behavior. 9Nevertheless, it’s a crucial indicator to dig the ground on the past of the 
suspect while investigating the criminal off enses of this kind. The below table: shows 
the criminal past of the perpetrators of criminal off ense notifi cation or false reporting 
against sexual integrity. 
Table 2. General analysis is provided in this table for the perpetrators implicated 

5 Halili, Ragip, Kriminologjia, Prishtinë, 2016, fq. 127.
6 Data/statistics obtained from Offi  ce for Planing and Operational Development, Regional 
Depratment of Police, Gjilan, 2017.
7  Territorial division of Gjilan Region is consisted of following Municipalities: Gjilan, Kamenica, 
Viti, Novobrdo, Kllokot, Partesh dhe Ranillug.
8 Code Nr. 04/L-082, Criminal Code of Republic of Kosovo-2013, Chapter XX, “Criminal actions 
against sexual integrity”.
9  Milutinović, Milan., “Politika kriminale”– „Savremena administracĳ a“, Beograd, 1984, fq. 217.
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in the Criminal Off enses 
- False Reporting and 
Charges10 during the 
period 2004-2013. 
From the analysis 
on overall fi gures of 
false reporting and 
charges, 25 perpetrators 
committ ed no criminal 
off ense before and aft er 
committ ing the Off ense 

on fake reporting and denunciation, which covers 48% of the total cases criminal 
off enses of this kind. 5 off enders which statistically converts to 10% have been 
involved earlier in criminal off enses to end up with the off ense on fake reporting 
and denonciation. 13 criminal off enders continued to get involved to other criminal 
off enses aft er they committ ed fake reporting on sexual assautls, which converts to 
25% out of total number. Also, 9 persons have been involved in criminal off enses 
of this kind before and aft er committ ing fake reporting and denunciation, or 17% 
translated in percentage.
This analysis shows that majority of those incrimnated in the criminal off ense of false 
reporting are the ones that have no criminal backround or their profi le is considered 
clean prior and aft er commiting false reporting. A signifi cant percentage is registered 
with the group of perpetrators the criminal record shows criminal off enses conducted 
earlier, therefore as such conclussion is drawn that despite the motives they had 
in falsely reporting sexual assault they received punishment which had positive 
impact in their behaviour because no repetion came up aft erwards. For the research 
purposes to analyse the potential repetion of criminal off fenses aft er commiting the 
base off ense, false reporting and charges, the statiscs are endorsed to prove positive 
impact social and institutional verdict had. Profi le scaning is conducted from 2000 to 
01/11/2017 proving that criminal past and future is important and improvable. 
It is of a concern the high percentage, totally 25, of those that aft er commiting false 
reporting or charge, continued being incriminated with other off enses. This category 
of off enders requires a special criminology analysis to investigate the root causes 
that make them proceed in commiting criminal off enses.
Age is also an important characteristic in analysing the phenomenon within the 
scope of this criminal off ense. Major data consulted for the research, statistics, 

10 Data issued from Police DATABASE, the statistics cover the period 2000 to  01.11.2017. The data 
provides a detailed breakdown of an important  factor/indicator showing the criminal past of 
perptrators before commiting false reporting or charge against sexual integrity.
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judicial practices and other empirical-criminological research fi gures; hint us that 
with actions and criminal off ense behaviours are people not only a specifi c age.11 
Table. 3 and Chart. 3: This table and chart present the data regarding the age of 
criminal off ense perpetrators claiming falsely that assault against sexual integrity has 
been done. Data shows that over 50 years old there is no off ender registered against 
sexual integrity in false reporting or charge. In the group category 41-50 yrs, two 
persons are registered to commit false reporting or charge or 4% from total number 
of cases registered whereas the cases involving young age 14-16 yrs, 4 persons are 
listed which makes 8%. When it comes at juvenile age, under 14 yrs in the Gjilan 
region six (6) cases are reported, or 11% out of which two cases of false reporting are 
6 yrs old children. The group which has a greater percentage is the one from 19-40 
yrs registering 26 persons which makes half of the reported cases (50%) followed 
with the group age 16-18 registering 14 cases or 27% of false reporting against sexual 
integrity   
Gender or sexual identity, when it comes to criminal off ense aganist sexual integrity 
in false reporting there are diff erent viewpoints. There is a belief that such criminal 
off ense is typical for males, but nowdays public opinions underline changes as 
females more oft en engage in being perpetrators of diff erent criminal off enses12.

Table 4. This table presents the statistics 
regarding the gender of off enders 
that committ ed false reporting to an 
offi  cial person charged with the duty 
to investigate. From the analysis of 
the data 96% or totally 50 persons are 

females out of total number of reported cases. Males are minority in these statistics 
only two13 persons or 4% have engaged in this kind of off ense. 
Profession: The research materials available in the feild of criminology shows 
that for a signifi cant time the conclusion prevailed that criminality is a common 
characteristic among poor people, targeting mainly the category of labor workers 
and unemployed poor people.14

 Table 5. This table presents profesions 
of the perpetrators of criminal off ense 
“false reporting or charge” against sexual 
integrity. The analysis on the profesion of 
perpetrators unveils that profesions: waiter, 
senior offi  cial, pharmaceutical technician 
ans sales assistant is one (1) person involved 
in such criminal off ense-false reporting 
or charge. With two (2) perpetrators 
are registered students and preschool 

employee, whereas with three (3) are workers, six (6) of them are unemployed. 
11  Gasin, R., Criminologie, Paris, 1996,  p. 289-290.
12 Gasin, R., op. cit.,  p. 287-288.
13  Data/statistics from Offi  ce for Planing and Operational Development, Regional Depratment of 
Police, Gjilan, 2017 Two males reported in the chart are juveniles, incident reported from parents 
for child sexual abuse, aft er the investigation and forensic report it resulted false, no evidence for 
sexual abuse.
14 Ignjatović, Đ. Bekarĳ ine ideje o krivičnom pravu, Arhiv, Beograd, 1998, nr.4., Kriminologĳ a, 
Beograd, 2001, st. 191.
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Sixteen (16) pupils and nineteen (19) are household wifes. It’s obvious that the 
category of female housewifes and pupils make the majority of criminal off enders on 
false reporting or charge. The household category and the unemployed one have in 
common being inactive; as being unemployed or having no job results to increase of 
tendency to commit false reporting or charge. This fact is endorsed with low statistics 
reported with labor workers which is 07% and students 04% proving those that are 

active stay away from engaging 
in commiting criminal off ense 
of false reporting or charge.
Table 6. The above table shows 
the incriminated groups in the 
criminal off enses against sexual 
integrity by falsely reporting 
cases to police authorites. 

Employed in the public sector turns out to be only one person whereas in the private 
sector six (6) cases are registered to falsely report rape. In the studying process are 
totally 20 persons and the most common category to conduct false reporting for 
sexual assault are unemplyed people with 25 cases. The statistics show that 67% of 
employed in the private sector  make the majority followed by unemployed category 
to falsely report for sexual assaults against sexual integrity.  Two of the categories, 
those that have ongoing studies and employees of the public sector register low 
statistics probably because of fi leters aplied in public sector (civil servant) is probably 
e prevention barrier to conduct false reporting against sexual integrity. 
Family, as source of personality development of an individual represents the most 
signifi cant factor in developing and creating a human being personality.Family as a 
special social institution has always had multidimensional functions in educating, 
fostering and empowering its members

Table 7. The above table presents 
statistical data based on the family 
status of the perptrators that commited 
sexual off ense false reporting or charge 
against sexual integrity. Traditional 
breakdown of the family status has been 
divided to two categories – married and 

single, but for the puropse of enriching statistically these data encountering socio-
cultural implications another category for Children has been added, which are 
aff ected by problematic marriages. Out of total number of reported cases regarding 
the family status of perptrators, the results show that the majority group are single 
ones with 41 cases or 79% whereas 11 cases come from people of married status 
or 21% and from marrital status have 20 children. These fi gures are very high, 
taking into account that family environment provides inital orientation of a child 
by enabling reception of proper educative moral values. Nonetheless, families (with 
parents being incrimnated in criminal off ense) can not excercise parental duties to 
their children thus producing negative and criminal behaviours.   
Motives: diff erent motives drive women under normal conditions to commit false 
reporting or charge to law enforcement entities. Some women enter sexual intercourse 
with men for material benefi t but in case the benfi t is not received they falsely report 
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of being sexually assaulted thus trying to take revenge for not reaching the set out 
objective. Certainly other reasons as well drive women to falsely report sexual 
assault, is the motive to convince the man/person to marry which usually comes due 
to jealousy or from love aff ection, or fear to be disgraced in public, with the puropse 
to conceal pregnancy with another person or abortion etc. common scenarios are 
the ones when woman gets pregnant aft er a voluntarily sexual intercourse with a 
man, who unfortunately is not in position to enter marriage for a certain reason 
(typically man is married), therefore in such situation she fi nds another person 
entering sexual intercourse to follow immediately with reporting falsely for “sexual 
assult” to authorites charged with the duty to investigate. There were cases of false 
reporting of girls against fi ancée aft er leaving him thus falsely reporting for the 
purpose of concealing “shame”. Also there are cases when female was seen from 
somebody while having sexual intercourse but the moment she realized she was 
seen immediately she overreacts by shouting and yelling, claiming that she is raped 
by this man eventhough she entered the intercourse voluntarily.15 The motives that 
drive women to enter into false reporting on sexual assault is oft en jealousy, lack of 
love usually coming from one side only, fi nding partner while having sex with other 
person, having sexual intercourse voluntarily and/or fi nancial benefi t etc.16

Conclusions

The core methodical issue regarding the investigation on sexual assaults is exploring 
at length the existence of consent betwen parties in conducting sexual intercourse. 
The past experience drives us to the facts that in many cases “victims” have caused 
themselves visible injuries, bruises to make “the rape” look real and doable.  On 
this particular case evidences of briuses and other footprints, scratches that do not 
appear are important. If a woman claims to have been raped three days ago stating 
that she has been hit, beaten badly, spanked, breasts being bitt en by rapist showing 
some signs of assualt, whereas forensics fi nds no traces that remain from 7 – 10 days, 
a conclussion is drawn that the “victim” is falsely reporting and evidences presented 
are void. Cirscumsatnces of this kind should be used to explore the motives of the 
“victim” to falsely report the case. Nevertheless, such cases prove that when sexual 
assaults are reported a special care and att ention shall be paid to it, in particular 
when chidren report sexual assaults.  When women report sexual assault to law 
enforcement bodies, investigation offi  cers should be coutious and patient to active 
listening paying att ention to the details in order to identify clearly if there is rape at 
all, and also recognize what kind of woman is the person in question, her personality 
and moral character shall explored, her prior and aft er “rape” behaviour shall be 
concluded, the relations with the suspect etc. Generally speaking Men are the victim 
of the Criminal Off ense “False Reporting or Charge” against sexual integrity, and 
certainly they expereince the feeling of guilt, the same fear as the off ense would 
have had happened. The biggest fear these victims undergo is what is going to be 
the opinions of people, will they be accused from society for sth they haven’t done. 
Therefore, an independent, objective, unbiased, and professional investigation is to 
be conducted in such cases to collect and process all valid, direct and indirect facts 
15 Nedžat, Karajlić, “Metodika Kriminalistike”, Sarajevë/Prishtinë 2007 FSK/S-15/06, fq. 109.
16 Vesel Latifi , Vesel, Kriminalistika, (Zbulimi dhe të provuarit e krimit), Prishtinë, 2006, fq. 309.
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and evidences all conducted in conjuction with existing profs to fi nd out the real 
truth.   
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 Consumer Rights Directive and its impact on internet and other distance 
consumer contracts

Aleksandër Çavo

Abstract

This paper deals in particular with the special requirements for the conclusion of costumer 
contracts by electronic means, especially via the internet. There are three Directives which 
are of relevance: the E-Commerce Directive 2000/31/EC and the Consumer Rights Directive 
2011/83/EU (CRD), and to a limited extent, the Services Directive 2006/123/EC. The Consumer 
Rights Directive is the successor of two Directives from 1985 and 1997, the Doorstep Sales 
Directive 85/377/EEC and the Distance Selling Directive 97/7/EC. The transposition period of 
the CRD has only just expired at the time of writing, so there is not yet any experience with 
its implementation.
The scopes of the E-Commerce Directive and the CRD are anything but coherent. This is 
because the E-Commerce Directive is based on the provisions of freedom to provide services, 
whereas the CRD is part of consumer policy. But in a core matt er both Directives overlap: they 
have to be applied in consumer contracts, which are or are to be concluded through electronic 
means. Electronic means are not defi ned; the E-Commerce Directive includes only the term 
“service to the information society” (9.18). A trader, who wants to sell a good or a service to a 
consumer via the internet, has to fulfi ll the requirements of both Directives. 
Moreover, the scopes of the two Directives are diff erent. The E-Commerce Directive is 
applicable to all contracts, whereas the CRD is only applicable to B2C contracts. On the other 
hand, the E-Commerce Directive is limited to contracts concluded through electronic means, 
whereas the CRD is open to all distance contracts, even those which are concluded through 
traditional means like a posted lett er. This is because the CRD follows the approach of the 
Distance Selling Directive of 1997.

1. Short legislative history of the CRD

On 25 October 2011 the CRD was adopted.1 Member States have to transpose the 
Directive to their national law until 13 December 2013, whereas the transposition 
rules have to be applied from 13 June 2014 for contracts concluded aft er that date 
(Article 28).
According to the original intention of the Commission the CRD should have 
become the cornerstone of a second generation of consumer contract law directives 
as envisaged in the Commission’s Consumer Policy Strategy 2007-2013.2 The 
Commission distinguished so-called vertical and sectoral Directives. 
The Doorstep Selling Directive,3 the Distance Selling Directive,4 the Unfair Contract 
Terms Directive5 and the Consumer Sale of Goods Directive6 were regarded as 
“vertical” directives, which should be combined into one Directive, whereas the other 
1   Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on 
consumer rights, amending Council Directive 93/13/EEC and Directive 1999/44/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directive 85/ 577/EEC and Directive 97/7/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council , OJ L 304  of 22 November 2011, 64.
2   COM (2007) 99.
3   Directive 85/577/EEC of 20 December 1985, OJ L 372 of 31 December 1985, 31.
4   Directive 97/7/EC of May 1997, OJ L 144 of 4 June 1997, 19.
5   Directive 93/13/EC of April 1993, OJ L 95 of April 1993, 12.
6   Directive 1999/44/EC of May 1999, OJ L 171 of July 1999, 12.
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directives with contractual contents (consumer credit, timeshare and package tours) 
should remain separate directives, but undergo a review. Following this structure 
the CRD should have deserved its ambitious title, because it would have been the 
centre of the new consumer contract law.
The main characteristic of this second generation should be the step from minimum 
standard harmonization of the fi rst generation directives of the 1980s and 1990s to 
full harmonization. 
 In 2008 the Commission adopted its proposal for a CRD, which should replace the 
four “vertical” directives mentioned.7 The proposal att racted a lot of criticism from 
Member States and legal writers, 8 which was not directed against the systematic 
approach- quite the contrary, a bit more coherence of consumer law was welcomed-
but against the full harmonization principle. Member States were not only afraid 
of losing their infl uence over consumer law, but the more advanced Member States 
also feared being forced to reduce some of their exciting law beyond the level of 
the existing directives. Parliament welcomed the idea of full harmonization on the 
one hand, bur stressed on the other hand the principle of a high level of consumer 
protection as laid down in Article 114 TFEU,9 which should not force any Member 
State to reduce its existing level of consumer protection.10

The outcome of long discussions between Council and Parliament within the 
conciliation procedure according to Article 294 TFEU was a serious reductionism of 
the proposal, if not a failure of the Commission’s original approach.11 The CRD as it 
fi nally adopted replaces only the Doorstep Selling Directive and the Distance Selling 
Directive, whereas the Unfair Contract Terms Directive and the Sale of Consumer 
Goods Directive were- with slight adaptations to the CRD- left  as they are, including 
the minimum standard principle. This is not the end of the story of the review of 
consumer sales law, as the proposal for a CESL shows, which is briefl y discussed 
elsewhere in this book (1.43b).12 But for the moment existing law is only the CRD 
with its limited scope and the two “old” Directives from 1993 and 1999.13

Nevertheless, the CRD is not only of relevance within the scope of the former Doorstep 
Selling and Distance Selling Directives. The CRD also includes some provisions with 
relevance for sales law (9.16), and in particular it provides for information duties not 
only in an off -premises or distance selling context, but also for traditional shopping.

2. Scope of application

The scope of the Directive is limited to (contractual) relations between consumers 
and traders, the defi nition of “consumer” is the traditional one: a natural person, 
acting outside his trade, business, craft  or profession ( Article 2(1); for the term 
“consumer”cf.1.37). The wording of this provision does not address to dual use 
problem, but Recital (17) does. According to this Recital, a person predominant in the 
7  COM(2008) 614
8  MICKLITZ/REICH, CML Rev 2009, 471; HOWELLS/SCHULZE, 3, 25; ROTT/TERRYN, ZEuP 
2009, 456.
9  Article 114 is the legal basis not only of the CRD, but of all consumer protection directives, cf.1.9.
10   Report of the Committ ee on Legal Aff airs, PE 445.885, 24 January 2011.
11  This is the general option in literature, cf. WEATHERILL, CML Rev 2012, 1279.
12   Cf. also MICKLITZ/REICH, in: MOCCIA, 21.
13   For the relevance of the CRD for consumer contract law cf. HALL/HOWELLS/WATSON, 
ERCI.2012, 139.
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overall context of the contract. This is broader than the approach of CJEU in Gruber, 
dealing with the term of consumer of the Brussels Convention/Brussels I Regulation, 
14 according to which a consumer protection rule is only applicable if “the trade or 
professional purpose is so limited as to be negligent in the overall context of the 
supply.15 It remains to be seen whether the CJEU will adapt its jurisdiction to Recital 
(17) of the CRD or whether it will insist on its defi nition within the scope of the 
Brussels I Regulation.16

The CRD follows, as expressed by the Consumer Strategy 2007-2014, a “vertical” 
approach. This is to say that it is applicable “to any contract concluded between a 
trader and a consumer” (Article 3(1)). From the point of view of legal orders, such as 
the German BGB it may be surprising that sales law is part of a vertical and not of a 
sectoral directive, as such legal orders distinguish general rules on contract law from 
rules on specifi c types of contract. It must be stressed that the distinction between 
“vertical” and “sectoral” in EU consumer contract law is not the same as between 
general and specifi c parts in codifi cations like the BGB. For a national legislator who 
wants to maintain the traditional approach of general parts it is diffi  cult to comply at 
the same time with the approach of the new consumer contract Directives and their 
distinction between “vertical” and “sectoral”, as the present implementation of the 
CRD in Germany clearly shows.17

The statement that the Directive is applicable to “any” contract is very much mitigated, 
if not contradicted, in the following sections of the CRD. The list of exemptions is long 
and contradicts the pretention of the proposal to provide for more coherence within 
contract law.18 The basic rule is that rules for specifi c sectors prevail (Article 3(2)). 
This means that the CRD does not create general principles of consumer contract law 
which are applicable for all consumer contracts, but rather that such principles are 
applicable only within the scope of the CRD. Legal instruments governing specifi c 
sectors in the sense of Article 3(2) create their own system and must not be amended 
by principles derived from the CRD. This means that the CRD is not a somewhat 
“higher” level than the other consumer contract directives, but that it is just one 
among a set of “equal” Directives – and so does not deserve its title.19

This makes it even more important to have a close look at the exemptions. Among 
the list in Article 3(3( are all the “sectoral” Directives, which are part of the review 
according to the 2007-2013 Strategy. Two of them were revised – the law of timesharing 
by Directive 2008/122/EC20 and provisions on consumer credit by Directive 2004/48/
EC21(5.3) – whereas the review of the Package Travel Directive22 has been delayed 
(a proposal was published only in July 2013).23 It should be noted that the CRD is 
applicable within the scope of the Unfair Contract Terms Directive and the Sale 
14  Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000, OJ L 12 of 16 January 2011, 1.
15  ECJ 20 January 2005, C-464/01, Johann Gruber v Bay Wa AG(2005) ECR I-439; see also 1.36, 7.8.
16   A broader discussion of this issue can be found in TONNER/FAGEROV, EUVR 2012, 67, 72. Cf. 
also 1.38.
17   Cf. Gesetz zur umsetzung der verbraucherrechterichtlinie, Bundesgestzblatt  2013 I 3642(Act 
transposing the Consumer Rights Directive, (German) Federal Offi  cial Journal 2013 I, p.3642; 
discussed in BRONNEKE/TONNER.
18  WEATHERILL, CMLRev 2012, 1279.
19  According to WEATHERILL, CML Rev 2012, 1279, the title is even misleading.
20  Directive 2008/122/EC of 14 January 2009, OJL 33 of 3 February 2009, 10.
21  Directive 2008/48/EC of 23 April 2008, OJL 133 of 22 May  2008, 66.
22  Directive 90/314/EEC of 13 June 1990, OJL 158 of 23 June 1990, 59.
23  COM(2013) 512.
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of Consumer Goods Directive. The precedence of the Consumer Credit Directive 
means, that the Heininger case law of the CJEU, dealing with the applicability of the 
Doorstep Sales Directive in credit contracts, is no longer applicable.24

It is doubtful whether the Consumer Credit Directive or the CRD is applicable for 
consumer guarantees to credit contracts. According to Dietzinger, such a consumer 
guarantee is under the scope of the (former) Doorstep Sales Directive only, if the 
“main contract”, this is to say the credit contract, is a consumer credit contract.25 The 
Dietzinger doctrine is still applicable. A guarantee is no credit contract and so not 
under the scope of the Consumer Credit Directive, meaning that the rule of the CRD, 
which provides for the precedence of the Consumer Credit Directive, does not apply 
and the consumer has a right to withdraw if the prerequisites of an off -premises 
contract or a distance contract are fulfi lled.
Further sectors that are excluded are social services, healthcare, gambling, fi nancial 
services, immovable property, contracts established by a public offi  ce holder, 
supply of foodstuff  for current consumption supplied by a mobile trader, passenger 
transport services, 26 contracts concluded by automatic vending machines and 
contracts concluded with telecommunication operators through public payphones. 
Included are contracts for the supply of water, gas, electricity or district heating. This 
is a step in building a bridge between the many EU legal instruments in the fi eld of 
services of general interest and the body of consumer law, which is also underpinned 
by the new European Consumer Agenda.27

The diff erent approach of the CRD concerning its relation to other consumer contract 
Directives result in some changes especially with regard to information in e – 
commerce. Under the “old” regime, this is to say the Distance Selling Directive and 
the E-Commerce Directive, a trader who wants to sell goods or services through the 
internet has to fulfi ll information duties according to the Distance Selling Directive 
(9.18), whatever the goods or services were. In particular, travel and tourism services 
were not excluded from the information obligations of the Distance Selling Directive. 
Aft er the Distance Selling Directive had expired, there was a general obligation for 
a trader only to act in conformity with the E- Commerce Directive. Secondly, the 
internet trader has to ascertain which Directive applies for his business. This is not 
necessarily the CRD. In the tourism sector, for example, the trader has to fi nd out 
whether he is a tour operator. If so, only information duties according to the Package 
Travel Directive apply; but if not, because, for example, he sells only a single service, 
the CRD applies.28 Most probably, the trader will sell package tours and single 
services as well. Does his website in this case have to be in line with the information 
requirements of the “vertical” and the “sectoral” Directive? The same is true for a 
bank selling consumer credit. Undoubtedly, the idea of providing diff erent sets of 
information duties will lead to much confusion in practice.
Even more confusion may arise, as according to the E – Commerce Directive the 
24  ECJ 22 April 1999, C-423/97, Travel Vac (1999) ECR I-2196; ECJ, 13 December 2001 C-481/99, 
Heninger (2001) ECR I-9945; in more detail 9.13; REICH, General Principles of EU Civil Law, 4.21.
25  ECJ 17 March 1998, C-45/96, Dietzinger (1998) ECR I-1199.
26  Meanwhile, the EU has adopted a full set of passengers’ rights regulations under the auspices of transport 
policy, not consumer policy; for an overview cf. KARSTEN, in : TWIGG-FLESNER (ed.).
27  In COM (2012)225 nos. 4.3 and 4.4 among others, the energy market is stressed. Cf. already 
ROTT, JCP 2007, 53.
28  For the relation between CRD and travel law cf. BECH SERRAT, 29; ROSSONI, IFTTA Law Rev 
2013, 10.
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trader (in the words of the – Commerce Directive: the service provider, 9.18) has 
to fulfi ll the information duties vis-à-vis every client, whereas according to the 
CRD only vis-à-vis a consumer. What about the trader whose website is addressed 
to the general public? Must he provide two websites, one for consumers and one 
for the other clients? Obviously this cannot be the answer. But it indicates that the 
Commission’s promise of more coherence fails.

3. Full harmonization

The CRD is not the fi rst consumer contract law directive, which follows the model 
of full harmonization as developed in the Consumer Policy Strategy 2007-2013. The 
Directive concerning the distant marketing of fi nancial services was the fi rst (2002), 
followed by the Consumer Credit Directive and the Timeshare Directive (both 2008). 
But it was the CRD that caused a comprehensive discussion about the shift  from 
minimum to full harmonization. The author of this chapter, for example, argued 
that the TFEU provides for a shared responsibility between the EU and Member 
States in the fi eld of consumer policy. This is to say that there has to be left  some 
autonomy to Member States.29 But the minimum harmonization in the traditional 
way, that is to say as a minimum standard clause for a whole directive, is over; it is 
an unhistorical idea to try to revitalize it, so we do not want to repeat here our former 
arguments for a minimum standard approach(cf.1.44 for the debate on minimum 
and full harmonization). This does not exclude other technical means to leave some 
space to the transposing national legislators from being made available and in fact 
being available.
The commission’s answer to Member States that were reluctant to follow the full 
harmonization process was a so-called targeted full harmonization. The term as such 
is never explained by the Commission. In practice it means that Member States are 
allowed to extend the scope of a legal instrument, e.g. from a mere B2C instrument 
to other transactions, or that certain obligations on a trader that have been foreseen 
in a Directive may also be provided for by the national legislator in cases that have 
not been foreseen in the Directive. But the obligation as such must not be extended 
in favour of the consumer. The most important examples are time limits: the 14-day 
period to withdraw from a contract must not be extended by a Member State. Targeted 
full harmonization is one step back aft er two steps toward full harmonization.30

The CRD is an excellent example to explain what targeted full harmonization means 
in practice. It cannot be derived from the wording of the Directive, but from the 
recitals. Recital (13) is clear enough to be quoted word-for-word:
“Member States should remain competent, in accordance with Union law, to apply the 
provisions of this Directive to areas not falling within its scope. Member States may 
therefore maintain or introduce national legislation corresponding to the provisions 
of this Directive, or certain of its provisions, in relation to contracts that fall outside 
the scope of this Directive. For instance, Member States may decide to extend the 
application of the rules of this Directive to legal persons or to natural persons who 
are not consumers within the meaning of this Directive, such as non-governmental 
organizations, start-ups or small and medium-sized enterprises. Similarly, Member 
29  TONNER/ FANGEROW, EUVR 2012, 67, 76.
30  REICH, IN: DEVENNEY/KENNY, 3, who calls it half harmonization.
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States may apply the provisions of this Directive to contracts that are not distance 
contracts within the meaning of this Directive, for example because they are not 
concluded under an organized distance sales or service-provision scheme. Moreover, 
Member States may also maintain or introduce national provisions on issues not 
specifi cally addressed in this Directive, such as additional rules concerning sales 
contracts, including in relation to the delivery of goods, or requirements for the 
provision of information during the existence of a contract.”
This Recital sounds almost like a guideline for the implementing national legislator.
In addition, Recital (14) limits the concept of strict full harmonization. According 
to this Recital the Directive should be without prejudice to national law regulating 
for instance the conclusion or the validity of a contract. This means that, for 
example, national provisions about invalidity because immorality may apply. The 
German Bundesgerichtshof (BGH) paid more head to the acquis: though the sale of 
a radar trap warning device is regarded as immoral and hence null and void, the 
Bundesgerichtshof allowed the buyer to withdraw from the (strictly speaking non-
existent) contract according to the rules of Distance Selling Directive. The judges did 
not expressly address the prejudice of Union law, but obviously wanted to avoid 
a confl ict with the scope of the Distance Selling Directive.31 Under the CRD, it is 
mandatory to decide in this way. The CRD allows the national court to apply the 
national rule on invalidity of a contract and so to declare the contract void, without 
granting the right to withdraw, as there is no contract from which the consumer 
could withdraw. 

4. Information duties

a) General rules and rules for other than off -premises and distance selling
 The CRD not only combine the information duties of the former Doorstep Selling 
and the Distance Selling Directives, but introduces additional duties for “other than 
distance and off -promise contracts”. This is one of the few “left overs” of the original 
proposal regulating consumer sales law.
These information duties are provided for by Article 5 of the CRD. Speaking exactly, 
they are pre-contractual information duties, as the trader has to give the information 
“before the consumer is bound by a contract”. The trader has to inform the consumer 
of: the main characteristics of the good or services; his identity; the total price of 
the goods or services; the arrangements for payment, delivery and performance; a 
legal guarantee for the conformity of the goods; aft er-sales services and commercial 
guarantees; the duration of the contract; and the functionality of digital content and 
the interoperationality of digital content with hardware or soft ware.
Specifi c pre-contractual information duties for “digital content” are new.32 There is 
no defi nition of “digital content” in the Directive itself, but according to Recital (19) 
it means “data which are produced and supplied in digital form, such as computer 
programs, applications, games, music, videos or texts, irrespective of whether they 
are accessed through downloading or streaming, from a tangible medium or through 
any other means.” The same Recital declares a tangible medium to be a good, but did 
not answer the question of what an intangible medium is. Nevertheless the Recital 
31  BGH 25 November 2009, VIII ZR 318/08. The BGH did not seek for a preliminary ruling of the 
CJEU.
32  For a discussion of digital content and CRD cf. HELBERGER et al., JCP 2013, 47.
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clearly states that contracts for the supply of digital content should fall within the 
scope of the Directive. The question of whether such contracts are sales or services 
contracts is left  open. As long as all such contracts are under the scope of the CRD 
and no specifi c legislation on digital contents prevails, this does not play a practical 
role.33 
In the past the European legislator was oft en criticized because of the information 
overload of consumer protection directives.34 It was not only argued that the consumer 
is not able to read them, but – more generally-that the “information model” of 
European consumer law is a model, but not a reality.35 Until now, the legislator was 
not really aff ected by such criticism, 36 and so the CRD does not reduce the quantity 
of information duties in the two preceding Directives. Following research on social 
behaviorism, it was recently suggested that information should be “framed”,37 which 
is to say that there must be correct timing and contextualization of information, so 
that the consumer has the information at hand he needs for the decision he is actually 
making. 
Article 5(4) expressly determines that Article 5 is a minimum standard provision. 
Recital (34) not only explains the meaning of the provision, but in addition to the 
wording of Article 5, obliges the trader to take into account the specifi c needs of 
vulnerable consumers because of their mental, physical or psychological infi rmity, 
age or credulity. So the concept of the vulnerable consumer (1.36, 2.27) is already part 
of the Directive, but not with regard to being economically vulnerable. It should be 
emphasized that recitals ate guidelines for the interpretation of a directive.
The directive also stipulates that the pre-contractual information given according 
to the Directive is binding for the contract (Recital(35)). Nevertheless, the parties 
may expressly alter them aft er the conclusion of the contract. It is astonishing that 
such an important provision is part of the recitals only and not of the wording of the 
Directive itself; the wording of Article 5(1) is not clear in this respect. The concept of 
such is not new. The old Package Travel Directive of 1990 already provided for pre-
contractual information which is binding for the contract. The same is true for the 
original Timesharing Directive of 1994.
The Unfair Commercial Practice Directive (UCPD) prohibits misleading commercial 
practices. This also includes, according to Article 7, misleading omissions (for more 
details, see 2.34). Article 7(4) includes a list of information which must be given in 
the event of an invitation to purchase. The fi rst four lett ers are identical with Article 
5(1) of the CRD. This is to say that one has to distinguish whether information is 
given in the stage of invitation to purchase- in which case the UCPD applies- or in a 
pre-contractual stage- then the CRD applies. The distinction will not be easy. In both 
cases consumer associations have a right to take action, but only in the event of a 
violation of the CRD does the consumer have an individual right-which is to say to 
be provided with that information or to seek damages if it is not provided.
33  This may change if the CESL, comes into force, as the proposal of the CESL includes rules on 
digital content, which are far more debated in legal literature than the rule of the CRD, though the 
CRD is law in force, whereas the CESL is only a proposal, cf. e.g., PISULINSKI, in : MOCCIA, 205.
34  For a recent discussion of these insights of social behaviorism cf. HELBERGER et al., Digital 
Consumers and the Law, Chapter 4. 
35  WILHELMSSON, JCP 2004, 317.
36  This may change, as the new European consumer agenda shows some insights to adapt 
information more to the needs of consumers, COM(2012) 225.
37  HELBERGER et al., JCP 2013 49; HELBERGER et al., Digital Consumers and the Law, Chapter 4.
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b)  Off -premises and distance selling information duties
Article 6 also provides for information for distance and off -premises contracts. In 
the past, only the Distance Selling Directive provided for a signifi cant number of 
information duties, whereas the Doorstep Selling Directive was adopted at a time 
(1985), when information did not play such an important role in European law as it 
has done more recently. So for doorstep sales-or off -premises sales as they are called 
by the CRD38 -the amount of information to be provided is new. Article 6 is not a 
special or additional provision to Article 5, but in exclusive, so that one cannot fall 
back on Article 5. But in fact, most if not all the information provided for in Article 5 
is echoed in Article 6. In fact, Article 6 is a sample of Article 6. This is to say that the 
EU legislator provides for some basic information for traditional selling in face- to- 
face situations, whereas distance and off -premises selling is considered to need more 
information. Article 6(7) of the Directive expressly allows Member States to maintain 
or introduce language requirements. 
The CRD integrates the former Doorstep Sales and the Distance Selling Directives 
as equal “sisters”, but in fact distance selling is of far more relevance today than off -
premises selling. The Doorstep Selling Directive was adopted in the days when cold 
calling at the door of vulnerable consumers like elderly people was a widespread 
commercial practice. Such practices do not play a signifi cant role any longer, as hard 
selling methods changed to cold calling via telephone and so are covered by distance 
selling regulations. Nevertheless off -premises rules cannot be repealed without 
substitution, as doorstep selling did not disappear completely.
c)  Formal requirements for off  premises transactions
Whereas there is no diff erence in the kind of information which must be stipulated 
by the trader, the Directive distinguishes between off -premises and distance selling 
with regard to “formal requirements”. They are regulated in Articles 7 and 8.
Most of the information that is identical with the information requirements of Article 
5 deals with the right of withdrawal. We will have a closer look at that in the next 
section of this chapter. The remaining requirements are only a few. The trader has 
to provide the consumer with his telephone and fax number and with his e-mail 
address, about the conditions for a deposit, and about a possible recourse to an out-
of-court complaint and redress mechanism.
According to Article 7 the trader has to give the information on paper or another 
durable medium. He has to provide the consumer with a copy of the signed contract. 
The provision allows for some deviations from the information duties in repair and 
maintenance contracts and determines that it is a full harmonization provision 
(Article 7(5)).
d)  Distance selling requirements
In distance selling contracts the same information duties apply as in off -premises 
contracts (Article 6). But article 8 provides for diff erent “formal requirements”. 
Article 8 is an important provision because it tries to protect the consumer who 
is concluding a contract via the internet or telephone. Compared with the former 
Distance Selling Directive, the requirements are new and try to adapt the Directive 
to the challenges of the e-commerce world. Article 8(1) includes a general rule, which 
is followed by special provisions on internet selling (Article 8(2) to (4) and telephone 
selling (Article 8(5) and (6)). Article 8(7) provides for the confi rmation of the contract, 
38  The new term does not alter the goal of the original Doorstep Sales Directive, cf. Recital(21).
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and Article 8(10) declared the provision to be a full harmonization rule, this is to say 
that Member States must not impose more obligations on traders.
According to the general rule (Article 8(1)) the information must be made available 
to the consumer in plain and intelligible language in a way that is appropriate to 
the means of distance communication used. This principle was already stipulated in 
other Directives.
But the requirements for internet selling are new. The information on the main 
characteristics of the goods, the total price and the duration of the contract must be 
given “directly before the consumer places his order”. This does not mean that the 
trader must not use a hyperlink to the information, but the hyperlink must be placed 
directly before the order and not anywhere on the website. Even more important is 
that a butt on by which a consumer places an order “shall be labeled only with the 
words ‘order with obligation to pay”. There is a strict sanction for this requirement: 
if it is not met, the consumer is not bound to the contract or his order (Article 8(2)). It 
should not be underestimated that in this respect the CRD makes signifi cant progress 
in consumer protection.
Interestingly enough, the Directive includes a special rule for smart phones. Article 
8(4) allows restriction of the mandatory information on the main characteristics of 
the goods, the identity of the trader, the total price, the right of withdrawal and 
the duration of the contract, when “a means of distance communication which 
allows limited space” is used. The other information can be given through a toll-free 
telephone line or hyperlink (Recital (36)).
With regard to contracts which shall be concluded by telephone, Article 8(5) obliges 
the trader to disclose his identity at the beginning of the conversation. Not disclosing 
the identity is also un unfair commercial practice according to Article 7(4)(b) of the 
UCPD. Neither the CRD nor the UCPD forbid “cold calling”, but the UCPD is expressly 
without prejudice to the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communication, 39 and 
this Directive leaves Member States the choice between opt-out and opt-in, so that 
national opt-in legislation does not contradict Union law. 
Article 8(6) allows Member States to determine that the consumer is only bound 
if he has signed the off er or has sent his writt en consent. This means that the CRD 
provides for only a minimum standard for concluding a contract by telephone.
The trader shall provide the consumer with the confi rmation of the contract on a 
durable medium (Article 8(7)). The confi rmation shall include all information 
referred to in Article 6(1). This is not necessary if the information is already provided 
on a durable medium before the conclusion of the contract, for example if the trader 
has fulfi lled his pre-contractual information duties by sending an e-mail att achment 
to the consumer or when the consumer concludes the contract by phone on the basis 
of a printed brochure. Article 2(10) of the Directive gives a defi nition of “durable 
medium”. In this case the trader is not obliged to repeat the information in the 
confi rmation. But usually the pre-contractual information in e-commerce is available 
on a website only, which is not a durable medium, so that  the trader may change 
its contents aft er conclusion of the contract. In cases of conclusion of the contract via 
the internet the exemption will usually not take place, meaning that the trader has to 
give the full information in the confi rmation.
39  Directive 2002/58/EC of 12 July 2002, OJ L 201 of 31 July 2002, as amended by Directive 2009/136/
EC of 25 November  2009, OJ L 337 of 18 December 2009, 11.
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The approach is nor new that pre-contractual information has to be repeated in 
a confi rmation if it has not been already provided on a durable medium before 
conclusion of the contract. Similar systems had already been included in the Package 
Travel Directive and the Timesharing Directive in 1990 and 1994.

5. Right of withdrawal

a)  Information about the right to withdraw
The obligation to inform about the right to withdraw is part of the pre-contractual 
information duties according to Article 6 of the CRD. The trader has to inform the 
consumer about the conditions, time limit and procedures for exercising that right 
(Article 6(1)(h)). Further, he has to inform him about the model withdrawal form of 
Annex I(A). He is not obliged to make use of this form, but there is a high incentive: 
if he correctly fi lls in the form, he shall have fulfi lled the information requirements 
with regard to the consumer’s right of withdrawal.
b) Withdrawal period
The consumer has a period of 14 days from the conclusion of the contract (Article 
9(1)). The harmonization of the withdrawal period is one of the most important 
advantages of the Directive. The length of the period must not be subject to any 
alteration by the implementing legislation of the Member States. According to the 
former Directives the period was seven days (Doorstep Sales Directive) and seven 
working days (Distance Selling Directive). As member States have diff erent public 
holidays, the working days rule of the Distance Selling Directive could lead to a 
diff erent calculation of the period in diff erent Member States. This problem is now 
solved. The fi rst Directive providing for a 14-day period was the Directive concerning 
the distant marketing for consumer fi nancial services, 40 followed by the reviewed 
Timesharing and Consumer Credit Directives in 2008.
The provision about the beginning of the period (Article 9(2)) is more or less the same 
as in the former Distance Selling Directive. In the case of sales contracts it is the day 
on which the consumer acquires physical possession of the goods. Recital (37) gives 
the reason for the right to withdraw: the consumer is not able to see the goods before 
concluding the contract and shall have the possibility to inspect them. In cases of 
off -premises contracts it is potential surprise element and/or psychological pressure. 
There is a strict sanction for the trader if he does not inform the consumer of his 
right to withdraw (Article 10). In this case an additional period of 12 months begins 
at the end of the initial withdrawal period. If the consumer receives the information 
late, but within this period, the period ends 14 days aft er the consumer receives that 
information.
Contrary to the former Distance Selling Directive, the CRD includes no additional 
period in the case of breach of other information duties than the one about the right to 
withdraw. This is a serious deviation from the original acquis to the detriment of the 
consumer. The former Doorstep Sales Directive did not limit the withdrawal period 
if the consumer was not informed about his right to withdraw. It simply determined 
that the period began at the time of information about the right to withdraw. The 
CJEU decided that Member States were not entitled to limit the period, but that an 

40  Directive 2002/65/EC of 23 September 2002, OJ L 271 of 9 October 2002,16.
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unlimited period follows from the Doorstep Directive.41 As a consequence, Member 
States that provided for any limitation had to delete such provisions from their 
national law. Now in implementing the CRD they have to re-introduce the limitation 
period.42 The new approach may be more coherent and systematic, but in fact 
the disappearance of an unlimited period to withdraw is to the detriment of the 
consumer. But the Heninger rule is still applicable in the fi eld of fi nancial services and 
consumer credit (cf.5.22).
c) Exercise of the right of withdrawal
There are no formal requirements for the exercise of the right of withdrawal. The 
consumer may use the form which is att ached to the Directive as Annex I(B).  The 
trader has to inform him about that form(Article 6(1)(h)). But the consumer is free 
to decide whether or not to use the form; he can “make any other unequivocal 
statement” (Article 11(1)(b)). This includes oral statements by telephone, but the 
consumer should not be advised to do so, as according to Article 11(4) he bears the 
burden of proof that he exercised his right. So he is on the safe side only if he uses 
the form. The trader may provide the form on his website, so that the consumer may 
fi ll it electronically (Article 11(3)).
As the exercise of the right of withdrawal terminates the contract (Article12), the 
trader has to reimburse all payments to the consumer within 14 days (Article 13(1)). 
The provision includes special rules on delivery costs.
The consumer has to send back the goods (Article 14(1)). The principle rule is that the 
consumer has to bear the direct cost of returning (Article 14(2)). The trader may claim 
compensation for the diminished value of the goods only in a very limited way: the 
consumer is allowed to “establish the nature, characteristics and functioning of the 
goods” and is liable for a diminishes value only if his use of the goods exceeds the 
right (Article 14(3)). Probably it will be diffi  cult in practice to draw the line between 
inspecting the goods and using them. The trader has no claim for diminished value 
at all, if he did not inform the consumer about his right to withdraw. The Directive 
includes special rules for services and digital content (Article 14(4)).
Article 14 was not part of the former Directives. It seems to have been inserted into 
the CRD as a consequence of the Messner case of the CJEU.43 This case dealt with 
Article 6 of the former Distance Selling Directive. The CJEU was asked by a German 
local court whether a trader may require compensation for the use of a good when 
the consumer returns it to the seller exercising his right of withdrawal. The Court 
stated that the consumer has a right to examine and to test the good and must not 
be obliged to pay compensation in that respect. But on the other hand, according to 
the Court the Directive “is not intended to grant (the consumer)rights going beyond 
what is necessary to allow him eff ectively to exercise his right of withdrawal.” To 
draw a line the CJEU declares that Member States’ law may require the consumer to 
pay fair compensation if he had used the goods “in manner incompatible with the 
principle of civil law, such as those of good faith or unjust enrichment”. It is left  to 
the national court to establish what this means in detail. But the obligation to pay 
under these conditions “may not adversely aff ect the effi  ciency and eff ectiveness of 
the right of withdrawal.” For that reason the trader may not “place on the consumer 
41  ECJ 22 April 1999, C-423/97, Travel Vac (1999) ECR I-2196; ECJ, 13 December 2001 C-481/99, 
Heninger (2001) ECR I-9945.
42  The example is Germany , cf. TONNER/FANGEROW, EUVR 2012, 76.
43   CJEU,3 September 2009, C-489/07, Messner (2009) ECR I-7315; cf. also ROTT,  ERPrL 2010, 185.
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the onus of proofi ng that he did not use those goods” in such a way.
According to Article 15 any ancillary contracts shall be automatically terminated. 
This provision plays a role when a credit contract is combined with a sales contract. 
The Consumer Credit Directive including a corresponding rule, Article 15. Details 
are left  to Member States (Article 15(2)).
Article 16 of the CRD includes a long list of exemptions from the right of withdrawal. 
This is more or less an updated version of the list of the former Distance Selling 
Directive. There is no right of withdrawal, for example, for service has been fully 
performed with the consumer’s prior consent, the supply of goods made to the 
consumer’s specifi cations, the supply of sealed audio or video recording or sealed 
computer soft ware, contracts concluded at a public auction, the provision of 
accommodation, transport of goods, car rental services, 44 catering or services related 
to leisure activities, or the supply of digital content that is not supplied on a tangible 
medium, if the performance has begun with the costumer’s prior consent.
Article 16 means that the Directive includes two lists of exceptions, one list Article 
3(3), where the Directive is not applicable at all, and a second list Article (16), where 
the core remedy of other duties, in particular information duties, are applicable. 
This does not make it easy to apply the Directive correctly. To give an example from 
the tourism industry: if a supplier off ers two combined services, he is under the 
obligations of the Package Travel Directive only, as he sells a “package” in the sense of 
the Directive. He has to observe the information duties of the Package Travel Directive 
only, not those of the CRD, and he has no obligation to grant a right of withdrawal 
to the consumer. This follows from Article 3(3). But when the same supplier off ers a 
single service, for example, hotel accommodation, he does not act under the Package 
Travel Directive, but under the CRD. He has to observe the information duties of the 
CRD, but he has no obligation to grant a right of withdrawal, which follows in this 
case from Article 16(m) of the CRD. 45

6. Provisions with Relevance for Sales Contracts

Whereas the earlier sections of this chapter deal with those parts of the CRD which 
are, so to speak, the successors of the former Doorstep Selling and Distance Selling 
Directive, Articles 17 et seq. are “left overs” of the original proposal, which also 
intended to replace the Sale of Consumer Goods Directive and the Unfair Contract 
Terms Directive. Articles 18-20 are provisions dealing with sales contracts, and 
Articles 19-21 with sales and service contracts. This is not uncomplicated. The Sale 
of Consumer Goods Directive is still in force, but additionally three provisions of the 
CRD specifi c to consumer sales law apply. Whereas the follows Sale of Consumer 
Goods Directive follows the minimum standard principle, Article 18-20 of the CRD 
leave no discretion for the implementing national legislator.
Article 18(1) determines the time of delivery and stipulates legal remedies for the 
consumer in case of late delivery. If the parties did not agree on the time of delivery 
the goods have to be delivered “without undue delay, but not later than 30 days 
from the conclusion of the contract.” It is more than questionable whether the 30-day 
44  The exclusion of car rental services goes back to ECJ 10 March 2005, C-336/03, easy car(2005) ECR 
I-1947.
45  For the complex relation between the Package Travel Directive and the CRD, cf. BECH SERRAT, 
29; ROSSONI, IFTTA Law Rev 2013, 10.
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period really constitutes progress for consumers in all Member States.
If delivery is late, the consumer is entitled to terminate the contract is entitled to 
terminate the contract aft er he has given additional time to the trader. Additional 
time is not necessary if the agreed delivery period is essential (Article 18(2)). Member 
States may additionally provide for other remedies (Article 18(4)). Place and 
modalities of delivery and rules concerning the transfer of the ownership remain 
subject to national law (Recital 51)).
Article 20 provides for passing of risk. Risk passes when the consumer has acquired 
the physical possession of the goods. There is one exemption: if the carrier was 
commissioned by the consumer, risk already passes upon delivery to the carrier.
In cases of unsolicited supply of goods or services (inertia selling) the consumer 
is exempted from an obligation to provide any consideration. This provision was 
already part of the former Distance Selling Directive (Article 9). It corresponds with 
the UCPD, according to which such inertia selling is an unfair practice, but adds a 
contractual remedy to the unfair commercial practices rule (cf. Recital (60) of the 
CRD). 

7. Enforcement

The most important means for enforcement of the Directive is the right for associations 
to take action. The CRD does not amend the list in the Injunctions Directive, 46 as 
former consumer protection directives did, but includes its own provision: according 
to Article 23, public bodies, consumer associations with a legitimate interest in acting 
may take action before the courts or competent administrative bodies to ensure 
that the national provisions transposing this Directive is applied. Contrary to the 
Injunctions Directive, Article 23 of the CRD is not limited to protecting the collective 
consumer interest, as the Injunctions Directive is, but also takes into account the 
legitimate interest of the professional organizations- surprising in a consumer 
protection directive. The term “legitimate interest” as such is inherited from the 
Injunctions Directive (cf.8.33).
The Directive does not expressly provide for individual rights beyond the right 
of withdrawal. In particular there are no specifi c rights in the event of a violation 
of the many pre-contractual information duties. From the principle of an eff ective 
transposition of the Directive (Articles 23(1) and 24) it follows that national law must 
provide for sanctions for infringements in this regard. There is some discretion for 
the national legislator, which is compatible with the full harmonization principle of 
the CRD. For example, damages for violation of a pre-contractual obligation (culpa 
in contrahendo) may apply.
Contrary to other Directives, the CRD does not provide for out-of-court sett lements 
in favour of consumers, but the ADR Directive 2013/11/EU(8.23a) will be applicable 
from 9 July 2015 onwards. A special confl ict-of-law provision is contained in Article 
25 of the CRD (7.22).

46  Directive 2009/22/EC of 23 April 2009, OJ L 110 of 1 May 2009, 30, consolidating Directive 98/27/
EC of 19 May 1998, OJ L 166 of 11 June 1998, 51.
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8. Information duties of the services directive and the e-commerce directive

Article 6(8) of the CRD stipulates that the information requirements of the CRD have 
to be applied additionally to the information duties of the Services Directive47 and 
the E-Commerce Directive.48 In the event of a contradiction, the CRD applies (Article 
6(8) para. 2). This is in line with Article 1(3) of the E-Commerce Directive, according 
to which this Directive is without prejudice to consumer protection provisions.49 This 
is to say that a service supplier who sells his services via the internet has to observe 
all three Directives if his website is addressed- at least partly-to consumers.
According to Article 22 of the Services Directive the service provider has to inform the 
recipient of his name and geographical address, his inclusion in a public register(if 
he is registered), the name of the competent authority (if his activity is subject to 
an authorization scheme), his VAT identifi cation number, and any professional 
body with which he is registered. Further, he has to inform the recipient about 
his contractual clauses, aft er-sales guarantees, the price of the service and its main 
features and insurance or guarantee if applicable.
The CRD is limited to B2C relations, whereas there is  no such limitation of the 
personal scope in the E-Commerce Directive. The E-Commerce Directive is applicable 
if a service provider acts. The Directive refers to the Directive for the provision of 
information in the fi eld of technical standards, 50according to which such a service 
is “any service normally provided for remuneration at a distance, by electronic 
means and at the individual request of a recipient of services” (Article 1(2)). He has 
to observe the E-Commerce Directive and the CRD if he wants to sell goods only, 
and the E-Commerce Directive, the Services Directive and the CRD if he wants to 
sell services to consumers as well. More precisely, he does not have to observe all 
these directives but rather the national law transposing the directives, and he has 
to ascertain which national law is applicable. This question is regulated by private 
international law, which is also not easy to understand (7.14).  This is, in short, the 
legal program a trader has to complete before he can go business on the internet.
The E-Commerce Directive provides for two types of information requirements. The 
fi rst is pre-contractual information, which is known from the UCPD and the CRD, 
whereas the second type is specifi c: this is information which must be provided 
during the process of concluding the contract.
According to Article 5, the service provider has not only to provide information about 
his name and geographical address, but also has to provide further details such as 
whether he is registered in a public register or with a professional body and his VAT 
registration number. Prices have to be indicated, in particular whether they include 
tax and delivery costs. Commercial communication has to be identifi able as such, 
especially promotional off ers and promotional competitions and games (Article 6).
For the conclusions of a contract by electronic means, Articles 10 and 11 are of utmost 
importance. Article 10 obliges the service provider to provide information about the 
technical steps to follow to conclude the contract, whether the contract will be fi led 
by the service provider, technical means to correct input errors, and the languages in 
which the contract is off ered. Contract terms and general conditions must be made 
47  Directive 2006/123/EC of 12 December 2006, OJ L 376 of 27 December 2006, 36.
48  Directive 2003/31/EC of 8 June 2000, OJ L 178 of 17 July 2000, 1.
49  For the relation between the E-Commerce Directive and consumer policy cf. DICKIE.
50  Directive 98/34/EC of 22 June 1998, OJ L 204 of 21 July 1998, 37.
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available in a way that allows the recipient to store them. According to Article 11, the 
service provider has to acknowledge receipt of the recipient’s order without undue 
delay and by electronic means. The order and the acknowledgement and acceptance, 
are identical. At the time of the adoption of the E-Commerce Directive the legislator 
did not want to regulate the conclusion of the contract. Now such provisions can be 
found in the proposal for a CESL.

Conclusions

The CRD deserves some criticism as it is not the Consumer Rights Directive, as the 
title might suggest, but only one of a set of directives dealing with consumer law. 
This is due to the reductionism that aff ected it on its way from the Commission’s 
proposal to the fi nally adopted Directive. But aft er the CRD came into force, the 
fi nal Directive, and not the proposal and its original approach, should be the focus.51 
The fi nal outcome as such must be judged, that is to say whether the CRD is an 
appropriate successor to the Doorstep Sales and  the Distance Selling Directives, and 
one which meets the challenges posed by the internet.
In this respect, the CRD is not a failure. 52 It is more than a “codifi cation” of the 
two predecessors with a more “coherent” approach than the Directives from 1985 
and 1997. It takes into account “digital content” with specifi c information duties, 
it provides for general information, duties even for contracts in a high street shop 
and so creates coherence with the UCPD, it provides for a duty to inform that there 
is an obligation to pay when the consumer places his order (Article 8(2)), 53 and it 
integrates the Messner case for the compensation for the compensation-and its 
limits – the consumer has to pay in case of withdrawal. There is at least a modest 
improvement of the level of consumer protection, and it would be unfair to say 
that the commitments of the Commission to a high level of consumer protection 
according to Article 114 TFEU are only lip service. But more could have been done 
–and should be done in the near future.
But though there is now coherence within the fi elds of off -premises and distance selling 
contract, even the right to withdraw is diff erent in each Directive, which provides 
for such a right. The 14-day period is the same in all the three relevant Directives 
(CRD, consumer credit, timesharing), but details diff er. The list of exemptions in 
the CRD is so long that there is no real coherence. With regard to internet shopping, 
the parties do not have to take into account only the CRD, but also the E-Commerce 
Directive and- to a limited extent-the Service Directive. The personal scope of these 
two Directives is not the same. The E-Commerce Directive is addressed to every 
“recipient of the service”, whereas the CRD is limited to consumers.
The idea of leaving a review of the “left overs” of the Consumer Rights Directive, 
this is to say the Sales of Consumer Goods Directive and the Unfair Contract Terms 
Directive, on the agenda is without real hope, as the Commission expressly relies on 
the optional CESL and not on further reviews of existing consumer law. The question 
is what realistic alternatives exist, but this has been discussed in the general parts of 
this book (1.43b).
51  Contrary, WEATHERILL, CML Rev 2012, 1279 assesses the original approach.
52  Cf. also HALL/HOWELLS/WATSON, ERCL 2012, 139.
53   This is an example of “framing” information in the sense of the demands of HELBERGER et al. 
Digital Consumers and the Law, Chapter 4.
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The CRD is an update to the Distance Selling Directive for the needs of concluding 
contracts by electronic means with some slight improvements in favour of consumers, 
but it does not provide for coherence in consumer law. The list of exemptions is 
too long, and the lack of harmonization with the E-Commerce Directive makes its 
application diffi  cult.
The EU acquis does not meet the challenges of consumer contracts concluded via 
the internet with one legal instrument. The E-Commerce Directive also has to be 
applied. As the E-Commerce Directive is not a consumer protection instrument, but 
rather is applicable to all “recipients”, the question has to be raised as to whether 
the goal of consumer protection of the CRD at least radiates to the E-Commerce 
Directive, in particular in favour of the vulnerable consumer, so as to create at least 
some coherence for the consumer in the virtual world.
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Abstract

Earning management is one of the most prevalent practices aff ecting the fi nancial reporting 
quality in the company’s fi nancial statement. The process of showing the real performance of 
companies is aff ected by earning management through the exploitation of accounting policies 
in the form of information which does not refl ect the companies’ real performance. In order 
to discover the earning management practices listed companies in Iraqi Stock Exchange (ISX), 
the use of Kothari model is important. Kothari model can be applied to local environment in 
the fi eld of research; that makes it an added as a new measure is another importance of this 
research. The sample of the research represents 69 listed companies of ISX in 2015. The study 
revealed that there is existence of earnings management practices for all companies listed 
in ISX. It is recommended that the practitioners should be more professional by adopting 
international audit quality standards in order to reduce earning management practices. The 
practices and the decisions of relevant parties involved aff ect the fi nancial quality reporting. 
Therefore, this study suggests that Kothari model is a useful technique to detect behavior of 
the companies and earning manipulations. Similarly, it can be used in improving the fi nancial 
reporting quality for the protection of potential investors. 

Keyword: Earnings Management, Kothari model, ISX, Iraq.

1. Introduction

Financial statement is considered as the main source of communication between 
managers and equity holders that controls the fi rm in the modern corporation. The 
external stakeholders are able to make informed judgments about the economic 
performance of the company through the fi nancial statements (Al-taie, Flayyih, 
Talab, & Hussein, 2017; Healy &Palepu, 2001; Mashhadani & Talab, 2013; Talab, 
2009; Talab, Manaf, & Malak, 2018). At the long run, a central stage in corporate 
reporting is taken by the quality of earnings as stated in the fi nancial statement. For 
the purpose of making the fi nancial statement more informative, the preparers of 
fi nancial statement are at liberty to exercise discretion in the choice of accounting 
rules and estimates. The managers may opportunistically exercise the discretion for 
self-serving interest that does not align with interest of the shareholders while the 
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intent of discretionary use of accounting choice is to make the fi nancial statement 
informative (Talab, Flayyih & Ali, 2017; Talab, Albalaki, Ibrahim, and Flayyih, 2018). 
This is because the agency theory explains that the fi nancial statement represent a 
stewardship of account rendered by the managers to shareholders and based on 
the information therein the shareholders rewards the manager (Fama& Jensen, 
1983; Jensen &Meckling, 1976). In so many cases, the att achment of managers’ 
compensation with level of earnings encourages managers to manage earnings 
which may subsequently minimize the quality of reported fi gures. Kacharava, (2016) 
stated that in order to fraudulently infl uence the outcome of diff erent contract and 
achieve some private benefi t by managers, reported earnings may be manipulated. 
The aim of this study is to examine whether the companies listed in the ISX exercise 
earning management when preparing fi nancial statements or not. This study use 
ROA for the estimation of discretional accrual as developed by Kothari et al. (2005) 
and the cross-sectionally modifi ed Jones discretionary accrual model. In calculating 
discretionary accrual, total current accruals are fi rst calculated. Although, many 
proxies of earnings management have been developed with their cons and pros in 
evaluating earning management, however, this study choose the modifi ed Jones 
discretionary accrual model because prior studies opine that the estimation approach 
is bett er than other measures of discretionary (Kothari et al., 2005). 
This study aimed to provide the most important way of measuring it in the listed 
companies. As 2014 and year 2015 are considered as the base year, the sample of 
the research that represented the listed companies in the ISX amounted to 69. The 
result showed that there is existence of earnings management practices for all of the 
companies listed in the ISX. 

2. Literature Review

The emergency of earning management is from accrual-based earning management 
or accounting policies. The accrual-based earning management is experience when 
the manager prepares fi nancial report. Kothari et al. (2012) stated that it involves 
mostly the discretion of managers and choice of accounting principles. Through 
accounting analysis, an accrual-based earning management can be detected as 
accrual choices are always guided by generally accepted accounting principle such 
as the IFRS or U.S. GAAP (Kothari et al., 2012). Some experts such as DeAngelo 
(1986), Healy (1985) and Kothari et al. (2005) have taken their time to study accrual-
based earning management. 
In detecting opportunistic earnings management, several accrual earnings 
management techniques are adopted in previous studies. Healy (1985) started 
with the work as the techniques and measures evolved over time. In measuring 
earnings management, Healy employed total accrual. The study used the average 
of total accruals over an estimation period prior to the event period represent non-
discretionary accrual. There is a restrictive assumption that earnings is zero in the 
estimation period and the lack of specifi c measures used for managing earning are 
the major limitation of the model (Healy, 1985; Xiong, 2006). DeAngelo (1986) devised 
another earnings management model which tested whether the average value of 
abnormal accrual is signifi cantly negative for sample of fi rm in the periods before 
management buyout. Discretionary accrual and non-discretionary accruals are 
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found in the Total accrual of DeAngelo (1986). The discretionary accrual is computed 
as the diff erence between total accrual scaled by lagged of total asset in the period of 
estimation and the estimated non-discretionary accruals. Total accrual is estimated 
using net income minus operating cash fl ows aft er adjusting working capital from 
operation for change in all current operating accounting. The calculated diff erence 
should be zero in the null hypothesis of no earnings management as assumed under 
the DeAngelo model. DeAngelo model has a limitation in the notion that non-
discretionary remain same over time and therefore, discretionary accrual causes 
changes in total accrual. Islam, Ali and Ahmad (2011) added that DeAngelo model 
does not indicate whether changes in accrual are caused by managerial discretion or 
fi rm economic performance. 
A model is proposed by Jones (1991) in an att empt to control the impacts of changes 
in an economic circumstance of a fi rm on non-discretionary accruals. The model 
indicates that non-discretionary accruals are determined by changes in gross 
property plant and equipment (PPE), gross revenue and total assets. The concept 
of Jones (1991) model comprises the fact that while control for gross PPE for non-
discretionary accruals related to depreciation expense, the sales revenue proxies for 
the economic events generates current non-discretionary accruals. Thus, two key 
assumptions can be connected with Jones (1991). In the fi rst place, sales revenue 
is believed to be unmanageable. Second, changes in sales revenue drive changes 
in current liabilities and assets. The peculiarities in the Jones model are: declining 
the fact that non-discretionary accruals are over the time constant; steps to control 
the impact of changes in the company’s operating performance over the non-
discretionary accruals. Jones (1991) stated that the shortcoming of the model is that 
it ignores the potential managerial manipulation of revenues. 
In addition, Jones (1991) applied a three-stage approach to bifurcate total accruals 
into their non-discretionary and discretionary (managed) components. In the fi rst 
phase, total accruals (TA) are evaluated using balance sheet approach. In the second 
phase, non-discretionary accruals are computed using the model. At the beginning 
of the year (yeart-1), all variables in the original models are defl ated by total assets to 
reduce heteroscedasticity. In the third phase, the discretionary accruals (DA) were 
computed using equation DAit = TAit – NDAit, aft er computing non-discretionary 
accruals (NDA) and total accruals (TA). 
Diff erent previous studies have employed many methods to explain the total 
accrual. The most famous ways used in computation of total accrual is the cash fl ow 
approach developed by Chen, Lin and Zhou (2005), Fawzi (2014) and Naveed, Saif, 
Qaisar and Shoaib (2012); the other one called balance-sheet approach was developed 
by Healy (1985) and Jones (1991). These two approaches have been widely used in 
the past literatures. The accruals are measured as the change in account from the 
successive balance sheet from the balance-sheet approach and depend on assumed 
articulations between changes in accrual components and capital balance-sheet 
account and revenues on the statements of account. In the research, this approach 
has been dominant as it is only available method for evaluating total accruals before 
the Statements of Financial Accounting standards (SFAS) No. 95: Statements of Cash 
Flow (FASB, 1987)
In contrast, accrual is measured directly from the statement of cash fl ows by the 
cash fl ow approach. The use of cash fl ow approach is considered more eff ective at 
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computing total accruals and less computationally demanding, if it is applicable 
to the data in question. The application of the balance sheet approach introduces 
signifi cant measurement error into accruals estimate as the partitioning variable 
is always correlated to the occurrence of non-operating events such as accounting 
changes, acquisition, reclassifi cation, foreign currency translation and divestitures. 
This non-articulation problem can lead to the wrong conclusion that earning 
management exists and contaminate the evaluation of abnormal accruals when it 
reality there is no such opportunistic activity. The use of the cash fl ow approach 
where applicable is advocated by the authors - except in the case of pre SFAS No. 95 
data where “additional specifi cation tests should be conducted to control for possible 
errors in accrual measurement”.
The application of data from balance sheet also referred to as indirect method to 
calculate accruals can cause many errors. Thus, this study tests model with total 
accrual, i.e. non-discretionary and discretionary accruals using the net cash fl ow to 
get calculated from operations reported in the statements from the indirect method 
called cash fl ow (Hribar& Collins, 2002). According to Hribar and Collins (2002), 
NIit(net income) – CFOit (net cash fl ow from operating activities or net operating cash 
fl ow) = TAit (total accrual).
The model of Jones is applied on the basis for other models to be developed. The 
modifi ed Jones model or the improved version of the original Jones model was 
presented by Dechow, Sloan and Sweeny (1995). The Dechow model (1995) or 
modifi ed Jones model was devised to remove the supposed potential of wrong 
measurement of discretionary accruals when managers use the right discretion for 
revenues (elimination of managerial discretion through the sales on credit).
The Kasznik model (1999), known as the modifi ed Jones cash fl ow model comprises 
an independent variable that tracks changes in net fl ow from operating activities 
of the company i in the current year t compared with the previous year t-iunlike 
Dechow model (Matis, Beatt rice and Negrea, 2009).  
The models of Dechow (1995), Jones (1991), Kasznik (1999) and Kothari-Jones (2005) 
were examined by Roodposhti, Banimahd, Rezaei and Salehi (2012) on a sample of 
73 companies in Tehran, Iran. The performance Matched Model (2005) and Kothari-
Jones model had the highest explanatory power according to this author. 
This study use ROA in the estimation of discretionary accrual as developed by 
Kothari et al. (2005) and the cross-sectional Modifi ed Jones discretionary accrual 
model in accordance with the previous studies. Total current accruals are fi rst 
calculated, in calculating discretionary accrual. This study choose the Modifi ed 
Jones discretionary accrual model, although, many proxies of earnings management 
have been developed with their pros and cons in estimating earnings management 
because prior studies suggest the estimation approach is bett er than other measures 
of discretionary accruals (Kothari et al. 2005). Total accrual is defi ned the diff erence 
between reported income and operating cash fl ow with depreciation added back. 

3. Methodology

3.1 Sample and Data
All fi rms tender their annual reports under the ISX law at the end of each fi scal 
year. Therefore, the annual reports were retrieved from the stock exchange and the 
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fi nancial information is manually collected from the annual reports. The fi nal sample 
consists of 69 fi rm-year observations over the period of 2015 respectively. The 69 
companies are chosen across 8 diff erent sectors. This study used STATA version 13 
for the regression as analysis techniques. 
3.2 Regression Model Specifi cation
The absolute value of the residuals from obtained from equation 1 below represents the 
discretionary portion of the total accrual hence represent the earnings management 
according to Kothari et al. (2005).  

………equation 1
Where:
TA = change in non-cash current asset minus change in current liabilities excluding 
current portion of long-term debt minus depreciation and ammonization scaled by 
lagged total assets. 
∆REV = change in sales 
∆REC = change in receivables 
PPE = net property, plant and equipment scaled by lagged total asset
ROA = lagged return on assets

  = error term
The absolute value of the residuals from obtained equation 1 represent the 
discretionary portion of the total accrual hence represents the earnings management.  

4. Results and Discussion

The table below presents results for the values of change in non-cash current asset 
minus change in current liabilities excluding current portion of long-term debt minus 
depreciation and ammonization scaled by lagged total assets for the 69 companies 
selected from 8 diff erent sectors and the values of earning management for each 
item respectively. Other variables are calculated in relation to all variables (such as 
lagged return on assets, net property, plant and equipment scaled by lagged total 
asset and the diff erence between change in sales and change in receivables) in the 
original models as defl ated by total assets at the beginning of the year. The company 
with the highest value of earning management has 66.1382 while the company with 
the lowest value of earning management has 0.00618. The average value of earning 
management for all the 69 companies is 2.209822.  This signifi cant low value of 
earning management in this sector shows that there is need for professional bodies to 
make more professional eff ort by adopting international audit quality standards to 
reduce earning management practices as these practices aff ect the quality of fi nancial 
reporting and the decisions of concerned authorities.
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Table 1: Earnings management 

Item
Earnings 
manage-
ment

1 0.3917642 0.000000000116 -0.02828 0.110587 -0.0408 0.262709

2 0.5435581 0.000000000123 0.080155 0.103191 0.046008 0.379303

3 0.2512732 0.000000000371 0.003218 0.001241 0.014419 0.339702

4 0.808288 0.000000000698 -0.0796 0.000814 0.011337 7.983203

5 0.6812644 0.000000000296 -0.03886 0.068609 -0.06139 0.800185

6 -0.0256391 0.000000003960 0.712626 0.685205 0.08698 7.311618

7 -0.8167751 0.000000000147 0.002758 0.002127 -0.00684 0.80492

8 0.3041982 0.000000000652 0.003055 0.003335 -0.08837 0.154975

9 0.5553219 0.000000000234 -0.03967 0.00093 0.099381 0.619267

10 0.206036 0.000000000696 -0.03452 0.670187 -0.02154 66.1382

11 0.2115462 0.000000000120 -0.2836 0.429391 0.041573 5.0943

12 -1.132454 0.000000000135 0.004308 0.019896 -0.65385 0.658746

13 0.9539244 0.000000000149 0.00737 0.009795 -0.01913 0.925438

14 0.6498222 0.000000000157 0.011924 0.224843 -0.04026 0.740625

15 0.0390313 0.000000000001 0.004754 0.015189 0.019149 0.029501

16 0.5515067 0.000000000602 -6.9E-05 0.014045 0 0.595491

17 0.1406562 0.000000000407 0.003275 8.15E-10 -0.14468 0.67929

18 -0.2278344 0.000000000002 0.001247 0.033435 0.022131 0.23298

19 -0.5213298 0.000000000000 -0.114 0.260207 0.035363 0.5639

20 0.2970889 0.000000000003 0.009881 0.078232 0.015554 0.323659

21 0.7539644 0.000000000644 -0.081 0.149657 0.005585 0.7961

22 0.1544991 0.000000000143 0.221649 0.298676 0.173718 0.154122

23 -0.3926684 0.000000000420 0.223046 0.177069 0.099759 0.00618

24 0.1637811 0.000000000005 0.170786 0.455852 0.100082 0.121108

25 0.2463809 0.000000000905 -0.05792 0.588023 -0.03306 0.17811

26 -0.3619736 0.000000000001 0.001869 0.030831 0.015201 0.36664

27 0.1294381 0.000000000110 -0.02505 0.047992 -0.30173 0.873398

28 0.0355468 0.000000000365 0.11346 0.012172 -0.05074 0.14829

29 0.2833245 0.000000000002 0.000142 0.002115 0.02051 0.290415

30 0.0059815 0.000000000002 -0.00532 0.00449 0.021503 0.0158

31 0.9209443 0.000000000189 -0.18416 0.003556 0.062976 0.17231

32 -0.3701288 0.000000000002 -0.0096 0.104643 0.018275 0.37283

33 0.4228851 0.000000000004 0.160388 0.061768 0.00357 0.606775

34 0.1175676 0.000000000002 -0.02252 0.088191 -0.00523 0.253547

35 -0.2422271 0.000000000003 -0.01952 0.083017 0.017616 0.19246

36 0.0284756 0.000000000001 -0.02045 0.039677 0.044271 0.09409

37 0.3557386 0.000000000373 -0.07721 0.003851 -0.08782 0.76565

38 -0.1751132 0.000000000002 -0.03365 2.97E-05 0.051691 0.14344
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39 0.0383062 0.000000000574 -0.07449 0.673776 -0.09646 0.162212

40 0.0570505 0.000000000030 0.011618 0.247543 -0.04805 0.33474

41 -0.1219994 0.000000000002 -0.00031 0.031016 0.011279 0.11479

42 8.664476 0.000000000346 0.025596 0.146243 0.089738 8.886484

43 -2.069179 0.000000000508 -0.06374 0.687349 -0.6657 1.15564

44 0.3903968 0.000000000105 0.045109 0.205237 0.015554 0.29001

45 -0.6638913 0.000000000017 0.136702 0.104928 0.157936 20.7999

46 0.5095159 0.000000000315 -0.01382 0.005794 0.052958 0.169772

47 0.3552557 0.000000000045 -0.11759 0.184534 0.003104 0.434068

48 0.6519485 0.000000000093 0.001053 0.245353 0.169158 0.244679

49 0.3771113 0.000000000170 -0.03221 0.001681 0.023628 0.260268

50 -0.0631989 0.000000001250 0.052885 0.535229 -0.14568 0.082577

51 -0.3777385 0.000000000001 0.000109 0.018497 0.03555 0.42308

52 0.8228619 0.000000000047 -0.12789 0.004003 0.044723 1.73629

53 -0.1311672 0.000000000262 0.298144 0.199605 -0.01454 0.27299

54 -0.0390072 0.000000000032 0.003825 0.001199 -0.00172 0.08989

55 -0.1129749 0.000000000219 -0.42536 0.093288 -0.26244 0.670622

56 -0.1908817 0.000000000001 0.010861 0.141552 0.005279 0.24636

57 -0.0678618 0.000000000493 -0.01505 0.116405 0.076013 8.81952

58 0.4656465 0.000000000127 0.540721 0.159186 0.038846 0.608011

59 -0.058867 0.000000000115 -0.04942 0.146165 0.009336 3.17718

60 0.6830274 0.000000000860 0.110602 0.308826 0.101131 0.17133

61 0.3500757 0.000000000003 -0.01195 0.014233 0.00523 0.385316

62 0.1076607 0.000000000002 -0.0032 0.010016 0.053412 0.142564

63 0.7459432 0.000000000131 -0.07876 0.152742 0.099655 0.243312

64 0.0147912 0.000000000001 -0.03082 0.046532 0.01243 0.10845

65 -0.1437469 0.000000000076 -0.0483 0.126555 0.254492 0.90383

66 0.0707736 0.000000000002 -0.00645 0.032555 0.005486 0.097775

67 -1.39903 0.000000000066 -0.0839 0.042276 -0.35699 0.635

68 0.2033785 0.000000000001 -0.01672 0.016864 0.020339 0.252914

69 0.2631902 0.000000000002 -0.00456 0.107076 0.03981 0.368884

5. Conclusion

Many studies have documented the existence of earning management practices 
in ISX. These practices are motivated to possible earnings management and make 
positive impact on the share price of the company when the manager recognizes 
the market value of the company and reported profi ts. The managers operate 
management of the earning on the market to manage the earnings in the period 
before the company issues new shares to increase the prices. This study uses 
Kothari model for the fi rst time unlike the previous research in Iraq in a sample of 
companies listed in the ISX. The previous models used, this model has distinctive 
characteristics. The model specializes on the statement of fi nancial position with 
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cash fl ows and fi nancial statement of the earnings management account. The study 
found earning management in all of these companies. Therefore, professional bodies 
are recommended to make more professional eff ort by adopting international audit 
quality standards to reduce earning management practices as these practices aff ect 
the quality of fi nancial reporting and the decisions of concerned authorities. 
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Abstract

The current study aimed at exploring work involvement practice patt erns of (N = 31) 
psychotherapists in Albania. Research fi ndings based on evaluation of six dimensions 
of psychotherapeutic work experience, showed that psychotherapists refl ected 
considerably both eff ective and distressing work experience patt erns. In overall, 58.1 
% of the psychotherapists were found in a healing work involvement (HI) linked 
signifi cantly with a greater mastery of therapeutic skills (d = .56, p � .0001). They also 
reported more use of constructive coping strategies toward diffi  culties encountered 
in psychotherapeutic work with patients. Whereas 41.9% of the psychotherapists 
were found in stressful work involvement (SI) linked with greater diffi  culties 
encountered (d = .87, p � .0001) and less therapeutic skills to cope with diffi  culties. 
The psychotherapists in (SI) also reported more feelings of boredom and anxiety 
in their work with patients. Given that almost half of the psychotherapists report 
considerable diffi  culties in their work with patients, the study suggests support 
measures be initiated toward both, enhancing therapeutic skills development and 
sustaining work morale, through peer consultation support groups in order to meet 
the challenges of accommodating a new professional identity and psychologically 
based treatments in the mental health care services spectrum.

Keywords: healing involvement, stressful involvement, psychotherapists’ 
professional development, professional identity, psychotherapeutic work practice, 
Albanian psychotherapists.

Introduction

Healing (HI) and Stresful (SI) involvement represent two diff erent dimensions 
of psychotherapeutic work experience, conceptualized and derived from the 
empirically grounded model on psychotherapists’ professional development, called 
the “International Study on the Development of Psychotherapists” developed  by 
Collaborative Research Network of the Society for Psychotherapy Research in 1990. 
Nowadays, the study has inquired over the psychotherapeutic practice experience 
of 12000 psychotherapists from 30 countries in the world. In their respective 
conceptualizations, (HI) and (SI) include six facets of therapeutic work experience, 
which further comprise twenty – two dimensions related to psychotherapeutic work 
experience with clients.
Healing Involvement is characterized by: being invested (involved and engaged in the 
work with clients), effi  cacious (efective and organised), psychotherapist’ relational 
style with clients as affi  rming (accepting, friendly and warm) and accomodating 
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(tolerant, nurturant), technical expertise, fl ow feelings in session with clients 
(stimulated and inspired), and constructive coping toward diffi  culties encountered 
(Orlinsky & Rønnestad, 2005, p.63). Stressful involvement derives from diffi  culties 
and use of unconstructive coping, by critizing or blaming the client and avoidance in 
psychotherapeutic work, and feelings of boredom and anxiety in sessions.
Orlinsky and Rønnestad (2005, p.66) argumented that both (HI) and (SI) may be 
simultaneously experienced in the psychotherapeutic work experience of a single 
psychotherapist, either in high or low levels, whose combinations further elucidates 
the psychotherapeutic practice patt ern  into four propable ones: a ) Eff ective Practie 
(High HI and Low SI), b) Challenging Practice (High HI and High SI), c) Disengaged  
Practice (Low HI and Low  SI), and d) Distressing Practice (Low HI and  High SI). 

Study Objective

One main objective of the study was to explore the patt ern of psychotherapeutic 
work involvement among Albanian psychotherapists. The study initiated on the 
proposition that psychotherapists experienced more stressful involvement (Orlinsky 
& Rønnestad, 2005) in their work in comparison to healing involvement, based on 
the following premises: a) its being a new profession, working its way through in 
a culture where medical model of illness has long prevailed and dominated public 
thinking on mental disorders, b) challenges of establishing a new profession and 
the accompanied strive for promotion among other health professions and the 
general public, c) considerate levels of frustration and responsibility related to 
the nature of work,  expressed among psychotherapists in collegial informal and 
conversational sharing of experiences, and d) situational obstacles (weak referral 
system, stigmatization of mental illness and cultural beliefs) and insuffi  cient 
support systems (supervizion or intervision, informal support groups etc) in face 
of critical moments in their work with clients, and self induced demands for further 
professional psychotherapeutic mastery. Would an empirical investigation either 
confi rm or not the proposition?
A second objective of the study was to explore Healing and Stressful Psychotherapeutic 
Work Involvement in relation to two particular facets of psychotherapeutic work, the 
fi rst one being the Diffi  culties, experienced by psychotherapists in their work with 
clients, and the second, the Therapeutic Skills, mastery of relational and technical 
skills appropriated by psychotherapists.
Two directional hypotheses were formulated as follows.
H₁: Its is predicted that, as Therapeutic Skills increase, experienced Healing 
Involvement is increased.
H₂: Is is predicted that, as Diffi  culties increase, experienced Stressful Involvement is 
increased. 
The study hypotheses were construed adopting as theoretical background 
Csiksentmihalyi’s theory of optimal experience (Csiksentmihalyi, 1991). According 
to this theory, optimal experience is a balance between challenges in a situation and 
the skills a person brings to that sitution. If the challenge is greater than the skill, 
anxiety is experienced. If skills are greater than the challenge, then boredom happens. 
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Methods

31 psychotherapists (M = 37.09, SD = 6.23) participated in the study, 84% female (n 
= 26) and 16% male (n = 5). Almost all of them were involved in individual or group 
private psychotherapeutic practice and belonging to psycho - analitically oriented 
(here included Adlerian and Group Analysis), cognitive-behavioral, positive, 
family systemic, EMDR, psychodrama and body psychotherapeutic modalities. The 
majority of them had completed formal training in psychotherapy, with a few in the 
last phase of the training. Time in psychotherapeutic practice (M = 6.47, SD = 4.54) 
varied from less than a year to fi ft een years. 
The psychotherapists completed the survey instrument “Development of 
Psychotherapists Common Core questionnaire (DPCCQ)” developed by Orlinsky 
et al (1999). DPPCQ is a self reported survey questionnaire for psychotherapists, 
construed with intention to measure psychotherapists’ work involvement patt ern 
in their work with clients. Two patt erns of work involvement were identifi ed in the 
International Study of Psychotherapists’ Development: HI and SI. Herewith are 
reported sections of DPCCQ, from which 25 items are drawn for HI and 22 for SI. 
These make the Therapists’ Work Involvement Scales. Briefl y described, the facets 
and their dimensions in brackets.
Table1. Facets, Dimensions and Items of  (TWIS)

Facets  Dimensions  TWIS Items 
(n) 

Likert Scale Type 

Difficulties Professional Self 
Doubt 
Negative Personal 
Reaction  
Frustrating Case 
Treatmen 

8 0       to      5 
Low         High 

Coping strategies Constructive 
Coping 
Avoidant Coping 

6 
 

6 

0       to       5 
 

Relational manner 
with clients 

Affirming 
Accomodating 
Dominant  
Reserved 

4 
 
 
 

0        to      3 
Low         High 

In session feelings Flow 
Boredom 
Anxiety 

4 
4 
4 

0       to      3 

Therapeutic 
Mastery 

Basic relational 
skills 
Advanced 
Relational Skills 
Technical Expertise 

4 0        to     5 

Relational Agency Efficacious 
Invested 

4 
3 

0       to      3 

Total  17 47  

For hypothesis testing, Somer’s d nonparametric test for ordinal data was used, as 
it is a measure of the strength and direction between an ordinal depedent variable 
and an ordinal indepedent variable (Wagner, 2015).  HI and SI are both considered 
as dependent variables, whereas Skills and Diffi  culties are the indepedent variables. 

Analysis
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The data was analysed using SPSS Soft ware version 20.0 (IBM, 2014). HI and SI analysis 
followed instructions by Orlinsky and Rønnestad (2005, p. 283). Other analysis on 
data included: descriptive statistics analysis, the nonparametric Sommer’s d test to 
measure relations of HI, SI with Diffi  culties and Skills. 
 Table 2. Descriptives for Facets and Dimensions of Pyschotherapeutic Work 
Experience

Facets Dimensions M SD
1. Current Therapeutic 
Skills 

Basic Relational Skills 3.93 .50
Advanced Relational Skills 3.82 .68
Technical Expertise 3.71 .64
Current Skills (Total) 3.82 .51

2. Diffi culties 
Professional Self Doubt 1.02 .50
Personal Negative Reactions .60 .52
Frustrating Treatment Case .83 .56
Total Diffi culties .84 .46

3. Coping Strategies 
Constructive Coping 3.18 .59
Avoidant Coping 1.10 .75

4. Realtional Agency 
Effi cacious 2.07 .54
Invested 3.18 .59

5. Relational Manner with 
Clients 

Affi rming 2.12 .50
Accomodating 1.78 .63
Dominant 1.21 .39
Reserved .85 .50

6. In – Session Feelings 
Flow 2.14 .38
Boredom .49 .47
Anxiety .85 .50

Table 3. Correlations between HI, SI and Skills and Diffi  culties
 SI HI 
Skills -.50** .56*** 
Difficulties .87*** -.41* 
 

*Correlation signifi cant at 0.01
**Correlation signifi cant at 0.001
***Correlation signifi cant at 0.0001
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Results and Discussion
In general, the psychotherapists perceive their therapeutic skills favorably, 
experiencing themselves being considerably eff ective at engaging clients in a 
working alliance, and empathetic in relating to them. Professional self doubts are 
more frequently experienced than personal negative reactions and frustrating 
case treatments. Psychotherapists feel themselves being invested in their 
psychotherapeutic work and report more fl ow emotional experiences than boredom 
and anxiety in session with clients. In face to diffi  culties enountered in the work 
with clients, they adopt frequently constructive coping. Crosstabulation of HI and SI 
scoring, produce four patt erns of psychotherapeutic work involvement.

Table 4. Percentages of psychotherapists in HI and SI

A Sommer’s d was run to determine the assocation between 
HI and Therapeutic Skills (total). There was a signifi cant 
positive correlation (d = .56, p < . 0001). 56% of the variation 
in the HI can be accounted for by the variation in skills. 
Sommer’s d test also revealed a strong positive correlation 
between SI and Diffi  culties, (d = .87, p < .0001). This 
explains that 87% of the variation in the SI can be 
accounted for by the variation in diffi  culties encountered 
in the psychotherapeutic work. Thus, both directional 
hypothesis, herein tested, were confi rmed. There is a 
positive directional relation between HI and Skills, and 
between SI and diffi  culties.

Conclusion

The study focused on the psychotherapists, as a professional group in Albania. 
Psychotherapy as a discipline and practice, emerged in the early 2000s, but since 
then, professionals from various professional backgrounds are being trained. 
Considering the situational context of its development, its was propositioned that 
psychotherapists would be in a stressful work invovement patt ern. The study 
revealed that 58.1% of the psychotherapists perceive themselves as being in a 
healing involvement (being empathetic in their relations to clients, related to clients 
in an affi  rming relational style, feeling invested and effi  cacious in their work and 
experiencing much fl ow). Feeling having att ained therapeutic skills increases the 
experiences of psychotherapists in Healing Involvement. Although, 51.6% report 
feeling stress in their psychotherapeutic work with clients. Here included stress 
as anxiety, due to low skills, and stress due to frustration of not meeting enough 
complex situations to their skills level. 29% of psychotherapists in distressing practice 
are actually encountering challenges above their skills level. Given that almost half 
of the psychotherapists report considerable diffi  culties in their psychotherapeutic 
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work with patients, the study suggests support measures be initiated, toward both 
enhancing therapeutic skills development, and sustaining work morale through peer 
consultation support groups, in order to meet the challenges of accommodating a 
new professional identity and psychologically based treatments in the mental health 
care services spectrum. 
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Abstract

Unfortunately corruption is present in all countries, but it is wider spread in  countries aff ected 
by war, ex-socialist states, in other words in  those states that have low degree of democracy.
There are many defi nitions about  what  we mean with “corruption practiclly. Diff erent 
meanings  and the lack of a clear defi nition about what is corruption, makes   even more 
diffi  cult fi ght against it. According to a part of  researchers :
"Corruption is the violation of duty by the offi  cials or persons in public positions, caused 
directly or indirectly as a result of promised reward," Corruption is defi ned as the misuse of 
entrusted power to create personal favors and benefi ts.
The interest protected  from off enses related to corruption have a pluriobjective nature which 
is  directed against  criminal activity committ ed by public offi  cials. Their object is:
• Ensuring and protecting state activity in the exercise of public power, so that this power 
could be exercised in accordance with the laws and other legal acts based  on the principle of 
legality and impartiality as well as other principles accepted in a particular legal order.
• Ensuring the legitimate interest of the state, citizens and other legal persons.
The eff ect of condemning corruption on the social and economic life of a country is essential 
for a normal and continuous social development.

Keywords: legislation , corruption, off ense, criminal.

Introduction

The worst and most unbearable challenge for a developing country  is corruption, 
which underlies misuse of offi  cial (state) positions for personal gain. Usually, we see 
it as phenomena in all countries of the world, but in varying degrees. There are many 
defi nitions regarding what corruption is. The very diversity and the absence of a clear 
defi nition of what corruption is, makes it even more diffi  cult to fi ght it. According to 
a part of the researchers, "Corruption is any violation of duty by offi  cial persons or 
responsible persons, caused directly or indirectly as a result of the promised, off ered, 
given, requested or expected remuneration for himself or for any other person “.
Corruption is defi ned as misuse of power entrusted to one's own for the creation 
of personal favors and benefi ts. The notion of corruption derives from the word 
"corrumpere" 1, which means bribery, bribe etc. By corruption we mean the misuse 
of the offi  cial state position for the purposes of personal gain. This defi nition aff ects 
political aff airs and senior positions in state institutions. Corruption occurs in 
all countries, but to a wider extent are aff ected by the war-torn states, the former 
socialist states, the states that have emerged from long dictatorships, but in general 
are aff ected those countries with a low degree of democracy or have  no democracy 
at all.

The notion of corruption off enses
In coherence with dealing with the phenomenon of corruption, referring to the legal 
literacy as well as diff erent legislation, it is concluded that it has not yet been possible 
1  Latin verb
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to give a clear and complete defi nition of this phenomenon. This is because it is 
still unclear what delinquent actions that would defi ne the corruption notion are. 
Defi ning the corruption notion is a complex issue theoretically and practically.
Corruption is not a new criminal notion, but a current worrying phenomenon for 
various countries and organizations that are engaged in national and international 
frameworks in adopting appropriate legal instruments in contrast to this phenomenon. 
The goal is clear:  
To eliminate dishonest economic competition and to ensure honesty in social services.
Thus, in criminal codes of diff erent countries, corruption is envisioned as a 
multiform phenomenon that violates certain legal relationships. Some of the off enses 
of corruption are search for bribes, bribery, infl uenza traffi  cking, illegal arbitration, 
corruption actions during the electoral process, corruption committ ed in order to 
provide evidence, expertise or false translation during court proceedings, corruption 
off enses in the fi eld of customs, taxation and the whole of the economic sphere2.
 From the perspective of these provisions we can conclude that off enses with 
a nature of corruption pose a great social risk especially in terms of violating the 
authority of the public service and state and expressed in the form of illicit material 
gains or other privileges by the public offi  cials who are entrusted with the proper 
administration of certain resources. The abovementioned forms of corruption 
can generally defi ne the nature of actions or omissions that are considered as 
corruption by achieving a certain purpose of a material or immaterial nature.
The concrete provisions of Criminal Code articles are a form of manifestation of 
the phenomenon of corruption. These provisions have the same wording in relation 
to each other, a formulation that has been accepted by the Criminal Conventions 
on Corruption (EA) for the notion of passive corruption. Corruption  as a work of 
bilateral structure, is understood when, on the basis of a criminal agreement for 
mutual or biased benefi ts, public authority "sells" or exchanges offi  cial acts with the 
private.
Protected Interest
From the inner nature of the off ense under consideration, in the context of criminal 
off enses committ ed against State activity, it is noted that the purpose of this off ense 
is the good administration of  public power. The exercise of public functions should 
be in accordance with the criteria based on law, for the proper functioning of public 
administration, in the sense that the acts may be legitimate in function of the duty, 
cannot be objects of an exchange between the private and public function, but must 
be completed in a substantial and total position outside infl uences other than that of 
the general interest.
We say good administration, since the commission of acts in contravention of the 
obligations imposed by the functionary, brings violation of the rules in the execution 
of public functions.
We say it is impenetrable, because it violates the obligation of the public administration 
of the offi  cial to maintain an external conditionality with regard to the particular 
interests of citizens and its obligation to treat all citizens' interests in a substantially 
equal manner. In the sense that offi  cial acts conform or contrary to the duty are not 
objects of a private sale.
Thus, the object of the criminal off ense of corruption are those legal relations 
established to ensure the normal functioning and the authority of the public authority 
2  The Albanian penal code corruption is expressed in some forms provided by articles 135,175,181, 
244, 245,248,259,260,319,328 etc
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from which derive the guarantees for the realization and protection of the rights and 
legitimate interests of the individual society and state.

Objective element of committ ing corruption

Action as an element of the objective side has a broader notion where besides seeking 
and obtaining an unfair advantage is included acceptance of a future realization of 
this benefi t. In the new wording the term "improper benefi t" is used, which, unlike 
the previous wording, is a comprehensive term. It includes any kind of advantage 
that the public offi  cial provides from the function based on the criminal accord, by 
the private. While in the previous wording the traffi  c of infl uence, in the predictions 
of infl uenza has been foreseen as a separate criminal off ense under the provision 
of Article 245 of the Albania Criminal Code (the exercise of unlawful infl uence on 
persons exercising public functions)
Crime of passive corruption has a bilateral structure. As far as this defi nition is 
concerned, it is determined in the doctrine and jurisprudence that active or passive 
corruption may exist in cases where the pact of corruption involves the public offi  cial 
consensus.
From the provision of the provision, which provides for the criminal off ense of passive 
corruption, it is noted that this off ense is committ ed only with active actions expressed in;
-Search of any kind of irregular benefi t or of such a promise.
-Receipt which consists in obtaining concrete benefi ts of illicit or of such a promise or
-Accepting a bid or promise that comes from improper benefi t.
Actions that formalize the objective side of the criminal off ense of passive corruption 
can be done directly by the person who exercises a public function or through a third 
person. Mediation is usually done by a person with whom the offi  cial has a specifi c 
relationship as family, friendship, kinship, or interest. The use of this way to secure 
illicit benefi ts in exercising a certain public function camoufl ages corrupt actions by 
superfi cial guarding the function of "the cleaner" and making it diffi  cult to obtain 
evidence to process them.
Search means a unilateral act of the subject of this off ense, by which he implies 
a certain person that the latt er should "pay" to ensure the performance or non-
performance of the service he or she wishes. Research, as a manifestation of the will 
of the subject, can be presented in various forms as; oral, concluding actions, etc.
Irregular or Illegal Benefi t means any kind of materialized cash benefi t or any other 
material (tangible) or non material, which, as the case may be, under the law does 
not  belong to the public offi  cial.
Non-material benefi t usually consists of moral support that requires or accepts the 
subject of the off ense, which may occur in various forms such as obtaining a certain 
interest, placing it in a more favorable position of the corrupt or someone else with 
which the latt er has a certain connection and so on.
 Elements of the objective aspect of the criminal liability of passive corruption are 
met not only when the offi  cial receives or accepts for himself the illicit benefi ts or 
promises or off ers deriving from those benefi ts but also when the subject requests or 
receives it for a third person, with which there may be a specifi c report.
As we have mentioned above, the criminal off ense of Passive Corruption is 
classifi ed as a multi-purpose crime and especially a bilateral crime where, on 
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the one hand, the public functionary seeks, receives or receives an improper 
benefi t, promise or off er arising from a irregular and on the other hand the 
private, who expects that the benefi ciary of illegal gains worn with public power 
to perform or not perform an action that is related to his duty or function.
The text of the provision stipulates that unfair advantage must have a causal link 
with the act (performing or failing to perform an action) of a functionary, enough for 
him to have the opportunity to realize this act.
In the text of the provision, it is not explicitly stated whether it is solely 
legal acts or we will have a qualifi cation under this provision even when the 
act the offi  cial undertakes to fulfi ll is unlawful. When the act is legitimate, 
it must be understood as an act that enters the function of the functionary 
and introduces the expression of power, which is related to the function.
From the practice there is no concrete interpretation of the above mentioned 
intimation. 
My opinion on the matt er in question would be that, under this provision must be 
punished all those acts, subject to criminal, voluntary or imposed acts, that are carried 
out by a public offi  cial in exchange for an indefi nite benefi t, regardless of validity or 
legality of this act. This conclusion is reached in the theological interpretation of the 
provision according to which the provision of the article is intended to prohibit the 
purchase or exchange of offi  cial acts and the terminology used in the provision of 
the specifi c article, according to which the form of commission of the off ense may 
be even the acceptance of an off er or a promise that comes from an unfair advantage 
(the unjust benefi t of a functionary derives from an unfair advantage of the private).
 Thus, the off er and promise accepted by the public offi  cial derives from a profi table 
private benefi t, which is the result of an incorrect application of the law by the public 
offi  cial.

Corruption eff ects
Corruption has been be fatal for developing and underdeveloped states. Corruption 
is encounter in almost all public enterprises. For example: health, justice, customs, 
politics etc. They accept corruption as one of the ways to survive a population, 
because in their view, the corrupt one wins money, but at the same time he who 
corrupts it (offi  cial ) wins because it mitigates tax, penalties or any other obligation 
to the state. 
The question is:  Is it necessary for a current profi t to destroy a bett er future and to 
ruin our nation's image as it has always been so far? 
Corruption has a lot of negative impacts. Usually corruption is unoffi  cial tax that 
needs to be paid. It diff ers from that if offi  cial taxes are used for state development 
and for civil services, unoffi  cial tax-corruption is used for personal gain. This also 
enables unequal competition. Direct corruption hampers economic growth and 
deepens the vacuum between the poor and the richest-corrupt. All this directly 
aff ects direct foreign investment and investment, because instead of saving investing, 
money must be paid for bribes. 
Incomplete competition is caused by many factors such as non-payment of taxes by 
some companies and this leads to a situation where those who pay taxes gradually 
bankrupt. 
Corruption directly aff ects small and medium enterprises. It is known that direct 
foreign investment (FDI) is probably the best 'infusion' for developing countries, all 
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businessmen interested in direct investment do not invest in a country where large-
scale corruption is present because they do not is in no way att ractive to investors.
It is natural that corruption has consequences in all countries, but in the transition 
countries its consequences are more severe. Developed countries have succeeded 
in reducing their corruption at a very low rate and with no democratic threats to 
the economies of their respective countries, with their democratic policies and 
continuous economic growth.
The degree of corruption depends directly on the degree of economic development 
of a country.

Conclusion

According to many analysts, corruption is one of the causes for poverty. A corrupted 
society remains hostage to foreign investment and integration, that t latt er constitute 
the basic elements for building a powerful state.
1) The fi rst step that helps fi ght corruption is to make projects for economic growth. 
Those projects which are implemented and not left  on paper show  people the 
appropriate way to gain public services and to notify  illegal fact. People need to 
know what is  actually the corruption and the consequences that this improper 
phenomenon brings.
2) A careful selection of employees through objective procedures, evaluation criteria 
of their work, study of public opinion on the services and fairness of the agencies' 
service diff erent, sett ing some performance measurement indicators of employees, 
may be some of the tools to minimize abuses and  increase quality and transparency 
with the public.
3) An independent and strong judiciary system is the key for an anticorruption 
strategy. A consciousness society and also public culture are value which must be 
empowered and developed in order to fi ght such dangerous phenomenon.

Recommendation

-Training of judicial offi  cers, prosecutors and judges in the fi eld of corruption off enses 
is very necessary, but necessity presents the development of the practice and training 
of the personnel of the crime sections economic aff airs in the prosecution offi  ces.
-The prosecution body and the judicial system need improvements .A system of 
evaluation of the work of the prosecutor and judge in order to avoid acts of abuse of 
the law and corruption cases between them.
-Analysis of problems and shortcomings to be investigated and judged of criminal 
off enses in the fi eld of corruption by employees of theory and practice will aff ect the 
clarifi cation of unclear understandings of some content provisions of the Criminal 
Code and other recently adopted criminal laws in this fi eld.
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Abstract

Albania like a transition country has experienced sensitive fl uctuations on infl ation. 
The functioning of monetary policies and the transmission mechanism has been of 
great importance. In this paper, we show the theoretical framework of monetary 
transmission channels, and the fi ndings of studies on transmission mechanism in 
diff erent transition countries and reviewing previous studies in Albania. This study 
tries to examine the impact of the diff erent transmission channels on infl ation in 
Albania before and aft er the changes caused by the fi nancial crisis. By summing 
up previous fi ndings and studies and based on them, we came to the conclusion 
that the signifi cance of transmission channels is changed over the years. Aft er 
the fi nancial crisis, literature has highlighted the role of the liquidity channel, as 
a determinant of the banks' ability to give credit, and consequently, to infl uence 
the real economy variables, whether by infl uencing the strength of the traditional 
banking lending channel, whether by creating additional transmission channels. As 
the internationalization of economies around the world and the fl exible exchange 
rate regimes increase, the importance of the exchange rate channel has gradually 
increased. But is the exchange rate pass-through the most important channel or its 
weight has changed? This is a question we want to answer in this paper. By changing 
the nominal interest rate, monetary policy aff ects the exchange rate at the fi rst stage 
of the transmission mechanism. In the second stage, the exchange rate change aff ects 
the import prices and prices in the country. In Albania, the volume of imported goods 
is many times higher than the volume of exported goods, therefore the exchange 
rate depreciation is expected to have a major impact on infl ation in the country. Our 
fi ndings also suggest that the Bank of Albania should be careful about exchange rate 
fl uctuations. A signifi cant phenomenon in the Albanian economy is euroization. This 
phenomenon has stimulated not only the use of the euro, but also the eff ectiveness of 
monetary policy and its transmission channels
Keywords: Monetary policy, monetary transmission mechanism exchange rate 
channels, interest rate pass-through, credit channel, asset price channel.

Introduction

The monetary policy transmission mechanism is the process by which monetary 
policy decisions aff ect the economy as a whole and the level of prices in particular. 
The transmission mechanism is characterized by the impact of delay steps that may 
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last very long. For this reason it is diffi  cult to predict the exact eff ect of the monetary 
policy actions on the economy and the price level. The monetary policy transmission 
mechanism operates through several channels, aff ecting diff erent variables and 
markets with diff erent intensity. Identifi cation of transmission channels is important 
because it determines the establishment of eff ective instruments, coordination of 
policy changes and the main constraints that the central bank faces in decision-
making. Current and expected policy actions based on central bank policy rules have 
a direct eff ect on both the money market and capital markets. Changes in the market 
also aff ect the market of goods and the labor market and fi nally on the aggregate 
product and the price. Also the changes in the product and the actual or expected 
price counteract on the monetary policy rules. This refl ects the purpose and strategy 
of the central bank to achieve policy objectives, taking into account the economic 
structure and the response to monetary policy actions.

Transmission mechanism of exchange rate

With the increasing internationalization of economies all over the world and fl exible 
exchange rate, the importance of the exchange rate has increased This mechanism is 
thought to be more important in open economies and increases with the degree of 
openness (Mishkin, 1996) means that in a relatively closed economy, its eff ect should 
not be very important. Even (Batini et al 2001) argues that this channel is particularly 
important for open economies. Within this channel, if the nominal interest rate 
increases compared to the foreign interest rate, the equilibrium in the foreign exchange 
market requires that the domestic currency gradually depreciate. This expected 
depreciation in the future requires an initial domestic currency rating as discussed 
by (Ireland 2005). Claiming unchanged prices, this estimate shows the rise in prices 
of manufactured goods in the country as compared to goods produced abroad. 
This implies a drop in net exports that causes a decline in domestic production and 
employment. Through this channel, the development of foreign infl ation may also 
aff ect internal infl ation, as described by (Nell 2004). (Berben et al., 2004) clarifi es that 
the increase in instrumental monetary policy variables can directly result in lowering 
the price level by lowering the prices of imported goods and services. The study by 
(Lian An and Jian Wang, 2011) assesses the exchange rate conversion mechanism in 
fi nal commodity prices for the 9 OECD countries, using a VAR model. The authors 
found empirical data supporting an exchange rate component for most countries. 
The rate of the exchange rate mechanism passes along the distribution of the chain. 
Moreover, it is concluded that a greater coeffi  cient is the transmission mechanism 
associated with a smaller economy, a higher import rate, a more stable exchange rate 
a less stable monetary policy environment, a more high infl ation and a more stable 
aggregate demand. The study of (Laurence Savoie-Chabot and Mikael Khan 2015) 
shows that exchange rate transmission may have an impact on consumer commodity 
prices in Canada. The Canadian dollar's recent deviation had a considerable impact 
on the rate of infl ation in Canada. Although infl ation-based indicators are commonly 
used to help isolate ongoing infl ation pressures, such measures are not immune to 
the impact of exchange rate transmission. The study (Municipality and Kunovci 
2017) shows some new evidence on the impact of the eurozone exchange rate. In 
line with the economic literature, the empirical results showed a large but unstable 
transmission in import prices and the acceleration of the general level of consumer 
prices in the euro area. The authors stressed that the impact on the euro area may 
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largely depend on the composition of the economic shocks that lie at the base of the 
exchange rate movement. The study (Jašová, Moessner and Takáts 2016) analyzes 
how exchange rate transmission has changed since the global fi nancial crisis. It is 
reported that the transmission through the exchange rate on CPI-based infl ation 
for emerging economies was reduced to the brink of fi nancial crisis. This decline in 
impact is associated with low infl ation in these countries. By contrast, exchange rate 
transmission in developed economies has remained relatively stable over time, at a 
lower level than in developing countries. These results lie with the short-term and 
long-term past.
Other studies analyze the weight of the exchange rate mechanism in transition 
economies. (Leitemo and Sŏderstrŏm 2001), (Kara and Nelson 2002), (Samkharadze 
2008), (Bardsen, Jansen and Nymoen 2003) have determined that the exchange rate 
is a signifi cant variable for infl ation developments in countries open to international 
trade . In a study on Central and Eastern European economies from (Beirne and 
Bĳ sterbosch 2009), data for a large impact of exchange rate on infl ation of about 0.6 
were found for the whole region. The large exchange rate eff ect has also been analyzed 
for countries with the adaptable exchange rate regime such as (Coricelli, Jazbec and 
Masten 2004) and (Masten 2004). In economies with large dollarization, such as 
Croatia, the exchange rate impact is estimated to be small. (Billmeier and Bonato 
2002), have estimated the exchange rate impact coeffi  cient in the consumer price 
index to be around 0.3. The small exchange rate impact on this country is empirically 
supported by (Posedel and Tica 2007), and the main explanation for this is the low 
infl ation aft er the stabilization policies. Reducing the exchange rate impact in a low 
infl ation environment is empirically supported by (Êgert and MacDonald 2006), 
(Mihaljec and Klau 2007), and (Bailliu and Fujii 2004). In addition to this argument 
some authors, for example (Reyes 2004), associate the existence of a small infl ation 
impact on infl ation with the objective infl ation targeting regime that is widespread 
in Central and Eastern European countries. Before the transition process started, the 
"administrative" exchange rate was applied in Albania. Under this exchange rate 
regime the country could not follow an independent monetary policy and the Central 
Bank had to intervene in the foreign exchange market whenever the exchange rate 
parity was diff erent from that of the offi  cial using the offi  cial transaction reserve.The 
exchange rate regime applied in Albania aft er the start of the transition process was 
the fl exible exchange rate regime, dictated predominantly by the macroeconomic 
situation at the beginning of the transition process. The value of the gross domestic 
product fell sharply as a result of the discontinuation of production in the state-
owned enterprises that were unprofi table. Demand for import goods rose sharply 
- especially for the good goods and the volume of exported goods fell, which led to a 
worsening of the current account. Another factor which infl uenced the Government's 
decision to implement a fl exible fl exible exchange rate regime was the signifi cant 
loss of the offi  cial stock of the transaction. In July 1992, by the regime of the exchange 
rate regime, Albania moved to the fl exible fl exible regime.
The Bank of Albania intervened in the foreign exchange market at various stages of 
the transition process, mainly to avoid speculation in the foreign exchange market. 
Demand and supply for foreign currency have been the main factors that have 
determined the exchange rate. An important role for stabilizing the exchange rate in 
a high defi cit environment in the current account has played Private Transfers.
By changing the nominal interest rate, monetary policy aff ects the exchange rate at 
the fi rst stage of the transmission mechanism. In the second stage, the exchange rate 
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change aff ects the import prices and prices in the country. In Albania, the volume of 
imported goods is many times higher than the volume of exported goods, therefore 
the exchange rate depreciation is expected to have a signifi cant impact on infl ation 
in the country. For the Albanian economy there are some empirical works that have 
estimated the impact of the exchange rate on infl ation. (Muco, Sanfey and Taci 2004) 
have found that the importance of the exchange rate in explaining the infl ation 
forecast error has increased with the implementation of direct instruments of 
monetary control by the Bank of Albania. Of the 23.9 percent of the infl ation forecast 
error explained by the exchange rate during 1993M1 -2000M8 has increased to 27.5 
percent during 2000M9 -2003M12.. (Peeters 2005) in its study, analyzes the monetary 
policy transmission mechanism for the period 1998M1 -2004M12, has found data that 
the exchange rate is losing its impact to the benefi t of other transmission channels, 
such as the credit channel. This conclusion is supported by (Istrefi  and Semi 2007), 
and (Tanku, Vika and Gjermeni 2007). Also a study from Bank of Albania (Kolasi, 
Shĳ aku, Shtylla 2010) highlights new evidence  based  on a SVAR estimation about 
the eff ect of monetary transmission channels on aggregate output  and headline  and  
core  infl ation.  They conclude that the exchange rate channel is not as strong as 
reported in previous works, and that the money and expectations channel play the 
most important role within the transmission mechanism. 

Interest rate channel

This channel is one of the basic channels and most popular of the monetary policy 
transmission mechanism under the traditional Keynesian model. Within this 
mechanism, monetary policy decisions aff ect the short-run at nominal interest rates 
through solid prices, and by rational expectations aff ect the long-term interest rate, 
at least temporarily. In the event of a monetary restriction, the short-term interest 
rate and, consequently, the long-term interest rate increase. Assuming a temporary 
price stability this is transmitt ed to a rise in real interest rates in the short run. High 
real interest rates raise the cost of borrowing funds, bringing down investment 
(business investment, residential housing, and inventory investment) and consumer 
decline, which is refl ected in declining aggregate production and consequently 
falling infl ation.
(Barth and Ramey 2000) point out that rising interest rates not only aff ect long-term 
investment decisions, but also the short-term operational environment of fi rms. As 
long as capital is essential for production, a contraction in monetary policy may 
increase production costs, forcing fi rms to increase their prices. This cost shock 
aff ects infl ation.
(Tillman 2009), explains this change with the cyclical features of fi nancial friction. 
(Chowdhury et al 2006) shows that the eff ect of the interest rate on the working capital 
cost is a major factor in Canada, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the US. They 
also note that the cost channel is more powerful in economies where competition in 
the fi nancial sector is more intense (the interest rate transmission mechanism, and 
banks do not protect fi rms from interest rate increases).
The long-term interest rate reacts and consumption as a result of the substitution 
eff ect. Following an increase in the real interest rate, it is more useful to delay 
consumption and increase savings, as the future value of these savings increases 
aft er monetary tightening. While both current consumption and aggregate demand 
slowdown, infl ation is slowing down. (Hall 1988) estimates a low elasticity 
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between consumption and expected real returns (just over 0.1 but may be zero) for 
the US. (Berben et al., 2004) assume this eff ect will depend on the percentage of 
GDP calculated from consumer spending and consumer sensitivity to interest rate 
changes. The latt er may be related to the fi nancial strategies pursued by consumers 
(eg if they feel the need to keep preventive savings) and the fi nancial conditions they 
face (eg if they face credit constraints). For these reasons it is oft en assumed that 
self-employed persons should be more aff ected by the substitution eff ect, as they are 
usually more exposed to interest rate changes.
There are several factors that aff ect the effi  ciency of this channel. The initial reaction 
to monetary policy changes is interbank interest rates, followed by changes in interest 
rates on clients (interest rates on loans and deposits of non-fi nancial corporations 
and households). The fi nancial sector (especially the banking sector) needs to be 
liberalized and developed enough to be able to transmit the monetary policy changes 
to the real economy, according to Mukherjee and Bhatt acharya 2011.
The real sector should rely on funds (at least in part) to realize investments, the cost 
of which may be aff ected by monetary policy. For small and open economies, the 
impact of this channel may be small. The response of target variables to monetary 
policy changes depends on the structure of the real economy, and factors such as 
the sensitivity of the interest rate, consumption and investment , or by the marginal 
tendency to consume.
In countries with less developed fi nancial markets, the interest rate channel is 
expected to play a small role. (Loayza and Schmidt-Hebbel 2001), (Sinclair 2003) 
and (Dabla-Norris and Floerkemeier 2006) have found data on a limited capacity 
of monetary policy to infl uence economic activity as transition countries have a 
fi nancial system developed and low bank competition.

Transmission Mechanism of Interest Rate in Albania

Before September 2000, the Bank of Albania used direct instruments of monetary 
control. From September 2000, the main instrument for monetary policy in Albania 
became the rate of repurchase agreements refl ecting changes in the direction 
of monetary policy. Changes in the offi  cial interest rate are transmitt ed to the 
bank deposit rate and the interest rate on loans, making up the fi rst stage of the 
transmission mechanism. In the second phase, aggregate demand reacts to changes 
in the real interest rate, bringing changes in product and prices.
The monetary policy interest rate channel is eff ective if monetary policy actions 
aff ect the interest rate by making households and businesses change their 
spending.

Figure 1. The key interest rate and interest rate of deposits
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The interest rate on three-month, six-month and 12-month deposits has moved in 
the same direction with the offi  cial interest rate except for the time period 05/2005 
-11/2005 and 2013. For a key interest rate unchanged during these a reduction in the 
interest rate on deposits for all maturities is noticed. Aft er this period, all interest 
rates have moved in the same direction with the offi  cial interest rate.

Figure 2. The key interest rate and interest rate on lending

As noted in the chart above, the loan rates for all maturities do not move in line with 
the offi  cial interest rate. In economic literature, the main determinants of the lending 
rate are classifi ed into three categories: bank specifi c factors, specifi c industry 
factors and macroeconomic factors. The last factor is excluded because of a stable 
macroeconomic environment that Albania could hold in the last decade, this should 
make it easier to transmit interest rate mechanism. The specifi c market factors in the 
literature point to the lack of competition in the banking sector. From the studies that 
have been made with regard to the competition in the banking system in Albania by 
the Bank of Albania, it is concluded that competition is not low, but at average levels.
Most of the loans and deposits issued by commercial banks in Albania are 
denominated in foreign currencies, so it is expected that their rate will be determined 
in the international market and will not respond to the monetary policy actions of 
the Bank of Albania. The use of foreign currencies in the fi nancial system further 
"euroization", in the banking sector and in the Albanian economy is an early 
occurrence. Among several factors, this phenomenon also refl ects the high level of 
trade and fi nancial exchanges with the Eurozone countries, and other disparities 
in the region. The high level of use of foreign currencies in the banking sector is 
associated with negative eff ects on the monetary policy transmission channels and 
increases the risks to fi nancial stability. Deposits data at the end of the third quarter 
of 2017 show that private sector deposits amounted to 53.5 percent of total deposits 
(referred to the Report on the performance of indicators that will be monitored by 
the Bank of Albania in the framework of the de-euroization process ) Over the last 
fi ve years, the value of deposits in foreign currency has increased by 25 percent, 
while the value of lek deposits increased by only 8 percent.

Figure 3: Structure of deposits by currency
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Source: Bank of Albania
On loans, at the end of the third quarter of 2017, it turns out that: loans dominate 
for enterprises (business), where most of them remain in foreign currency. Foreign 
currency loans have a greater risk since the income of borrowing entities is in lek. 
These loans account for about 25 percent of the business loan portfolio. The trend 
for foreign currency lending to businesses is followed by new loans, while for 
households, new loans have been mainly in domestic currency.

Figure 4: Structure of new loans by currency

Source: Bank of Albania
Overall, over the last fi ve years there has been an increasing trend in the share of 
loans in local currency and a fall in the share of foreign currency lending. This 
performance coincided with the easing monetary policy cycle of the Bank of 
Albania, which was associated with the fall of the interest rate on ALL loans and 
made them more competitive on foreign currency loans.
In households, new loans are mainly in local currency and the remainder in foreign 
currency is dominated by euro-denominated loans. In businesses, new foreign 
currency lending remains key in both value and weight, and is dominated by euro-
denominated loans, coupled with a smaller share in the US dollar.
(Vika 2007) has studied the role of banks' lending in Albania's monetary policy 
transmission mechanism. Using the quarterly individual data of the twelve 
commercial banks for a short period of 2004 Q1 -2006Q4, he found evidence of the 
modest effi  ciency of the credit channel in Albania.
To provide a complete picture of the fi nancial position in Albania, the following 
table presents some indicators that are considered to be closely related to the 
performance of the interest rate channel on the monetary transmission mechanism.

Table: Monetization, Dollarization and Financial Intermediation

Year
Coeffi cient of 
Monetization 

M3

Coeffi cient of 
Monetization 

M2

Coeffi cient 
of loans 

dolarization 
M2

Coeffi cient 
of loans 

dolarization 
M3

Loans/GDP

Loans for 
the private 

sector /
GDP

2010 79.08 48.77 62.16 38.33 57.95 37.5
2011 82.28 49.75 65.40 39.54 63.98 39.5
2012 84.29 50.24 67.78 40.40 67.90 39.1
2013 85.11 51.34 65.76 39.67 69.68 38.0
2014 85.65 51.77 65.44 39.56 69.39 37.5
2015 85.18 50.63 68.22 40.56 69.03 35.6

Source: Bank of Albania
From the data reported in the table above it is noted that the degree of monetization 
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in Albania is high. Theoretically, countries with higher per capita income are 
expected to have higher monetization (Dabrowski 2003, p. 67). In his book analyzing 
the demand for money and monetization in transition economies, he concluded that 
Albania could be treated as a heavily monetized country and is a unique low-income 
country with relatively high demand for money, low infl ation and real GDP growth.
The total ratio of deposits to GDP is increasing over time, but it can easily be noted 
the deep discordance with the ratio of credit to GDP over the same period of time. 
Last year's developments are promising. The total credit of the economy has a steady 
growth and private sector loans account for the largest share of total loans, in 2008 
the ratio of private sector credit to GDP ratio was about 25 percent, compared with 
20 percent GDP in previous years. The level of intermediation of second tier banks 
has increased signifi cantly, from about 6.4 percent which was the ratio of loans to 
total deposits in 2000, increased to about 43 percent in 2008. Aft er the global fi nancial 
crisis, increase in dollarization of deposits according to the two indicators used. 
Dollarisation of deposits by M2 is 67.2 percent, while according to M3 it is 40.17 
percent for the 2010-2017 period compared to 50.73 percent and 33.65 percent for 
2009, respectively, when the eff ects of the global crisis began to feel in Albania.
The dollarization index is measured as a ratio of foreign currency deposits with full 
money. These indicators point to a high level of dollarization of the Albanian economy, 
which is expected to adversely aff ect the performance of domestic monetary policy.

Asset price channel

Monetary policy has an impact on target variables through the asset price channel 
in some forms. A proper mechanism can be obtained using Tobin's theory. (Tobin 
1969) determines how the market value of fi rms divided by the replacement cost 
of capital. In the event of a contraction of monetary policy, the increase in interest 
rates implies a reduction in the price of bonds. Lower bond prices make them more 
att ractive compared to shares, also causing their prices to fall. According to Tobin's 
theory, lower capital prices convey the decline of q and lower, which transmits lower 
investment costs and lower aggregate output. Also, if q is high, the fi rm's market 
price is higher than the replacement cost of capital, and new plants and equipment 
are cheaper compared to the market value of business fi rms. Companies then selling 
new equipment can earn a relatively higher price than the cost of the plant and 
equipment they are buying. Thus, investment costs will increase as fi rms can buy 
many new investment goods with just a low capital cost. On the other hand, when q 
is low, fi rms will not buy new investment goods because the fi rm's market value is 
signifi cantly lower than the cost of capital. If companies want to capitalize when q is 
low, they can buy another cheaper fi rm and provide old capital in this case, resulting 
in lower levels of investment spending.
The eff ect of household wealth is another line argued by (Modigliani 1971). The 
asset price function can also be explained using the life cycle model introduced 
by (Ando and Modigliani 1963). According to this theory, consumer spending is 
determined by the sources of consumer life. These resources include, among other 
things, fi nancial assets, the main component of which is the usual reserve. The fall in 
stock prices caused by the contracting monetary policy leads to the fall in fi nancial 
wealth, bringing about a decline in living resources and shrinking consumption. 
The results of (IMF 2000), that stock prices are the main indicator of output growth, 
are in line with this channel. (Lett au et al 2002) determines that the ratio by which 
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the transmission mechanism operates through the wealth channel is negligible in 
the USA. (Lett au and Ludvigson 2004) found data that the wealth property wealth 
variation is dominated by transitional movements that have no eff ect on the level of 
consumption, but only permanent changes in wealth have eff ects on consumption.
Other estimates made by Modigliani (1971) tend to overestimate the eff ect of wealth 
as they focus on the eff ects of the trend, and most of the changes in wealth are not 
the trend moves.
Stockholders are closely related to this channel, so the ratio of reserves held to 
fi nancial assets should give a good approximation to the power of this eff ect.
While the eff ect of household income shows that an increase in the interest rate 
will increase interest income for lending, and families are traditionally seen as the 
main source of saving economics. Revenue growth will lead to higher consumption, 
putt ing infl ationary pressures on the economy.
Monetary policy may also have a signifi cant impact on target variables, through 
its impact on loan and property prices. (Meltzer, 1995) indicates that a contractual 
monetary policy causes price declines, reducing family wealth and consequently 
aggregate consumption and production.
(Mojon 2000) summarizes the ways in which the structure of the household balance 
may aff ect interest income. There are three main determinants of the income eff ects 
of a change in monetary policy: the size and composition of the fi nancial position, 
the reference maturity of deposits and the composition of the fi nancial asset's price, 
which respond to the shock of monetary policy.
In the case of Albania, it is still too early to consider the presence of an asset price 
channel within the mechanism of monetary transmission, as the local assets range 
is limited to real estate assets, while stock markets and Bonds are inexistent. There 
may be reasons to think about a link between rising housing prices and consumer 
spending, but not fi nding a direct link between monetary policy and housing prices.

The expectations channel

Broadcasting of monetary policy depends heavily on how agents think about engaging 
in monetary policy to fi ght infl ation. As discussed above, monetary policy aff ects the 
short-term interest rate and its eff ect on other asset prices depends on the agents' 
expectations in the economy. Credibility, transparency and public communication 
serve only one purpose, to make monetary policy able to use the short-term interest 
rate as a signal and through it aff ect expectations (Woodford 2005). This makes this 
channel more important than everyone else. The offi  cial interest rate movement is 
presented in Figure 2.3. The impact of the expectations channel by economic agents 
means that this signal may aff ect the fi nancial environment, aggregate demand and 
supply decisions, and directly into infl ation through wage and price decisions.
Within this channel, the expected values   of macroeconomic variables relate to their 
current and past values. In the case of this mechanism, agents (fi rms or families) form 
their expectations based on recent monetary policy decisions and the development 
of macroeconomic factors. Assuming that these agents are optimizing their current 
and future investment and consumption, expectations also aff ect their current 
investment and consumption and thus aggregate production. Since this channel 
implies that expectations play an important role within the transmission mechanism, 
it is necessary for the central bank to gain credibility to be able to infl uence these 
expectations with its policy decisions.
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This is thought to be a very important channel through which the central bank can 
infl uence aggregate demand, spending and investments according to (Muço, Sanfey, 
and Luci 2001). The infl ation forecast allows the central bank to warn the public of 
the level of price fl uctuations and aff ect their expectations and demand behavior. 
The infl ation forecasting techniques and the statistical database are very important 
for this purpose. The Bank of Albania has set a clear quantitative target for infl ation 
since 1998, and has informed the public. This has increased the transparency of 
monetary policy, and has helped towards the infl ationary expectations of the public.

Conclusion

Monetary policy has been the focus of strong discussion politicians, especially aft er 
the fi nancial crisis. Main purpose of maintaining infl ation within the forecasting 
levels, avoiding strong infl ation fl uctuations and output targets to the potential level 
cannot be the only major monetary policy objectives. Aft er the fi nancial crisis, a very 
important objective as fi nancial stability should be the focus of monetary policy. This 
has led to the identifi cation of other instruments besides that of interest rate and 
monetary shocks. Other fi nancial instruments like liquidity credit growth and capital 
ratio are at the center of macroprudential policies. The transmission mechanism has 
undergone changes since economic experiences, especially those of instability and 
fi nancial crisis such as recent years. By identifying the channels of the monetary 
policy transmission mechanism and by considering each of them we noticed their 
weight in achieving the target has changed.. This has also happened in Albania as 
it is a country vulnerable to fi nancial shocks. Remitt ances, euroization and fi nancial 
instability have re-evaluated these channels in the Albanian economy. Diff erences 
and changes during the rewriting of literature are put not only in years but also 
between diff erent countries, taking into account diff erent economic and fi nancial 
conditions, economic openness, etc.
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Abstract

In recent years, as in many developing countries, and in Albania, a number of 
changes took place in the area of   Financial Reporting. Financial Statements are the 
basic means of communicating accounting information to its users. Entities are 
required to prepare together with the Financial Statements the disclosures. The 
disclosures provide the description or breakdown of the elements included in the 
Financial Statements. The objective of this paper will be an att empt to assess the 
quality of the disclosures of the entities that operate in the construction sector in 
Albania. Based on the literature review for measuring the quality of the Financial 
Statements Disclosures we have selected the model that is similar to Ferdy van Beest's, 
Geert Braam, Suzanne Boelens, April 2009. The results shows that the quality of the 
fi nancial statements disclosures is higher for companies audited by large auditing 
companies, such as MAZARS, Deloitt e, PWC etc.

Introduction

According to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the objective of 
the fi nancial statements prepared under the National Accounting Standards (NAS) 
and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is to provide information 
about the fi nancial position (Statement of Financial Position), fi nancial performance 
(Statement of Financial Performance) and cash fl ow (Statement of Cash Flows) of the 
entity, useful for the economic decision-making of a wide range of users.
The notes must: [IAS 1.112]
The notes must:
1. Present information about the basis of preparation of the fi nancial statements and 

the specifi c accounting policies used
2. Disclose any information required by IFRSs/NASs that is not presented elsewhere 

in the fi nancial statements and
3. Provide additional information that is not presented elsewhere in the fi nancial 

statements but is relevant to an understanding of any of them
How can we defi ne disclosures? Gibbins, Richardson, and Waterhouse (1990, 122) 
defi ne disclosure as a way of publication of fi nancial and non-fi nancial information, 
numerical or qualitative, compulsory or volunteer through formal and informal 
channels.
Disclosures are grouped into two categories, mandatory disclosures and voluntary 
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disclosures. Mandatory disclosures is given to meet the requirements for disclosure 
of the statute in the form of laws, regulations and professional standards and the 
shape of the listing rules of the stock exchanges. Voluntary disclosures gives any 
information beyond of that mandatory. Voluntary disclosures are "free selection 
from the direction of the company to provide accounting information or not, it is 
deemed important for decision-making by users of their annual reports, Meek et al. 
(1995: 555).
The main purpose of Financial Statements disclosure is to supplement or further 
explain the information provided in them, giving important information to potential 
and existing investors, lenders and other creditors. They use this information to 
make decisions on lending or not, funding sources to this entity. These decisions are 
based, partially, in the assessment of performance and forecast of cash infl ows in the 
future by the users. Disclosure is an important source of information to meet this 
goal. (FASB 2014)
The purpose of disclosure is also to make a signifi cant description of the items 
presented in the fi nancial statements and unknown agreements, third party claims 
and entity’s rights that exist at the reporting date (EFRAG).
Given the major importance of the Financial Statements disclosures, in this paper we 
will analyzethe compilation of disclosures by the construction entities that operates 
in Albania. All entities performing activities in Albania are enforced to prepare 
fi nancial statements under the law no. 9228, dated 29.04.2004 “For the Accounting 
and Financial Statements”. Entities must prepare together with the 4 Financial 
Statements the disclosures.
The entities that need to report under IFRSs are:
1. Banks and branches of foreign banks, as well as other non-bank fi nancial 
institutions, licensed by the Bank of Albania;
2. Insurance and reinsurance companies, management companies of collective 
investment funds, management companies of voluntary pension funds;
3. Other entities may voluntarily implement IFRSs.
Within 7 months from the reporting date, entities must deliverto the relevant 
authority, where they have been registered, annual fi nancial statements, activity 
performance report / consolidated performance report, audit report, when the 
preparation of these documents is compulsory, in accordance with the requirements 
of the legislation in force.
Audit of fi nancial statements is required by law for some companies, but it may also 
be done voluntarily.

Methodology

To achieve the objective of this paper are analyzed 25 companies operating in the 
construction sector in Albania. Their selection was made based on their classifi cation 
as:
1. Largest companies in the country
2. Companies that have had more growth in profi t in recent years
The data was obtained from the National Business Center. For each of the companies, 
we have obtained the Audit Report, Financial Statements and Disclosures.
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Based on the literature review for measuring the quality of the Financial Statements 
Disclosures we have selected the model that is similar to Ferdy van Beest's, Geert 
Braam, Suzanne Boelens, April 2009. In their paper they raise some questions based 
on qualitative characteristics of accounting information. We have simplifi ed this 
model, doing less questions and processing information not through statistical 
methods but through excel.
The questions raised are:
1. The company's location
2. Form of organization
3. Does the company prepare its fi nancial statements under IFRSs or NASs?
4. Who audits the Financial Statements?
5. What is the value of the company's total assets?
6. In how many pages are given the disclosures?
7. How many tables are in the disclosures?
8. Does the fi nancial statements contain a column providing reference number to the 
disclosures?
9. Do the companies provide non-fi nancial information?
10. Do the companies give the number of employees?
11. Is the terminology used up to date?
12. Are accounting policies clearly described?
Results from the processing data through excel:
 20 of the companies that have been analyzed perform the activity in Tirana, 1 in 

Durres, 1 in Elbasan, 1 in Lushnje, 1 in Saranda. 
 Their form of organization is: 6 are corporations, 14 LLC and 5 are branches of 

foreign companies.
 8 out of 25 selected companies report according to IFRSs and 17 according to 

NAS.
 The fi nancial statements of 8 companies are audited by large audit fi rms, 17 are 

audited by a CPA oran audit fi rm.
 Average assets of companies using NAS are €21,842,720, the average assets of 

companies reporting under IFRS are €95,735,536
 The average number of pages for disclosures is 8.5 for those using NAS and 19 for 

those reporting under IFRSs
 The number of tables in the disclosures 16 for those using NAS and 24 for those 

using IFRSs
 10 out of 17 companies reporting under NAS have a reference column, 6 do 

not have columns, 1 company has a column but it is fi lled wrong.7 out of the 8 
companies reporting under IFRSs has the reference column.
 All companies (17) reporting according to NAS do not provide non-fi nancial 

information. 6 companies reporting under IFRS provide non-fi nancial information.
 The number of employees is provided by 13 companies out of 17 using NASs, and 

from 6 out of 8 companies using IFRS
 In general, the terminology used is up to date from the companies reporting 

under IFRSs, and partially up to date for the companies that reports under NAS. 
Specifi cally, from the 17 entities reporting according to NAS, 8 are updated, 3 
are out of date and 6 of them partially updated. 5 out of the 8 entities reporting 
under IFRSs, 5 of them use updated terminology and 3 use partially updated 
terminology.
 Accounting policies are clearly prescribed from all the companies reporting under 

IFRSs,and from 10 companies reporting under NASs.
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Conclusions and recommendations

• In general, we can say that the quality of the disclosures is higher for companies 
audited by large auditing companies, such as MAZARS, Deloitt e, PWC etc.

• Financial Statements Disclosures are compiled in a copy paste format
• Terminology used by some of the entities is not up to date
• In general, entities tend to provide only compulsory information
• Financial Statements preparers should be trained in order to be updated with 

changes occurring in the area of fi nancial reporting.
• The competent authorities should carefully observe the way that the disclosures 

are fulfi lled by the entities and communicate when the notes are not properly 
prepared.
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Scientifi c research in higher education institutions in the Republic of Kosovo

Jahja Lataj

Abstract

In higher education institutions in the world, especially in those of  western world, there are 
two basic components: teaching and scientifi c research. In a modern high-level institution, 
teaching and scientifi c research are becoming more and more combined, interlinked, and 
supporting and reinforcing each other. One of the questions we are asking more and more 
is whether we are  today a right society oriented or we are a society that has lost its way and 
needs to fi nd the orienting actors that will develop and raise society towards a "society of 
knowledge ". This paper refl ects and analyzes scientifi c research in our country, namely in 
higher education institutions. The study focuses on the research of scientifi c journals, the 
publication of scientifi c journals and the organization of conferences by higher education 
institutions. Our research will be based mainly on presenting them electronically, on 
the offi  cial website of the respective institutions. The main purpose of this paper is to 
present how scientifi c research remains in higher education institutions. The fi ndings and 
recommendations conclude this study, giving as an argument the importance of scientifi c 
research, while presenting factually the results for the particular problem.

Keywords: higher education, scientifi c research, scientifi c journals, scientifi c conferences.

Introduction

In the 21st century, higher education for most scholars was considered one of the key 
drivers of democratic consolidation and economic prosperity. Vocational training and 
knowledge gained through higher education are important factors in generating jobs 
and creating the well-being of a state and society. Considering the general political 
and social context that prevailed in Kosovo in the last decade of the twentieth 
century, and even earlier, it can be concluded that the situation in this respect was 
miserable at every level. However, aft er 1999, new circumstances emerged in Kosovo 
that made it a more convenient environment for scientifi c research and work.

Purpose of paper
The aim of the paper is to show the importance of the research process as a key activity 
in higher education institutions. Research and factual presentation of electronic data 
from the Internet for institutions of higher education in the Republic of Kosovo, both 
public and private. The question that arises for research is:
What is the level of organizing scientifi c conferences and publishing magazines from 
higher education institutions in the Republic of Kosovo?

Methodology
In this paper we will make a qualitative and objectively identifi able survey of the 
state of research or research in higher education in the Republic of Kosovo. In order 
to achieve this goal, comparative assessments and analyzes of relevant documents 
have been carried out and research on the electronic presentation of scientifi c 
journals and the organization of conferences has been conducted from the websites 
of these institutions. These represent the key methodological tools of investigating 
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the posed question. Of course, using these methods, the idea has been to identify  
and highlight processes that lead to the development and promotion of scientifi c 
research in Kosovo.

Scientifi c research
The Republic of Kosovo has a number of legal and institutional structures directly 
related to higher education and scientifi c research such as Law no. 04 / L-037 "On 
Higher Education in the Republic of Kosovo", which constitutes the basic legal act 
(LAW No. 04/L-037, 2011), Law No.04 / L-135 on Scientifi c Research Activities (LAW 
No. 04/L-135 , 2013), the National Science Program of the Republic of Kosovo (Ismajli, 
2010), which support and promote the promotion of higher education and research 
and also require that higher education institutions meet international standards 
quality standards that are evaluated by the Kosovo Accreditation Agency, refl ected 
in Article 15 of the Higher Education Law. The Government of Kosovo intends to 
support and strengthen research structures in the country, and moreover, it has 
focused scientifi c research through development, on the overall eff orts to build and 
consolidate the democratic state and in support of Europeanization processes.
However, the overall development of education and research activities in Kosovo 
are intended to support the development of a higher education system in Kosovo 
and that scientifi c research meets European standards (Ismajli, 2010). The Strategic 
Education Plan in Kosovo 2017-2021 (Bajrami, 2016) aims at raising the quality and 
competitiveness of higher education by promoting excellence in teaching, research, 
artistic creativity, innovation and internationalization. Law No. 04 / L-135 on Scientifi c 
Research Activities (LAW No. 04/L-135 , 2013) aims at regulating scientifi c activity, 
organization, governance in the fi eld of scientifi c research activities, the rights and 
obligations of scientifi c staff , the status of the National Council, the adoption and 
application of science through the National Program .
Based on (BD, 2018) by scientifi c research, we understand the application of the 
scientifi c method to investigate relationships between the natural phenomenon or 
to solve a medical or technical problem. Also (DOC, 2018) by scientifi c research we 
understand the study of a subject in detail, particularly to discover new information or 
to achieve a new meaning. Scientifi c Research Activity (LAW No. 04/L-135 , 2013) is a 
systematic research work done for the research and development of new knowledge, 
its use and application in practice. Starting from it that our research will focus on 
how much the scientifi c journals are published and how conferences are organized 
by higher education institutions, we will explain what is the signifi cance of these two 
denominations. Scientifi c Magazine (UOV, 2018) is a scientifi c publication featuring 
articles writt en by scholars, professors and other experts, magazines focus on a 
particular discipline or fi eld of study, unlike newspapers and magazines, journals 
are intended for an academic audience or technical, not general readers. Scientifi c 
Conference (DOC, 2018) an event that sometimes lasts a few days, in which talks and 
discussions take place from a group of scholars on a particular topic.

Problem research and analysis
The beginnings of higher education in the Republic of Kosovo are late if compared 
to other world institutions. As a fi rst university is the University of Prishtina which 
(UP, 2018) was established by the Law on the Establishment of the University of 
Prishtina, which was approved by the Assembly of the Socialist Province of Kosovo 
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on 18 November 1969. Until 1999 this was the only public university in the country, 
this year has been the end of the war, which is the beginning of the opening of other 
institutions of public and private higher education.
If a research activity is expected to succeed, it depends on three factors:
1. Legal and organizational basis - based on the Law on Scientifi c Research Activities 
(LAW No. 04/L-135 , 2013) the research activity, transfer of knowledge and technology 
and innovation includes:
• developing scientifi c research and publishing their results;
• training of staff  for scientifi c and development research;
• transfer of knowledge and technology;
• recognition and promotion of innovation resulting from scientifi c research;
• construction and maintenance of scientifi c research infrastructure that helps the 

country's economic, technological, cultural and social progress.
Institutions that exercise the research activity (LAW No. 04/L-135 , 2013) are:
• Kosovo Academy of Sciences and Arts;
• Universities;
• Albanological Institute;
• History and History Institute
• Other research and scientifi c institutions and higher education.

2. The available budget - (LAW No. 04/L-135 , 2013) on providing the conditions and 
tools necessary for scientifi c research activity, Government of the Republic of Kosovo 
divides zero point seven percent (0.7%) of the annual local budget. For the year 2018, 
the budget of the Republic of Kosovo (LAW No. 06/L-020, 2018) is planned to be 
2,080,480,837 €, if it calculates 0.7% of the budget, the amount allocated for scientifi c 
research will be € 14,563,365 .
3. The professional capacity - the regulator and supervisor of higher education 
institutions is the Kosovo Agency for Accreditation (KAA), this agency (AKA, 2016) 
is a public agency established by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 
(MEST) in 2008 in accordance with the Law on Higher Education no. 2003/14, AKA 
is an independent authority, which accreditation and reacreditation of public and 
private institutions of higher education and study programs. Based on the KAA 
report of April 2015 - April 2016 (KAA, 2018), approximately 40 out-of-the-box 
institutions have been subject to external quality assessment, out of which 7 public 
universities, 25 colleges, 2 high vocational schools and an Academy have received 
accreditation from KAA. Based on this data, our country with a small population of 
1.8 million inhabitants, the number of institutions of higher education is very large.

Table 1 Number and distribution of accredited study programs (AKA, 2016)
In table no. 1 are presented accredited study programs in private and public 
institutions, if based on these data then the number of programs which deal with 
research and scientifi c research is satisfactory, except for the 5th  level-vacational 
education(two years of high school) and bachelor programs, we have a total of 205 
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study programs (181 master and 24 phd) that their level requires scientifi c research 
activity.

Table 2 Current staff  report in private and public institutions (AKA, 2016)
In table no. 2 regular academic staff  at higher education institutions are presented. 
Based on the presented data, we can see that public institutions dominate with the 
PhD scientifi c degree, in the master one is at the  same level , while the bachelor's 
degree is distinct from private institutions.

Table 3 Current study programs 2017/2018 academic year, website link and number of 
conferences and journals publications (KAA, 2018) and (websites of public higher education 
institutions march 2018 )
In table no. 3 are presented accredited study programs in public institutions for the 
academic year 2017/2018. From the published data we can say that the University 
of Pristina "Hasan Prishtina" dominates, given its tradition, both in the provision of 
programs as well as in organizing conferences and publishing magazines. Data on 
scientifi c activities and research have been extracted from the offi  cial web pages that 
are presented in the table.
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Table 4 Current study programs 2017/2018 academic year, website link and number 
of conferences and journals publications (KAA, 2018) and (websites of private higher 
education institutions march 2018 ).
In table no. 4 are presented accredited study programs in private institutions for the 
academic year 2017/2018. From the published data, we can say that AAB College 
followed by the UBT College dominates, given the tradition of having the fi rst 
private higher education institutions, both in the provision of programs as well as 
in the organization of conferences and the publication of journals. Data on scientifi c 
activities and research have been extracted from the offi  cial web pages that are 
presented in the table.
Generally, from the data presented in the tables above and comparing the programs 
off ered, private institutions are more dedicated to scientifi c research activity.

Conclusions and recommendations

Based on what we have shown above, the research-science experiment in the institutions 
of higher education in the Republic of Kosovo is not yet at the required level. This 
activity has not been missing even in the most diffi  cult moments of our history. But, 
at present it is more the result of individual academic staff  initiatives than the result 
of the organized activity of academic units and research groups within the education 
higher institutions. These institutions should focus on issues related to sustainable 
economic and social development, poverty reduction, democratic livelihoods and 
the environment. The main executives of scientifi c research are public institutions 
funded by the state budget. A major concern remains that, based on the above data, 
poor information on research activities of public institutions arises, although there 
is no lack of organizational legal basis, available budget and professional capacity. 
Overall, research skills and capacity in the public sector are not competitive, while 
the private sector and civil society organizations are much more active even though 
they have lower academic levels than public sector researchers. However, it is clear 
that there are currently no major projects in the fi eld of scientifi c research in Kosovo. 
Knowing that the core components of higher education institutions are teaching and 
research, our research shows that only one component of teaching is fulfi lled, while 
that of scientifi c research is not fulfi lled. It remains to be the mobilization of all actors 
involved in this activity in the future, to do more in this respect.
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The role of food consumption in the destination atractivity
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Abstract

Culinary tourism is emerging as an important component of the rapidly growing cultural 
tourism market. Factors aff ecting tourists’ decision to travel and their choice of destination 
have also changed. An increasing number of tourists are looking for specifi c  experiences – 
learning vacations, horticulture tours, and gastronomy, among others. In an increasingly 
competitive world of tourism marketing, every region or destination is in a constant search 
for a unique product to diff erentiate itself from other destinations. Food and cooked forms 
are considered as an important factor of a national cultural identity. Local and regional food 
can add value to destination because visitors consume the products of a destination; hence the 
products must be something that satisfi es their needs and wants. In addition, familiarity with 
local, regional and national cuisine has become interest for tourists.
This paper, therefore, is going to discuss a number of issues regarding food tourism. The 
purpose of this research was to determine motivations which infl uencing tourists’ local food 
consumption. The study involved a multi-method approach undertaken through initiating 
interviews in 20 restaurants to build inventory of local food of Vlora Region and to fi nd 
out if local food to Vlora Region take part in the menus of restaurants. Finally a survey 
applied to the tourists of the area to determine motivations which infl uencing their local 
food consumption. From the analysis fi ve motivational factor were identifi ed; quality of 
taste, authentic experience, rural development, health concern and knowledge. Authentic 
experience was chosen as a primary motivational factor by visitors to consume local food 
during their holiday.
Based on the fi ndings of this research food has a great infl uence on att racting tourists to a 
destination from the tourists' point of view.

Keywords: food, gastronomic, tourism, cultural, motivations, Vlora Region
JEL Classifi cation: L83

1. Introduction

Food structures the tourist day. A large proportion of tourist day are spent either 
consuming food and drinks, or deciding where and what to consume. One of the 
essential tasks in developing and marketing gastronomic tourism, therefore, is to 
fi nd the ways to add value to the eating experience in order to make it memorable 
(Thorne, 2001). Gastronomic experiences for tourist are usually developed from the 
prospective of unique aspects of gastronomy that can only be found in that particular 
location. If gastronomy can be linked to specifi c countries or regions, it becomes 
a powerful tourism marketing tool. Many tourism destinations around the world 
have begun to realize this, and are using gastronomy to market themselves (Hall & 
Macionis,1998). 
As a developing country, Albania for many years is studying the ways that would 
generate the Albanian economy, and tourism is considered as one of the top activities. 
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The fact that Albania maintains a cultural "authenticity" with its wide range of 
historic and natural att ractions could hold great allure for the outside world. The 
variety of climate, geography, and subcultures causes the variety of food, although 
this important item has been ignored as a tourism att raction in Albania. Culinary 
tourism in Albania has the potential to off er great variety, quality and value tourism 
experience.
Local food produce adds authenticity to the tourist experience and provides 
motivation for visitors to come to a location.  In addition, food has an important role 
in diff erentiating destination in a meaningful way. Tourists may even be tempted 
to stay longer in Albania because of the availability of food products and related 
activities. More importantly, food has been recognized as an eff ective promotional 
and positioning tool of a destination with increasing interest in local cuisine, more 
destinations are focusing on food as their core tourism product (Corigliano, 2000). 
This study recommended that food is not only a basic need for tourists in Albania, 
but also a cultural element that can positively present a destination. 

2. Literature Review
This section provides a review of literature focusing on the culinary tourism 
phenomenon. It consists of six sections. The entire part discusses the major factors 
that have contributed to the increased interest in culinary tourism. It also presents 
the concept of culinary tourism and its various defi nitions.

2.1. Cultural capital and food consumption
With respect to food, cultural capital may reside in knowledge about gourmet 
foods, exotic lavors, foods that are acquired tastes, and familiarity with advanced 
preparation techniques (Adema, 2000). In addition, the growing popularity of 
cooking shows, a concern for where the food originates from, a desire to resist the 
dominant culture of franchised food and restaurants, and the quest for obscure 
local and regional cuisines and artisan-produced foods are all indicative of cultural 
capital (Pietrykowski, 2004; Warde,2004). Cooking can be considered as a cultural 
consequence rather than a natural one, whereas the natural process makes the raw 
material into rot (Murcott , 1988). Levi-strauss's culinary triangle has another aspect 
too, which is the relationship between diff erent ways of cooking and people cultural 
characteristics and social status (Fieldhous, 1995). The relationship between food 
and culture is very important because by exploring new food, tourists are able to 
explore novel cultures and lifestyles (Chang & Hsieh, 2006). Food does not only 
satisfy biological needs because food products can be familiarizing with local culture 
(Askegaard & Madsen, 1998). Jones & Jenkins (2002, P. 115) mentioned that food has 
been regarded as not only being a basic necessity for tourist consumption but also 
an essential element of regional culture. Regional and local products can be a unique 
feature in destination branding and by using specifi c food; tourists get acquainted 
with culture, history and people of a place.
According to Richards (1996), learning is the main characteristic of cultural tourism. 
Cultural tourism is now viewed as special interest tourism since traveller’s motivation 
and decision making are determined by an interest in a particular subject (Weiler & 
Hall, 1992, Richards, 1996). It introduces visitors to new and exciting smells, tastes 
and fl avours, to new cultures, and it also provides learning opportunities. Cultural 
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heritage includes not only the physical aspect (e.g. built heritage) but also elements 
of gastronomy (Reynolds, 1994; Bauer, 1996). Corigliano (2000) suggest that tourism 
is a “cultural act” and that “food is culture”, thus by combining travel with local 
products (i.e. eating a particular dish and drinking a local wine) means sharing the 
local culture. Getz (2000) refers to the wine experience as “an exercise in individual 
cultural tourism” by exploring wine country and the atmosphere of wine villages.
Cultural tourism is not limited to visiting museums, historic sites, or art galleries; it 
also includes cuisine, gastronomy, and culinary practices. Through cultural tourism, 
both hosts and tourists have the opportunity to learn about each other, to develop 
their emotions and tastes, and to improve their quality of life and enhance the 
tourism experience (Moulin, 1995).  An increasingly signifi cant number of travellers 
are stating that food is a key aspect of the travel experience and that they believe that 
experiencing a country’s food is essential to understanding its culture (The Conde 
Nast Publications Inc and Plog Reesearch, 2001). According to Richards (2002), 
gastronomy plays a key role in cultural tourism because it “has become a signifi cant 
source of identity formation in postmodern society”. The cultural capital theory uses 
a similar perspective with respect to food and views eating as a cultural act. The 
culinary fi eld functions like other domains of ‘high’ culture and art such that there is a 
hierarchy of cuisines and hierarchy of food outlets and there are group of professional 
practitioners and critics engaged in aesthetic discourse about restaurants and their 
dishes (Warde, 2004). The cultural capital theory revolves around the diff erential 
ability to control the defi nition of what is ‘good to eat’.

2.2. Food and tourism
Local food is a fundamental component of a destination’s att ributes, adding to 
the range of att ractions and the overall tourist experience (Symons, 1999). This 
makes food an essential constituent of tourism production as well as consumption. 
However, when it comes to tourists, dining out can both be a necessity and a 
pleasure. While some tourists dine to satisfy their hunger, others dine at a particular 
restaurant to experience the local food and cuisine, because for the latt er these form 
an important component of their travel itinerary. This makes the study of tourists’ 
food consumption interesting as well as complex. From an economic point of view, 
nearly 100% of tourists spend money on food at their destination. According to Pyo, 
Uysal, and McLellan (1991), among all possible areas of expenditures while traveling, 
tourists are least likely to make cuts in their food budget. All these suggest that 
tourists’ food consumption makes a substantial contribution to the local restaurants, 
dining places, the food industry, and thereby the destination’s economy. 
The increased interest in culinary tourism can be att ributed to a number of factors. 
Firstly, today’s consumers have become environmentally and health conscious leading 
to demand for pure, fresh, and healthful ingredients derived through responsible 
agricultural practices (Getz, 2000; Wolf, 2002). According to Lee (2002), the market for 
organic foods is growing and is predicted to increase 20 per cent annually because of 
the affl  uent aging population concerned about its health and desire to support more 
environmentally friendly agriculture. Other factors fuelling the culinary tourism 
phenomenon include growing interest in specialty food and beverages associated 
with multicultural societies as well as culture-specifi c product sampling (Getz, 
2000; Wolf, 2002). For instance, the mixing of diff erent cultures has led to increased 
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sophistication in tastes and expectations and has raised consumer curiosity about 
diff erent cuisines and ingredients. According to Wolf (2002), “culinary tourists are 
born through product sampling”. For instance, some hotels or inns may off er their 
guests samples of local food and drink (e.g. a bott le of locally produced wine) thus 
helping the customers associate them with the particular culture or destination.
 In addition, food has an important role in diff erentiating destination in a meaningful 
way (Okumus, 2007). Food and cooked forms are considered as an important factor 
of a national cultural identity. Local and regional food can add value to destination 
because visitors consume the products of a destination; hence the products must be 
something that satisfi es their needs and wants. In addition, Familiarity with local, 
regional and national cuisine has become interest for tourists (Du Rand et al., 2003). 
Local food consumption leads to stimulate and support agricultural activity and food 
production. Local community can benefi t in terms of creating job, generating pride 
and reinforcing brand identity of the destination with the focus on food experience 
in that area
This study represents an important database that can be used by tourism 
organizations to develop marketing strategies and travel products to att ract visitors 
to Albania. The culinary tourism industry in Albania consists mostly of small and 
medium-sized businesses, restaurants and wineries, local and regional associations, 
etc. who usually have limited resources for conducting research (Smith &Taylor, 
1994). Therefore, research specifi cally related to the demand for culinary tourism is 
needed. This study is signifi cant because of its potential to contribute new insights 
into this tourism niche. Although food has been strongly linked to tourism in some 
European and Asian destinations for years, culinary tourism is a relatively new 
phenomenon in Albania and, thus research in this area is scarce.

2.3. Food Neophobia and Food Tourism
Food neophobia is one such personal trait that has been proposed as a barrier for 
tourists to experience the local cuisines (Cohen & Avieli, 2004), aff ecting the food 
tourism experience (Mitchell & Hall, 2003). Local food might not be an att raction 
to many tourists because they are afraid of experimenting with novel foods and 
ingesting something strange (Cohen & Avieli, 2004). However, the empirical 
signifi cance of food neophobia in explaining participation in food to in a study of 
perceived risks of travel, Lepp and Gibson (2003) found strange food as being one 
of the risk factors for tourists. The study revealed that institutionalized tourists, 
the organized mass tourists, female tourists, and tourists with least experience in 
traveling abroad perceived strange food to be a risk tourism remains untested. To 
sum up, food’s capacity to aff ect the tourist’s physical health makes it one of the 
risk elements of tourism. In addition, the inherent trait within a person to avoid 
novel foods plays a crucial factor in determining the extent of participation in food 
tourism. The proposition arrived as a consequence of the literature review of the 
concept is stated Cohen & Avieli (2004) believe that the fear of experiencing new 
food might pose some problems for a number of tourists and fi nally prevent them 
from tasting the novel food off ered them. The infl uence of food neophobia is so great 
that, according to Cohen & Avieli( 2004) it has come to be considered as one of the 
obstacles in the way of tourists’ experience of local cuisines and thus food neophobia 
aff ects the food tourism experience in a negative way as Mitchell &Hall ( 2003) claim.
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There is a basic ambivalence in the tourists’ anticipation of a trip to a relatively 
unfamiliar destination. While excited about the pleasures of novel experiences, they 
are oft en worried about the trip’s adaptive aspects: the climate, the accommodations, 
health risks, and especially the availability of safe, edible, and palatable food and 
beverage. Such considerations appear to become increasingly salient as the date of 
departure approaches and as the vague, pleasing images and fantasies regarding the 
destination are overshadowed by more concrete and practical preparations for the 
trip (Reynolds 1993).

2.4. Demographic status and food consumption
Socio-demographic characteristics are important determinants of food consumption. 
Demographic factors have an eff ect on food choice. They include gender, age and 
place of residence, income or education (Verbeke & Lo’pez, 2005). Some groups of 
people were likely to eat out more frequently than others. Eating out frequently was 
associated primarily with having high household incomes, being highly educated, 
being younger, being a student, having no children in the household, being unmarried, 
or not living with a partner. Income, age, region, and household composition aff ect 
how oft en people eat out (Warde & Martens, 1999). Social class variables include 
occupation and education level; cultural and geographical variables consist of race, 
region and location of residence. Moreover, marital status has an eff ect on dining-out 
spending because married couples spend much money on food and dine-out. Level 
of education is also very signifi cant. Since educated people are more willing to spend 
much money, so value and quality are very important for them.

2.5. Food as a motivating factor
Local food is an authentic experience. Food served in ethnic restaurants is a totally 
diff erent experience in comparison with the food that one eats at home. Culture of 
the area and environment in which people eat is an authentic experience. When 
individuals eat food at home, they are living in an ordinary life. When people eat 
local food in a local area, they have an authentic and original experience. As a result, 
authenticity depends on environment, time, local sett ing, the process of cooking, and 
local people who prepare food (Wang, 1999). Products of tourism including dress, 
local food, and ritual can be defi ned as being authentic depending on whether those 
are enacted or used by local people according to custom and tradition (Chhabra, 
2003; Kim, 2009).
According to Hall and Sharples (2003), food tourism is “visitation to primary and 
secondary food producers, food festivals, restaurants and specifi c locations for 
which food tasting and/or experiencing the att ributes of specialist food production 
region are the primary motivating factor for travel” (Hall & Mitchell, 2002). Thus, 
they narrow the scope of food tourism by stating that food tourism occurs only when 
the food of a place acts as a primary motivator to travel to the destination. 
2.6. Globalization and food consumption
Combining the macro theory of globalization and the micro theory of cultural capital 
to explain food tourism, a theoretical framework is proposed in this section. The 
forces of Globalization have exposed people to foreign foods at home and stimulated 
them to experience those foods when they travel. Moreover, the presence of both 
local food, and the global in the form of chain restaurants, provides them with 
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more variety than ever. Tourists who possess the cultural capital to appreciate and 
enjoy foreign food at home are the ones who are more likely to experience the local 
food at the destination (Cohen & Avieli, 2004). More importantly, since eating out 
is a necessary element of the vacation experience, and almost all tourists eat out, 
destinations become a playground for accruing as well as deploying one’s cultural 
capital. Where the tourist eats and what he eats exhibits the socio-cultural echelons he 
belongs to, and makes food an ideal tool for social cohesion and social stratifi cation.
With respect to food consumption, the homogenizing aspect of globalization has been 
att ributed to economic forces, particularly because the economic process of trade 
liberalization makes it possible for food to be sourced from any part of the world. 
This standardization of tastes, although stimulated in the economic sphere, results 
in cultural phenomena with certain images and symbols accepted the world over 
as aesthetics / lifestyle (Sklair, 1991). Even though globalization has been accused 
of suppressing regional food diff erences, major local and regional variations in our 
eating patt erns remain.
The world culture theory of globalization is used as a means of understanding 
tourists’ food consumption. Sociologists studying food consumption (Germov & 
Williams, 1999; McIntosh, 1996) have used the world culture theory of globalization 
to explain the patt erns of modern food consumption. The theory when applied to 
food consumption refl ects the same dynamics in that there is dialectical relationship 
between the global and the local, and convergence as well as divergence of tastes.
Further, the signifi cance of the local as an opposing force to the global is also seen in 
the movements like the Slow Food Movement in Italy and many small communities 
of Europe and the USA. In many western countries, extensive eff orts are being 
undertaken by local communities to reconstruct and emphasize local food systems to 
protect their endangered gastronomic traditions (Henderson, 1998; Mayer & Knox, 
2005; Stille, 2001). Thus, even though Mennell (2000) states that globalization is 
facilitating a trend of ‘diminishing contrasts and increasing varieties,’ the dynamics 
of globalization ensures that regional and national diff erences still exist and there are 
still more diff erences than varieties (Nygard & Storstad, 1998).
To summarize, the counteracting forces of globalization and localization act 
simultaneously leading to people becoming familiar with foods and cuisines from 
diff erent parts of the world and being introduced to a variety of local versions. This 
has resulted in convergence in consumptive behaviour on one hand and increased 
variety onthe other. Despite their recent proliferation, ethnic restaurants in Western 
countries are as yet representative of only a few cuisines. Of the European ones, such 
‘‘world cuisines’’ as the Italian and French are most commonly represented; indeed 
some of the dishes from those cuisines (including pizza or lett uce salad) became so 
familiar that they are not considered ethnic any more. Other European cuisines, such 
as the Turkish or Greek are also widespread. It should be noted that such ‘‘world 
cuisines’’ originate from countries that are major destinations, and thus tourism 
might very well be the reason behind their popularity and proliferation.

3. The case of Albania: Vlora Region

Vlora city, a place that holds on its shoulders a natural beauty, history, tradition 
and  antique culture , great potentials for the tourism development, is the most 
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important city of Albania having an signifi cant tourism and economic potential 
with its own specifi c geographical, environmental and protected, untouched natural 
resourced. The city of Vlora has a beautiful connection between its sea coast climate 
and mountain climate. With a population of 79,948 it is the city where the Albanian 
Declaration of Independence was proclaimed on November 28, 1912. The city was 
for a short time the capital of Albania and is located in Albania, in the District of 
Vlora.
Vlora is situated on the Bay of Vlora, an inlet on the Adriatic Sea, almost surrounded 
by mountains. The port of Vlora is closer in proximity than any other to the port 
of Bari, Italy, and is just 70 nautical miles (130 km) from Salento's coasts. The island 
of Sazan is nearby, strategically located at the entrance to the Bay of Vlora. The town 
is surrounded by gardens and olive groves. A new motorway is being constructed 
linking the city with Fier and Albania as a whole. One of the most panoramic routes 
of the Albanian Riviera starts to the south of town stretching up to Sarande in extreme 
southern Albania. Vlora remains a major seaport and commercial centre, with a 
signifi cant fi shing and industrial sector. The city is also the location of important 
installations of the Albanian Navy. Vlora has grown in importance as an agricultural 
center with very large-scale planting of olive and fruit trees, and as a center of the 
food processing, oil and bitumen export industries.
The surrounding district is mainly agricultural and pastoral, producing oats, 
maize, cott on, olive oil, catt le, sheep, skins, hides and butt er. These commodities are 
exported. Tourism has become a major industry in recent years, with many hotels, 
recreational centers, and vast beaches. It is a pleasant place to relax, to have a coff ee 
and admire the beautiful view over the Bay of Vlora. 
The coast of Vlora is distinguished  for the fi sh of high quality  related to the taste 
and the freshness. One of the ch aracteristics of this city is the fact that the traditional 
menu of Vlora is mixed with the traditional menu of the neighbor countries such  as 
Italy and Greece.
Llogara or Llogora National Park is a national park in Albania declared since 1966 by 
the Albanian Government. The park covers an area of 1,010 hectares and protects the 
forests on the north side of the Llogara. Almost all of the restaurants in Llogara off er 
baked meat in a tipical way , and also Harapash and Revani as well.  In this area is 
used only the traditional way of cooking.
Orikum is a municipality in the Vlora District, south-western Albania. It was named 
aft er the ancient city Oricum, which was located 4 km west of modern Orikum. 
The municipality consists of the town Orikum and the villages Dukat, Tragjas and 
Radhimë. Nearby the modern city is located the only marina in Albania, Marina of 
Orikum. One of the ch aracteristics of the coast is the fi sh cooking. Delicious plates 
are with fi sh such  as koce, lavrak, haddock , etc , and with sea fruits such  as common 
cutt lefi sh and squids.  This area  is also distinguished for pie cooking.
 Narta Lagoon is a lagoon in the western part of Albania. It is the second largest 
lagoon in Albania relate to size and is located a few kilometers north of the city of 
Vlora. The lagoon is connected by two short canals to the Adriatic Sea. Narta Lagoon 
takes its name from the village of Nartë which is located on the southern shores of the 
lagoon. There are two islands in the lagoon. The largest is called Zvernec Island.  A 
wooden walkway connects Narta to the island, where there is a monastery of the 
13rd century. For this area the most tipical kind of  food is fi sh accompanied with the 
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wine of Narta.  The most served dishes are those with eel, mullet, koce and lavrak. 
Eel, mullet and lavrak are cooked in oven and koce is cooked in barbecue.
Any time  we  behave like tourists in our country or elsewhere, or  when we meet 
with  friends, or foreing tourists  we think about where to go to relax, to eat well and 
have fun. Food is thus an important part of the tourists activity in a destination. If 
the host evaluates  this element of the tourist off er, it may present surprises for the  
tourists and  give them many interesting insights about the ch aracteristics of the 
country that they are visiting. We can say that the food is representative for the area.

4. Methodology

In order to explore what extent local foods of Vlora Region take part in restaurants 
menus’ and to determine motivations which infl uencing tourists’ local food 
consumption, quantitative and qualitative approach were chosen. Firstly, to fi nd 
out local foods of the Vlora Region semi structured interviews are carried out with 
Vlora Region restaurants across a range of locations such as Llogora, Rradhime, 
Narte, Orikum and Vlora. Secondly, to fi nd out inclusion level of local food of the 
destination in restaurants document review method was employed (Patt on, 2002; 
Sterk & Elifson, 2004). Therefore, all the menus of restaurants in Vlora Region were 
reviewed and researchers carefully noted total menu items and local foods, which 
included in the menu. Lastly, to determine local food consumption motivations and 
expectation from the restaurateurs, a questionnaire survey way employed to tourists 
whose visiting to Vlora Region.
Study1. The aim of this study was to build inventory of local foods of the Vlora 
Region. The unit of study were 20 restaurants located in the most typical tourist off er 
in Vlora, as Llogara, Radhima, Tragjas, Nartë and Vlora. They have been questioned if 
they use any special traditional dish of the area, and if they use which  are those? The 
data were identifi ed by us from conversations with experts and from a preliminary 
exploratory study throw semi structures interviews in local restaurants. Data were 
obtained through interview with 20 restorant’s owner from 05/20013 to 06/2013.
According to results of the study, local foods of Vlora Region include 36 diff erent 
traditional foods and it’s grouped under 6 topics (see table 1).

Table 1. Local food of  Vlora Region
Kind of food Number of food

Sea foods

Meat dishes

Different salt pies

Different kind of soaps

Pastry

Deserts

5

5

10

7

3

6

Under the light of this data gathering study document review method was employed 
with all restaurants (20) in Vlora Region between from 06/2013 to 07/2013. List of 
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restaurants was taken from municipally and from the Tax Offi  ce of Vlora. The aim of 
this study to reveal to what extent local foods peculiar to Vlora Region takes part in 
the menus of restaurants. Results for each restaurant have shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Rate of Local Food in Restaurants Menus
Restaurants Local foods in menu No of total foods in menu Rate

Rest. 1
Rest. 2
Rest. 3
Rest. 4
Rest. 5
Rest. 6
Rest. 7
Rest. 8
Rest. 9
Rest. 10
Rest. 11
Rest. 12
Rest. 13
Rest. 14
Rest. 15
Rest. 16
Rest. 17
Rest. 18
Rest. 19
Rest. 20

31
27
24
18
23
4
5

33
23
14
24
32
30
26
28
27
30
17
30
9

70
56
53
45
47
7
9

81
65
29
36
98
60
54
50
55
67
63
45
15

0,44
0,48
0,45
0,40
0,49
0,57
0,55
0,38
0,35
0,48
0,67
0,32
0,50
0,48
0,56
0,49
0,44
0,27
0,66
0,60

            Average Rate: 0,48
Study2.  The instrument used to collect the data was a questionnaire which was 
developed and modifi ed by the researchers. Questions are divided into fi ve ranks 
based on Likert scale ranging from that is including: (1=strongly agree to 5=strongly 
disagree). 140 questionnaires were distributed among the tourists visiting Vlora 
Region and yielded 132 valid responses (94,2%). The survey time extended from 
8/2013 to 9/2013. The questionnaire had three parts. In the fi rst part the study was 
focused on the demographic factors of participants. The second part contained 19 
statements that were linked to a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly agree to 5=strongly 
disagree) to identify what kind of motives impact tourists local food choose on their 
holiday. And at the end there were some questions regarding the expectations of 
tourists’ from restaurateurs. 
In this research, participates are as follows: female 54,3%; male,45,7%; age range 
mostly between 15 and 44 years old (71%); marital status, predominately married 
(54,7%); education level predominately over high school degree (81,2%); and, average 
monthly income above 900 Euro; %26,5 of respondents visited Vlora Region before 
and average staying days of visitor 4. 
From data analyses came out that 83,9% of respondents eat out until to survey and 
majority of respondents look for local specialties with a local identity restaurants 
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(77,1%). 
In addition, tourists’ motives for local food consumption in the Vlora Region, as 
determined by factor analysis, are identifi ed (KMO =0.915). 
All items with fi ve dimensions i.e. Quality of taste, authentic experience, rural 
development, health concern and knowledge are found reasonably acceptable based 
on factor loading with greater than 0.43. The major tourists’ motive, is authentic 
experience (the variance is 18,3 %). 
However to fi nd out expectations of the tourists from restaurateurs we developed 
scale which includes 7 item (Cronbach’s alpha 0,792). According to results of the 
scale all items have very higher scores (see Table 3).

Table 3. Tourists’ Expectations from Restaurateurs 
Statements Means Std. deviations

More local food should be found in the menus 
Menus must included information about local food 
Traditional methods should be used for to food presentations
Should have opportunity to taste before ordering 
Food was made from local products must be indicated 
Restaurants must refl ect region qualities 
Staffs’ knowledge about the foods is very poor 

0,456
0,476
0,432
0,379
0,424
0,435
0,378

0,614
0,645
0,635
0,603
0,598
0,673
0,876

5. Conclusion and Discussion

This study assumes importance because Identify culinary tradition creates 
opportunities to att ract tourists with a new specifi c element. The current study 
was undertaken in context of rise of consumption of local food on holidays and 
increased awareness of local values for tourism. The fi ndings of this study revealed 
that through interview, document reviewing and questionnaire method, this study 
not only identifi ed the motivations infl uencing local food consumption based on the 
empirical context of local food experiences on trips and holidays, but also built an 
inventory of Vlora Region’s local foods and defi nes expectations of tourists’ from 
restaurateurs. The fi ndings of this study revealed that motivations to consume local 
food included fi ve motivational factors: quality of taste, authentic experience, rural 
development, health concern and learning knowledge. Authentic experience which 
includes represents to region, distinctive, traditional items, has been chosen as a 
primary motivational factor to consume local food by the participants. On the other 
hand, according to our fi rst research, local foods in the restaurants menus capture 
48% of all menu items. The average seems good enough but interactions between 
close areas to Vlora Region also have some eff ects on foods. In Vlora Region we 
can fi nd menus that come from Italy, Greece and Turkey. Being so close with the 
traditions of these countries more for the fact that 1 million of Albanian has migrated 
in these countries, some foods defi ned as local food by local people also can be seen 
in some other destinations around the Vlora Region.  That’s why participants want to 
see more local food in the menus which peculiar to Vlora Region. Moreover, general 
perceptions of the participants about local identity of the restaurants are low (see 
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Table 4). However, 77,1 % of the participants look for local specialties with a local 
identity restaurant. 
This study identifi es the local food consumption motivations of tourists during 
their holiday. This research could assist the local governors and tourism authorities 
when planning promotional activities to att ract more people to visit area or to 
increase tourists spending in the destination. Additionally, from the perspective of 
restaurateurs, they should understand tourists’ expectations and provide satisfactory 
service and products to them by bringing to light peculiar foods of area with new 
fl avors and authentic ingredients. Lastly, the current research is conducted with a 
domestic and international tourists sample, it would be interesting to undertake 
similar research and examine a sample with only international tourists' to see if 
there are diff erences in motivations for consumption of local food in holiday. This 
study assumes importance because Identify culinary tradition creates opportunities 
to att ract tourists with a new specifi c element. 
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Cartel agreements and decision no. 359, dated 27 January 2011 of the 
Albanian Competition Authority

PhD (C.) Entela Filo

Abstract

The existence of a dominant market position is not forbidden within the scope of the 
EU Cartel law, but the ECJ stipulates that a venture that holds a dominant position 
in the market bears the responsibility if, through its conduct, it does not reduce 
competition. Albania has harmonized its core principles and practices with that 
of the acquis communautaire (ie the Lisbon Treaty (TFEU) as primary law and the 
Recommendations, Directives and Regulations of the Council and Commission as 
secondary law). The agreement is defi ned in Article 3 (4) of the Law "On Protection 
of Competition" as an agreement (free expression of the will of the parties, in which 
the internal will complies with the external one) between the enterprises as well as 
practices co-ordinated between undertakings1 operating at the same level (horizontal 
agreement) or at diff erent levels (vertical agreement) of the market. The competition 
practice in Albania is based on three main pillars, namely: Banned agreements 
(cartels); Abuse with a dominant position; Mergers or acquisitions of enterprises. 
The main purpose of this article is the cartel analysis in the framework of Albanian 
jurisprudence.

Keywords:  Competition, Cartel, law, Albania, Article 102 TFEU.

 Introduction

With the extension and the expansion of companies in a given market, it is diffi  cult 
to study certain behaviors in the market that damage competition signifi cantly, since 
in most cases these companies are supported by politics. Despite these, pursuant 
to the Law "On Competition Protection", the Competition Authority assesses the 
market power of operators and penalizes operators who have abused through direct 
placement of unfair pricing or conditions, limiting production, markets or technical 
development; the application of unequal conditions for the same commercial 
transaction or the imposition of additional terms or conditions for the conclusion of 
contracts with other parties.
In this context, we will consider Albanian practice in the three main pillars of 
competition, which include:
-  Banned agreements (Cartel);
-  Abuse of dominant position;
-  Control of mergers or acquisitions of enterprises. 

1  For the defi nition of enterprise, see Article 3 (1) of the Law "On Competition", which defi nes it 
as a natural or legal person, private or public, carrying out economic activity. Central and local 
government bodies as well as public institutions or institutions are considered as enterprises when 
conducting economic activity. This defi nition therefore includes two basic elements, which are:
- Entrepreneurship as a natural or legal person or as a state-owned enterprise with a lucrative purpose;
- Exercising a lucrative economic activity.
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During its activity, in 2008 the Competition Authority conducted in-depth 
investigations into the fuel market as well as in the grain and fl our import market,2 
in 2010 conducted in-depth investigations into the New Vehicle Procurement Market 
(Bid rigging) as well as preliminary investigations into the Bread Production and 
Trading market in Korca, Fier, Vlora3 and during 2011, the Competition Authority 
investigated the production and trading of bread in the city of Vlora, as well as in the 
procurement market of physical protection and physical security SHRSF4. At the end 
of December 2011, the Competition Commission decided to initiate a preliminary 
investigation procedure in the procurement of physical protection and physical 
security as a result of a complaint. At the conclusion of the preliminary investigation it 
was found that in the documents of the enterprises presented in the public tendering 
procedures there were signs of cooperation, which could constitute a restriction of 
competition within the meaning of the Law "On Protection of Competition".5

By decision no. 220, dated 16.3.2012 The Competition Commission, taking into 
consideration the risk of serious and irreparable damage to competition, based on 
Article 4 of the Law "On Competition Protection", decided to take interim measures 
for enterprises, to end their co-operation between public procurement procedures 
in the market of physical guard services and to oblige these enterprises to behave 
independently of each other during public procurement procedures in terms of bid 
allocation and / or the respective market sharing. An in-depth investigation was 
also opened in this market6. By decision no. 240, dated 26.7.2012, the Competition 
Commission, came up with a decision on conduct, which contradicts Article 4, 
point 1, lett er a of Law no. 9121, dated 28.07.2003 "On the protection of competition" 
as amended, as well as aft er the hearing of the parties, imposed the fi nes of the 
participants in the agreement with the total amount of 2.5 million Lek for the existence 
of an agreement on bids in the public procurement service market of protection and 
physical security between enterprises "E. S.", " T. S.", “E. S. 1", "N-2000", and "D. S”. It 
was also recommended to the Public Procurement Agency not to subcontract among 
the bidders of the same tender7.
Preliminary investigations, transformed into in-depth investigations by the 
Competition Authority, have also occurred in the procurement of physical security 
and security services in the city of Korca, which aft er a lett er of the Prosecutor's Offi  ce 
of the Korça Judicial District addressed to the Competition Authority aft er having 
evaluated the facts presented during the criminal proceedings, is of the opinion that 
subjects "H. S.", "N. S "and "K. S." have made a preliminary agreement, conduct that 
contradicts Article 4 of the Law "On Competition Protection". Following this data, 
the Competition Commission, by its Decision No. 257, dated 13.12.2012, decided to 
open an in-depth investigation into the procurement of physical security and security 
services in the city of Korça. The Secretariat is conducting investigative procedures 
in accordance with the Law "On Competition Protection", the Code of Procedures 
and the Rules of Investigation Procedures.8

Preliminary investigations transformed into in-depth investigations are being 
developed by the Competition Commission in the framework of the road passenger 
2  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2008 (2009) 15.
3  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2010 (2011) 12.
4  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2011(2012) 18.
5  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013)19.
6  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013) 20.
7  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013) 20.
8  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013) 22.
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transport market in the city of Tirana, following a complaint from an enterprise 
operating in this market "A. T". It was expressed with decision no. 252, dated 26.11.2012 
"On the opening of the preliminary investigation procedure in the urban passenger 
road transport market in the city of Tirana", to see if there are or there aren’t signs 
of restriction of competition. Based on the evidence collected during the inspections 
carried out in the preliminary investigation, which may constitute a violation of 
Article 4 of Law no. 9121, dated 28.07.2003 "On the protection of competition", the 
Competition Commission, by its Decision No. 262, dated 14.01.2013, decided to open 
an in-depth investigation into the monthly subscription (general subscription) ticket 
and student ticket trading in urban road transport service in the city of Tirana to 
the companies operating in this market. The Secretariat has conducted investigative 
procedures in accordance with the Law "On Competition Protection", the Code of 
Procedures and the Rules of Investigation Procedures and has fi ned for agreements.9

Preliminary investigations have also been conducted by the Competition Commission 
in the market of the international shipping of vehicles and / or passengers in the 
city of Vlora with the decision no.218, dated 23.02.2012, since in the relevant market 
during the investigation period there have been changes, where the market structure 
has shift ed from duopoly to monopoly, as well as the arrival of the peak season fi nds 
the relevant market with a single operator in the conditions where the demand is 
strong and the countervailing buyer power in the relevant market is low. During the 
preliminary investigation procedures was also co-operated with MPWT and Vlora 
Port Authority where the situation was stabilized through interference and bilateral 
contracts.
With Decision No. 248, dated 11.10.2012, the Competition Commission decided to 
close the preliminary investigation in the market of international maritime transport 
of vehicles and / or passengers service in Vlora, because it was proven that there 
are signs of restraint; distort or inhibit competition in terms of abuse of dominant 
position or prohibited agreements in the relevant market10

The decisions of the Albanian courts are generally in line with the decisions of the 
Authority, but in their few exceptions it is worth mentioning some decisions of the 
Albanian courts.
The decision to consider is that no. 359, dated 27.1.2011 in the framework of prohibited 
agreements. Aft er completing the preliminary investigation, the Competition 
Authority has claimed that:
• The wheat import and fl our production market had a high degree of concentration 

and integration.
• The main wheat import companies also had signifi cant share in the fl our market 

by imposing their behavior on less-competitive competitors in this market.
• For certain periods of time fl our-bidding companies had had similar rates and 

parallel price increases. The price of fl our sold grew at rates higher than the price 
of wheat sales.

• There were restrictions on new entries in the market due to the relatively high 
concentration and integration of the market depending on the considerable 
dependence of customers on suppliers due to their debit obligations and their 
poor response (bakeries).

• It was noticed a manipulation of the prices of the sale of wheat and fl our to the 
9  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013) 23.
10  Annual Report of the Competition Authority 2012-2013 (2013) 24.
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detriment of fl our and bread producers.
• There was scarcity of domestic production to meet customer requirements, which 

increased dependence on wheat imports for bread production.
The Competition Authority has also explained in its arguments that:
During the in-depth investigation, there were direct evidence of the cooperation 
of the two companies, plaintiff  and third person at the "Summary of Customs 
Clearances for 2008" of the In-depth Investigation Report, which presents data on 
imports for 2008 as: Quantity, Price, Value, Customs duties, VAT, Customs fees. The 
data of this table found by the plaintiff  corresponds to the data found on the third-
person fi nance computer.
The respondent parties in their claims are protected by arguing that:  
• Among them, there has never been a prohibited agreement within the meaning 

of Article 4 of Law no. 9121, dated 28.07.2003 "On the protection of competition". 
The plaintiff  performs its economic activity independently, competing with any 
other entity exercising its activity in the same fi eld as the plaintiff .

• Exchanges or loans that may be made between operators exercising the same 
economic activity on the market are not prohibited by law no. 9121, dated 
28.07.2003 and do not in any way aff ect the prevention, restriction or distortion 
of competition.

• The respondent party in violation of the law has conducted a defective 
investigation, not analyzing all the factors that have infl uenced the increase in the 
price of fl our in the market.

• • The fact that both companies in 2007-2008 account for 50% of the fl our sales 
market does not mean that these companies have driven prices in the market by 
hindering competition. From the investigation of the respondent, it resulted that 
the societies "A." JSC and "B." JSC, in 2005 and 2006 have occupied over 60% of 
the market and for this period the respondent did not result that the companies 
oriented or infl uenced the determination of prices in the market to maintain their 
position as their position over the years has been decreasing.

• The price that plaintiff  has applied to the market has been fully infl uenced by the 
domestic and international market computers.

The district court, in its analysis of documentary evidence and facts, has estimated 
that the lawsuit should be accepted as the international wheat market has suff ered 
a serious crisis since the beginning of 2008, which has also aff ected price increases 
and according to court, lending and borrowing between these companies does not 
constitute prohibited agreements under the provisions of the Law "On Protection of 
Competition".
This decision was appealed to the Court of Tirana district, and the College, aft er 
examining the above facts argued that: 
"The granting of grain quantities to each other, in order to guarantee the continuous supply 
of the market, in terms of the law no. 9121, dated 28.07.2003 "On Protection of Competition", 
does not constitute prohibited agreements. In none of the legal provisions of the law in question 
is not envisaged the exchange of products from companies with a similar activity or even the 
same market as prohibited agreements".
On the other hand, the claim of increased prices in the market, at a time when the 
plaintiff  did not import and did not make sense to aff ect the price determined on the 
stock exchange, results not to be supported by law and in a logical reasoning. The 
College fi nds right the plaintiff 's claim that the increase in grain prices in the world 
market would defi nitely have an immediate impact on the domestic market as the 
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plaintiff  would still have to buy again grain quantities in the international market 
at a price higher than before, thus fulfi lling its contractual obligations with foreign 
suppliers.
In the light of the foregoing arguments, the Court of Appeal appreciates, as grounded 
the decision of the Court of the Judicial District, as such should be upheld, since the 
respondent CA and the State Advocate have failed to prove their claims before the 
court and these claims support them in facts and evidence.11

Conclusions

Albanian competition practice is poor in decisions and generally so far with few 
exceptions, since the establishment of the Authority, court decisions on all levels 
have given the Competition Commission the right, which every year has worked 
to improve the legal framework. Overall, even from the aforementioned decision of 
the Competition Authority, the sectors most aff ected by competition violations are 
crop, insurance, concrete, fuel, construction, manufacturing, and telecommunication 
(mobile). Confi rmations by the judiciary and the most important decisions of the 
Competition Commission indicate that the enforcement of competition law can not 
be achieved with the proper eff ectiveness unless it is taken into account by all market 
players, whether these state institutions or private trade companies. The behavior of 
companies in a market is diff erent and risky not only for the consumer but also for 
other companies operating in the Albanian market. As examples of these practices, it 
is worth mentioning the introduction of low prices when there are several predatory 
pricing companies operating in the market to bankrupt other operating companies 
in the market by securing huge profi ts in the future as well as the dominant position 
in the market. These companies use many methods which are concealed in most 
cases and therefore Albanian practice should be enriched with the cases judged and 
protective to the market, consumers and other operators in the domestic economy. 
Decision no. 359, dated 27 January 2011, of the Competition Authority is a rare 
example of the discrepancy of the decision taken by the Competition Authority and 
the Albanian courts, because the respondent CA and the State Advocate have failed 
to prove their claims before the court and these claims support them in facts and 
evidence.
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Vs Léčebné lázně Mariánské Lázně a.s.

11  Decision of the Tirana Court of Appeals no  979, dated 20.4.2012. 
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